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A REPoRT TO TIlE ACADEMY 

- To- (nit it plainly, much as 1 like expressing 
- myselfm images •. to fm, il plai"/y: you; Ijr� as _;. >_-. 

_ _ � _: apes, gcntlemet;. inwfaras somethil1g o(that _
J

_
, _ kin.$/ lies behmd you, anOlot bt: fllrthn-re
_��'mowd fro", you cpa" mj� is 'rom �_ .Y� 
-:��� evtryOne Qn earth feels a tickling ar:the htel,,; 
- -,",", the small chimpanzt.t. and the Jrtal AchiJIes 
:c alike. 

,
':;-: -�---:----______ -:-FrOlnz Kafka, • A Report to An Acade!llY" " 

- -
- , 

,-

So ';hat is,"this tickling at the beels u; which Xafka',s :�n;� 
hurnan-ape':wouJd refer us all too apish humans t�? I call i{the 
niim:etic-l�cultrt' the!-nat�re that culrur� uses (0 c;eate-s;¢C�n�

" 
�. " . -... . . - , " . - -, ,,,: . .�. . . - .-.-. '-. : : .. -

natur�·the fa'1llry tG,COpr, unitate, make 'models, explore differ,,:, _ 
ence1yietd'into 

,
and become Other. Tbe w�ndet �(n;im�'s'i�lif;S� 

in th.�,g,.p�d!�W!n�9�J�� ��!"t��,f ,�n.Ap'9,\!�f9'f:ih�_�iijMp'CaJj 
to t!i p?intw�et;eby 

.. 
'�h�:,re��se�t�tio�, ��y, �· �

.
�:'!��)}me::� •.•• " 

cha�a��-.:aJi'�rilia fp()w�r',:'tn ':an � oid�; '.j';tij'g�'�'8�,: thi s is�,SYtl1P;l
thetitA�-;��;'" �ria (t)'elieve It is a!l nece�sary � the very process 
of kl1�wjng as it'is w the construction and subsequent natorali�� 

xiii 

, 

, 

. ' .. � 

, �'";"<; ", ",::'� ,��. 
.:?� ��. 

-_ ow. . 
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tion of identities. But if it is a facuity, it is also a history, and 
just as histories enter into the functioning of the mimetic faculty, 
so the mimetk faculty tnters into those histories. No understand
ing of mimesis is wotthwhile if it lacks the mobility to traverse 
thistwo�way street,e$pecially·"pertin ent to whith isEuto�Atneri� 
can colonialism1 the felt relation of the civilizing process to 

--��--

savagery, (0 aping; 

• • • 

My way oitraversing thistwo�way street takes me into an 
eccentric history which hegins with the curious and suikitig 
recharging of the mimetic faculty caused by the invention of 
mimctkally capa,dolls machinessuch as the camera; in thesec� 
bodhalfofthenineteenth century.-This history then somersaults 
b;ackwardintime so as to explore afoundational moment in the 
equatio!lofsavagery with mimesis:--:namciy, the experience of 
young Charles Darwin,inJ832 on thi!beilch at Tierra de1Fucgo, 
full ofW6nderat the mimeticptowcss-of prirrtitives,especially 
as ittoncerns theitriiimicking him; This historythen .• fans f()r� 
watds irlthe form of.bther sailors setting saitJrom rwnhern 
diin�:,as they appear carved· in the shape of wooden curing 
figurines io the eatly twentieth�centurySwedish ethn ogra phy of 
certain Indians of the· D<lrien ·Peninsula ·betWetnthe Panama 
Canal and Colombia. Wortdering abollt the magical possibilities 
in this imagc�making()f·Et1ropeans makes me in tUrn speculate 
6rst aboutwhat 'it might be to Hve Datien-like in mimetic worlds 
where spirits cOpy physical reality, and second, what it means 
fot me as a white-man to trace a history in whith ari image of 
the white man is used by Indian men to access- magical power 
emergent from the womb of the GreatMother.This somersaults 
me forward into myself from First Crintacttill1e with Darwin on 

xiII 
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the beach, through the invention of mimetic machines, to late 
twentieth�century Reverse Comact now-time, when the Western 
study of the Third and Fourth World Other gives way to the 
unsettling confrontation of the West with itself as portrayed in 
the eyes and handiwork of its Others. Such an encounter disotiw 
cots the earlier occidental sympathies which kept the magical 
economy of mimesis and alterity in some sort of imperial balance. 
Historywreaks its revenge on representational security ·as ess(:n� 
tialism and constructionism oscillate: wildly in.a··death�struggJ� 
over the claims of mimcsls to beithe nature that Ci.lltuteuse5to 
create a now�beleaguere�secoridnatute;AJ1d this brings'Dle 
to the end of (my) history, W()flderil1g if the8Utge.ofmimeti� 
sensitivity accompanying this d�ath.sttug�t!tnighti�dicate 
other wa ysofbeing identical, .. other��ys .of being alt�t .. A�dthis 
brings me to the vexing subject otl'(::Ql1sttu(,.1ionjsttl,·'>ofrn�k:i:tlg 
things up� 

• • 

For in thishistory lam often caughttuusing as to \Vhethertile 
wonder of the -magic in mitnesiscould. reinvigoratetht!anc� 
unsettling observation thatmostofwhatseems .itnp6rtantin1ife 
is made up and is neither . more{n(jtless)thaIl�as;1C:l:rtai:ntritJl 
of phrase would have · · i!; "llsocialcortsu\Jcdon;i" lt$!:6rnltOqlC 
that the ·question'of the .. Oiimetic. £acu�ltY··tf¢kresthe ... heels {)f this 
upright posture and makesit·interesting once;1gaiu:.WithS?od 
reason postmodernism has relcntlcssly itlstruct edus that realit}' 
is artifice yet, so i t  seems tome, notent>llgh;sutptisc has been 
expressed as·OO .how we·nevertheless get on .. with llving.pre� 
tcnding'-:'thanksto ·the mimetic: facuJry'"--tha{ we livefacts,not 
fictions. Custom, that obscure crossroads'where the constructed 
and the habitual coalesce, is indeed mysterio-os.Some force irn� 
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. p�ls.. US to" �_�' me d1o� on the: 'road. w� cannot, SO it wou1d 
seetTi, .easilY -,low the. rhin& down, ,_top and in quire into this 
uemend6Us1y braced 6e1d of the am6cial. 'When itwas enlhusia6� 
rically POlnt�_OU[ within· m�mory of-ow prc::stnt Academy that
nee or geodd or natio�· • • .  wert so many sOcial constructwns, 
�veriaor1:S; �Dd repres,�tation6, a, window was op;ened, an.mvi- _ 

tarion to begm tbe Clidal project ofarialysJs and cultural tecon", .--
5trUctiPl:l.�"'-aS' O{fe�. �d 'otie stiU keis'�t� power' evcn moogh-:-: 
what w-as:i:t�hlng more thari � imtration;', p",.n,bJ. t(>inve�;[i': 
gation large� b�rn .<o.nvo".",dirure"din[,o·"'C(,.<:lii,;;; 

.!oOal.co,,;tri'ct'[lnt of"�'. 

do'n':t '�e, ls jt b.,ca,'" at ,t'" 
fumbles-the_ j;a$S:�lOd ihe':'.literary furn�ln the social scie�� --_ :-- ' 

.XII; 
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and historical studies yields naught else but more meca-c;:ornmen
tacy in place of poesis, little by way of making anew? 

• • • 

But just 3S W� might gam�r courage to reinvent a new world 
and live new fictions-what a soc(ology that would be!..,......so 2 
devouring force comes at us-from another direction, sedJlong us 

1 

by playing on ouryearning-forJ�_e £rue real. Would that it w()u1� .y� 
wo�lI� tftat it could, comc' dea-n� this true real. l so badlY��an.f ;- ;::'J� 

_ .  . , ---- -__ • ' 

� _, ___ _ 
• •  ¥- ' i."; 

that wink of recognition, th'at ___ :compljcicy witb · the-�nafidlf::of. �; �:;! 
- '- - - - ,--- . '- '.'--. ,,- -- , - ,-. , - -" ., :,\:: " , :!:: . � natute.:Butthemore I wlJntjt�,the_mo.re [, re'alize i��'n6flOi-;tne:�;.;i· �,,�;, ,;'.�� 

Nor forj��" �Jth�r ".

'

\ ,.  \vhich:leav�:�" 4$ (5" th's·>�tPY':·4#d
.

'
:c)ft�ii·�

: Gt{�r :: � ! .. .rH��':� 
desperate:pI�� ::��o,tiri:g::: :the:iOlPQs�ible ,s :o� b,�dJr

:

:
;: ih, <lt�bjk W�.

/ <,;"�:,�'i\» " 

,
:

:
.� .

' 

", be1ievch'.sQur-: �iSht'fuiJestit1y;and:' s9:�'�ct:,' �'�:;:a����licetl> q{die( ,,�. ' . );��, : ;� 

.:��,=�a!::!:�; !::o�;;::s��tiL�t:�!;ij:j��. '::��i�Bif�' 
whi�h; j t.- .o Coin a

·
phr�; h�%;]?_ YJ-:an. �bitra&.�< ri:rati:dl{�qh� -- --"l t ,� . 

, " , , '
-

'-

-

,,

-
> 

, - - � ' -"- -y-- ' �. slipp_eiy-- rtk�(nf e:i$ing its w�_r p��'tf �as���t
.
e ���l;:'_::

,
0:\iJ" ':'t�-:. ':::;: ��; 

• � • . £- C'�- • --';;:_;.. __ ��-fg:/ 
* " '---;:" , _  " " ,� c 

- - ":,:��';: :, _
��A 

No� the:strangethingabout iliis siny·if��t d;$pe;at�¥p1ac� t '\._ 

between the real and. the- reaUy-'m\ld e--up is-thai'it- appeai:$-:w-be '::' �' 
.', 

_ ,,-

� 

-

-,- . y ("\ , -- -- - C A  , , 
whcC#",most"ofU5 sptnd,mQst�Qfo-ur timias �lslemicalJy-co�ct, " 
soci�lIy-: cceat� and<.;c-casi6��.fi{C:rdtive ';bclngs-: :W� di�in.t·�,,�-:- . 
late:' We act'�n.d have to 'act �;-t{ifi.ischief wer� rrofaf�:dn,- ;he. 

-- -. - ' - . 
• 

- . - � ' . . ..... ,._-.,--:-> -kingdom 01 the. rooJ and th�t �Il. � alounrltbe grd1Uld lily firm, . " 
Thatis';:Whal'..th�· p�bli� secr�t,�heA���'[rY',,9( th/sociai-

'
:fatt,,\, ' 

- . . ..... . .  :.:"., ', J 'I'. .
. ' , ;",: ' .... .: ..... .. . '�,', " ,- < .: ' ,: :", .. --. '. "'. . " ' __ .-:.' .. " beingil soci�,l"�¢� �� )s, :�U,'ab()ut; NQrnai�,er ,h ow

'
: �opbjstka'ted.,.";" : 

we maybe:a�s",to�th� ',&n'�p'lictedanl�:(hhr:ar�::,Ch'af.actertifour ,1'::.-" , " ' 
pract:i�es;jrtdJdil)g �ur ptac_tices:�f rep��n�'a,rion'� 6ut_p:tacti'ce - '.:�," 

of practiCes is one of acti�elr-fhrgettingsuch mischlef.�adi.fune 
-"' ---
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we open our moutbno �k for somerhing orto make a statement. 
Try to imagine what wowd happen if we didn't in daily pracrjce 
rhus conspire to actively forget what Saussure called "'the arbi
trariness of the sign"? Or try the opposite experiment. Try to 
imagine Liviog in a world whose signs were indeed "natural." 

• • • 

'Something llauseating looins here, and we are acivised, to beat 
a retreat to the unmentionabLe world o� active forgetting where, :" 
pressed into mighty service by societY, the mimetic faculty carries 
out its honest labor sururing nature [0 artifice and bringing 
8ensuousness to �nse by means of what was once called sympa
thetic magic, granting the cop� the chanll."tcr and power of the 
original, the representation the power of the represented . 

• • • 

Yet this mimetic faculty Leself is not without its own histories" 

anr;! own ·ways ofbt:ins; thoug�t",'about. Su�dy Kafka's ti,c�ling , 
arthe heels, brought to our anemion by the apt aping humanity's 
aping, is sensateness caught in [he oet of passionful images spun 
for several centuries by the colonia1 trade with wildn�s that 
ensurts civilization its savagery? To witness mimesis, to marvel 
at its wonder or fume, at its duplicity, is to sentiently invoke just 
that history and reginet its profound influence on everyday 
practices of representation. Thus the history of mimesis Rows 
into the mimtsis of history, Kafka)s ape standing at the turbu
lence where these forces coalesce. And if I am correct in invoking 
a certain ma.gic of the signifier and what Walter Benjamin took 
the mimetic faculty to bc-namdy, the compulsion [0 become 
me Oth er-and if, thanks to new social conditions and new 
techniques of reproduction (such as cinema. and mass production 

A REI'ORT TO THE ACADEMY 

of imagery), modernity bas ushered in a veritable rebirth, a 
recharging and retooling the mimetic faculry, then it .s«ms to 
me that we are forthwith invited if not forced into tbe inner 
sanctum of mimetic mysteries wh ere. in imitating, we will find 
distance from the imiratl>J and hence gain some rdease from the 
suffocating hold of"coT1Srructionisrn" no leiS than tbe dreadfully 
passive view of nafUIe it upholds. 

"'. ' 

xix 
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iN SOME WAY OR ANOTHER ONE CAN PROTECT 

ONESELF FROM THE SPIRITS By PORTRAYING THEM 

He is JrilJ� not merely 10 awaien t:ongeQ/�d life in pnrified obJect5-
as in allegory--but also to scmtm;u Iwing thin!:! so that thtry present 
themselves IU being am;itnt, 'Ur-bist(lrl�al' Qlld dbruptly releast thtir 
signi{iuJ1Ju. 

-T. W. Adorno, "lIb .. r Waltc::t 8eojamin" 

He is driven . . . 10 awaken congealrd life in perrified obje<-'ts. Thus, 
lknjamin, in addressing the fetish l:hacacter of obiecthood under capi
talism, dcmystifying and rrenchantins. oUI-fctishizing the fetish. And 

if rhis necessarily involves a movement in the other direcrion, nOI 

awakening bUi petrifying life, reifying insreadof fetishizing, doing what. 
Adorno describes a.!l the scrutiny of living things so that they present 
themselves 3S being Ur-historical and hence abrurtly relrase (heir sig
nificance, then a strange parallel js set up with my reading of the CUll a 
shaman of the San BIas Islands off Panama, faced with a woman in 
obsrructrd lahar and singing for (he restoration of her soul. By her 
hammock in his singing he is seeing, scrutinizing, bringing into being 
an allegory of the cosmos as Wtlman through whom is plotted the 
journey along the birth canal of the world-an action he undertakes 
by first awakening \."Ongealc'd life in his petrified fetish-ohjcc(s, carved 
wooden figurines now standing by tbe laboring woman. With thcm be 
will journey. To them he sings: 
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Th medicine mlln gives you II living soul, me mtdicine mBn changr:s for yo= your $Oul, all like replicas, all like twin figures.' 

Note the rtplicas. Note the magical, the soulful power that deri.ves 
(rom replication. For this is where we must �gin; 

.
with the mag,c�1 

power of replication. the image affecting what It IS an Image of. wherem 
the representation shares in or takes power from the represente� 

. 
to the power of the mimetic faculty through whose awaken-tesnmony . 

k ing we might not so much understand that shadow of sCIence nown 
as magic (a forlorn rask if ever there was one). but st

.
e anew the spell 

-Df the natura) wbere the reproduction of life merges with the rt(:apru� 

of the soul. 

The Objectness of the Object 

Like Adorno and Benjamin, If not also mis San Bias Cuna shaman. my 
oneern is to reinstall.' in and against the myth of EnlighcenmC'm. :ith irs univC'rsal, context-free reason, nor merely the re�i5tanCe of the 

concrete particular to abstraction, but what I deem cru�1:J1 t� tho
.
u�ht 

that moves and moves us-namely, in sensuousness, ItS �Imetl�:!ty. 
What is moving about moving thought in Benjamin's hands IS preCIsely 
h· Adorno pictures Benjamin's writing as that in which "thought • & 

. . .  
presses clOSt to its object, as if through touching, s�el�tng, tasting, �� 
wanted to transform itself," and Susa� 8u,s-Morss indIcates how IhlS 
'o'er)' sensuousness is indebted [0 and necessary for what is unforgen:abI1 

....... In [hat wt1ling, its unremitting attempt ro create "exal.� fan�asl� .. . _. 

translating objects into words, m3intaining the objecrness oT the object 
in language such that here translation is equiv�lent to m�re ,han t�3�S
lation, to more than explanation-to a sizzling revelatton exerClslOg 
the pt'culiar powers of the mimetic faculty.l 

The Object 

I wanl to begin with the problem to be found in Baron Erland Norden
s!c.iold's compil:nion An Historical and Ethnological Survey of /he 

1 

PRoneT ON�ElF hOM THE SPIRrrs 

Cuna htdians, published in Sweden by the Gothenburg Ethnological 

Museum in 1938, six years after the baron's tleam.J It was edited by 
Henry Wassin and. as irs tide page states, was "written in collaboration 
with the Cuna Indian, Ruben Perez Kantule," a rwenry-four- year-old 
secretary to the Cuna Nele de Kantule. (Ntle i s  a title meaning High 
Chief and Seer which Nordenskiold and Perez sometimes empl oy as a 
proper name.) You can .sec intimations of anthropological sympathy 

belween the Swedish baron and the high chief's secretary from the 
Cronrispie� portrait photograph of Nordenskiold and that of Ruben 

Perez. sC'r above chI.' tide of the book's first chapter. Both well-groomed, 
in suit and tie, they sbare the same posture. these rtJaxed yct ale" 
investigators of things Cuna. 

Ha\wg been forced by illness 10 lea\'e the land of tht Cunas antr a 
mere monch of study thc=re in J 927. two }'ears after their successful 
revolt against the Panamanian government, the baron had invitcd 

Rubin Pe�z to spend six montbs in Sweden 10 become his secretary 
and assist him in the interpretation of Cuna picture-drawings. When 
Perez arrived in SwedC'n, he brought what Nordensbold judged to be 
very valuable manuscript material-"songs, incantations, descriptions 
of illnesses, and prescriptions, all written in Ihe Cuna language and 

mainly in our system of writing" -as well as a great many nores in 
Englisb and Spanish concerning Cuna traditions and hislory dictated 
to him by the Ne/e, the Great Seer himself . 

The problem 1 want to take up concerns the wooden figurines used 
in curing. Cuna callihem IIJlchukana (pl.; nucbu, sing.).alld in Norden
ski old and Perez' text I find the arresting claim that "all these wooden 
figures represent European types, and to judge by the kind of dothts. 
are from Ihe eighteench and possibly from the sevenlttnch century, or 
at least have been copied from old pictures from that time". (345)-

Perez had never seen a wooden figure with a ring in the nosc. Only 

the women wear such a ring. But Henry Wassen, asserring editorial 

prerogative, added a note saying that such figures do exist, however, 
and referred the reader to one, "certainly very old, n which had been 
given him in 1935 in Balboa b)' Mrs. Dove L Prather, to add to h is 
colleClion. Not only the Indians collect nuch14S. 

Nordenskjold raised the question whether the figurines were a rela-

"Throughout rhlS book, whelT The \JJnt IiOIIrct i� rcfertd to Oftrn and continuOlUly, 
th� page rdcrcnc.c is in�ned in p�rent� at Iht rod uf the relevant �ItCnce. 



Baron Erland Nordcmkmld (from An HIStorical ,md Ftlmo/ogical 
Survey of the wWw Indians, 1938: 

PROI K T Or-:ESELF FRO,\! TH� SPIRIT .. 

Ruben Pirez (from An H,storical and E.tlmologlcaf 'sun·ey of the Gina 
/ndlll1ls, 1938). 

tively modern invemion ;lmong the CUlla, ba'cd 011 their ob�crvations 
of the Catholic sainrs. (426) There is indeed rea�on tel �uggCSt that the 

figurines an.' a creallon of relarively modern urnes, possIbly no later 

than nineteenth cemury. "Umil very recemly, n wrOle the U.S. anthro
pologist David StOul In the 1940s, "none of the primary sources on 
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Cun3 curing 6gurines 
Or3wn by Guillermo H3yans (cerca 1948) 

" 

Cuna curing figurints 

, 

PROThLTON�EI.F hOM rHE SrUtITS 

Cuna history mention IIlfc./ms. n4 In an arfide he published in 1.940, 

Wassen spcculau:d on th� influence African slaves may have had on 

Cuna and Choc6 Indian "magic slicks." He wrote., "that the carved 

sticks which are used by the Kuna medicine singers are equipped with 
figures of Europeans in doth from an older period and have been 

influenced by figures of the saints etc .• strengthens my opinion [hal the 

Kunas have adopted roese nicks relatively late." As an afterthought he 

added: "The figures of. for example. the Spaniards on the sticks could 

be explained as an emblem of power."! Certainly there is no mention 

whatSoever of the figurines in the detailed aCcount left by the pirate'S 

surgeon Lionel Waferconceming his four months' stay among the Indi

ans of the Darien Peninsula in 1681,and Wafer was extremely interested 

in Indian medicine and curing ritual. lnd�d, his prestige and safety 

among ,hem depended on such k.nowledge. He repons vi\'idly on lively 

healing ritual involving the mimicry of what he tak.es to be the voices of 

spirits conversing with the healer. But men:: is no indication of  6gurin�.· 

In any event. whatever the lemporal relation to European colonial

ism might be (and whatever could be learned from ir). Nordenskiold 

was sure of one thing: "It is certain at any rate that the wooden figures 

which the Cunas car\'(' and usc as abiding places for their helpiog 

spiritS, no longer look. like either Indians or demons, but like white 

people.-(426) And half a century later, in 1983, with [he authority of 

having spent four years among the Cuna, the!' anthropologist and for

mer US. Peace Corpsman Norman Ch:lrin made basically Ihe!' same 

point-the figurines "almost invariably are carved to look like oon

Indians; if they are made to represent Indians. they are somewhat more 

exotic, wearing suits and hats with serrat·ed lOps, and are occasionally 

riding horses ... 7 

The Problem: Mimesis Unleashed 

At mis point the problem can b4:= fairly sialed (with some wonder, mind 

you) as to wily these figures, so crucial to curing and thus to Cuna 

society, should be carved in the form of "European types." In shon: 
why are they Other, and why are they the Colonial Other? This ques-
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tion leads to srill more of a very particular and particularizing sort, 
because in asking it I am, as a "European type," broughr to confront 
my cultured self in the Conn of an Indian figurine! What magic lies in 

this, my wooden self, s�mg 10 power in a language I cannot understand? 

Who is this sdf, objectified without my knowledge, that I am hell-bent 

on analyzing as object-over-there fanned by sea breezes and the smoke 

of burning cocoa nibs encbanting the shaman's singing? 

Something trcmbks in the whole enterprise of analysis and knowl

edge-making here: the whole anthropological Hip stans [0 evisceraTe. 

And about time, (00. for if I t:'lke the figurines seriously, it seems tbat 

I am honor-bound to respond to the mimicry uf my-self in ways other 

than the defensive maneuver o f  the powerful by suhjecting it to scrutillY 
as yet another primitive artifact, grist to the analytic machinery of 
EUTOamerican anthropology. The very mimicry corrodes the alterit)' 

by which my science is nourished_ For now I too am pan of the object 
of study. The Indians have made me alter to my self. Time for a little 

cha.nt of my uwn: 

And h�re whc:r� piratc:s arm in ,urn with Darien 

Indian:. roamed, 

of (heir bOIl� is coral m.1Je. 
What Eolighl�nil1g spirits cm L sing into Being 
Fm r�thinking the thmking Self, 

Its European hislorits, its orher furores? 

Embodimem 

ThC'se questions aTC' entwined in the puzzling fact that there is a funda

mental split between the outer carved form of the cl1[ing figurines and 
their inner suhst:l.nce. For the ethnography emphatically states, as a 

. .  -'una article of faith, that the spIrit of the wood, not its outer form, 

determines the efficacy of the figurine. Thus we are forced to ponder 

why it is rhen necessary to carve an outer European, non-Indian form, 

Why bother c:lTving forms at all if the magical power is invested in the 

spirit of the wood itself? And indeed, as our puzzling le:lds to more 

puzzling, why is embodiment itself necessary? 

" 

PROTECT ONl!Sl!Lf FROM THE SPIRITS 

This que�tion in turn turns on an equally ohseure problem, the most 

basic of all: how are such figurines sllppoM:d to function in healing? I 

find it exceedingly srrang.e that in the research Oil Cuna curing I have 

ronsulred, not only is there almost nothing written directly on rhe 

figurines, let alone on their healing function, but that this problem of 

why they exist and are used is nut posed. 

Certainly the anthropologist can r{"(:ord and specublc upon the 

bmous curing chants such as the Muu-lgala (The Way of Muu) and 

the Nia-Igala (The Way of the Demnn). Cennal to both is the odyskY 

undertaken by these figurines, or father-aod this is the point-by the 

spirits they '""represent" in their search for the abdUL1:ed soul of the sick 

person. And the anthropologist can m�ntit1n other functions of the 

figurines as well. Nordenskiold (427) presents the case of a girl of the 

argana community who used to dream a lot about pwple wbo had 

died. Ruben Perez took a figurine that she had held in her hands for 

but a few minutes ro 1he shaman, whu was then able to diagnose her 

visions as those of evil !opirit!J, not of deceased persons, and to declare 

that unless she bathed in certain medkines !ohe would lose her reason_ 

In anomer instance. a man who fell ill in a settlement along the Gulf 

of Urab.:i took in his hands one of these wooden figurines, held it in 
the smoke of burning cocoa nibs, and th�·n had a friend t3ke it ro the 

seer, who kept it in his htluse for some time, until in his dreams its soul 

tuld him from what kind of disease the lndian in far off Urah .. , was 
suffering. (348) Bathing One's head in thl' water in which a figurine has 
been placed is a way of acquirinsstrength [0 learn a new skill,especially 

a foreigll ianguage. (365) Furthermore, figurines call counsel the healer. 

Ruben Perez used ro believe that tire seer or 'Ie!e received instruction 

fwm the figurines ahout what medicines to w.e for different illnesses. 

But the nele later told him that he learned these things from the illness 

demons thcm�dve�, although sometimes the figurint-"S would give him 

adVIce. (348) The figurines h:lve the power to make evil spirits appear 

befQre the seer, whose powers are quite miraculous, as itemized in the 

baron's and Ruhen Pere;:' lext: 

There are a great man}· Things That Nelc of Usn·lpu knows. He is able to 
see what illnesse'l are affe<:ung any person who comes to consult him. 

, 



Whe:n h� examinCc'> a _�kk person he: scats himself facing the patient :mJ 
luoks at him. He SrtS n�ht through rum as if he were m:tdc of gl:ll>�. Ndc: 
SC'b ,til Ihe: Ol1!:31lS of the: budy. He: IS al.;o ablr, wITh me :lSsistJnl"'c: of rht' 
IIu(11u$ [i.t'. figurinesJ to "\.c: his vtrdict:ls to wh.lI iIIn�s a patient whHm 
I'1c: hu nClf even s<:cn ." suUcrmg frum. Nek can iurctdl how long :1 persun 
is going ro [ivc. It i .. of the greatesr iruPllrt:lO(C ,h:u he: is ahle \(I say \\"hen 
and how a pcDOtl'S .!>OU! is nrricJ 3W:I)' hy SjllritS. (83) 

And Ihe lexi conclude!> al this poilU rhat the seers pOs.)oeSS these occult 

powers, "'thanks to the IltIchus [rhe figurines 1, the tutelary spirits." (ttl) 

Then ag4lin. [here is the astuni!>hing carving and sub�tquent use of 

as many :1. .. fifty or more figUrines a!> large or larger fhan humans in Ihe 

community-wide exordsm of serious spiritual disfurb:lnCl' of ::m entire 

i�land or region. These exorci:.ms last m"ny days. The chief !lp,urine in 

one such exorcism in the Ittte 1941)s was said by .:1.11 American visitor 

to be II scven·fool-taJl likclless of General Dougt:lS MacArthur (and \w 
will have occasion to think again of this representation of the general 

when we consider the mcall1ng-to tbi.' Wcstern c)'e-of Primitivist 

P:mxi)' and ir� mimetic rdation to the West); 

llec.l llse Ihe Indialll> were nnt familiOl( With mi1itac)' regulations g0\'('nung. 
drcs.' lhey made some grav!;: ('cron. Instead of w�;lrillg ldt:lki, thf image 

i� pail\[�-d so OIS tn be we.lring ;J grttn cap with a pink band and am: whilc 
stir. His (oal wa.� painted :1 powder blu..- with twO pink hcra .. 1 p.KketS. 
Below the left pocket WiI.s what appc:ll1> 1(. be- :I  Gt:rm,1n Iton Cro-.s. He 
alsn woce a bl"ck bow lic: al1d blad: pal1ts. Alrhough the Ind"'n� ha\'c 
small fI:n nosc.o., Ihe)' admire long poimed ones. l'he)' Int:rdnrc nude Ihe 
image wilh a n.)SC' tn:u projected tnr« iuches hom the bce! 

The nbscfver, flf cuurS<', has the last word. Not cumem with describ
ing the general, he ha.� to tell u.s thJ.t bc-cau.�e the Indians suffer fwm 
nuSt; envy, tht'Y have therefofe elongated and sharpened their image of 
MacArthur's nose-and here one senseI> the final victory 01 Enlighten

mem, its 00SiI1l;SS. ttS con�uming wili lO stick irs beak ill other people's 

liveo; and "explain." But embodiment itself is nevcr problemal'ized. 

Why imagine a nos�? Wh)' imagine at all? Why this urge to tangibili1.t"? 
Rut. then, i.� it pO!>sihle to conceive of, lel alont" have. pure "ppearano.'? 

HI 

I'N.OTECJ' ONESt:lF FROM T ill:: SrlRI1S 

Medicines Should Nor Be Confused With Decoys 

Nordenskiold and Pc:rt:t' hunk has many thillg.'i that make your head 

swim concerning mimicry anti how it implicates reality. N('xt to the. 
curing figurines or nuchus, perhaps non� is mon: infriguing than what 

they say abuut imitations of turtl('s. Under the h�ading "Various 

Cun:1 Medicines al th� Gor ... borg Mu�eum, w Ih�)' present a catalogued 
and numbered list., i ncluding figures of tunles cUVl'd in wood. Perez 
writes that they af� o�d as medicines hy the Indians: "Thcy bathe 
themsd",:s with Ihese figures which Ihe)' make themsdv�s. A man 

can own as many as a hundred small figures made of different kinds 

of wood which One finds along the coa!ot, and the b:1thing is carried 

on in order to acquire skill in lurtl", hunting. " (492) You can see 

rhem in the :lccompanying drawing Ihe authors present, lifelike 

turrles doing their thing. 

But then the editor, Henr), Wassen, feels impelled 10 add a 

clarifying nme. He W:1t11S us to he quire clear that these rurtle-figures 

for "'medicinal" use should not he contused wilh the balsawood 

tunles carved as deco)'s for hunti.ng real live turtles. Hl' quotes from 

a missionary d�scribing Ihe uS(: of these d(,.'(.'Oys. They are {emale 

and the missionary refers to them as tOrluguillas. cUle-chicks (If 
turtlishness, we might S3)" nXl'd to a net so as [Q anract male tunles , 
and even SOm� females. so Ihat Ihe)' swim into the net :lnd, in the 

vigor of pursui1, become t=ntangled in the netted realness of this 
decoy's lure. /492-93) 

Wassen provides a drawing of one of these deco)'s. It has a piece nf 
rope around the stump where irs hcaJ and ne-ck "should" be. It strikes 

me as " "modernis," and unreal tunic with ncith�r head nor neck nor 

flippers yet, ro my way of seeing, which should ntver be confused with 

the turtle's, this is Ilevc:nhelt:ss quilltL'SSetllially turt/ish and irresistible, 

After all, it's a decoy. Bur then that's my point of view. My eye flicks 

h3ck to the magic.'1lJy efficacious turtle, then back again to the dn.'Oy. 

In my mind's eye somewhere of( screen, I �ee a "rcal " turtlc happily 
splashing in the green-blut: waters of the Caribbean. Is the dew)' closer 
to the real tunle ,han the magically t:Uective imitation? Or is the dceo)' 
closer to what the Indians think a feal tunle thinks .3 real rurtlc looks 

II 
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MIMt:5I\ AND AI TEtlin 

Turtle figurine!. 1Isc:d fur hunting magic 
(irom N()('dcmktold and Perez, 19311) 

likd-in which case why makl' the magical turtk·figures look so 

"re"I"? 

"tn Some Way Or Another One Ca.n Protect ,?neself 
From Evil Spirits By Portraytng Them 

The baron 3nd (he Indian. more (han otllt'r autllors I hav: read, Ilfovidc 
revealing descriptions of the usc of the L:uring figunnes carved a� 

12 
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PROTECT ONESELf hOM THE SPIRITS 

. ' . ' . . . , . ..... ' . 

' = :'\. . ," ,: � .,., .�') ... "" ,  
...... ...... . - . . . �� .. '" " '-.. .  ";.\ .. ,\ .. ... \ " 

.' 

OWly lUrtlc:s (from Nordenskiold and Perez) 

"'European types," but their text elides the problem of embodiment by 
laking it for gramed. Making an object and thereby spiritualizing iI, 

reification·and·fetishiz.ation. does not calch their eye. They simply say, 

for instance. that it was a certain myrhical hgure.lbeorgun, who taught 

mankind how to ust: th� wooden ligures. and "'from God originates 

the song Ihat is chanted when one wishes the tutelary spirits to take 

up their abode in the wooden figures."  (345) 

But why does one so wish, and why does one need the object·figure 

to provide an abode for th.: tutelary spirits? 

In a similar vein. in his 1961 ess"y "'Anlhropmorphic Figurines From 

Colombia, Their Magic and Art," the great AUSlrian·cum·Colombian 

anthropologist Gerardo Reichel-Dalmatoff states that "in cemin cur· 

ing ceremonies the sculptured or painted representation of these evil 

animal spirits is therefor\: of prime importance and therefore the sh3� 

man will make figurines of them andlor paint their fonm on wooden 

slats." He refers the .reader to an early essay by Nordenskiold. i n  which 

he wrote. "In some way or another one can protea oneself from evil 

spirits by portraying them.'" The reference here is not to curing and 

curing figurines among the Cuna, but among their southern neighbors 

the Indians of the Chocil. with whom the Cuna have a fair "mount of 

contact, including trade in magic and magical notions_ Yet the impor� 

tant POlOl about what I call the magic of mimesis is the same-03mely 

that "io some way or another" the making and existence of the artifact 

th3t portrays something gives onc power ov.:r that which is ponrayed. 

But once again the issue is raised (in a footnote) only (0 be dropped, 
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MIMF:'IS AND AI.1ERrfV 

d h hor goes on to present in the all-coo· typical unpwbl�m3tiz-�: t ::u�e norion that among lh� Cuna ",he ngurin�, 
.
wtllch art: g gI .  . d bodim�nts of benevolent human SplntS (though always ImaglO� as em 
. ' h  derived from ancestral plant spirits) help Ihe shaman i�oretnev,"g t e 

souls." the cmbodimem itself being taken for granted. 

Other Embodiments: Spirit Boats 

fi after ,his essay by Reichel-Dolmamff, Stephanie Twenty· ve years 
. . _1. C ) f d " d  reminder (bearing In mtnd Ul t una story 0 Kane presente a VIVI 

H M h e what we might tenlatively call "'the MacArthur e eel: am;;�� t eS

d Chaco Indians. It is a fal� of an Embe:ra sham�n who was I� le�e 
speechless by the visitation of the spirits of white mc�, an� w 

�
o t

. 
�� 

d�cided in a daring move,tO capture them to add to hiS sub e 0 
.
Spl�1t 

hel ers.
' 
She was being told this story by an Embera man in a nvenn� 

set�ement by me forest in the Darien peninsu.la of souther: p:n
:

:
l
� 

. the 19�Os They were part of a crowd betnS lectured Y 
d 

�n 
. cd Catholic priest concerning rhe virtues of progress an IOtentlOn 

.. h Ch . Valentin is "'Y "Back when 1 was a little boy, I e oeo communi . 
telling her, in the midst of tbis homily: 

. . I went with my gr:Illdf:uher [the shaman] on a journey to the: Ea�ter ume, 
. k I.. .. . ed. cheiT of money. Wc had to cross the gre�t Congo nver to sec a uun 

I M the island they call Enchanrment. The moon was C e::lr: y bay, .by 
b " " h We lIaw a boat of many colors, Illmmou� cousm Berna e W� t erc. . h " h 'n os abo:ud It sounded in hom and we, In I e canoe. wit pure go g . 

h b We wanled to slctp haulins, hauiing, Irying fO calch up 10 t e o:lt.
. Then we I ' de 't bUI the bon moved out to sea, escapmg us. ::�f� �50line. Our vision could no longer uand �. �mes t:-": 

grandfather !Mid: .. Let's go back. Thi5 is nOI a boat. IS 15 a In 
of the devil.· 

A .1.' 
• nt Sl�hanie Kane-who is telling the Story of the stor)'t UllS pOi �.. 

'11 ' ted informs us that the auractive boat of the gringos �s an I uSI�n erea 
by spirits. On another occasion this boat is descnbc:d as bemg pretty, 

PROTECT ONESELF fROM THE SPIRm 

as if painted with red. with colored lights on every side.1\ lis smoke made your eyes burn. The shaman is talking with somebody or something in a strange tongue. Blurred with other foreign talk there were loud mechanical sounds like lihinga log with a winch. Theanthropologin story-(re)teller describes this spirit boat "as the lure of an archetype; it represents spirit-motivated illusions of desire." It is more, she says, than an object of local mimicry. 12 
The Indians paddled like crazy yet gOt nowhere. The boat disap�ated. They became violently sick, lost the power of speech, and were consumed by fever. When after great difficulty they managed to get borne, the shaman oversaw their preparation of a healing ritual in which, through feasting and exchange of food and drink, he: was able to get into the spirit world. 

Valentin cominues the: story (and I want YOll to be alert at this point to the artwork he is now going 10 mention-to the three embodiments of body paint, balsa figurines, and dresSing up the 'o'irginal young women in Indian gear). The shaman showed th�m: 

. . .  how to paint the SpeCIfic paUef"S necnsary with the black dye called jag,,", (from the Genipa tr«l. how [0 work the balsa wood, and how fO paint the young girJ5 for the chicha. He PUt the girls in lloor.Jmgm PDrumas [knee-length skins worn by Embed \I.·omcn]. 

The anthropologist breaks in to tell us that here the shaman has made an important choice. He could ha\'e decided to perform a defensive ritual, heal himself and his companions, and leave it at that. Instead he has boldly decided to tater the initiative and acquire th� gringo 'Pirit-crew for himself, to capture them so as to add to his stable of spirit·powers. And how does he do this? He makes a copy of them; 
Gnndfathcr could se-t aU the Cfew memben of the boat. And he made a 'model of] Ihe boar and put the �:n:w in il. The nprain with no head or nedc. another crew member with no fut 'and he] brought the boat from Ya\'iu. By means of his knowledge- he made a tide-, a CUrTent that came from below. like 1I mOlor, to get the boat up hert'. He tied il below the (alabash tree, there next to Ahibeba's house. The btJ�1 is still there.u 
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Other Embodiments: Ethnography as Embodied 
Retelling; On Being Concrete 

I want to emphasiu: that unliKe most ethnographic modes of re::prcsen

tation including some of the ethnography to which I have hitherto 

alluded (and will. perforce, continue to depend upon in my pursuit of 

the:: mimetic faculty), Stephanie Kane's modc relies nOl an abstract 

general locutions such as ":mlOng thc Emb�d it 
.
is b

.
elievcd that . . .  ," 

but instead concentrates on image-ful parucularny 10 such a way that 

(anticipating my major thcme), shr CTrates like magical re�roducllo: 
itself a sensuouS sense of the real, mimetically at one With what It , . 
3nempls to represent. In other words, can't we say th:lt t() glVl a

.
" 

.example, to instantiate, to be concrete, are all examples Ilf Ihe magu.: 
o f  mimesis wherein thr replication, lhc copy. acquucs the power of the 

reprcsented? And does nm the magical power of Ihis em�ying inhere 

in the fact thaI in reading such examples we are thereby lifted llUt of 

ourselves into those images? Just as the shaman captures and crl'alt'!-. 
power by making a model of the gringu spirit-ship and it� crew,

. 
so 

here the enthnographtr is making her model. If I O1m correct In makmg 

this analogy with whar I take 10 be the magician's 3rt of reproduction, 
then the modd, if it works, gains through its sensuous fidelity some

thing of the po ..... er and personality of tn:n of which it is a llIodel. 

Whether we want to call this �m3gic" or not does nOI much maner. 
My point is not to auimilate this writt:dy practice tn magic. Ralher I 
want to estrange writing itself, writing uf any son, aud puule over the 

capacity of the imagination (0 be lifted rluough representational mtdia. 
such as marks on a page, into other worlds. 

This becomes wondrously complex when we take into at:counr. first, 

th:n the original for the shaman's model is an apparition, an i1lu
.
s�on 

and dei.."Cption (so we are told) frum the spirit world, an appan
.
tlOn 

itself a model of a prior (let us say tbt Moriginal") bo.1t and gnngo 
crew, and second that the ethnographer, like mc and many if not moSt 

of her readers. is identifiable as being from the land of the gringos and 

is modeling in words an etbnography of a shaman's magical mndeling 
of oursclves!�which we are now in this instant being led il1lo. 10 set 
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sail with our mirrored selves as we lift it from the page. coveting it 

forever so brief a moment in the crows' nest of OUf eyeball ! 

Neither Head Nor Neck 

I am well aw:ue that mimesis, or af least the way I am using it. is 
starring to spin faster and faster belween opposed yet interconnected 
meanings, and yet I want 10 push this instability a litcle farther by 
2sking you 10 observe Ihe f.requent interruptions and asides, changes 
of voice and reference, by which this text on thc Emher.i, so manifestly a text about us too, brcaks up inrimations of seamless flow that would 
immunize mimetic representarjon against critique and invencion. 
Didn't Valentin say�indeed make quite a point of it, when you con
sider hIS short and concise dt:sctiption�that the capuin of the model
boat had neither head nor neck. and that one of the crewmen had no 
feet? With Ihis replica of Ihe boal and its gringo spirir crew we have mimesis based on quite imperfect but nevenhcless (so we must pre
sume) very effective copying that acquires [he power of the original
a COpy that is not a copy, but a "poorly executed ideogram," as Henri 
Huben and Marcel Mauss, in the early twentieth cenmry, put il in 
their often critical discussion of Fr.ner's theory of imitation. I. 

Sliding between photographic ndelity and fantasy. between ieonio!y and arbitrariness, wholeness and fragmemation. we thus begin 10 sense how weird and complex the notion of the copy bC'Coml� (and please remember how high the stakes are here, insinuated with me Struggle for life and), as we saw in the shaman's lusting (or more-a w.1I 10 power in the face of anad� by (illusory and fragmented) copies of ttality. The task to which the mimeric faculty is here set is to capture that very same spirir power, and for the ethnographer graphing the tthnos, the st2kes are no less imponant. 
There are still other ways in which this curious affair of embodimcnt and fragmentation ("neither head nor neck") is practiced by this mode of ethnographic representation. For Kane embodies us rcadeTS nut only by fetelling tales, but also by embodying those very tales into a varicty 
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of distinct and conflicting contexts. She is being told the story of thc 
gringo boat as she sits on the edge of a group being lectured to by a 

well-inb:ntioned Catholic priest. That already fraCluced context is the 
-anbodimcnf of "modernity,'" in which paganism and patemalislic 

Catholic modernization jostle for discursive sovereignty. Anothcr cm

bodiment cmbodying this one is mar this Em�r:i man's account of the 
history of these white men's spirits, and the destruction they eventually 
wreak after their release at the shaman's death, clearly conflicts with 
his cousin's story that blames gringo evangelical missionaries for thc release of those spiriu, because the missionaries. in 3 forthright ritual 
of the civilizing process, forced the shaman to burn his curing b:Hons. 
'"Bernabe Ithe cousin] was there," she writes, "when the gringos stood 

and poured gasoline on the batons. The orher £mbera watching r:m 
from the invisible spirits rllnning wild out of the burning 'idol' th3t 
was their home and trap ... I� 

Oisembodiment 

It is this distmbodiment. this release and subsequem flight. that com
mands my attention. It is this moment that for me sums up Enlighten
ment, its reason. its signifying practice. as much as its relation to 
savagery, a relation that is not so much severed 3S preserved through 
colonial conque�"t and subsequent submersion in the bodily uoder
ground of mind. By their little bonfire on the edge of the forest, how 

ardently these gringos labor for the abstract univer�al! But what of the 
pestilem and uncomrollable spitit gringos thereby released, dancing 

wild through the names? Where will tbeir power, the power of magical 

mimesis reemerge? 
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�aturt creatt� sjmilarjt�. 0,11' netd only think of mimicry. The h�ghe$t ,a�aclty fur pr(ldllcillg $imilarities, hawerltT, is ma,,·s. H is gift of $tel1lg rtu"!blll?us is nuthillg other ,hal/ a rudiment of the powerf�1 comprtlmln In furmer times IU becume ami Inhalle like ;:met.hmg else. Perhaps there is IIOIIC of hiS higher futlCliOtu in which 1$ mimetiC faCilIty does "ut play a decisive role. 
-Willter Bmjamin, "On the Mimetic .·aculty" (19JJ), 

PI
.
ease note the pitch Benjamin makes, in his opening paragraph, for the Imponance of the "mimetic (acuIty" III all o( our "h,·.h fu . •  . . cr _ nons. For thIS four�page essay is by no means an esoreric aside. All the fundamentals are herein composed-from h·, th . ( I  . ' .  l eones 0 anguage �f persons Qlld of thl�gs, to hiS startling ideas concerning history, an In th�

.
age of

.
m�arucal reproduction and, o( course, that infinitel), �gu�llIlg aS�lratlOn, the profane illuminafion achieved by the dialec. tlc:"1 U1�age dtsloc.l�ingchains of concordance with one hand, reconSlellatmg m accord with a mime,ic snap. with the other. 

Benjami.n's fascination with mimesis flows from the conflut-nce 0; t�ree
.
conslderations; alterity, primitivism, and the resurgence of mime. SIS �nh mode�nity. Without hesitation Benjamin affirms rhat Ihe mi�etlc faculty IS the ru�iment of a former compulsion of persons to become and behave like some1hinD else " The ,b·l·ry . 

d ' . l:> ' I I to rnune, an mIme well, lD other words, is the capacity to Other. 
This discovery of the imponana: (I( the mimetic is itself testimony 
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to Benjamin's enduring theme, the surf:1cing of "the primitivc" within 

modernity as 3 direct resU11 of modernity, especially of irs everyday

Itfe rhythms of montage and shock alongside the Tt'Veiation of [he 

optical unconscious that is made possible by mimetic machinery s�ch 

as the camera and the movies. By dcfinition, this notion of a resurfacmg 

or reio(llssing of the mimetic rests on the assumption thai "once upon 

a time" mankind was mimetically adept. In this regard Benjamin refers 

specifically to mimicry in d:1nce. cnsmologies of microcoslTl and macro

cosm, and divinarion by means of correspondenas revealed by the 

-·�ntrails of animals and constellations of statS. Much maTt: could be 

said of the extensive role of mimesis in the ritual life of ancient and 

"primitive" societies. 

Benjamin's norian regarding the imponanu of the mimetic faculty 

in modernity is fully congruent with his orienting sensibil ity toward 

the (Eu[oamericanj culture of modernity as a sudden rejuxtaposition 

of me very old with the very new. This is not an appeal to historical 

continuity. Instead, modernity provides the cause, COD1'cxt. means, and 

needs, for [he resurgence-not the conrinuitY-<lf the mimetic faL'UI�y. 

lJisceming the largely unacknowledged influence of children on BenJa

min's theories of vision, Susan Suck-Morss makes this abundandy 

dear with her suggestion that mass culrure in our limes both �,.imulau:s 

and is predicated upon mimetic modes of perception in which sponta

nClty. animation of objects, and a language of the body L'Ombining 

thought with action, sensuousness with intellection. is p3ramounl. She 

seizes on Benjamin's observations of the corporeal knowledge of the 

optical unconscious opened up by Ihe camera and the movies i.n which, 

on account of capacilies such as enlargement and slow marion, film 

provides, she says, "a new schooling for our mimetic powers.'" 

The Eye as Organ of Tactility: The Optical Unconscious 

Ez'ff)' tUry the urge grows strong" to get hold of Q7I object at r __ ery 

dose range by WIl)' of its likePIes5, Its reprod.fcllOn. 

_Walttr Benjnmin, �The Work of Art ill the Age 

of Mechanical Reproduction" 

'W PtIYSIOCKOMIC A.<;'PEeI) OF VISUAL WORI 115 

To get hold of something by means of its likeness. Here is what is 
crucial in the resurgence of the mimetic b(lllty, namely the two-Iaycred 
norian of mime�is that is involved-a copying or imitation, and a 
palpable, sensuous, connel.iion between the very body of the perceiver 

and the perceived. Later we will see how this ries in with the way frazer �evelops what he rakes to be the two great cI�ses of sympathetic magic 
In The Golden Bough: the magic of contact, and that of imitation. 

Elementary physics and physiology might instruct that these twO fea
tur� of COpy and contact and are steps in rhe same process, th:u a ra), 
of hgh�. for examplt.!, moves from the rising sun into the human eye 
where It makes contact with the retinal rods and cones (0 form, via the 
dr(ll�t� of the central nervous system, .1 (culturally attuned) copy or 
me nSlng sun. On lhis line of reasoning. COnUeI and copy merge to 
become virtually identical, different moments of the one proce�s of 
sensing; seeing something or hearing loomething is I(l be in contact with 

that something.. 
Nevertbeless the distinction herwt"Cn copy and contact IS no less 

fundamental, and the nature of their imerrelationship remains obscure 
and fertile ground for wild imagining-once one is jerkt..-d our of the 
complacencies of common sen�-habils. Witness the bi1!3rre theory of· 
pternbranes bridly noted by Frazer in his discussion of the epistemology 
of sympathetic magic, a theory tt:Jeed to Greek philosophy no less than 
to (he famous realist, the novelist Honore de Balzac; he explained 
the phenomenon of the: photographic image as being the result of 
�embrancs lifting off rhe original and being transported through rbe 

air to be captured by tbe lens and photographic pl:lIte!l And who can 
Ny we now understand any better? To ponder mimesis is to become 
iIOOner or later caughr. like the police and the modern State with their 
6ng�rp�inting dcvices, in sticky web� of copy and contact, image and 

.boddy Involvement of the perceiver in the image. a complexity we too 
easily elide as nonmysterious. with our facile usc of terms such as 
'�enti6cation, representation, expression, and so fonh-terms which 
�lmultaneously depend upon and erase all that is powerful and obscure 
m the neN.'ork of associations conju.red by the notion of the mimetic. 

. 
Karl Marx deftly deployed the conundrum of copy and contact wirh 

hiS usc of the analogy of ligJlt rays and the retina in his discussion of 
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"commodity fetishism.'" For him such fetishizadon resulted from the 
curious effect of the market on human life and imagination, an effect 

which displaced conract berween people ontO that between t:ommodi

ties, thereby intensifying to the point of spcctrality the commodity as 

an autonomous entity ..,..;m .a  will 01 its own. "The relatIon of producers 

to the sum total of their own labor." wrote Marx, "is presented to 

them as a social relation. existing not between themselves, but between 

the productS of their labor." This is me state- of affairs that makes the 

commodiry a mysterious thing "simply because in it the social character 
of men's labor appears to them as an objective character stamped upon 

the product of that labor." IXcisive here i s  the displacement of the 

"social chara(.ur of men's labor" into the commodity, where it is 
obliterated from awareness by appearing as an objective character of 

- the commodity itSelf. The swallowing-up of contact we might say, by 
itS copy, is what ensures the animation of the- laner, its power to 

straddle us. 
Marx's optical analogy wenr like this: When we see something, we 

. see that thing as its own seIf-sus�nded setf OUt thrre. and not as the 

passage of its diaphonous membranes or impulsions as light waves, or 
however you want to conceptualize "contact"' through thr air and into 

the eye where the copy now burns physiognomically, physiocle:cmcally, 
onlO the: retina where, :1S physical impulse, i.t darts along neuroptical 
fibers to be further regiscen:d as copy. All this contact of perceiver 
with percrived is obliterat'ed into the shimmering copy of the thing 

perceived, aloof untO itself. So with the commodity, m� Marx, a 
spectral emity out there, lording it over mere mortals who in bct, 
singly and collectively in intricate divisions of markct-orchestrated 
interpersonal labor-conract and sensuous interaction with the object

world, hring aforesaid commodity into being. 
We need to note also that as the commodity passrs through and i� 

held by the exchange--value arc of the market circuit where general 
equivalence rules the rOOSt, where all particularity and sensuousity is 

meat-grindered into abstract identity and (he homogenous suhstanceof 
qua.ntifiable money-yaJu�, the commodity yet conceals in ;ts in\l�rmost 
being not only the mysteries of the socially constructed nature of value 
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and price, but also all its particulate sensuousity_and this subde interaction of �nsuous perceptibility and imperceptibility accounts for me fetish quality, tbe animism and spiritual glow of commodities SD-.. adroidy channeled by advertiSing (not to mention Ihe avant-ga:de) 
-

since me i;ne nineteenth �ntury. 
As I intrrpret it (and I must emphasize the idiosyncratic nature of my readin�), n�t the I�a$t arresting aspect of Iknjamin's analysis of modem nume"c machmes. particularly with regard to the mimetic powers striven (or in  theadvecrising image, is his view that it is precisely the property ot such machineT)' to play with and even restore: this erased sense ot contact-sensuous particularity animating the fetish_ .. _ This restor:uive play tmnstorms what he called "aura" (which I hereidentify with the fetish of commodities) to create a quite different secular sense of the marvelous. 

' 
This cap

_
ad

.
ty of mimetic machines to pump out comact-sensuousiry encased Wldlln

. 
the: spectrality of :l commoditized world is nothing Jess �h

_
a�

. 
the discovery of an optical unconscious, opening up new posslblitnes fo� exploring �eality and providing means for changing culture and sOCiety along wllh those pOSSIbilities. Now the WOrk of art blends with s�ie:ntj6c work SO as to refetishize. yet take advantage of mark�ted realIty and thereby achieve "pTofanellluminatlon, '" thesingJe �ost Important �hock, [he single IllOSt effective step, in opening up the long-sought Image spherr" to the bodily impact of "the dialectical ��ge." An instance of such an illumination in which Contact is crucial " In Benjamin's essay on Surrealism: Here he finds revolutionary potential in the way that laughter can open up the body, both individual ,nd colle:L'rive, to the image sphere. HI! assumes as operant that images, as worked through the surreal, engage not so much with mind as with ,he embod�ed mind, where "political materialism and physical nature ihare th� Inner man, the psyche, the- Individual." Body and imagr �ave to 

_
Interpenetrate so that revolutionary tension i'lecomes bodily mnerva

.
tlon. Surdy (his is sympathetic m:1gic in a modernist, Marxist revo!ullonary key. S

.
urdy the thl!ory of profane illumination is geared �reC1sely to the flashtng moment of mimetic connecrion no less emhod,ed than it is mindful, no less individual than it is soc:al. 
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The Third Meaning 

Benjamin's theses on mimesis 3rc pan of a larger argument about the 
hisrory of representation and what he chose to call "the aura" of works 

. of art and cult objects before the invenrion of mimetic machines such 
as [he camera. These machines, to state [he maner simplisrically. would 
create a new scnsorium involving a new suhjeCt-(lbject relation and 
therefore a new person. In abolishing the aura of cult objects and 
artwotks, tht.:se machines would replace mystique by some son of 
·Gbject-implicated cnterprise-, like surgery, for instance, ptnerr:uing the 
body of reality no less rhan that of the viewer. 

All this is summed up in Benjamin's norion of the camera as the 
machine opening up the optical unconsciotls. Yet before one concludes 
that this is ebullienr Enlightenment faith in a secular world of techno
logical reason, that Ihe dear-sighted eye of the camera will rep\:ace Ihe 
optical illusions of ideology, we can see on further uaanination that 
his concept of Ihe optical unconscious is anything but a straightforward 
displaetment of "magic" in favor of "science. W In my opinion, this is 
precisely because of the two· layered character of mimesis: copying, 
and the visceral qualiryof the percept uniting viewer with the viewed
the fwo-Iayered charaCTer so apdy apturro in Benjamin's phrasl:, 
physiognomic; aspects of visual UlOr/ds. Noting that the depictiun of 
minute details of structure, a) in cellular tiSSIl�, is more native to the 
camera than the auratic landscape of the soulful portrait of the paimer, 
he g�s on to observe, in a passage that deserves careful anenrion: 

At tht samt (ime photognphy rtvt:Jls in this maltrial the physiognomic 
3.5pcl-U of visual worlds which dwell in the smallest things, meaningful 
yet covert tnough to find a hiding place in waking dreams, but which, 
enlarged and cap;lble of formulalion, m:lke the difference �fWttn tcch
n(llo� .lnJ magic v�iblt; as .t thoroughly histllrial variable.:I 

But where do we really end up? With technology or magic--or with 
somt:thing else altogether, where science and art coalesce to create a 
defelishizinglrecnchanring modernIst magical technology of embodied 
knowing? For it is a faci that Benjamin emphasizes again and again 

PHYSIOGNOMIC ASPECTS Of VISUAL WOkU>5 

that this physiognomy. stirring in waking dreams brought to the light of day by the new mimetic techniqur.:.", bespeaks a newly revealed truth 
about objects as much as il does about persons into whom il Ooods as tanile Xnowing. "It hil the spe(."tator like a bullet. it happenro to him. 
thus acquiring a tal."tile quality," Benjamin pointed OUt with respect to •. (he effect of Dada artworks, which be thus considered as promoting a 
demand for film. "tbe distraCTing element of which is also primarily tactile. ,,' 

The unremitting emphasis of Ihe analysis her� is flOI only on shockI�ke rh:thms, hut on the unstoppable merging of the object of perceplion with the body of the perceiver and not JUSt with the mind's eye. 
") can no longer thinle what I wanl to think. My thoughts have been replaced by moving images," complains one of Benjamin's sources.' By holding slill the frame where previously (he eye was disposed to 'kid. by focusing down into, by enlargement, by slowing down the motion of realil,),. scientific knowledge is obtained through mimetic reproduction in many ways. We see and comprehend hidden details of familiar objects. We become aware of patterns and n«cssities that had hitherto invisibly ruled our live.�. But what is the nature of the seeing and comprehension involved? 

Automatic Pilot 

Habit offers a profound example of taL,ile knowing and is very much 
on Benjamin's mind, because only at the depth of habit i.� radical 
change eff(''Cled, where unoonsdous strala uf culture are built inro 
SOCial lOuti

.
nes as bodily disposition. The revolutionary task-using :e tenn wtth �Il the urgt'n� of the time Benjamin was writing, and 

.ow, Once again, as I wrue U1 Ihe la(e tw�nrieth cenru�-the rtl'olu. 
flOnary task could thus be: cunsidered as one in which "habit" has to 
calch up with itself. The automatic pilot that functiom while asleer 
�as 10 be awakened to ils own automaticity. and (hus go traveling 
In a new way with ;I new phY5iognomy-bursting irs "prison· world 
asunder by the dynamite of a tenth of a second .... 

Benjamin asks us 10 consider architecture as an exampl� 01 habitu. 
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:ned physiognomic knowing. How do we gct to know th� rooms and 
hallways of a building? What §Ort of knowing IS this? Is it primarily 
visual ?  What son of vision? Surely nOI an abstract blueprint of the sort 
the architect drew? Maybe more like a rnobil� Cubist constellation of 
angles and planes running together in time, ..... hac touch and thrt:e
dinlensioned space Olake the eyeball an extension of the moving, sen
sate: body? Which is to say, an indefinable tactility of vision operates 
here roo, and despite the fact that the eye is imponant to its chaneling, 
this tactility may well be a good deal more important to our knowing 
spatial configuration in both its physical and social aspens than is 

vision in some non-tactile meaning of the term. 
Of course what hap�ns is chat the very concept of "knowing" 

something becomes displaced by a "relaring ro." And wh::1t is trouble

some and exciting, not only are we stimulated into rethinking what 

"vision" means as this very term de-composes before our e-yes, bue we 
are also forced to ask ourselves why vision is so pri ... ile-ged. ideologi
cally, whiJe orner S(nsory moda lities arc, in Euroamerican cultures at 

least, so linguistically impoverished ye.t actually so crucial [0 human 
being and soci.al life-. I am thinking not only of tactility and tactile 
knowing. and what I take to be the great underground of knowledges 
locked therein, as conveyed in th� mysterious jargon of words like 
"proprioception," but aho, in an age of world-historically unprece
dented State and par:Jmilitary torlure, of the ... irtual wordlC'Ssness of 
pain (oo-a point recemly made clear and importam for us by Elaine 
Scarry.Y 

Benjamin wants to acknowledge a barely conscious mode of apper
ceprion and a type o( "physiological knowledgc" built from habit. The 

claim IS grand. "For the tas.ks which face the human apparatus of 

perception at the turning point of history cannol be solved." he writes, 
"by 0Plkal means, that is, by contemplation, alone. The-yare mastered 

gradually by habit, under the guidance: of tactile approprialion."'o 
So far, of course, history has not taken the turn Benjamin thought 

that mimetic machines might encourage it to take. The irony that this 
failure- is due in good pari to tbe very powe-r of mimetic.: machinery to 
conrrol the future by unleashing imageric power, on a scale previously 
only dreamed of, would nOt have been lost on him had he lived longer. 

" 
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But, as he was ready to note, we li,,'e constantly in the shadow of 
history's incompleteness, in the afterusre of the sound bite's rolling 
<Cho. 

"I Fall and 1 Fly At One With The Bodies Falling" 

"It almost makes you seasick," comm�nrs the Lieutenant Colonel in 
the United States Air Force 3S, with quiet pride fWO days inca the 
Pe-rsian Gulf war in 1991, he queasily displays for U.S. tC'levision news 
a prolon�e� vi�eo shot taken by one of his pre-cisian bombs seeking its 
target, ghdmg III 3. soft wavy marion through the Iraqi sky. "Cinema 
isn't I sec, it's I fly." Thus Paul Virilio in his War and Cinema para� 
phr

.
as� Ne-w York video arUst, Nam June P:'lIk, assuming this free

fallmg Image of sensuous filmic parriL;p:uion into his argumenr about 
the r�le- of the camera and the Iype of visualization it Opens up for 
masslVe desrruction liS in war. " In the same- work Viriliocites a Russian 
pioneer of cinema, Dziga Verto ... ; 

I am the camera's eye. I am the machine which shows yuu rhe wurld as 
I aloo

,
c see it. Starting (rOm today, [ am forever free of human immobility. 

1 am 10 perpetual mOVtmCAr. 1 approach and draw away from chings_ 
I crawl under rhem_1 di�b 011 them-I am on the head of a galloping 
horsc-I burst 011 (011 spc� mroa crowd-I run before running soldiers
, throw ffiy&elf down on my back-I rise up wilh atroplants--l fall and f By at one With the bodi es (ailing Of" rising: through the air. II 

Or, to take 3 recent commentary on a Hollywood film, Vincent 
Canby's New York Times' 1990 re-view of David Lynch's Wild at Heart 
"is all 3 mauer of disorienting scale, of emphases that are out of kilter. 
The same object can as easily be the surface o( the moon, seen in a 
long sbot, Or a shri ... e1e-d, pock-marked basketball photographed in 
c
.
lose-up." A shot of a traffic lighr held too long is no longer a rraffic 

h�ht. When a match is struck behind the credits, "(he screen erupts 
With the roar of a bl3st furnace. The flames are of a heat and a . . n 
mtenSlty to melt a Cadillac Seville:' And in an inspired act he draws 
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the parallel of a trip in a funhou� ghost-train: "Nightmares are made 
reaL Without moving one seems to plununc=t through pitch darkness." 

From pioneers of Soviet avant-garde to the capitalist ghost train so 
it g� tactility all the way: 

Tatlin, 1913: "The eye !Muld br put uudrr tht' wntml <If I()uch.� 

Hollywood 1989: Burning Cadi1l3cs erupting from screens, wild at heart. 

--Durnamp: "I want to abolish tht' suprenucy of the retin:ll principle in 
3rt.'" 

A lieutenant colonel of the u.s. Air Force: At war (11191) having his tummy 
churned as hi" mechanical eye smartly dancn deuh through the sky, 
linking so many tons of explosive with 3 programmed target on the 
ground. 

And, of course, we must ::Idd that consumare theoretician and some
time (when he:: was allowe::d) m3Ker of films, Sergei Eisenstein, COntem
porary of VertOv and Tatlin (and surcly ::I profound influence on Benja
min), who time and again in word and image expre§$(d those principles 
at the:: heart of Benjamin's fascination v.'ith the mimetic faculty
namely alterity, primitivism, and the resurgence of mimesis \\'ith me
chanical reproduction. Especially perrinent was the way Eisenstein 
came to understand within and .15 a result of those prifKiplcs the 
interdependence of mon13ge with physiognomic aspects of visual 
world!;. 

Taking his cue from the Kabuki theater of premodern Japan. 
Eisenstein complicated the theory of montage m film-making with his 
notion of the "visual overrone," first established with hi!! making of  
Tht! Old and tht New in  1928. "The atraordinary physiological 
quality in the affect of The Old and the New." he (xpl::aine::d, is due 
to such an overtone, a "filmic fourth dimension" amounting to a 
"physiological sensation." He concluded: 

For the musical overlont' (3 throb) it is Mr mittly filling TO say: "1 
hear." 

Nor for the visull overrone: "1 see." 
For both, a nr:w uniform formula musrmter our vo(:abu\lry: "I ft'el." " 
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And precisely these venerable techniques of Kabuki theater provided 
specific ideas no It:Ss than stimulus for the modernist theory and film 
practice of mom age itself. Eisenstein understood Kabuki acting, for 

instance. as "organic to film,'" and ;n this regard emphasized ib "CUt 
acting" with !!uddell jumps from one depiction to another. There was 
also unprecedented sJowing-doWTl of movl,:ment "beyond any point we 
have eveT seen," and "disintegrated" aeting, as with the depiction of a 
dying woman, rhr role performed in picc.es detached from one another, 
acting with the right arm only. acting with the leg only. acting with 
the head and neck only (compare with break-dancing). Eal.:h member 
of the death agony playt.-d a solo performan�. "a breaking up of 

shots." as Eisenstein gleefully put it, working 31 a faster and faster 
rhythm.'· Thus was the yoke of naturalism lift'cd for this early theoreti
cian of mimetic machinery, so as to all the better ex-ploil the nature nf 
magIc. 

"The Genuine Advertisement Hurtles Things At Us 
With the Tempo of a Good Film" 

I have concentrared on film in my exploration of the retooling of the 
mimetic faculty. But what about advertising, chat othtr great explosion 

of the visual image since the late nineteenth century ? Does it not also 
provide the everyday schooling for the mimetic faculty, even more so 
than film? 

In his essay "Transparencies on Film." Adorno makes the muted 
criticism that Benjamin's theory of film did not elaborate on how 
deeply some Ilf the categorit5 he postulated "are imbricawd \\''ith the::" 
commodity character which his theory opposes. ,,'1 Yet is it not the 
case that predsely in the commodity, more specifically in the fetish of 
the commodity, Benjamin sees the surreal 3T1d revolutiMary possihili
tics provided by the culture of capitalism for its Own undoing, its own 
transcendenct:? F:lr from opposing the commodity, Benjamin seel..� to 
e;:mbrace it M) as to take 3dvantage of its phantasmagorical potential. 
TaKe :ls an example his 1928 montage-pieL'e, "This Space For Rem." 
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concerning what he dedared to be "today, the most real, tht: mercanrile 
.gaze into the heart of things, is the adv�rtisemt:nt": 

It abolishes the space where contemplation moved and all but hits u� 
ht-tween Ihe eyes with Ihings as a car, growing to gigannc proportions, 
c:ueens at us out of a film screen (in "One Way Sattr," R,{leGtiol1s, p. 
i5). 

Lusting [0 exploit lhe oprical unconscious to the full, advertising 

here expands, unhinges. and fixes reality which, enlarged and racy, 

hitting us bawoen the eyes, implodes to engulf the shimmer of the 

pt'rceiving KIf. Corporeal unde�unding: you don't so much sec: as � 

htt. �The genuine advertisement hunles things at us with the tempo of 

a good 61mB (86). Montage. Bits of image sufllce, such as the shiny 

leather surface of the saddle pommel and lariat of Marlboro Man 611ing 

the billboard susptnded above the rraffic-in a strange rhythm, as 

Benjamin puts it, of "insistent, jerky. nearness" -the monteur's rhythm 

bartering desired desires internal to the phantom·object world of the 

commodity itself. And as with the fantasy-modding of much shamanic 

rirual, as for instance with [he Cuna shaman's figurines and the Ember:i 

Jringo boat, there is a cathartic, even curative, function in this l.'Opy

and-contact visual tactili£Y of the adverrisement. with this fI .. 'SUit: 

"Matter of-bctneu" IS finally dispalched. anJ in Ihe face of Ihe huge 
tm3gts across the walls of houses. whcrr tuolhpaste and cosmetics lie 
handy for giants, sentimentality is rtstorro to health and liberareJ in 
Amerkan style:, just as people whom nothing moves at touches any longer 
are laught to cry again by films. (86) 

Frightening in the mimetic power of its own critical language, what 
!;ouJd be a more convincing statement of the nOtion that films, and 
beyond films, advertisements, reschool the mimetic faculty than this 
obStrvalion: "People whom nothing mOlles or touches any longer are 
tarlght to cry again by films"? And how mobile, how complicated. the 
interconnected dimensions of copy and contact rurn out co be with 
Ihis dispatching of matter-of-factness! The copy that is as much a 
construction 3S :l copy, and the senril."nr contact that is another mode 
of seeing, thl." gaze grasping where the touch falten:. Not iust a question 
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of changing thl! size and fragmenting the copy, but at the same time 
contact with it through an ether of ierky, insisting, nearness that, 
gathering force, hits us between (not in) the eyes. The question of 
being moved. pgain. The question of being touched, again. Rebinh of 
miml."sis. Shan-circuit. Copy fusing with contact. Fire in asphalt. For 
the penon in the Strttt, says Benjamin. it is money that arouses sen
tience. It is money that liberates these healthy American sentiments 

and brings the person into perceived contact with things. Hence, [he . 
gnomic parting shot to "This Space for Rent": 

What, in the Md, makes advertisements so superior to criricism? Not 
what me moving red neon says-but the fiery pool reflecting it in the 
asphalt. (86) 

The Surgeon's Hand: Epistemic Transgression 

Here we do well to recall Benjamin likening the process of opening 
the optical unconscious t'O the surgeon's hand entering the body and 
cautiously feeling irs way around the organs. ror there is, as Georges 
Bauille would insist, great violence and humor here as a rumwruous 
materialism is ushered into modernity'S epistemologic.al fold. The ta
boo is uansgressed. the body is entered, the organs palpated. YCt 
we are told, as result of Bataille's intellectual laban on taboo and 
transgression, that the function of the taboo is to hold bad:: violence. 
and without this restraint provided by the unreason of the taboo, the 
reason of science would be impossible." Thus. insofar as the new form 
of vision, of tactile knowing, is like the surgeon's hand cutting into 
and entering the body of reality to palpate the palpitating masses 
endosed therein. insofar as it comes to share in those turbulent internal 
rhythms of surging intermittencies and peristaltic unwindings
rhythms inimical to harmonious dialectical flip· flops or allegories of 
knowing as graceful iourneys along an untransgressed body of reality, 
moving from the nether regions bt:low to the head above-then this 
cactile knowing of embodied knowledge is also the dangerous knowl
edge compounded of horror and desire dammed by the taboo. Thus if . 
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science depends on taboos to still the ubiquitous violence of realiry-
� this is the function of the whiteness of the white coats, the laboratory, 

the scientifically prepared and processed sociological questionnaire, 

and so fonh-if science requires a sacred violence to hold back another 
violence, then the new science opened up by the optical unconscious 

is a �dence to end science, lxouse it is itself based first and fnn:::most 

on transgression-as the metaphor of the miml.1:ical1y machined eye 

and the surgeon's hand so well illuminates. Confined within the purity 

of its theater of operation, science can proceed calmly despite the 
-violence of its procedure. But . . .  in the theaU!rofprofafll!alld everyday 

operatiom where, thanks to rhe ubiquity of mimetic machinl.'f}'. the 

optical unconscious now roves and scavenge.., no such whiteness cloaks 

-wirh calm the medley of desire and horror thai the penetrating hand. 

levering the gap belWeen taboo and transgrcssion, e�pics-and fc·ds. 

And "every day," as Benjamin reminds us, "the urge grows stronger 
(Q get hold of an object at very dose mnge by way of its likeness, its 

reproduction. ,,17 
This is why the scientific quotient of the eyeful opened up by the 

rcvebrions of the optical unconsciolls is also an hallucinatory eye, a 

roller-coastering of the senses dissolving sci!:n<-"t: and art into a new 
mode of truth-s«king and reality-resting-as when Benjamin, in noring 

the achievement of film to extend our scientific comprehension of 

reality. also notes in the same breath that film "hurst our prison world 

asunder by the dynamite of a tenth of a second, so that now, in the 

mid�t (If its far-flung ruins and debris, we c3lmly and adventurflilli\Y 

go travelling ... 

I' And it is here, in this transgressed yet strangely calm 

new space of debris. that a new violence of perception is born of 

mimetically capacious machinery. 

Jl 
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HI! is similQr, "ot simikr tu swnnhi"N. buJ iust similar. A"d hI! 
mve7tt5 SPQUS of wbirh hI! is thl! cO"lJUuil/t" posst!ssiOfl. 

-RogC'r Caillois, -Mimicry and Legendary Psych3.csthcnia" 
(1935) 

Together with primiti,Tism, aherity is a major component in Benja

min's assessment of the mimeljc faculty. This is a lot more performarivc 

and pbysical, :I lot more realist yet fanciful, than imp lied in the way 

"orhering" is alluded to in discussions today. Indeed ir is surrling. 

"'The gift of sct"ing resemblances," writes Benjamin, "is nothing omcr 

than a rudiment of the powerful compulsion in fanner times to become 

and behave like something else." 1 Seeing rcscmblances seems so cere

bral. a cognitive affair with the worldly. How on earth, then, could it 

be the rudiment of "nothing other" than a "compulsion," let alone :\ 
compulsion to actually be the Other? What does this �ay about thought, 

let alone the ability to discern re�mblance? Doesn't it imply that 

thinking is, like theater, a configuration of very object-prone exercises 

in differentiated space, in which the thought exi�ts in imagined scenar

ios into which the thinking sdf is plummeted? And what does such a 

compulsion to become Other imply for the sense of Self? Is it conceiv

able that a person could break boundaries like this, slipping into 

Otherness, trying it 011 for size? What sort of world would this be? 
AI its most extreme this would be 3 world of "legendary psychaes-

jJ 
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thcnia," as Roger Caillois put it in a memorable essay on mimesis 
in the noted Surrealist journal, Minotaure. in 1935 (twO year� after 
Benjamin wrote his piece on mimt"llis, in Paris too).z In a dizzying 
journey through insect biology, aesthetic.<; of excess, theories of sympa· 

thetic magic, and Ine mim ing body as a self,sLoulpting camera, CaiUois 
!>uggests that mimesis is a mauer of "being tempted by space," a drama 

in which the self is but a self-diminisbing point amid othcrs, losing its 
hounded ness. Caillois (Ties to des .. :ribe rhis drama in its most extreme 
form where the mimicking self, tempted by space, spaces out: 

"I know where I am, hur I d.o not fed as though I'm at the �pot where I 
Snd myself. M To {hbit diSpOS5� slIuls, space se�ms 10 he a devouring 
force. Sp:ace pursues tbl";m, encirdt:S them, digt;sr.. them in a gig:lntic 
phagocytosis. It ('l1(ls hy replacing them. Thtn the body scparates iq,c:lf 
from thought, the individual breaks the boundary of hi5skin and occupies 
the OIher �Ide of his 5en�s. He tries la look at himseU £ram any point 
whatc:ver in space. He fcds himsdf becoming space. dark space where 
things cannot b" put. PO) 

Scary enough. lben comes the punch line: 

He is similar, not similar (Q suma-hing, but just s;m,lor. And he invents 

spaces o( which he is Ihl"; convulsive pOSSt'ssion_ (30) 

I take the extreme to insnua me as to what's most at sf3ke with rhe 

mimetic faculty, rhis "degree zero'" of similitude, an ineffable plasticity 
in the face of the w()rld's forms and forms of life. I am snuck with the 
way, lherdore, mimesis is not only a maner of one being another being, 
but with this tcnse yer fluid theatrical relation of form and space with 
which Caillois would tempt us. I am especially struck hy the notion of 

"presence" as an invented space of which the mime is the convulsive 
possession. And as such, presence is intimately tied to this curious 
pht.'nomr::non of "spacing out"-this plasticity and theatricality that I 
will later want to analyze as "mimetic excess" in late twentieth-century 
post·colonial time, and which I now want to consider in (l'rms of the 
tasks facing human perception at the turning·points of history. For 
Benjamin asserted that these tasks that cannot be mastered by optics-
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that is, by contemplation alone-are mastered gradually by habit under 
the guidance of tactility. 

This is not mdy to run an eccentric psychology together with an 
(cceorric Marxist accouming of history. It also invokes the child tracing 
the figures of this newness of a history·lQ·be across the body of its 
mothe-r, an invocarion which, in terms of the ethnography to be ex· 

plored in later chapters, can also s;uggcst an association, at once obvious 

and bizarre, of the womb as; the mimetic orgall par excellence. mysteri· 

ous;ly underscoring in the submerged and constant body of thl! mother 
the dual meaning of re-production as binhing and reproducrion as 
replication. 

Leaving the ethnographic all31ysis for larer, here I wanr to draw out 
the presence of this mother in Benjamin\ epistemology, first noting 

that to invoke the body of the mother is also to invoke the child, as 
when Gertrude Koch reminds us of Adorno's suggestion that thl"; born· 
again mimetic faculty of modernity has affinity with .. the earliest period 
of childhood prior to the ego h:1ving taken :1 definite shape." As with 
the child's communicative understanding with the down and animals, 
at stake is a language that does not aspire to generate meaning.J There 
is fluidity, ind�d porosity. of the ego here, and it is this, she tentativel)' 
suggests, that film stimulates and depends upon for its crushingly 

powerful reality effect achieved by Ma smooth symbioric sense of blend· 

inS together, of dissolution into images and thcir movement," repeating 
"crllcial motor experiences related to those first laborious efforu that 

every human being makes when learning to walk upright rather than 
crawl. In this proces) Ihe gazc is directt.-d towards objects which the 
hand tries to grasp but fails to reach ... • 

This provides a vivid notion of optic3l tactility, plunging us into the 
plane where the object world and the visual copy merge. "Every day 
the mge grows stronger to get hold of :m object at very close range by 
way of its likeness. its reproduction," noted Benjamin in his essay on 
art in the age of mechanical reproduction, primarily an essay on film. 
This should he read against the free falling nostalgia of his essay on 
art in the age of the slOryteJlcr. an age long before the modern era 
of mighty mimetic machinery. TIlere it is argued that the ability to 

communicate expc=rience is grievously diminished by modernity, along 
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with the incrcasingly modest role of the hand in modern economic 
production wherein the constellation of eye, hand, and soul, is torn 
apart by [he division of labor. For if the role of the gesturing hand as 
nary is less today than in rimes gone hy, and along with it a whole 
artisanry of experiential communication bound to the slOryteller, there 
is nevcrthd�s this new, this modem, "storyteller", [he film. This 
preservn-indeed reinvigorates-the gesticulating hand in the form of 
the tactile eye, in that new constellation of hand, soul, and eye, provided 

by the opening of the optical unconsooU£---which turns out to � 
maylx not that far from Ctltain aspects Freud's scheme of the uncon
scious. for in Koch's exploration of a childhood sense within the :1duh 
of the mimetic as sensuous connection with things, of that "smooth 
symbiotic sense of blending together, of dissolution into images and 
their movement," surely what is implicated is not JUSt the sensorium 
of the child as bodily knowledge, hut the child's rdation to the body 
of the mother as well.Julia  Kristeva's unsettling notion of the "semiotic 
chora," which strikmgly overlaps with Adorno's and Koch's �mi

mctic," is a nodon aimed precisely at  this implication of the body in 
language wherein the subject blurs with the objeCt, the child with its 
mother. The chon. is a pulsational force of bodily driv� invested in 
but devdoping before the acquisition of language per �, before syntax 

and the sign proper, but essenrial to thcir functioning.' 
Hegd's phenomenology comes to mind where he insists on knowl

t:dge's inner neassity to sterp irself in its object, "to sink into the 
m3tcrial ln hand, and following the coun:ethatsuch m.neri:tl takes, true 
knowledge returns back into itself." Benjamin's insight into mimesis as 
the art of becoming something else, of becoming Other, is quite crudal 
to this aspect of Hegd's epistemology of sinking into the material. of 
what Hegel describes as the movement Df becoming another and thus 
developing explicitly into its own immanent content, the activity, as 
he puts it, of "pure self-identity in otherness.,,6 Where Kristeva, 
Adorno, and Benjamin markedly differ from Hegd, of course, i� �lVer 
the function of negativity in �haping the final outcome of that immer
sion in the concreteness of Dtherness. In their hands, given their belief 
in the unsurpassability of the negative as a consequence of deheT 
patriarchy or the commodity, the mimetic immersion in the conCrete-
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ness of otherness can only teeter on the edge of stable knowledge and 
stable concept-formation. The rest is restlessness and the scarring of 
perpetual contradiction in which at any moment mimesis is likely to 
wildly spin off into sense-&agmtnts or unstoppable metamorphoric 
reproduction. 

Not In The Head But Where We See It 

And in ruminaung upon this sweeping a.\Sumption of the pulsarional 
landscape of the mother as the mimetic basis of signification it.self, I 
am drawn to two neglected passages in Iknjamin. The first I borrow 
from Miriam Han�n's essay on lknjamin and film theory, where she 
writes that his tht.'ory of modern experience "hovers around the body 
of me mother." She feels compelled to underline the importance of this 
by adding that memory of [h� mother's body "has an intensity that 
becomes the measure of all cognition, or t:ritical thought." She qUotes 
from an early entry of Benjamin's In the notes to his .. Arca.des Proi

ect"-'""What the child (and weakly remembering, the man) finds in 
[he old folds of the mocher's skirt that he hdd on to-that's what these 
pages should contain . ." 

"That's wbat these pAges should conlain";  hardly an insignificant 
directive; something to guide an entire:: work, a life's work_ And in 

following what she takc5 to be a fetishistic withdrawal by Benjamin 
from the body of the mother to the cloth of her skirt, Hansen locates 

another note Benjamin wrote to himself for the Arcades Project, under 
"fashion, '" in which fetishism is linked direL'tly to death, the "sex appeal 
of the inorganic" which guides the senses through the "landscape of 
the tfemaleJ body." 

Yet there are less obscure connections to this landscape in Benjamin's 
writings. It is invoked in his "One Way Street" as an offering to a 
young woman with whom he had become inf:1tuared, a theater director 
credited with stimulating Benjamin's commitment to Marxism-Asja 
Lacis, "a  Russian revolutionary from Riga," he wrote, "one of the 
most remarkable women I have ever met. d The strange dedication to 
this essay, in which Benjamin offers her passage through the (one way) 
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street �he cut through him is. I think, testimony to what Hansen. citing 
other texts, finds to be a discourse of perception which is 3t once 
pauiarchal and sub�'ersive of patriarchy. Direoly under the title "One 

Way Street" we find this dt'dication: 

This street i s  named 
Asia Lacis Street 

after ner wno 
as an engineer 

cut it through rbe .author 

and midway through the css:ly where, in:ln exlXptionally rare moment, 

Benjamin openly expresses 3. theory of perceptton-da:u:lingly �trang
ing and one that is nf the utmost imponance to his theory of mimtsis

we again nnd dramatic: in\'ocation of woman's body. He writes: If the 
theory is wrrect that feeling is not located in the head, 

mal we senrienriy experience a window, a cloud, a tree not in our bf2ins 

but. rainer, in the: plact' whert' we St"e it, then we are, In looking at 

our beloved, too, outslde ollndv�, Bur in a [Oemmt of n'nsinn and 

ravishment. Our f�ling, dazzled. Auncrs like a flock ot bmb in the 

woman's radiance. And ;u birds secK refuge in me leafy rea:sses of :1 tree. 

fet:hngs escape inlO the �haded wrinkles. the awkw:ud movemenTS and 

lm;clM5PICUOUS blcmishes {I( the body we love, where Int:y an lie low III 
safety. And no passer,by would guess that it is iust here, in whlll 15 
defeclive � nd censurable. that the Aecring darts of adoration nntk.· 

Going Outside of Ourselves: Grasping the Actual and 
The Matter of Profane Illumination 

"Sentience takes us outside of ourselves"�no proposition could be 

more fundamental to understanding the visceral bond connecting per

ceiver to perceived in the operation of mimesis. And here in this passage 
we have seen that it is a specific figure of woman that guides Benjamin's 

sensuous epistemology of detail, an epistemology whose aim it was, he 

said in commenting on "One Way Street, " "to grasp the actu:ll as the 
obverse of the eternal in history and to take an imprint of this hidden 
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side of the medal. ,,10 This figumtion is all the more curious in that the 

"fetishism" to which Hansen 31ludes as the result of thought driven 

from its target of 3doration (the: mother) and into henceforth illumi
nated dctails (the fabric of her skirt), is in this passage staked out not 
only as a "torment of tension and ravishment." which is what we might 
expect from Jove, but also empha�izes-and this is what is so cye

catching�what is defective, reminding us of those chaste loves whose 

giro and pleasurt:S ostensibly lie 3.5 much, if nm mart!, in their capacity 

to illuminate (as Benjamin would express it) than to arOUSe erocic plea

sure-the n'yst;cal illuminalion of Danle's Beatrice and, from [he 
equally chaste Nadj3 of Bteton '5 Paris, the profane illumination ofSurre

alism, the "magic" of tht: secular, the tactile fruit of the optical uncon

scious, "The bdy in esoteric love rn3tters le3st," note:s Benjamin in his 
essay on Surrealism. MSo, too, for Brelon. He is closa to the things that 
Nadja is close to than to her. ,, 1 1  And of course where adja differs from 

Beatrice, where history makC5 the difference, is precisely in this matter 

of grasping the actual as the obverse of [he eternal in history. 

Flash of Recognition 

The radical displacement of self in sentience-taking one outside of 

oneself�accounts for one of the most curious features of Benja.m1n'!; 

entire philosophy of history, tile flash wherein "the past can be seized 
only as an image which flashes up at an inslam when it can be recog

nized and is never seen again."ll Repeatedly this mystical flash illumi

nates his anxiety for reappraisal of past in present, this understanding 
that "to articulate the past historically does not mean to recognize it 

'the way it really was' (Ranke). It means to seize hold of a memory as 

it flashes up at a moment of danger." (255) 

This flash marks that leap "in the open air of history" whkh estab

lishes history as "Marx understood the revolution" as "the subject of 
a structure whose site is not homogenous, empty time, but time filled 

by the presence of the 'now', .. (261) This flash is prelude to the numbing 

aftermath of shock that Benjamin recruits [0 destabilize familiar motifs 
of time and history as cumulative. Thinking, he asserts, "involves not 
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only Ihe flow of thoughts. bUI their arresl :1S well." When this arresl 

occurs it cr�tes a configuration in shock, and here the (lash of recogni

tion asserts itself again, as when Benjamin writeS rh:u in such a config

urarion one can "recognize the sign of a Messi':1I1i1.:: cessation nf happen
ing, or, put differently, a revolutionary chance in the- fight for an 

oppressed past." (262-63) This recognition allers the Ycry percept of 
recogn ition, entailing uansformation of me recognizing 5«:1£. One takes 

cognizance of this messianic cessation, he goes on, "in order 10 blast 

a specific era out of the homogenous course of history-hlasting a 
specifu:: life out of the era or a specific work OUi of the lifework." (263) 

Everything in this somersaulting e}.-plosionof hinorlcal time blasling 

me bomogeneity of abstract idemity hinges on this sint;u lar act of 
r�cognition. the energy and consequences of its fbshlike charaCfer. In 

trying 10 figure it out, my own flow of thought is brought TO a halt hy 
the following passage, where this complex movement of recognition 

of past in present is rendered as the unique property of recognizing 

Similarity-which for Benjamin, as is clear from his essay "On the 

Doctrine of the Similar," is the exerClse of the mimetic fa.eulry. In that 

essay (whkh precrdt:d "'On the Mimetic Faculty" by a few months., 

and for which it Strved as a draft), Benjamin wrote that the pcrc(.'ption 

of similarity is in every case bound to an instantaneous flash. "It slips 

past," he says (in language identical to that of the "Theses on the 

Philosophy of History," wrinen some six years 'ater), "[and] can possi

bly be reg3ined, but cannO( really be held fasl, unlike other perceptions. 

It offers ilStII to the eye as fleetingly and transitorily as 3 constellation 

of Slars ... I) In other words, the Messianic sign is the sign of the mimetic. 

Going Outside of Ourselves: The Art of the Story(eller 

The fundamental move of {he mimetic faculty taking us bodily into 

altcrity is very much the task of the storyteller too. For the storyteller 

embodied that situation of stasis and movement in which the far-away 

was brought to the here-and·now, archetypically that place where Ihe 

returned traveler finally rejoined those who had stayed 011 home. It was 

from this encounter that the story gathered its existence and power, 
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JUSf as it is i n  (his enl.."Gunter IhM we discern Ihe spBtting of the self, of 

being self and Other, as achit"ved by sentience laking one OUT of one

self-to become something else 3S well. 

In  Benjamin's discussion of the stories of the mid-nineteenth century 

Russian writer Nikol3i Leskov, we arc: encouraged to picture the early 

modem economic landscape in human morion. We begi n with rh� 
centrifugal movement of men from the village to Ihe .sea, from (he 

village to war, from the village m the artisan's shop in the town to 

learn a craft. The tempting image of frc..'Cdom in this movement is 
tempered when we realize: huw decilk.-dly m3lc it is, and thar the 

probably far largt:r cause of early modem lta\·cI was the extrusion of 

poor women from their homes to wurk as servants. Benjamin menlions 

neither these women nor their slOries, but they forcefully iUusrrate me 

indispensable mixture of coercion and freedom in migration, coerann 

to leave as much as to stay-and the pattern of catharsrs and forebod

ings ancndant on these coercions as they are realizc.."<i in the count

ermove, the return Ihat bring.� the fdr·away to the here-and-now as 
me(:aS(fucrure of the [ale. Colend� pro\'ides a classic instance the 

Ancient Mariner who has spread his wing.� in the tradewinds of the 

world, now returned and beginning his desperate t:lle, "He stopperh 

one of three." And the man appreh!.'Oded responds: "By thy long grey 

beard and glittenng l·ye, Now wherefore !>topp'sr thou me?" 
Ir is a[ lhis point (hal th� [reedom and forchoding bringing [he 

rraveler borne insisls on audience and ;lttains voice, and it is here, in 
tbis moment of apprehension, Ihat the listening sdf is plunged fOf\\lard 

into and beyond i Iself. The storyteller finds and recreates this staggering 

of position with every tale. 

The Maternal Touch 

I find it immensely curious thar this storyteller, in Benjamin's analysis 

of storytelling, ;s strategically femininized. Blessed with "a maternal 

touch" and a femalt-male body, the storyteller hecomes "the symbol 

of god incarnate." In leskov's view, writes Benjamin, the pinnacle of 

creation has been achieved wilh Ihese "earthly powerful maternal male 
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figures," who form a bridge to the Other world where even inanimate 
matter acquircs human, indeed spiritual, powers in the fight for justice. 
"Magically escaped," writes Benjamin: 

. . .  are the beings that lead the procession of Leskov's o;:re:nions: the 
righteous ones. Pavlin, Figura, the lOUp« anisrt!, rhe bear keeper, me 
helpful St:ntTY-alJ of them embodimentS 01 wisdom, kindness, carnian 
rhe world. crowd aboUi the storytdler. They are unmisl.1kably suffused 
with the imago of his mother. 1< 

Later on we shall have redson to recall these connections when we 

consider the hermaphroditic and "maternal lOuch" of CUDa indian 
healers, as rdated by ethnography� chanting their curing stories of 

voyages into the body and womb of the great mother, awakening 
with these Stories the disturbing powers of image-worlds copying real
worlds, reaching out lor lost souls with the aid of plant and animal 
spirits recruited from em:hanted fortresses in me whirlpools of me sea, 
mountains, and douds (see chapters 8 and 9). Not the le:lSt curious 
connection with the mimetic worlds of Cuna magic, as we shall See, is 
Benjamin's observation that, together wim the nexus formed by the 
mother, the art of the slOryteiler, and the mimetic move of going 
outside of oursdves, there is the sexual continence of these "'earthly 
powerful male maternal ligures" who, nOtes Benjamin, while not ex� 
aClly aM.:-etic, "have been removed from obedience 10 the- sexual drive 
in the bloom of theirstrength."u However we define erOlicism, it is less 
important 10 Cuna ethnography, as we shall st:e, than the transgressions 

entailed by hirth and reproduction-processes that become synony
mous with the bewildering contradiction at the heart of mimesis 
wh�'rein 10 mime means a chameleon-like capacity to copy any and 
everything in 3 riot of mergers and copies posing as originals. 

Spirit Mischief: The World of Masks, Generalized 
Mimicry, Becoming Matter 

Once the mimetic has sprung into being, a terrifically ambiguous power 
is established; there is born the power to represent the world, yet that 
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same power is a power to falsify, mask, and pose. The two powers art: 
inseparable. What's more, both Caillois and Cuna ethnography testify 

to an almost drug-like addiction to mime, to merge, to become othec

a process in which not only images chase images in a vast, pechaps 

infinitely extended chain of images, but one aJso becomes marrero 
This is the world of spirit mischief, if not worse, death or epiS[emic 

panic. Those in league with the spirits, the great healers and seer!>, have 

tbe power to arrest this riot and transform forms including those that 
lead to death. This is crystallized hy Caitlois where he summons from 
F1auben's The Temptatiol! of Sa;lIt Am!Jo"y the general spec.. .. r:1clc: of 
mimicry to which rhe hermit (Benjamin's materna1 maid) succumhs: 

"planlS are no longer disringuished from animals . . .  Insects idemical 
with rose petals adorn a bush . . .  And then plants are confused wirh 
stones. Rocks look like brains, stalactites like breasts, veins of iron like 
tapestries adorned with figures. "I� The hennit, notes Caillois, wants 

to split himself thoroughly, to be in everything, to immerse himself in 
matter, to be matter. "Oh Happiness! h3ppines.s! I have sttn the birth 
of life, I have seen the beginning of movement," exclaims the hermit. 

"The blood in my veins is beating so hard that it will burst rhem. I 
feel like flying, swimming, yelping, bellowing, howling. I'd like [0 have 

wings, a carapace, a rind, to breatht out smoke, wa\'e my (runk, twist 
my body, divide myself up, to be inside everything, to drift away with 
odours, develop as plants do, Row like water, vibrate like sound, gleam 

like light. to cutl myself up into e\'cry shape, to penetrate each atom, 
to get down to the depth of maner-to be matter!,,11 

This takes us not only to Surrealism but (0 the interplay of magic 
with film, of Haubert's realism with Benjamin's optical unconsciolls, 
of the birth and rebirth of the mimetic fa..:ulty with modernity. Vibrat

ing like sound, gleaming like light, copy blurs with contact at the heart 
of matter's sympathetic magic. 

., 
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THE GOLDEN BOUGH, 

THE MAGIC Of MIMESIS 

True scientific knowledge, 0" tlu contrary. drmamis abal1dnml1e"t 
to the IICry life of tilt oh;ee,. 

-Hegel. Prc:fact to The lIhem:omellology of Mind 

My concern with mimesis, then, is ..... ith (he prospects for a sensuous 
knowledge in our time, a knowledge that in adhering to the skin 01 
-lhings through realist mpying disconcerts and entrances by spinning 

" off into fantastic formations-in pan because of the colonial trade io 

wildness thai the history of the senses m\'olves. Toda)' it is common (0 
lambast mimesis as a naive form or �ymp{Om of Rea lism. It is said [Q 
penain to forced ideologies of representation crippled by illusions 
pumped inro our nervous systems by social constructions of aturalism 

and Essentialism. Indeed, mimesis has become that dreaded, absurd, 

or merely liresome Other, that necessary straW-mali against whose 

fetble pretensions poststructuralists prance and SUut. I, however, am 

taken in by mimesis pre ... ;sely because, as the sensate skin of the real, 
- --it is that moment of knowing which, in steeping itself in its object, to 

quote Hegel, "consists in actualizing the universal, and giving it spiri

tual vitality, by the process of breaking down and superseding fixed 

and determinate thoughts. "  I I am mightily intrigued by this mischief 

of reality'S sensate skin to both actualize and break down, to say 

nothing of superseding universals, 3nd I am disposed to locatc �uch 

mischief in the high-jinks of a backward somersauhof European hi!otor
ical reckoning, the backward glance known as Primitivism. Hegel urged 
me rn:uperation through the concrete because in modern limes. as he 
put it, an indi\'idual finds the: absJTactform ready mock, and his world
historical scheme informed him that therefore the present task was the 
very opposite of what he took to have been the task of the earliest 
epochs. namely "gening the individual clear of the stage of sensuous 
immediacy." HistoriciRd in precisely thiS way and redolent with ap

peal to a precapitalist epistemology of the stnscs, Adorno's work 
resonates with the power of this prohlem of 5m$uous immersion, it 
being clearly understood that Hegel's "abstract form ready madt='" 

is very much the form genetated by commoditization of life under 

capital ism. If in times past the shamans warded off danger by means of. 
images imitating that danger, and in this sense they used equivaJence
mimesis-as an instrument, then today we live a curious inversion of 

this equivalence, a Hegelian Aufhebung of it. "Before, the fetishes were 

subject to the law of tquivalen(."t," write Adorno and Horkheimer. 

"Now equivalenct itself has become a fetish ... l 

Yielding 

For Adorno and, I think Hegel (with different consequences), the 

sensuous moment of knowing includes a yielding and mirroring of the 
knower in the unknown, of thought in its object. This is clearly what 

Adorno often has in mind \\rith his many references to mimesis, the 

obscure operator, so it seems to me, of his entire system.J In Oia/edic 
of EnJjght�mnent. he and Horkheimer pr<:scnt no less a historicist 
position than Hegel, attempting the difficult argument that mimesis, 
once a dominant practice and component 01 knowing becomes., in 

Westetn historical development, a repressed presence not so much 

erased by Enlightenment science and practice as distorted and used as 

hidden force. This, of course, is not merely an argument about the 

development of scien .... e as an idea, or even as applied technology. 

Rather it is a blend o( philosophical and historical argumentation 

concerning the snowballing effect, in the West, of over two millennia 
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of what we might call the laborldomination complex, with its emphasis 

on the repression of the body by the social world of producl'ion thai 
issues forth a world of things standing over the maKer. The atrophy and 

subsequent re£unctionLngof (he mimetic faculty, a {acuity belonging as 

much 10 body as to mind, is to be dearly understood within this 

historical undt>rstanding. In respect to mimesis as yirlding, in contrast 
t'O Enlightenment sciencc's aggressive compulsion 10 dominate naNre, 

Adorno and Horkheimer go so far as to write of thaI "trend which is 

dec:p-roolrd in living beings. and whose climinatiun is 3 sign of aU 

drvelopmem: the trend to loSt: oneself in the rnvironment inslead of 

playing an active role in it; the tendency to let oneself SO and sink back 

imo nature. Freud called it  the death instinct, Caillois "Ie mimitistne ... • 
Hrrr the yielding component of mimesis is presented in a passive, ('ven 
frightening, son oC way; the sdi losing itself, sinking, decomposing 

into the surrounding world., a yielding that is, be It nOl'ed, despite 
apparent passi\'iry, an act both of imitation and of contact. 

In his discussion of the comic (written in 1905, founren years before 

the work on the death instinct), Freud calmly presentS the start ling 

�idea of "ideational mimetiC'S," in which what I call '"active yielding" 

as bodily copying of me other is paramount; one tries out the very 

shape. of a perception in onr's own body; the musculature of the body 
is phYSiologically connected to percepts; and even ideational activiry, 

not only perception, im'olves such embodying-hence "ideational mi
meties." Just as speech can be undC1stood as thought activaling the 
vocal cords and tongue, so thinking itself involves innervation of all o( 

one's frarures and sense organs.1 
In any event, this strange mixture of activity and passiviry involved 

in yidding-knowing, Ihis bodily mirroring of otherness and rven ideas, 

is in the ..:enter of much of Horkheimer and Adorno's dusive discussion 
of mimesis, and prrosdy in the al.:tivisl possibilities witl1in such yielding 

lie serious issues of mimesis and science, mimesis as an alternacive 

science. We can appreciate tl1is when we real ize thaI for Adorno and 

Horkheimcr the imitative practices of the early shamans were crucial

and crucially ambiguous. For the early magician signifies, as thry would 
have it, not merdy "a yielding attitude to Ihings," but Ihe threshold of 

history where mimesis as a practio: for living with nature blurs with 
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the transfonnation of mimesis inlu an instrument for dominating na

ture, the "organization of mimesis" necessary to that long march 

culminating in Enlighlenment civilization. 

Sympathclic Magic 

It's my bunch that something insiShtful ..:an be learned about mimesis, 
especially with regard to (his question of (active) yielding, by raking 

up the is�ue of sympathl!1ic magic. I therefore want to examine the 
notion of mimesis used at the end of the ni neteenth century by James 

George Frazer, authorofT� Goldnt Bough. at Cambridge University. 
In thr opening paragraph of his ISO·page statement on sympathrric 

magic, in the third edition of that once-celebrated wod, Frazer distin�� 
guished two great classes of magic (which he more or less identified 
with magical c:harms)-thaf involving similarity (or imitation), and 

that of contact'; 

If ..... e analyu IhC' principles of thought on which magic is based, they will 
probably be found to resolve themselves into t ..... Oi fillt, that like produ«s 
like, or that an tlfea. re5('mbles its cause; and second, that things: which 
have ontt bun in contaCt ..... ith e3ch other continue to aa on each OIher 
at a distantt ann- Ihe physical conrao has heen srvemi. The fonner 
principle may be callt-d the Law of Simiiariry, the latter the Law of Contact . 
or Contagion. From the first of .hesc principles. lIamely the Law of 
Similarity, the magician infrN that he can produce any effc<t he desires 
merely by imitating it.· 

I am particularly taken by his proposition that the principle underly
ing the imitative component of sympathetic magic is that u the magician 

infers that he can produce any effect he desires merely by imitating 
it. "(52) Leaving aside for the moment rhe thorny issue of how and 

with what success Frazer could put himself into [he head of one of 

these magicians, and to what degree either the accuracy or usefulness 

of his proposifion depends on such a move, I want to dwell on this 

,wtion of the copy. i" magical practice. affecting the original to such 

a degree that the representation shOles i" or acquires the propmies of 
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'he represented, To 1lIt: this is a dislUrbing notion. foreign and fascinat
ing not because it so flagrantly l.-onuadicts the world around me bllt 
ramer, that once posited, I suspect jf not itS presence, then inrimations 
thereof in the strangely familiar commonplace and unconscious habits 
of representation in ,hI;; world ahout me. 

Of courS(' Frazer's \'ery nocion that magic could be rtduced ro "prin-
,-ciples of thought," as OPPOSl.'d., lei us say, to the diegesis of ritual, and 

funhermore that such principles of thought could probably be reduced 
to no more than two. Similarity and Cont:tcr. are norions that have been 
attacked or simply been found uninteresting by later anthropology, 
beginning with the French school of the AmIte soci% gique as exempli

.fied in Marcel Mauss' and Henri Hubal'S articles in that journal as 
early as 1902.' Yet no serious critic would challenge the singular 
,importance of the work of frazer's inrellectual predecessor, E. B, Tylor. 
in working OUt, as Evans-Pritchard has put it, "the ideational logic l)f 
magic." Yel this is an exaggerated opinion. Tylor can hardly be said 
(Q have "worked this out," and it is (he extension of this aspecl of 
Tylor's work thai makes Frazer's compendium useful for the analysis 
not so much of magic but of the magic of mimesis, beginning with Ihe 

.' J!ery first examples he supplied, moSt: of tffigies, as with the usage of 

the image of one's enemy "in the belief," as he put iI, "that. just as the 

image suffers, so docs the man, and Ibar when it perishes he must me,"· 

(55) fraur went on to cite this same de3dly imageric practice of 
sorcerers in ancien! India, Babylon, and Egypt.. Greece and Rome, as 

well as among the "cunning and m:tlignantsavages in Australia, Africa, 

and Scotland,
,
,l0 (55) His first e.xample with any detail was drawn from 

a History of the Ojebway Indinn.s of Nonh Ameri..:a to the effect mat 

when such an Indian desired to work evil, he made a little wooden 

image of his enemy and ran a needle in!o its head or heart or shot all 

arrow ioro it, thinking that wheresol;;vcr rhe arrow struck, so [he person 

rhus imaged would be seized with a sharp pain in the corresponding 

part of the body.lO (55) 
Employing the same psychological and evolutiolli�t anthropology 

that fra7.er would later use, Tylor had stated a quarter century earlier 
(hal "the principal key tn understanding Occult Science is to consider 

., 
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it as based on the Association of Ideas, a faculty which lies at Ille very 
found arion of human reason." But, said Tylor, inslead of moving from 
fact to thought, &om things 10 image, in magic the Aow was r�vef'5ed. 
An ideal connection, as he put it, was mistaken (or a real connection. 
Analogy-such as we see with Fra7.('r's examples of needle-stuck figu
rines-was taken too literally. It Yet a century later, in 1973, the amMO. 
pologisrS.J. Tambiah could demonstrate ",'itt. enviable skill theconsid
erable scienrific power of jusl such analogical reason in which the m3gic 
of Similarity was involved, 11 By pointing up the complex explanatory 
mechanism holding positive and negative difference together in the 
structure of an analogy, Tambiah was at pains to distinguish his argu· 
ment from the elegant simplicity of Fra7.er's brief commenc.ary on the 
theory of the law of Similarity. of like producing like. Yee the lact 
rem:tins that the stTuCiural logic of analogy demands this mimetic 
assumption of similitude, JUSt as does science itself-if we are 10 follow 
Tambiah's crucial usage of G. E. R, Lloyd's commentary of Evans
Pr.itchard's 1937 book on Zande magic in Central Africa, Tambiah 
quores from Lloyd's book. Polarity and Analogy: Two Types of Argu: 

mentation in I:f.arly Greek ThotlglJt: Lloyd says that magic's "general 
aim is simil ar 10 th:n of applied seienet', to control events, and one of 

the means whereby it bopC$ to acruevt: thili is It$ing the links which it 
believes may be formed between things by their similarities" {Tambi
ah's emphasis),'} 

frazer's multitude of examples of magical charms, fetishes, and 
practices offers dramatic testimony to the matching of the twO bodies. 
the effigy and that which the eifigy represents. Taking namples from 
reports of tht: lare nineteenth-century C:'Imbridge expedition tn the 
Torres Straits. Frazer ciled the sorcerers of Jervis Island who "kept an 
asSOrtment of effigies in stock ready to be operated on at the require-._ 
ment of a custOmer, "'(59) If the sorcerer pulled :In arm or a leg off [he 
image, the human victim felt pain in the corresponding limb, but if the 
sorcerer restored the severed .um or leg to the effigy, the human victim 
recovert:d. Another way of killing someone, as reported by this Cam· 
bridge-T orr('s Straits ex�dition, was to prick an effigy of Ihal person 
with the spine of a sting-ray, "so that when Ihe man whose name had 

• . , 
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been given to the waxen image next went afishing, on the reef, a sting

ray would sting him in lhe exact part of his body where the waxen 

image had been pierced." (59) "In (he eXat:l pan"-the emphasis is 
mine. At the time of Frazer's writing it was reported, closer to home, 
that in (heir practi(."(: of sorcery, country people in the Scottish High

lands sometimes made a rud(": day imag(":, a corp chre. of Ih(": person 

they wish(":d 1'0 harm, and stuck it full of nails, piru, and bits of broken 

glus: 

As evcry pin IS thruS( into Ihc figure, an inanlation IS uncred. and thc 
person �pfC5tnled £«ls a pain in thr wrufponJi"g part of his body. II 
the inlentlun is 10 make him die a lingering death. the operator is careful 
10 stick no pins In Ih� region of the hean, whereas he thrusts them Into 
Ihal region ddibtr:udy if he desirl'S to rid himself of his enemy 11 oncc." 
(6S) 

"In ,he corresponding part"-again, the emphasis ls mine. Quoting 

from de Groot's famous work on Chinese religion, Frazer related how 
in Amoy, China, bamboo and paper effigies known as "subslitutes of 
persons" could be bought cheaply at stores for the purpose of indicting 
harm. Again the correspondences are impressive. If you run a nudle 
inlO lhe eye of the puppet, noted Frazer, uYour man will go mort or 
Ic=ss blind; if you stick a pin in its stomach, he will be doubled up ..... ith 

colic; a Slab in the heart of the effigy may kill him outright, and in 

general the more you prick it and the louder you speak the spell, the 

more certain is lhe effea." (61) 
History in the form of colonialism intruded iOlo such im3ge-making 

100, From the Jesuit Arriaga'S report, published in Lima. Peru, in '621, 
one of several repons in the heroic campaign to extirpate idolatry, 

Frazer noted that the Peruvian Indians wer(": said 1'0 burn images imitat

ing the persons they feared or hated. If the image was to r(":present an 

Indian, it was made of the fat from a llama mixed with corn (maize), 

native to the Americas. But if the image was of a Spaniard, pig fat and 

wheat. both associated with the colonizing power, w(":re used instead 

(56). This coding of colonial relations makes. us aware not just ()f the 

magic of the image, of the visual likeness, but of the magic af substances 

'" 
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as well, a staggering of the senses from sight to substance that impinges 

directly on the problematic nature of the copy itself. 

A Poorly Executed Ideogram 

How much of a copy does the copy have to be to have an effect on 
what it is a copy of? How �real" does the copy have to be? Without 

the tat informing me of what they are meant fa repre�nt i n  Rubin 
Puel' eyes, Nordenskiold's pictures o( Cuna curing figurines would 

fail my realist test, and Reichel-Dolmatoff describes the wooden 6gu
rines used in Choco curing as "'all highly standardized and unreal

istic. ,,14 
In The OriginJ of Art (a work quoted by Frazer) published in 1900. 

Yrjo Hirn points out that the magically effective copy is nor, so to
speak, much of a copy. "Strong desire always creatcs for itself." he 

deciarf'S, as if anticipating one of the arguments about mimesis centr� 

to Freud's Tolem and Taboo, "an imaginary gratification which easily 

leads the uncritical mind to :I. belief in the power of will over .he 

external world_"u He thinks it is logical to expect that the form such 

an imaginary gratification would take is one of �rhe greatest po!osible 
ttSemblancc to the original" so as to increase, in tht: case of magic, the 

efficacy of the charm, or in the case of art-images in the world of 

modem artistic production, ..... hat he calls uthe pleasure to be derived 

from illusion." And he draws the conclusion that (what he holds to 

be) the belief in :I. magical connection between similar things would 
thus exercise an incalculable inOuence 011 the groWTh of realism in an. I" 

But no! This is not the casco Instead, "the primitive man who avails 

himself of dolls and drawings in order to bewitch is generally quite 

indifferent to the lifelike character of his magical instruments. The 

typical volt givt:s only a crude outline of the human body, and, which 
is most remarkable, it does nOt" display any likeness to the man who is 
to be bewitched." 17 

A few years after Frazer's work on sympathetic magic was published, 

the French anthropologist-theoreticians Marcel Mauss and Henri Hu

hen drew attention, just as Him did, to the lack of realism of magically 

" 
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effective mimetic images: "'There is nothing resembling a portrait." 
and "'The image, lh� doll or the drawing is:l very sch�matic represc:nta· 
tion, a poorly�xecuted ideogram. Any r�se:mblance is purely theoretical 

or abstract. " '·Th�y dr�w the conclusion that Frazer's LawofSimil3rity 

in its magical function presupposed social conventions of classification 
and representation as well as mechanisms of what they C3Ued "alten· 

tion" and '"abstraction." Thest mt.-chanisms sound similar to the analy

sis of dream-work published by Freud one year before Mauss's work 

on magic, and with regard to the reali!>m of the imitarions involved in 
magic, it is noteworthy that in Totem and Taboo (published in 19121 

U), freud himself observes (mainly from his reading of the British 
anthropologists) that one of the most widespread magical proc�dures 

for damaging an enemy is to make an effigy of him, but notes, "Whether 

. . .  the effigy resembles him is of little account: any object can be 'made 
into' an effigy of him. ,, '9 

The Copy that is Not a Copy 

With this we arc.� plunged. so I believe, into a paradox-namely that 

the copy, magically effective as it is, with Ihe potnt-for-poinl correspon
dences of body pan to body pan, for instance, with all this implies for 

the transformation of the imagized, is not Q co�not a copy, that is., 

in the s�n.se of being what we might generally mean ..... h�n we say a 
"faithful- copy. Yet for it to be (magicaUy) effective on the real world 
of things, persons, and e\'cnts. it would very much seem that it has to be 

just that-a "faithful" copy such that the (frazenan) Law ofSimilariry 
applies: tb:u Ia.w by which "the magician infers that he can produce 

any eff�ct h� desir�s merely by imitating it. W(52) It is h�re that Frazer's 

other principle, that of Contact, deserves consideration. 

Contact 

Frazer defined this second principle, of Contact or Contagion, as the 
principle of thought which holds "that things which have once been in 
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conraa with e3ch uther continue In act on each other at a dislance 
after the physical contact has �en severed," and the most common 

examples of such magic were those prat-1:ices requiring body parts or 

doming of the person to be magically acted upon-hair. nails, semen, 
excr�mem, spittle.. iootprinl, teeth, navel cord. placeota.. aDd so fonh 

(52)_ 

I Rmember how in the southern Caua Valley in 1972 my assistant 

Robier Uwriaga. who work�d as a ditch-diggcr for a labor contractor 

on one of the suga, plant'arions, told m� how .he gang of workers to 

which he bdonged, who w�r� like him desc�ndants of African slaves 
brought in th� colonial period to work the alluvial gold mines, once 
tried to persuadc..' onc of the plantation'S foremen to record more work 
bdng done [han was actually the case. Through this deceit, the laborers 

(and the foreman) would receive more money. Because the foreman 
was unwilling, the workers enlisted the services of an Ingano Indian 
bruio (magician/sorcerer) who lived at the headwaters of the valley 
and who rold them to bring him hoofprints of the foreman's horse. 
This they did, but the brujo's magic turned oul to be worse than useless. 
Instead of the foreman melting like buner in their hands, the lahar 
contraClOr and all his workers wert mysteriously fired. "You must 
ha\'e brought me the wrong horse's priots," the brujo mused, "the 
coouactor's horse's prints in rnislake for the for�man's" ! 

I cite this story of hoofprints as 3 complicating example of what 

Frazer would have classified as m3gic, or rather attempted magic, based 

00 the Law of Comact. �caust we nouc� immediately that j( is abo 
ao example of Similarity or Imitation. The hoofprint is vinually part 
of the horse and at che sam� time ic is an image of (part of) th� horse 
and, to complicate matters furth�r, the horse is a substitute for the 
rider. In whatever way we decid� to conc�ptualjze this, we must recog
nize that the two discinct principles, Imitation and Contact, cannot 
easily be separated in this instance in which, like fingerprinting by the 
modern State, the horsc's imprint in the soil amounts to a copy, indeed 
a potentially fairly accurate copy, of (p3rt of) its unique self. The print 
is in fact a stunning instance of imitation blending so intimately with 
contact that it becomes impossible to separate image from substance 
in Ihe power of the final effect. 

SJ 
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It is also an illustration of the: sort of magic dl.at eluded Frazer's eye, 

as well as the eye of the anthropology that followed and spumed him 
hom th� beginning of the twentiem crntury until our time, namely the 

1nagic of the modern-not the primitive-world, in this case that of 
modem capitalist labor-relations, as on a Colombian sugar plantation 

in 1972. 

And if this example of magic goes to the h�art of what Marx called 
the struggle uver the working day, it is nevertheless aimed, like the 
most anciem Graeco-Roman lon:-magic, at sv.'3ying a heart, at winning 

over the goodwill of the foreman. In this it is on a par with stories I 
have heard from women, such as my friend of some twenty years 

standing. Reiina Carabali. who used to sell refreshments at the gates 

of the sugar mills on payday. concerning magic used by a woman to 
keep a lover faithful or at I�ast responsible for his share of the upk�p 

of the children he fathered. it being common for men 10 "sting., then 

fly away." 

I have heard a formula for such Im'e magic that clearly endor�s the 

Law of Contact or Contagion, which includes hair from the man's 

head and pubes mixed with his sperm tak�D from one's vagina after 

int�rcourse, it being important for the woman not have an orgasm so 
that the sp�rm is kept as pure as possibl�. This mixture is plattd in a 

boule with alcohol and buried in the ground inside the house. Alter

nately a woman might pUt a toasted mixture of onc's own armpit and 

pubic hair into his coffee. 

Another type of ligIJ described to me by Rejina Carabali is more 

complex. The woman obrains a cigar, a candle, matches and a candle 

stub. It's best [0 buy the candle and the cigar with money from the 

faithless consort, and 10 borrow the other items from someone notori

ously mean. Once the dg:tr is lit and she is smoking, she cuts the candle 

in twO, and when the cigar is half smoked, she lights the candle stub 

and onc of the halves of the cut candle. Smoking at a furious rate, 

emining clouds of smoke over the candles, she concentrates deeply on 

the man in question. As the ash drops she Stamps on it, cursing the 

man by name-"Catalino hijeputa! Catalina hijepula!"-Clltalino you 

lucker! 
I present this at some length to further complicate the effc.:ct of 
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Frazer's man}' examples in his disOlssion of sympathetic magic. But I 
also want to make the point that he himself makes clearly: in many, if 

nOi in the oveC'Wheiming majorit}' of cases of magical practices in which 
the Law of Simil arity is important, it is in fact combin�d with the Llw 

of Contact. We see this in rht very first examples he offers of magic 
based on the Law of Similarity or Imitation, those involving the USoC of 
6gurints and images of one's enemy. For instance the Malay charm: 

"Take parings of nails, hair, tyebrows. spitde, and so forth of your 

intended victim, tnough to rtpresem every pan of his person, and then 

makt th�m up into his like�s with wax from a desertro bee's comb. 
Scorch the figure slowly by holding it over a lamp ev�ry night for seven 

nights. and say 'It·s nOI the wax that I am scorching; it is mt liver, 

htart, and spleen of So·and-so thai I scorch.' After the seventh tim�- '  
the figure, a.nd your victim will die." (57) Or lake his descriprion of  

the magical Chinese usage of the bamboo and paper image of  a person 

that I cited above (p.50). "To make assunance doubly sure," he adds, 

"it is desirable to impregnate the effigy, so to say, with the personal 
influence of the man by passing it clandestinely beforehand over him 

or hidiog it, unbeknown to him, in his clothes or under his bed."" (61) 

This "impregnation" of the image with the personal influence of the 

man whose image it is, is crudal hert; it would seem that likeness is 

not sufficient in itself. Nor, for that maner, is the "impr�nation" with 

the personal influenct sufficitnt in itself. Both are utilized, indeed fused, 

as Mauss and Hubert strenuously insist:ltI 
In the ca5e of cbe 10\le charms or figas I have described, which are a 

response to a man reneging on paternal responsibility, we set" the same 

combination of Likeness and Conrad:. The semen and puhic hair are 

quintessentially to do with Contad:. But they are also profound indices 

of sexual attachment, impregnation, and the making of children: it 

becomes virtually impossible (0 sep:uat'e their being signs from their 

being ontologically part of the sexually partnered Other. Nevertheless.,. . 

such signs of contact are apparently not enough. Some additional 

manner of ensuring the connection is required, although in this case 

with candles and cigars {he symholism does not form an image Qf 
likenes5 in the same way as do one of Frazer's Malay figurines, and 

Chinese effigies, or CUlla sailor-figurines, or Emebera gringo boats. In 
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Rejina Carabali's depiction of the mother making magk to restore the 
faithless consort, or at least his muney. we can speculat'e whetht:r the 
semantic equivalenc� of the cigar and (he candle, borh lit. signify the 
man's potency. and the cutting and reveTS3ls signify the ruprure in the 

relationship and me wish to have it restored. But here again. could we 
say that such symbolic identiries form an image 01 likeness in the same 

way as do Fr.lur's effigies? Surely the symbols belong (0 an order of 

abstraction removed from what we might like 10 call "real " likeness, 
and Mauss and Hubert are totally justi6ed in reacting against naive 

notions of likeness. 
But what happen$ if we move the frame outward from the realm of 

the ritual ubjects, the candles and thc cigars, the flames and the curses, 
t�) include tht' gestus of the ritualisT herself? Isn't this the image that 

caprures the similitude that a f'razerian reading would seem to require? 
It lieS not so much in the association of ideas as concepts, but in the 
association of imagt's of sadness and anger, the sense of loss as well as 
the sense of initiative. in this scene of the woman smoking up n storm 
crouched over the flames of what now becomes the simulacrum of her 
crippled conjugal rd:J.tionship--me cut half·candle side by side with 
her tlideering stub, followed by stamping on the fallen ash and the 

vicious curses-deadly words, potent rhrough ritual. Thus we move 

from image to scene. and £rom scene to pcrtormarive action. But surely 

it is the fact rhal she is casting her smoking breath OntO and intO this 
simulacrum, and the faa that ic is advisable to purchase the ritual items 

with che faithless man's money. that rics the otherwise general, and 

whac I will for the sakr of convenience here call "abstraa." symbolism 
into the impassioned particulariries of the uagedy of paverry she faces. 

JUSt as she hopes this action wiU tie him and his money to me economy 
of the household his s«d has in (vital) part created. In this light it 
might be imponant to consider the U� of the person's name-Catalino 
hi;eputa! Catalinol-for the name not only specifics but does so by 

., ··'superimposing the symbolic with the ontic essence of the person, the 
referendal. we might say, with the actual-in the sense that (even in 
this world where God's naming has long been sundered) the person is 
the name. In shon, her breath, his money, and his name all stand at 
the crossroads of sign and thing. 
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It is to this vcry crossroading of copy with substance that Yrjo Hirn 
refers us as a way out of the paradox pOS(.'« by the fact that in so many 
instances of sympathetic magic the copy, far from heinga faithful copy. 

is an imperfect ideogram. What makes up for this lack of similitude. 

what makes it a "faiehful" cop),. indet.-d a magically powerful copy. he 

decl3rt:s, are precisely the material connections-tho� established by 

anaching hair. nail cu((ings, pieces of clOthing. and so forth. to the 
likeness. Thus docs the magic of Similarity become but an instance of 

lhe magic of Contact-and what I take tn be fundamentaUy important 

is not just that a little hit of Cont3a makes up for lack of Similariry, 

or th3t some smattering of real substance makes up for a deficie",,:y in 
the likeness of the visual image, but rather that all these examples of 
(magical) realism in which image and contact interpenetrate must have 
the effect of making us reconsider our very notion of what it is to be 
an image of some thing. most especially if we wish not only to express 
hut to manipulate reality by means of it's image. 

Where Action Puts Forth Its Own Image 

A first Step here is to insist on breaking away f.rom the ryranny uf the 

visual norion of image. The Navaho sand'painting is said to cure nOl 

by patients' loolUng at the picture inscnbed therein, but by their placing 

lheir body in the desjgn itself. l.ikewise, medicin."1lly triggered visions 

ministered by hC'dlers in the Upptr Amazon. about which I have writlen 

elsewhere in my work on mt' Putumayo, arc surely effective not onlY' 

because of visual ima�ry, but also on account of nonvisual imagery 
conveyed by nausea, sound. smell, and the changing cadence of chant
ing, not to mention less tangible qualities of presence, atmosphere, and 
movement.:1 Furthermore, the senses cross over and translate into each 
other. You feel redness. You see music. Thus nonvisual imagery may. 
evoke visual means. The medicine creates nausea-one of the great 
untheorized territories of experience-and aile which has an enormous 
effect on cognitive process and hermeneutic endeavor, no less than on 
the medley of the senses bleeding into each other's zone of operations. 
You may also see your body as you feel yourself leaving it, and one 
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can even see onesdf seeing oneself-but above all this seeing is felt in 
a nOllvisual way. You move into the interior of images, juSt 3S images 
move into }'ou.ll 

Doubtless my example of Putuma},o healing can be questioned as an 
extreme case because of the heightening effect of the medicines used 
and, in addition, I must be cautious not to burden my argument with 
unwarranted assumptions regarding the subjective experience of other 
participants. Nevenheless it is incontrovertible thai the staging, the 
magician, the drug, combine to convert {he eye into an optical means 
of cOlltact in a stunning example of disuacled tactility, all with the aim 
of changing the realities espied and bence contaCted-so as 10 undo 
the illness and the misfortune caused by sorcery. To emphasize the 
"nonvisu31" here is to emphasize the bodily impat..'t of imaging, to Ihe 

point where Contact is displaced from its Fr.3:Zerian context tu become 
the term required for conveying the physiognomic effect of Imagery. 

ow isn't this very similar to Benjamin's "optic31 unconscious" 
opened up by the camera, with all its implications of tactile conse
qut.'nce? Here Ft3ur's primitive magic of Similariry-and-Contact can 
bl! read as replicating Benjamin's argument regarding modernity'S im
aging fechnology, creating in place of magic what Benjamin referred 
to as the proftJ"� iIIllmmtJriem resulting from the revelation of "physiCS-

'- .nomic aspects of visual worlds which dwell in the smallest things, 
meaningful yet covert enough to find a hiding place in waking 
dreams."u 

Only whl!o in t«hnology body and im.Jge 5<1 interpenelrate !hat all 
revolutionary tension beooma: bodily collective' innervation, and all the 
bodily innervations of the collective becoDle rc;volutionary discharge, has 
reality transcended itself 10 me cxtem dem:mded by the Communist 

Mani/�sto.·· 
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THE GOLDEN ARMY, 
THE ORGANIZATION OF MIMESIS 

They cannot stand the J�s. but rmir"te ,hem. 

-Horkheimer &: Adumo. D1I1Uctu; of E1Ilightenment 

I am fascinated by the notiun emergmg from Fr.,zer·� discussion of 
imitari'·e magic as power ,bar the copy extracts from the original. But 
I need to emphasize my ambivalcnce tOO, how I see in it a strange, 

indeed frightening explanation of the f�rishlike power of the copy in 
my own daily life, yet I want to tread carefully when it comes to 

proposing it as a theory of primitive magic-as opposed to a primitivist 
theory of magic, which is where I led it more fittingly belongs. Thus 
I fed the nced to move from the mysterious isolation of the "world 
we have lost." Th� Goldt1l Bough, to l'ncompass equally fantastic 
possibilities for magical mimesis on the colani31 frontier. Indeed. as 
will become obvious, it is here, Wilh multinational capital and the 
modern State pressing on the wildern�ss, where we can see how appro
priate the argument about magical mimesis-that the COpy takes power 
from the original-is likdy to be. Let me turn, then, from the lyrical 
splendor of the golden bough to consider that of a golden army at the 
headwaters of the Putumayo River in southwest Colombia, upriver 
from the publicized atrocities inflicted on Indian rubber-tappers by 
the Anglo-Peruvian Rubber Company of the Arana brothers at the 
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bt"Sinning of the twentieth century. At loggerheads over this rubber 
land, the governments of Peru and Colombia sent their troops to war 

in 1931. Thi� war had few battle� but brought plenty of soldiers 
warching. on the Colombian side, down the slopc':s of the Andes and 

along the foothills where, berween 1975 and 1985, near [be [Own of 

Mocoa, I occasionally met an elderly Ingano-and Spanish-speaking 

Indian man, f.1orencio, al the borne of a mutual friend, :1 healer. Santi
ago Mutumbaioy. 

The healing of $aious misfonune there usually requires Ihe healer 

and the patienrs taking together, al night, a "hallucinogenic" ITIl"<iidne 
known 35 )'agi. When strong. this medicine brings forth mental pictures 
referred to as p:1intings or pintas, mainly but not exclusively visual. 
and (h� images can have curative functions. Sometimes in my experi

ence this function is, for the healer at least, pragmatic and suaightfor
ward. The picture may teU (he healer what typt of illness �om(one has, 
whether it is of "natural" origin (as Western medicine would have it) 

or else: is due to sorcery or [0 spirit attack. The picture may also tdl 
the healer whal [he remedy should be. Or the pictures may be symbolic 
and need decoding, as with rhe meaning of a knife in Samiago Mutum
hajoy's visions in the early 19805, when he was approached by poor 

colonists wanting magic [0 kill the commandotlte of the guerrilla en
camped in their midst. Having ascenamed before taking medicine how 

the colonists planned to pay him, the healer i.nterpreled this knife 3S 
sign that he him�df would be Ic.illed if he got funher illvolvro. But 

beyond such forms of reading, there is that which is demanded by the 
intensity and mystical power of the imagc itself. Willless the following 
description of the vision not of Ihe bealer, but of one of his old friends, 
Florencio. who related it to me when we were chatting at nightfall 
ahout such experiences. 

Years ago Florencio had gone to accompany a healer to cure a 

woman of splitting headache. At first nothing camc from the yage 
medicine but later, around midnight, he saw angels comc from the 
clouds with quartz crystals that healers sometimes use for divining. 
The angels blessed him. That "pai.nting" disappeared. Then jungle 
birds filed into the room, filling it up. Soon therc was nothin� but birds. 
Pure birds. Everywhere! Then that "painting" went away. Then he 

THt:: GOLDEN ARMY: THt: ORCAN17.ATION OF MIMESIS 

found himself up in the Andean mountains where many Ingano Indians 
live. There he saw pwplc lining up, dres:>cd like healers in feathers and 

mirrors, singing and dancing with necklaces of tigers' teeth and curing 
fans-rhe spirits of yage, no doubl. And they kept coming and coming, 

singing aU the while. Then-in Florencio's own words: 

Finally, emerge; a batallion of the a.rmy. How wonderful ! How it ench.tn� 
me to sa: that. I'm nor sure how Ihe rich dres.�, nn? But ml.' soldiers uf 

me barallion are much supcnC)r in IhC'ir dress to anybody! They wear 
pants, and boou to the knee l)f purr gold. 211 in gold, everything. They 
are armed, 2nd ther form up. And I try ID r2isc myscl.£ land he pauses] 
. • •  50 that I TOO can sing wilh them. and dance wilh them, me 100. Then 
the healer, [.tgain he paur.cs) . . .  with the "pauuing, ... he already knowt 
that I am trying to get up to go met(, tn $ing and to dance with them just 
as we are !>Celng. And then, he who W"CS the Y.1gl: [i.e. Ihe healerl. he 
alte-ady knoW'l, and hI.' ts qUlel, knawing, no? ThIlS, those who know hnw 
to heal arc given account. Set:ing thi5, Iht-y are able to cure, no? And Ihey 
pass this painting to the sick penon. And th2t person gen; better! And I 

said to me healer who was ctlOng me, I $..1id ru him, KSeeing this, you 
Know how ro ht"a\r" "Yes," he lold me, "thu.� SGCtng, onl' an cure, no?-

Here there is no embodiment of imagC', carved figurines or body 
paint, but the ephemera of a memOI)' of a purely mental image re
minding us thai even so, such an image counts as an !,.'ntiry, "a painting" 

that can be passC'd on-just 3.5 Florencio pa�>cd it on 10 me, and I am 
passing it on to you. 

And in thinking about thi�, making a spaC( for it to gem'rate its 

meaning, like the healer, being quiet in our knowing, I want to draw 
attention to the active yielding of the perceiver in the perceived-the 

perceiver trying to enter into the picture and become one with it, so 

that the self is moved by the represcntation into the represented: "They 
are armed, and they form up. And I tty to raise myself . . .  so that I too 

can sing with them, and dance with them, me too. Then the healer . . .  
with the 'painting,' he already knows that I Gm trying to go there, to 
sing and dance with them lust as we arc seeing." 

But what of the content of tbis "paiTlling" into which he is trying to 
place himself? What of [he golden battalion. similar to and following 
din,'Ctly after th� "painting" of the dancing healers, feathered and 
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mirrored like the yage spirit-people on whom, in fact, yage healers ue 
modeled with the same clothes and face-paint, the same curing fans, 

and the �ame chants? Surely this battalion is an intercultural, spliced, 
image, using the magic of )'agi for the State, and the magic of the State 
for yagi. referring in part to the yage spirits and healers, but primarily 
to the Colombian army itself, hastily recruited and sent to fight the 

fronticr war with Peru-an army that many lndians. like florencio, 
assisted as canoeisls and porters. It is a complex image. sobering in Ihe 

simplicity of the mystical grace with which it adorns what I take to be 
the authority of the Sute as embodied in the presence of the army nf 
blacks from the interior and mestizo highlanders from Nariiio, moving 

down the mud of the jagged slopes of the Andes and through the 
Putumayo cloud forest onto war for reasons that nobody could explain 
to me other than for Ja patria, as if that were self-evident. 

And self-evident it surely is when we turn to Florencio's "painting," 

a painting rhat captures just this mystique of the Nation-State, its 
sacred violence-and I use the word "capture" advisedly, it being a 
taken-far-granted way of vividly expressing not only the apparent 
physicality involved in imageric production, but also the capturing of 
something important, something otherwise elusive. But capturing 
what, and for what end? Surely, the power of that which the represenca
tion refIcct$---(lniy in this casc it is not so much a "faithful" likeness 
that is captured, nor is it a "fai.hful" Hkene.ss that is doing the captur
ing. What is faithfully caprured is a power-J can think of no more 

speci6c term-invested in a montage of abutted likenesses, of yage 
spirits, angels, and dancing soldiers-sacred power on the march 
spreading a mantle of gold and music over the diminshing waves of 
mountain crests that form the cordillera, sinking into the rain forest, 
It seems to me vital to understand that this power on can be captured 
only by means of an image, and better still by entering into the image. 
The image is more powerful than what it is an image of. 

And if I have emphasized something of the various tones which in 
multifarious and gorgeously aesthetic ways constitute this repn:scnta
tion, yage spirits and the Colombian army, for instance, I also want to 
insist, nevertheless, that we take stock here of the magical usage by the 
colonized of the mystique of the colonizing State apparatus-juSt as 
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we, upon reflection, have co acknowledge the importance co such usage 
of the magic that in fact exists within the art of modern, secular, 
statecraft itself. 

Terror and The Colonial Mirror: 
The Mimesis of Mimesis 

The purpose of the Fascist formula, the ritual discipliJU!, the uniforms, 
and me whole apparatlls. whit:h is at first sight irratimra/, is to allow 
mimetic behavior. The carefully thought out symbols (which are 
proper to every counterrevolutionary m()vement), the skulls and dis· 
guises, the barbarit: dmm beats. the monotonous repetition of words 
and gestures, are simply the organized imitation of magic practices, 
the mimesis of mimesis. 

-Horkheima & Adorno, Dialectic of Enlightenment 

If the old Indian of the frontier forests gains access to healing power 
from his receiving an image of the State militant, the golden army ("the 
ritual discipline, the uniforms, and the whole apparatus . . .  "), it is 
worth inquiring as to whether a colonial mirroring is not also practiced 
by those thus imagized-whether, in short, those within the "civilized" 
confines of that State find (magical) power in an image of the Indian 
forester. Certainly the army recruits from rhe interior valley of the 

Cauca River who marched down into the Putumayo in 1931 had suong 
beliefs in the magical power of the Indian healers [0 protect them, if 
[he accounts of two old soldiers I talked to in the sugarcane town of 
Puerto Tejada decades later arc any indicarion.1 Cenainly most of 
the poor IXasant colonists who daily make their way down inw the 
Putumayo today express similar notions as to the power of the Indian, 
a power that derives from the mysteries that they, the colonists, attrib
ute to the primevality accorded Indian rire and lore, which places the 
Indian healer of the forest as much in a supernatural capacity as in an 
infrahuman one. Thus it is to these Indians thar both black and white 
colonists will go for cure when they fear they have been ensorcelled by 
another colonist out of envy. A dramatically clear instance of this 
power attributed to the primitive is the yage vision related to me one 
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evening in 1976 by a peasant colonist with whom I used co stay when 

awaiting a c:lnoe to descend the Guamuez River, a tributary of the 

Purumayo. 
At the age of fifteen this man had betn taken by his uncle to drink 

yage with an Indian (Cofan- and Spanish-spl:aking) healer upstream at 
Santa Rosa. As (hc medicine started to takc effcct, shadows gathering 
in storms of sound and images of forest animals, wild pigs and snakcs, 
thc [ndian healer changed in from of his eyes imo a jaguar and then 

into the devil himsdf. In the culonist's words: 

I heard somt'One talking to mc, smging rather, aDd I saw som�lhins there, 
it WllS frishlt:ning, it was the dC\'il himself. BUT how could that be? Sining 
Ihere� right behind me. But it wasn't the devil ; it was the shaman, If was 
he who I-):Id bco:rt me devil. 

Then I opened my eres and saw all me Imli.m_i �itting there with Ihe 

shaman. He's pUI nn his feamers, h� crown tuo, sitting by the fin� chewing 
tobacco. Taitll (falher] Martin, the tiger, the devil, it was tIlita Marlin. 
The devil, he had horns and [hI:" paused] . . . heated and red-you shuuld 
ha\'e S«11 him-with a long tall down [0 his knees . . .  JUSt like they paint 
rum-with SpUI"li and tvl".ryming. Ugly! 

"JUSt like they paint him." At which point, thanks to this " painting" 
of this Indian as devil, the colonist, as hc put it, "died," ascending in 
his londy curiosiry to the Godhead to be unexpectedly blessed by God 
himself. Thus flmificti he could .return through the mists of dawn 
dingingto the forest, down 10 this carth, k-elingsomewhatsuperhuR\3n 
himself, everything easy, glad to be home on his own feet, and able to 

withstand for who knows how long the envy permeating the sodal 

landscape of poor peasant farmers struggling for survival, with and 

against each other. 

God's singular power is obtained here by the colonist passing, as 

deadman, as spirit, into a narrative journey of images. By means 01 
them he has entered into a domain of extraordinary power. He passes 

by and into Them and hands them on to you through me. h is in tbe 
metamorphosing master-image, the pivoting trinitarian im:lgc ()f the 

Indian as jaguar, sham.m, and Christian devil that secures the j()urney 
into the image-world. 

THE GULDJ:::N ARMY: THE ORGANIZATION Or' MIMESIS 

How much more complex than hazer's "like effecting like" this 

magical power of the image now becomes! Yct the mimetic basis 

remains, dependent, above aU, on an alterity that follows the ideologi

cal gradient decisive for world history of savagery vis a vis civilization. 

U Florencio, the Indian, gains healing power by virtue of the "painting" 
of the Nation-StaTe's golden army, and the poor colonist. emergent 
from that Statc, gains healing power through the "painting" of (he 

Indian as devil, then we must needs be sensitive to the crucial circulation 
of imageric power between the� SOTIS of selves and these sorts of 
anti-selves, their ominous n(''ed for and their feeding off eacb other's 
correspondence-interlocking dream-images guiding the reproduction 
of socia1 life no less than the production of sacred powers. 

But this power intrinsic 10 mimesis and alterity on the frontier is as 

much a destructive as a healing force. While today whites and blacks 
approach Indian in the Putumayo for magical succour, at the turn of 
the century along the lower Putumayo, [ndians were tortured on a 
massive scale with what appears a good deal of ritual as wdl as blind 
fury and cold calculation, pleasure as well as fear, by the agents of the 
AraDa Brothers' Anglo-Peruvian rubber company.! Reading the reports 
of rhis barbaric situation, as widl so much of the State and paramilitary 
terror in Larin America (oday. one sellses that it is ncxt to impossible 
to write or talk about this, SO monstrous it was, and is. But perhaps in 
pointing to my usagc of the term "barbaric" )'OU will get the point

you will see that my convenient term of reference, barbarism, does 
double service, registering horror and disgust at this application of 
power, while at the same time ratifying one of that power's most 

essential images, that of the barbaric-the savage, rhe brute, and so 

forth. In condemning violence as savage, 1 endorse the very norian of 

the savage. In orner words, the imaginative range essential to the 

execution of colonial violence in the Purumayo at the turn of the 

century was an imagining drawn from that which the civilized imputed 

to the Indians, to their cannibalism especially, and then mimicked, It 

should also be pointed out that while this violence was doubtlessly 

motivated by economic pressures and the need to create labor disci-
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pline, it was also, as 1 read the evidence, very much a passionate, and 
graruitous, end in it'>tl£. 

This mimicry by the colonizer of the savagery imputed ft) the savage 

is what I call the colonial m irror of production and it is, I now see, 

identical to the mimetic structure 01 attribution and counter-attribution 
that Horkheimer and Adorno single out when they discuss not the 

violnlce 01 the twentieth-a:ntury colonial hontier but the blow-up 
within modern European civilization itsdl, as orchcstrated by anti

Semitism. This is what they mean where they write: 

"They Cannot Stand the Jews, But Imitate Them" 

And they continue: 

The:re is no anri·Semite: ..... ho does not buinUy want to imitate: hLs mental 
image of a Jew, which is oomposc:d of mimwccyphen: the: argumentative 
mO\'cmtnl of a hand, the musinl voice painting a \'ivid picture of things 
and f&:dings irrcspective of rcal content of whu is said. and rhc nosc
me physiognnmic prmcipium individuafionis, symbol c)f thc spe..:i6c char
acur of an indiyidual, described betwern I.be lines of his countenance. I 

They, tOO, understand the powt[ of mimtsis in modem history as 
bach imitation-afld-Kfltience, Frazer's Similarity-and-Contact, henet 
the wanting to be like the Jew, and also the unsJlousity of that act of 

being similar; detail upon detail, the hand gesture, the tone oj voice, 
the nose, its shape, its size, its being the organ of smell, the "mOSt 
animal'" of the senses, "Of all the senses," they write, .. that of smell

which is attracted without objectifying-bears clearest wimess to the 

urge to lose oneself in and become the 'other'," Thus we are led back 

to Benjamin's sentience taking one out of oneself, led by the nose to 
think anew of what it means to objectify and sense an-Other, of losing 
oneself in that Other, as when Benjamin writes of mimesis as a rudiment 
of a former compulsion to be another, and Caillois toys with the scary 

idea of becoming similar. not similar to something, Just similar. Small 
wonder, then, given this underworld of olfactory ontogenies resplicing 
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mimesis and aherity into dizzying epistemological conundrums that 
the sense of smell, in at least one well-recorded instance, plays a role 
in the magician's an. Indeed it "is the most important factor in the 
laying of spells on people," wrote Malinowski with regard to the 
Trobriand Islands in The Sexual Life of SOIlages (first published in 
1929), and he went on to describe how, in order to achieve its greatest 
potency, magic there must enter through Ihe nose. JUSI as love charms 
mere were borne into the victim on the scent of some spellbound 
aromatic subsrance, so in sorcery the object over which the maleficent 

magic has been done is butned, the smoke entering the nostrils of the 
victim and thereby causing disease. "For this reason," says Malinow
ski, "houses are never built on piles in the Trobriand, as it would 

greatly facilitate this stage of the sorcerer's work."� 
In Adorno and Horkheimer's account, civilization does more than 

repress mimesis, understood either as imitation or as sensuousness. On 

the contrary, civilization sniffs out the enemy, uses smell against itsdf 
in an orgy of imitation. Racism is the parade ground where the L;vilized 
rehearse this love-hate relation with their repressed sensuousity, with 
the nose of the Jew, their "inninct" for avan(:e, the blackness of [he 
negro, their alleged sexuality, and so forch. There is funhermore a 

strange mapping of wh3( is defined as sensuous excess whereby the 
"minorities" spill Out, escape the grid of the normarive, and therefore 

(:oncepruality itself. As sheer substance, matter out ol place becomts 

matter with a vengeance, sensuousity shredding the very notion of 
con..-:cpruality. Thus the idiosyncracy of the "minority" awakens "mo
ments of biological prehistory"-according to Horkheimer and 
Adomo-"danger signs which make the hair stand on end and the 

heart stop beating. ,,$ Confronting what is taken as idiosyncracy, indi
vidual organs may escape the control of the subject, and it is Ihis very 

animality projected OntO the racial Other, so the argument runs, that 
is desired and mimicked as sadistic rirual, degradation, and ultimately 

in genocide against that Other. Accused of panicipating in forbidden 
magic and bloody ritual, the Jews: 

are declared guilty of somcthing which they, as the first burghers, were 
the first to overcome: Ihe lure of base insnnctli, reversion 10 animality and 

" 
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to the ground. the service of images. Ikcausc: they invented the o;;oncept 
of kosher meat. they :ue persKlllcd as swine" 

Fascism, in this analysis, is an accentulted form of modern civiliza
tion which is itself to � read as the history of repression of mirnesis

the ban on graven images, gypsies, actors; the love-hate relationship 
with the body; the cessation of Carni\·al; and finally the kind of teach

ing which does not allow children to be children. Bur above all, fascism 

is more man outright repression n[ the mimetic; it is a return of the 

repressed, based on the "organizt'd conrrol of mimesis." Thus fascism, 

through the mimesis of mimesis, "seeks 10 make the rebellion of sup

pressed nature against domination directly useful to domination. 

Disorganizing the Mimesis of Mimesis: Josephine Baker, 
Count Harry Kessler, and the Question of Parody 

The Nt'gro, tht' world !WeT. is ftH'IOUS as f1 mimic. Blft 1�i1.in no IUd)' 
damages his standing as on ongilttli. Mimicry IS 011 aT1 ,n fuelf landl 
he dues it /IS th� Mocking·bird does it, for the low of it. and not 
/)eCOIISI! he wishes to in like the one imitIJ!l!d. 

_Zora Neale Hurston The Sont:ti(ied Church 

In Horkheimer and Adorno's analysis, fascism did not invent racism. 

Nor is racism much clarified by thinking of it as a mere side�ffect 
of some more basic economic factor such as poverty. What makes 
Horkbcimer and Adorno's thesis distinctive is that far from being side

effectual, racism is seen as a manifestation of what is essential fa 
modern civilization's cultural apparatus. namtly continuous mimetic 

repression-understanding mimesis 3S botb tbe faculty of imitation 

and the deploymc:nt of that faculry in sc:nsuous knowing, sensuous 
Othering. 

A question thc:n arises in this version of the history of the senses

from mimesis to the organized control of mimesis-as to whether the 
mimetic faculty can escape this fatt of being used ag�linsl itself. whether 

it clluld be used against being used against itself? Can parody supply 
an answer? After all, parody is whcre mimicry exposes construction, 
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suggestive of a new sort of anthropology, post-post·Ff3Zcrian, that 

defines itS object ol study nOl as Other but as the reflection of the West 

in the mimetic magic of its Others-as foreshadowed in the following 

tale Count Harry Kessler tells concerning that night in Berlin, February 
24, 1 926, when he brought Josephine Baker, the famous African
American cabaret dancer, then living in Paris, to dance for his dinner 

guests in a space cleared in the library. 

Shy at dancing naked in the presence of his women guests "becau� 
they are ladies," she eventUany overcame her hesitation as me count 

described the ballet he was planning 10 write for her. Then, in his own 
words, which I take to be 3 summary of ali i  have said on the mimetic 

faculty, most especially the inevitability with which it is embedded in 
modern thought with ptimitiveness and colonization: 

JOSt:phine Balter was as though transformed. Whm. she implored, will 
the part be ready for her to dance? She lx-gan to go into some movements, 
vigorous and vividly grotesque, in ironl of my Maillol. figure, bta.me 
preoccupied with it. 5tared at it. copied the pose. reseed :against it in 
bizarre postures, and talked 10 it, dearly excited by its musive rigour and 
elemental force. Then she d:anctd around Il witb cxtc:lvagantly grandiose 
gestures, the picture of a priestess frohcking lake a child and making fun 
of herself and her goddess. Maillors creation was ublliously much more 
interesting and real co her than the humans standing about her. GenilL� 
(for sbe is a gm.ius 10 the m3tter of grotesque movement) was addressing 
genius. Suddenly she SlOpped and switched to her negro danc.e5, spicing 
tbem with every sort of extra\'agancc" The dimax was reached whrn 
Fried tried to join in the clowning and she caricatured. C'o"er more prepos
tCfously, ever more dizzily, any a.nd every movement he made. Where 
Fried was iust ungainly, with her it becalM a wonderfully stylish grotes
querie which struck a balance betwecn what is depicted in an ancient 
Egyptian relief frieze and the allfics of one of George Grosz's mech3nical 
dolls. Now and again Luli Mdem also impn.wi.sed a few movements, very 
delighlful and harmonious; but one twist of the ann by Josephine Raker 

and meir grace was extinguished, dissolved into thin air like mountain . , mIst. 
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What matters for the dialectUian is hewing t"� winds of world h istory 
in his sails. Thinking for him means: to srI sail. It is the way they are 
set that matteTS. Words are his sails. The way they are set turns thnn 
into concepts. 

-Walter Benjamin. �Konvolut N." 

I have emphasized how mimesis, as dther an unadorned human 

faculty or one revivcd in modernity by mimetiC machines, is a capacity 

mat alerts one to the concactual dement of the visual conmer with 

reality. I have also intimated that just as mimesis as 3 necessary part 

of think.ing tbe concrete involves world history, especially that conflu

ence of colonial factors resulting in primitivism, so by definition world 

history cannot � thought of outside the mimetic faculty itself. I want 

to push this notion pteny hard. I want to aSsert thar in a terribly real 

sense, the practice of mimesis in our day, inSt'pafable from imaging 

and thinking icself, involves the rehearsal of tbe practices of the body 

associated with primitivism. As the nature thai culture uses to make 

second nature, mimesis cannol he outside of history, just as history 

cannot lie outside of the mimetic faculty. Here we take odds with 

the fashionable theses of construction, {hal nature itself is a social 

construction, JUSt as we take odds with the converse, that history itself 

can be reduced to an essential nature. As the nature that culture uses 
to create second nature, mimesis chaotically jostles for dhow room in 

this force field of necessary contradiction and illusinn, providing the 
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glimpse of the oppnrtunity to dismantle that second namre and recon

struct other worlds-so long as we reach a critical level of understand

ing of the play of primilivism within the mimetic faculty itself. This is 

why I cite Benjamin's likening of thinking to the stning of sails in 

the winds of world hisrory-Iet us emphasise the worldliness of this 
history-in which the sails as images (read mimesis) devdop into 

concepts according to how they are set. Hete is the �ac(" for human 

agency and shrewdness, the setting of the sail within the buiening of 
history. This is the decisive factor, setting the sail's edge tensed so the 

image billows into the driving concept, and it is not without pathos that 

l rttaU it, because Benjamin's philosophy of the image is a profoundly 

historical, time-sensitive, theory bound {o a perceived moment of great 

specificity within the development of Europe:ln capitalism: it is bound 
to a specific philosophy of history arching toward the flash of recogni

tion of the past in an image that surfaces unexpectedly-that is to say, 

at a moment of danger, which is what be often had in mind-to achieve 

a type of mimetic remembrance in the face of the erosion of experience 

in modern rime5. 
Here Benjamin's philosophy of history as a philosophy of picturing, 

adjusting the image to the salience of wind and map. force and goal, 

a philosophy that through imageric &ee·fall if not piaorial ll('ccssity 

invokes the hinory of sailors., the winds of world history to be sure

European colonial history biDding colored people to the metropoli by 

means of those sails. This is why the gringo spirit sailors of the Emhera 

shaman and the wooden figurines of sailors, spirir-helpers of the Cuna 

shaman, seem to me to be so imponam-not jU5t for the Embera and 

the Cuna (that is ann all very much their business) but for what I will 
generically rder 10 as the West thus depicted, embodied, and made 

(magical) use of. 
So let us attend to these sailors whose image- is put to such good use, 

those sailors calling at Central and South American ports, remote 

anchorages and estuaries, carrying the trade and mapping th( shores

but first we have to contemplate, as they did btfore us, the vast empti

ness of oceanic space binding Europe to its others, the space between 

flooding with primitivism. For this space provides the location for the 
study of the mimetic faculty and its place in the history of the senses. 
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That study now becomes the study of the position of the primitive 
Other in modern Western notions of the mimetic faculty and of the 

place of wildness in sentience. Far from resting mimesis on a psycholog

ical or biological base-line such as a o;faculty" and buttressing it with 
nOtions of "the primitive," as Benjamin does in his essay on the mimetic 
faculty with his suggestive assumptions about the ubiquity of mimesis 

in the dance and magic of the primirive world, can we not create a field 

of study of the mimetic which sees it as curiously base.less, so dependent 

on aherity thai it lies ne;th� with rhe primitive nor with the o\·ilized. 

but in the wandswept and all tOO close, all too disu.nt. mysterious

sounding space of First Contact? 

First Contact 

In describing Frazer's UW of Contact, Mauss and Hubert evoke the 

world that such a notion of the magical power of the image entails. 

Tactility displaces the visual image into continuous impulses. "We 

find," they write with respeL-r to the magicians' Law of Contact, "that 

both individuals and objects art': throretically linked to a �emingly 

limitless number of sympathetic associations. The chain is so perfectly 

linked and the continuity such thac, in order to produce a desired effecl, 

it IS really unimportant whether magical rires are performed on any 

one rather man another of the connections." The magician's task is to 

know how to intervene in this chain of sympathy. It is anything but 

static. "It is the image of the thing to be displaced," they note, "that 

runs :Jiong the sympathetic chain."! 

I want to ask where this wondrous chain of symp:lIhy begins and 

ends, and whose image of what is continuously displaced by symp:lthet

ically attuned substances? For surely this chain cannot be considered 

as strictly limited to the magician's circle. Surely its wonders have also 

been displaced by the expansion of European colonialism from the 

sixteenth century on. And as primitive magic and modern mechanical 

reproduction were adjusted one to the other in a myriad of complex 

efforts at different times in different places through a common focus 

on the mysteries of representation and the powers of the mimetic 
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faculty in signifying practice. it was above all that auratic moment of 

�6.rst contact" with the primitive that gave Europc:tns their first imagc 
of the mimetic treasure;': which lay, if not within, then betw�n the 

collective bodies in contact with one another. Let us therefore tum to 

one such history of contact, in Tierra del fuego. l.and of Fire, where 

a particularly modern history of mimesis llIay be said to have begun. 

A Windswept Space: Tierra del Fuego--Land of Fire, 
Land of Mimicry 

On December 18, 1832, in his diary of the vuyage of the Beag/e, [he 

twenry-threc-year-old naturalist CharlC!:i Darwin recorded the mythical 

scene of almost first comact with the people of Tierra del Fuego.l The 

Beagle had sighted Fur.:gians lighting fires upon seeing the vessel two 

days earlier. "Whether for the purpos<: of communicating the news or 

attracting our aHenrion. we do nut know." Anchoring in the Bay of 

Good Success (naming is an essential part of discovery), he obs.erved 

more Fuegians-the term is European, litcrally �fieryones" -"perched 

on a wild peak overhanging the su and surrounded by woods. As we 

passed by they all sprang up .:and waving tht.oir cloaks of skins sent forth 

a loud sonorous shoUl; this they continued for a long time. These 

people followed the ship up the harbour, and just before dark we again 

heard their cry and soon saw their fire at the eorrance of me Wigwam 

which they built for the night . .,j Next day Captain Fitz Roy scnt a bo.:at 

with a large party of officers to communicate with the Fucgi:tns . .. It 

was,'" wrote the young Darwin, "without a doubt thc most curious & 
interesting spectacle 1 ever beheld" :  

I would not have belirved how emire the differen,e bctw�n �vage & 
civilized man i�. 1t is greater than betwecn a wild & domesticated animal, 
in as much a.s in man thrte is �rcater power of improvement. The chief 
spokesman was old & appeared to be head 41f the family; the threc others 
were young and powerful men & aoout 6 feet high. from their dre�s etc 
etc they resembled the representations of Devib 011 the Stage, for instan,e, 
Der Freischutz. The old man had a white feather cap, from under which, 
black, long hair hung round his facr. The skin is dirty copper colour. 
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Reaching from ear to ear & including the upper li�, there was II. bro?d 
red coloured baud of paint; & parallel & above thiS, there WJ.5 a white 
line; 50 lh�1 the eyebrows & eydid� were even [hus coloured. lbe only 
g3.rmelll wu a gum3.co skin with mc: hair �utside. This was mc:r�ly 
thrown uvc:r their shouklc:n, one arm & leg bemg hare; for 3.ny exernsc 
they must be absulutely naked. {1l1l-19) 

So much for the specfadc:. Then the contaa: 

Their very 3.nitudCi were abject. & the t.Xpres�Km dimustful� rurpriied 

a.:: startlc.J. Havmg givc:n thc:m some red doth, which thc:y lmmedlatdy 

placed around their necks, we bc.-carne good friends. TIllS was shown by 

the old man parting our bre�sts & making romething ilkc: the r.:.amc: notse 
which people do whc:n feeding chickens. I w,tlkc:d with the old m�n &:: 
this demonstration was repeated between us seven I nmC'S. At last he g�ve 

me three hard slaps on the hrean and back at the .urne hme, & makmg 

mnSl curious no�s. He men bared his bosom for me ro rerum the 

romphment, which being done, he seemed highly plea...e-Il. :nel� l:mguage 

does nor dcsc:rve to be called articu1.ue. Capt. Cook say� It IS lIke a man 

trying to dear hiS" thro3.tj to ",,-hich may be added ano�her very hoa�5t 

man trying to shout & a third encouraging 3. hooe with that pecu!JU 
nUlM- whIch is made out of th� side of the mouth. ( 1 1 9) 

The: mouth serves as an organ of language in other ways as wdl: 

Their ct-Jicf amucty was to obtain knives; this they showed by pretending 
to have blubber in their mouth5 3.nd cutting instead of tearing it from the 
body: th.:y caUed them in a 1..'<Intinued plaintive tone cuchilla {Spamsh for 
knife}. ( t  19) 

But it is the body in its entirety-and not only the body of the fiery 

ones-that serves to articulate this inarticulate language. In his Journal 

of Researches, the young naturalist proceeds, preceding Walter Benja

min's assumptions 300ut the intimate connection between primitive
ness and mimesis by ninety-nine years: 

They arc excellent mimics: a� often as we coughed or y�wned or made 
any odd motion, they immediately imitated us. Some of the office�s be

.
gan 

to SQuint 3.nd make monkey like face�; but one of the young �uegl3.ns 
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(whose face was painted black with white band over his eyes) sllcceded 
in making far more hideous grimaces. They could repeat with perfect 
correctness each word in any �entence we addressed [hem, and they 
remembtted such words for some time. Yet we Europeans �Il know how 
difficult it is to distinguish apan the sounds in a foreign language. Which 
of us, for instance, could follow an American Indian through a sentence 
of more tban three words? All savages ;appear to possess, to an uncommon 
degree, this power of mimicry. I was told, almost in me u.rnc words., of 
the same ludicrous habit among the DffTes: the Aunralians, Wc.ewTse, 
have long be-en notorious for being able to imitate and describe the gait 
of any man, so mat he may be recogmzed. 

And he concludes by asking: "How can this [mimetic} faculry be 
explained? Is it a consequena of the more pnctised habits of percep

rion and keener srnses, common to all m�n in a savage state, as com
pared with tho� long civilizt:d?4 

Perhaps Captain fin. Roy supplies an answer. He was not only 
engaged in mapping rh� South American coast and accurat�ly fixing 

the world's longirudinal reckoning, but was also the aaivator of a most 
audacious exefl .. ;se: in mimesis and altc�riry. He was returning three 

Fuegians-]emmy Bulton, York Minster, and [he woman, Fuegia Bas

ket-back to their home from England, where he had presented them 

to Queen Victoria thrC"'e: years earlier, to servc:: now as civilizc::d Christian 
missionaric::s instructing their own people. (Beforc:: the Admiralty agreed 

to outfit a vessel, Fin Roy had b«:n ready to complete this mission at 

his own expense.) 

In his rendering of the same scene that Darwin describes, fitz Roy 

provides the reader with a brief introduction, almost an apology. 
"Disagreeable, indeed painful, as is even the mental conrempiation of 

a savage," he admitS, there is nevertheless great interest in it as well. 

And he goes on to suggest reasons why this should be 50/ 

It seems to me that this audacious ship's captain, writing in the early 

nineteenth century, has deftly articulated the key issue of the mimetic 

faculty in the modern world, namely what makes the mental contem
plation of a savage interesting (despite the pain). Moreover, Fitz Roy's 
explanation of why looking at [he savage is interesting is that such 

looking is in itself a form of theorizing society and historical process. 
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The first reason he gives is that one should appreciate th:n we British 

were once like the Fuegians, and that is how Caesar found us-paimed 

and in skins. The second reason is that there is something absorbing 

in observing people displaying childish ignorance of maners familiar 

to dvilized man. And rhe third reason is me interest occasioned by the 

Fucgians' healthy, independent state of !!xis(cnce. 

Of particular interest to what has been called "'the civilizing process" 

is the second reason-this "!>omething absorbing in observing people 

displaying childish ignorance of things bmiliar 10 civiliud man." 

Wherein lies the mysterious pow!!r of this "something absorbing" ? 

Could it bt' that this is the consequence of an unstoppable circu1ation 

of mimetic and alteric impulses along a sympathetic chain in which 

each moment of arrest stimulates further impulsion? Things familiar 

to the civilized ar[: estranged by Fin Roy's savage. yet by the: same 

roken they are re-f:lmiliarized . . . 

Although his description in the Beagle Record of the landing on the 

beach was not as meticulous as Darwin's. fit'.t. Roy chose [0 draw out 
one detail th:lt Darwin omitted. First, as with Darwin, there is the 

contemplation of the spectade: 

One of these: men was just lilx fl'Ct high and Slom in proportion: the others 
were r:nher shorter: their legs wen: "naight and well formed, not cramped 
and misshapt'n like those of the natives who go about in can�s; and their 
bodies werc rounded and smooth. 

Then the contact: 

They expressed satisfa�tion or good will by rubbing or patting their own, 
and tht'n Clur bodies; aod were highly pleased hy rhe nntics of a mao 
belonging to the boat's crtw, who danced well and was a good mimic." 

Notc here fitst his optical focus on the Fuegian body, second the 
actual bodily, sensuous connection between the Fuegians and the sail
ors, and third the mimicry-but not on the part of the Fucgians, as 
Darwin so vividly depicted it, but on the part of the sailor. We 3re thus 
plunged inrn a chicken-and-egg problem. Who is mimicking whom, 
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the sailor or the savage? We find the same problem and the same 
"'trick" of not seeing one's own indulgence in, and stimulation of, 
mimicry vis a vis the "'sav:lge" when it comes to the way that adults in 
Western societies teach and relate to infants and children. Adults imi
tate what they [:1ke 10 be baby talk or childish tones of voice and 

expression a.nd insert themselves in whaf they take to be the "child's 

world," playing with the child, sometimes with the aim 01 controlling 

it, or leaching the child by getting it to imitate the adult's imitation----

patting the dog this way, not that way, eating this way. not that way, 

and so forth. In f:let the adult is imitating to differing degrees tWO 
different things here, one being the child. the other being the dog, the 
food, language, and so fonh. Control and education comes about by 
judicious blending of these twO realities, moving one into the orher 
and thereby crearingnew behaviors and understandings. And the child? 
Does it respond to this v.rith mimicry of mimicry? And what, then, was 
the adult imitating in the first place-a real reality, as we might like to 

simplistically describe the issue. such as the child's tone of voice or 
behavior? Or instead was the adult imitating the child's mimicry of the 
adult's mimicry: In which case we seem to be doing something quite 
strange. going round :1nd round 3nd unable to see tbac we are doing 

so, simulating and dissimulating at one and the same time for the sake 
of our epistt"mic health and the robust good cbeer of realness. 

Fin Roy's observation about the mimicking prowess of his sailor 

dancing to the mimicking Fuegians al.."I'os.s the colonial divide of First 

Contact is further sharpened by contrast with the account of Mick 
Lt-ahy, a white Australian gold prospector in the New Guinea highlands 
a century later, in the early 1930s. First the Contact: 

When I took my hat off, those nearest me backed away in terror. One 
old chap came forward gingerly, with optn mouth, and touched me to 
see if I wert real. Then he Knelt down and rubbed his hands over my bare 
legs, pos�ibly to find if they were painted, and grabbed me around the 
knees and hugged them, rubbing his bushy head against me. His hair was 
done up in dozens of little plaits and stank terribly of rancid pig grease.' 

The white men were hungry and wanted to exchange "gifts" for 
food with these people who had never before had contact with whites 

n 
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and spoke an unknown language. 111ey "bought'" sugarcane wi1h glass 

�ads and a pig with a steel axe and decided to camp there the night 

as 1heir coastal native porters wrore tired. (In New Guine:] no white 

man could carry a pack.) Then the mimicry: 

We fOld the [highland] nativC$ of our intention by signs and ask('d them 
fO come down th(' next morning and show us lhe way. Thi:. was accom
plished by leaning rh(' head on one hand and closing rhe eyes-gestures 
of sltepmg; pointing 10 me ground, to indicale this place; tnto pointing 
to the cast. with a ri)ing gesture-"sun he rome up, - and mm pointlng 
off down the creel, looking down for a mil and shaking our neads. Th(' 
na,ives got it al once, lind gave' us 10 undersrand Ihal lht')' would be un 
hand. PMlromime SC'I'VCS surprisingly well for con\'ersatlon ""he'n you h.ave' 
ro dcpt'Dd on it.' 

. . .  whereas Darwin had S«I\ the natives as mighty mimics! 

The Space Between 

Let us go back [Q Fiu Roy's sai)or for this in a nutshdl-IO an image 

of a sailor of Her Majesty's Navy dancing, J)(rhaps a little smile on his 

mimicking fatt wet with salt spray and probably hell-bent on drawing 

Out the mimicry of his Fuegian audience-is what I mean by mimesis 

as :] "space between,'" a space permeated by the colonial tension of 

mimesis and 3olterit)', in which it is far from easy to say who is (he 

imitator and who is the: imitated, which is copy and which is original. 

Fin Roy's sailor doing his little dance vis a vis savagery makes many 

of us think again about the exquisite ambivalen� We feci at the shock 

of recognition we receive on reading Darwin-" All savages appear to 

possess, to an uncommon degree, this powcr of mimicry." Fill Roy's 

sailor reminds us of the pleasure. if not the need, the civilized have of 

such a savage mirror on the edge of the known world, where mimesis 

as a faculty now burns with the intensity of a meta-CaTegory-not' only 

an awe-inspiring concrete imitation of this or ,hat concrete entity but 

the shet't fact of mimicry itself, mimicry as bound to the savage body 

as its rightful property. Yet it is the civilized eye that provides this 
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st".Iging, this drawing·out and appreciation of the faculty, a drawing

out that impacts upon and blends imo the body of that eye itself, as 
we in turn see it with Fitz Roy's image of the dancing British tar. 

In this way mimesis as fa.ct and as epistemic moment can be under
stood as redolent with the tl":1ct: of that spau b�tween. a colonial spact' 

par excellence, a windswept Fuc:gian space wh�re mankind botlomsout 

into fairy·tale metamorphoses with children and animals, so mimesis 

becomes an enactment nOt merely of and original but by an "original." 

Nowhere is this mort dramatically played out than on the colonial 

stage: of historic surreality of copy/original reversals as conveyed to us 

through crucially important snapshots such as Darw1n's on the �ach 

at Tierra dd fuego, an image in which civiliz.ation takes measure of its 

difCe:rencc through its rellection in primitives. So deeply invested is this 
scen� in Western cultural patrimony, and hence selfhood, that it cannot 

be shrugged aside or calmly Studied from a disrantt beC2usc: it enters 

in all manner of subtle ways imo that very Self, into 1he apparatus that 

might anempt the shrugging and, most pertinem of all. into its very 
philosopby of the senses and of copying the teal-all the mort: bOOing 

on account of the way by which mimesis emenains bewildering reci

procities, mixes them with sentience, with pleasures, with pain, and 

with the " iudir.,.-rous" and "odd mixture of surprise and imitation." 

Drawing Out the Mimetic Facuhy: 
The Mimesis of Mimesis 

But we must also admit of a peculiar feature in this when We are assailed 

time and again by the mighty bodiliness and reciprocal bodiedness of 

the slap of ("first") Contact between sailors and primitives-all that 

chest-thwacking, bosom-baring, rubbing, patting, walking arm-in

arm, face-pulling, squinting, languaging, dancing, and so forth. And 

this is more than a substitute for lack of a COmmon vcrbal languagej 

one can hardly imagine Fitz Roy or his sailors acting like: this with a 

group of German peasann or Norwegian fisherm�n with whom they 

shared no language," 
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The very language of representation of this colonial mimesis acquires 

a cradling, sensuous character, beginning with the minute depiction 
of skin color ... nd body paint, the patting and baring of breasts-as if 

the SlIilors were stripping off, becoming n:tk.ed like thc Fuegians--and 
then the noises! The noises that in this depiction stand in for language! 

The ducking noiK one makes when feeding chickens. ·rne throat

dearing noise. The hoarse-man-rrying-to-shout noise. The hurse-en

couraging noisc m:tde out of the side of me mouth. (All these anim:tl 

references!). 

So much for sentience, for pbysicaliry. for the objl"Crncs.s of the 

object, for trying [Q aniculate the inaniculatable in which the very 

language of (Darwin's) articulation strains its utmost ro become, like 

Anaud or Futurist and Dada Bruirism. noist: itself, to mime the 

(Fuegian) rnirners, thereby recruiting the anim:tl kingdom-or at le�1St 

in domesticated subkingdom: chickens being duck.ed into order by 

what their masters regard as somehow seductive chicken-sounds :It 

mealtimej horses being cajoled by their m3.Stets with what thdr masters 

take to be horsey and horse-encouraging sounds. In shan, these are 

the sounds that Englishmen use not merely to imitate animals but to 

control them, and Darwin, in describing the speech of the Futglans

whom he catalogues as the lowest grade of man in the world-not 

only compares their speech to this imitating-controlling habit and 

vocahularyof "ours" vis a vis animals, bur he himself a5 the major move 

in this comparison imitates these sounds---he ;m;tltes the imitation in 

order to better imitate the imitators. And in his imiratin� we become 

aware of the sound of sound--{)£ its physical presence in action--:tnd 

are remindc:d once again of the two-layered nature of mimesis as 

sentience and copying. 

This double layer is brought out in another striking way when 

Darwin observes with awe that the Fucgians can im;t3te the S�lilor'5 

latlgu:tge "with perfect correctness" while "we Europeans all know 

how difficult it is to distinguish apart the sounds in a foreign language." 

So while Darwin (for our sakes, never forget, for the sake of a communi

cating text, even if it is a diary that only later became a In:lrkt':table 

book), mimes the Fuegians' language by its sentience, the FucBians 

mime the sailors' l:tnguage hy deadly accurate copying. 

WnH THl WIN!) 0" WURlJ) HJ�T()RY IN OUR SAILS 

But most endearing of all is the competition set lip, 3. competition in 
miming. The instant they see a sailor, they yidd into his shape, his 
speech, his gait, and of course, his face. "As !>OOn as we coughed or 

yawned, or made any odd morion, they immediately imitated us, to 

noted Darwin, such th:tr the sailors, in his description, then begin to 

squint and pull faces and look awry. In other words, they get into the 

game too, not only as mimicry of mimicry but, so it seems to me, with 

a hint of parody as well-parody of sensuou."i capacity of face-pulling, 

and parody of mimesis itself. But, says Darwin, our referee in this 

mauer, still they are outdone by the Fuegians mimicking the sailors 

mimicking the Fuegians. 

It's as if the Fuegians can't help themselves, that their mimetic flair 

is more like 3n instinctual reflex [han 3 facuity, an instinct for facing 

the unknown-and I mean {acing. I mean sentience and cnpying in the 

face of strange faces. Note thl:' way they are painted, especially the face, 

especially the eYl'S. Note the grimacing of the faa: that SttS off a chain 

reaction betv.reen sailors and Fueg.ians. And most of all note that there 

seems ro be a right fit },(tween surprise and mimicry-as Darwin 

bimself noted in his Journal: "After our first feeling of gra\'e astonish

ment was over, nothing could be more ludicrous than the odd mixture 

of surprise: and imitation which thl"5f' savages at e\'ery moment e:xhib

itl-a ... (209) What we find here seems dose: to shOCk and subsequent 

mimetic reaction to it: that odd mixture . . . at f'lIery momentexhihiud. 

Keener Senses, Mighty Mimicry? 

Darwin suggested that the extraordinary degree of development of 

the mimetic faculty amongst "savages" might be due to their "more 

practised habits of perception and kccner senses, common to all mcn 

in a savage state, as compared with those long civilizcd." (206) In his 

Journal he noted on the Beagle before reaching Tierra del Fuego that 

the three Fuegians returning from London had remarkahle eyesight, 

even superior to that of British sailors despite the many years the sailors 

had spent at sea. Only :t telescope could pick out what the Fucgians, 

but nobody else on board, could discern unaided. Yet we arc also told 

H I  
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that the senses are dulled by living close to nature, as when Darwin 

remarks that the: skill of the: Fuegians may be compared to the instinct 

of animals because: it is nm improved by experience. He gives the 
example of the:ir canoes, "the:ir most inge:nious work, poor as it is, has 
remaJnc:d the same:, as we: know from Drake:, for the laSt 250 )'e:ars," 

and we: detect similar modes of interpre:tation where: he de:scribc:s how 

much in�mitivity-nor acuity-it takes to survi,'e without dothes or 
shelter in such a ble:ak c:nvironme:nr (116)-and I taKe: the bleakntiS 

that he refers to he:re is not me:rely physical, but inevitably moral and 

ac:sthetic as well. Having betn ab:;ent from the de:piction oC mimicry, 
now. as the topic of dullness and fortitude is broached, women sud

denl)' enter and assume: me hurde:n of repre:sentarion, as when Darwin 

declarc:s in the journal that the Fuegians kill and devour their old 

women �fore: they kill their dogs, that the 1m of women is one: of 
laborious slavery to brutal masters who dash out their children's brains 
for misdeme.mors, or, as in the following touching scene of mother
hood amid the crud elemen�: 

In anuther harbour not far disf3.nt, a woman, who was 5uddmg a rKe:nuy
born child, arne one day aLongside the vess.el, and rcmained there out of 
meN' curiousity, whilst the �«t fell and thawed on her naked oowm, and 
on the 5kin uf her naked baby! These poor wmch.� wert: stunted in Ihelr 
growth., rheir hideous faces bedaubed with while paint, their slciru 6.lthy 
and greuy, their hair ennngled, their voices discordant, and their gestures 

violent. Viewing such men, ont: an hardly ma�e oneself believe thai they 
are fet!ow-creatures, and inhabitants of the same world. (2ll) 

Thus the animality of "the!ie poor wretcltt$," wrought to extrem� 

by the picture of the: women, sums eons distant from the hype:r

sensitivity that primitiveness can also imply. It would therc:fore �em 

of dubious. or at least complex, logic to make the common sensical if 

somewhat racist assumption, as Darwin does, that the extraordinary 

miming 3biliry attributed to the Fuegians is a result of their keener 

(note the comparative) senses. And even ihht! 110tion of sensory acuity 
was not complicated in this way, because of dullness existing side by 
side with keenness. we would have to consider another link. in the chain 
of reasoning here involved. namely that the'f(: would seem to be no 
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necessary link between such (alleged) acuity. on the one hand, and want
ing or being able to mime and mime well, on the other; having good eyes 
and ears neither makes one a good mimic nor want to he one. 

The "Origins" of Mimesis lie in Art and Politics 
And Not Survival 

So, in trying to "explain" the al1cgt.-d coupling of primitiveness with 
mighty miming (and rhe desire to mime). how do we understand this 
to bear upon an aspoo: of life that rc:fe:rs not to the individual organism 
as a biological entity adapte:d to rough material condirions. but instead 
re:fe:rs to social lifl::, particularly the life of Ihe imagination as expressed 
hy the an, ritual and mythology of "primitive" societies? After all, 
could the face-painting thar so caught Darwin's curiosity he e .. ."ICplainl::d 
as necessary to and pan of the materiality of surviving in a cold climate? 
And wouldn't one he likely to find thl:: analogy of miming precisely in 
such painting? 

If we take a cue from Darwin's pairing of the Fuegians with the 
Australian aborigines, we see that much later, as the Beagle heads for 

home, he briefly de:scribes in his journal what he calls a "carrabery or 

native dance" at Bald Hl::ad, Western Australia, in which mimesis is 

an imponant feature: 

Then' was one ailed the emu dancr., in which each man extended his 
arm in a bent mann!.'r, like rhe neck of Ihar bird. In another dance, one 
man imitated the movemenllJ of a kanagaroo gr;17.ing in the wood_�, whilst 
a second crawled up. ;tnd pretended to spear him. When both tribes 
mingled in rhe dance, Ihe ground Irenlbled with the heaviness of their 
steps, and the ;tiT resoundt1:l wilh their wild cries. (451) 

Some seventy years later the emu dance also caught the eye of Emile 
Durkheim. In his book The Elementary Forms of Religious Life, he 
observed that the: pioneer ethnographers of the Arunta people of the 
central desert, Spencer and Gillen, pninted out that in that dance to 
augment well-being, the lntichiuma of the Emu "at a certain moment 
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the actors try to reproduce by their attitude the air and aspect of the 

bird," and he goes on to underscore what he sees as "the essentially 
imitative nature of Arunta rites. ,,In Indeed there are (according til 
Durkheim's reading of Strehlow); 

. . .  sarcely any ceremonirs in which some imitating gesture is not pointed 

out. According to the nature of the anim31s whose feast i.� ctlebr;ned. 
mey jump after the man�r of kanagarom, or imitate- the muvements they 

make In eating, the flight of .... -inged ann, the characte-ri.w.; noise of the 
bat, the cry of the .... .jld turkty, the hissing of the snake, Ihe croaking of 
a frog, elc. II 

And to that marvelous fidelity, we should add that for the mitiated 
mell, according to Spencer and Gillen, many months 01 the year wn-e 
dedicated ro just such mimicry. At the same time, at the close of thC' 
nineteenth century when Spencer and Gillen were writing their account 

of Central Ausrralia, a young man hom and bred in Tierra del Fuego, 
E. Lucas Bridges, saw the spirit Hachai come out of the lichen-covered 
rocks. He was painted all over with red and white p:ttterns. Grey bird's
down was stuck over him, and he wore a horned muk WiTh red eye

holes. No horned animal is indigenous to Tierra del Fuego, noted 
Bridges, yet a hunter of wild cattle would have admired the actor's 
per/orm:lncc:. "His uncertain advances, his threatening tosscs of the: 
head, his snorting and sudden forward thrusts of one horn or the 

other-all were mOSt realistic. The pan he was playing came from 

legendary myth and had doubtless been enacted by the Ona ($elk'nam] 

f I 
. ..11 or count es.s gC'nerauons. 

Would not studiou.� applicaTion to the ritual pml.:lice of myth and 
magic provide far more of a basis for the mimetic faculry than what 
the young Darwin called "the more practiced habits of perception and 
keener senses common TO all men in a savage state"? 

To gauge the intensity of such ritual practice in Tierra del Fuego one 

has only to consult Bridge's detailed memoir as well 35 the extensive 

works of the talented Austrian ethnographer, Martin Gusinde, who 
worked in the region between 1918 and 1924.J.1 Bmh provide vivid 
descriptions of the ritual core of Se\k'nam society, the lengthy men's 
initiation knuwn as the Hain occurring in the men's ceremonial house. 
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(There was no such hnW)C for women). Not ani)' is this stupendously 
"theatrical" and "staged". with the women and children providing the 
"audience", hut it is obvious that in miming the (women-hating) spirits, 

the men invigorate powers essential for the reprodUCTion of society, 
especially the power to control what they fear as the sorcery potentially 
posscsS(':d by women-the original fear that, 3ccording to myth, led 

them long ago to most brutally k.ill all the women and build the men's 

house in the first place. So import3nt is the ritual power of the theater 
of the men's house that Gusinde refers to it as the sovereign power of 

an lnvisible state. He thus provides us with thC' dcment3ty form not 

only of rdigion (to invoke the title flf Uurkheim's d:lSSic work) but of 

the stare as well-a performative theory of the state as a mighty theater 

of male fantasies, illUSions generated by potCtlt m:tlc fC.1r of women. 
And thus it is apposite to invoke Ihe theme of sacred violence in 

mimesis. If Frazer directed us to think of the copy as drawing on the 

power of the copied, and did !iO fmm 3 utilit:triall per�pecrive, it is to 

Georges Bataille's everlasring credit thai, in his discussion of the Las
caux cave paintings, he dismisses such a view that sees these paintings 

as aimed at securing g3mc and argue� innead that they are testimony 

to the release of the sacred through the violence of killing and that they 
follow transgression (in thIS casc:, of The taboo against killing). t4 Both 
Gusinde and Bridges leave us in no doubt as to the mighty force of 
sacred violence in the mimerics of the Hain, a force that, following 
both Fr3Z(:r and Bataille:, we could see 3S -sl.'CUring its power from 
enacting the gods as well as from the violence entail ed by rhat enact
ment. And here we see the mOST fundamanul de:lVagc in mimesis. For 
this sacred violence exists in two quite contrary ways. 

On the one hand the women and children, forming the "audience," 
have to pretend--to mime-on pain of death that what they are witness 
to are real gods and not their kinsmen acting 3S gods. In this way the 
public secret essenti:tl to mystical authority is preserved. 

On the other hand is the violence associaTed with the demasking of 
the gods that the male initiates are forced to witness in the privacy of 
the men's house. Through the violence of dernasking fused with laugh
ter, the power of the mimetic faculty as a soci:tlly constitutive force is 
thereby Ir:tnsfered from the older to the younger men, the duped 
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becomes one with the dupers, and what Bridges refers to as "the great 
secret" fortifies Gusinde's "invisible state." 

In both instances, male and female, imagined worlds become not 

only theatricalized but facmaiiud as religious axiom and social cus
tom. l11usions thus serve the cause of �lief. if not truth, thanks to the 

magical series of transfers berween theaur and reality bc:ld in plaer by 

mimetic art and [he public secret. Mimesis sutures the real to the really 

made up-and no society exists otherwise. 

Men become not only skilled in mimesis in tbe sense of Simulating 

Others. which is what impressed Darwin, but become impressed by the 

power of mimesis to access the sacred and therewith control women's 

potentially greater power to mime. As simulators, with the forced 

connivance of women, they reproduce the invisible state in a process 

wherein acting recreates the authentic. In this vast scheme, WORlen, 

however, become skilled in the use of the mimetic faculty In a totally 

different way-with the power not to simulate an Other bOl instead 

to dissimulate, to pretend to bc:lieve in the Other's simulation . . .  

Colonial Violence: The Organization of Mimesis, 
the Final Solution 

It is thought thaI t� rounrryofTinra del Nago would pmw luirabl, 
for cattle breedin!:. b,lt the ulIly drawback to this plan is that ft) all 
app�"rance it wcmld be nece.s.sary to nlrrmi"ate the Futgians. 

-The Daily News, !..Dndon 1881 

Thase I"ho today auack privatt propnty in thal territ()ry ,m� "nt the 
Omu {Selk'tfam/ bur the l(Jhire Indians, the sill/ages {rum the big dtks. 

-Julio l'opper, 1892, said to be one of the most formidable kill
en of Indians in Tierra del Fuego in the late ninelccrllh century. 

To read Cusinde on the late nineteenth-century extermination of the 

indigenous peoples of Tierra del Fuego (from which these passages aTC 

quoted)," is to be flung into horror. As in so many other places in the 

Americas, north and south, at the same time, it is tao familiar. yet 

beyond belief. You feel you are reading some primer on colonial brutal-
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ity, the Ur-event of civilization and modern State consolidation, face 

to face with "savagery" -the savagery imputed to the Other, then 

mimicked on the body of that Other. The Sdk'nam were presented 

&om the �ginning, nores Gusinde. as "phantoms that threatened 

European intrusion," and then declared to be "dangerous ob�'tades to 

settlemem." (143) The serious exterminating began with the discovery 
of gold in 187H. and acquired a thoroughgoing ch:.tracter with the 

setting-up of sheep ranches by whites shortly thereafter. The ranches 

spread m'er the lands used by the Indians, who reuliated by killing 
sheep for food, and a spiral of violence bc:tween these unequal forces 

rapidly developed. Paid hunters were encouraged to wipe out the Indi

ans. Gusinde says they were offered the same prier for a pair of Indian 

ears as the going rate for a puma---one pound sterling. A pregnant 

woman's ears together with those of the fetus t":..'(tr2croo from her womb 

paid more. Gusinde knew persons who made money shipping Indian 

skulls to a European museum. Mastiffs were imported (rom Europe to 

hunt dowD Indians; slain sheep were poisoned with sLrychnine in the 

hope that th� Indians would eat them; and Indian children were innocu

lated with fatal diseases (141-47) 

Gusinde lists seven names given the whites by the Selk'nam at me 

rime of his fieldwork between 1918 and 1924. Two of them refer to 

the whitt!S' deployment of mimicry in genocid�. One meant literally 

"clumps of earth with roots extracted from black swampy water." 

This refered to the fact th:Jt from the Indians' perspective the whites 

always moved in a compact, massed, group, usually dressed in dark 

clothing so that they were camouflaged. (No scarlet cloth here, my 

frjend!). The second naJne for the whites meant something like helmet 

of earth/hairy leather hide. clumped eanh with grass. In order to 

frighten and intimidate the Indians, the hunters made simulacra of 

cavalry, mounting on horseback humanlike figures made from earth 

and grass or from hides. Hence this term for whites: "figures of earth 

covered with hairy hides.'" (154) Could Horkheimer and Adorno have 

found a betterexampleofthe channe1ingof the mimetic faculty by "civili

zation" so as to simulate an imagined savagery in order to dominate or 

destroy it? Could they have found a more frightening appellation for 

civilization, disguised-"figures of earth covered with hairy hides"? 
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SPIRIT OF THE MIME, SPIRIT OF mE GIH 

Together with fire and smoke, the Fuegians wildness ":as rn3�i{eSted 
time and again by their hideous cries abrupdy an�o�nang their pn:s
enee, incessantly demanding white man's stuff. If It

,
lS me visual St"nsc 

and the prmse vocal articulation of language that IS I�ckcd. b� Dar-
'n's scherrn: of rcprtsentarion when he discusses mimICry. It 15 very :uch sonorous sound. hollow, noisy. human sound, mat is tracked 

when presenring uade and baner. In his fifSl pac3graph conceml�g 
Tierra del fuego, the Beagle emering the bay of Good Success, Darwin 

in his jOllntal registers the sonic as a principal SetnlC element': 

While enrcring we ..... ert' s:lluted in 3 m:mncr becommg the inhabit21ltS of 
thIS savage lmd. A group of Fue.gians partly ��e3.1cd by rht' entangled 
for�t. were percheJ on 3. wild poin! 0\'crh3ngmg the )C:2; and as we 
�a.�sed by. they sprang up and waving their taflered ..:Ioaks �Ilt forth a 
loud and �IIOruU5 shout. The savages followed the ship and lUSt before 
dll[k we �aw their fire and "'card tht.ir wild cry.' 

A month later, al Ponsonby Sound from whereJemmy Bunon haile�, 
the Reaglc's boats were again greeted with tire and cries. It was as If 

in the form of sound, wildness ilSdf erupted from its autochthonous 

lair: 

Fires were lighted on every point (henCt' the name of Tierra del Fuego,
. 
or 

the land of fire), both to attract our a[lention lind TO �pread far �md wld<.> 
[he ncW'!. Some of the men ran fm miles alon� ,he shore. I shall never 

SPIRIT 01' l'HI! MIME, SPIRIT 0" THE GUT 

forget how wild and savage one group appeared: suddenly four or five 
men came to the edge nf an overhanging cliff; they were absolutely naked. 
and their long h�ir ure3med around their faces; they held rugged staffs 
in their hands, and, springing from the ground, they waved their arms 
around their heads. and sent fonh the most hLdeous yells. (218) 

Capt3in Fin Roy, also described this evenr in terms of sound 3nd 
fire. Remarkably so: 

Scarcely had W� Stowed the bons and embarked, bdure canocs began to 
appear in every direction, in each of which wu a stentor hailing us at the 
top of his yoict.. hint snunds of deep voicei were heard in the dist3nce, 
and around w echoes 10 the SbOl!fSofournearcr friends began ro reverber
ate. and warned me to hasten away before OUT movementS should become 
Unpt'ded.l 

It was an impressive scene, a veritable stage framing the sound. The 

captain continues: 

As we steered OIL( of the OO\'e in wtuch our boars had been shdtcred, a 
miking Kene �ned: beyond a Id:e-ilke expanse of dttp hlue water, 
mount3ins r<lSC abruplly to a great heigtu. and on their 'cy summits [he 
sun's early ray' g1incroo as if on .1 m;"or. Immediately round us were 
mountain eminences. and dark clifty prcciplC't'!> which cast a very decp 
shadow over the still watcr beneath them. (106) 

When they s3w the boats, the Fuegians came in canoes from 311 
directions. "Hoarse shouts arose, and echoed about by the cliffs, 

seemed to be a continual cheer." Soon thl're were dose to forcy canoes, 

each with a wlumll of blue smoke rising from the fire they contained, 

"and almost all [he men in them shouting al the full power of their 
deep sonorous voices." (106-107) It appeared like a dream, notf.-d the 
captain, pleased with the wjnd, which, tilling every sail, allowed him 

to outpace lhose fiery, noisy, C3noes. 

When the scarlet cloth was unfurled, Ihe sound nevertheless contin

ued, irs wildness raking on a different tone. "While in the boats I got 
to hate the very sound of their voices, so much trouble did they give 

us," Darwin writes in his; jOl/rItal: 
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Th� I;rst and lasl word was "y:tRlmerschooner. � When enlering some 
quiel linle cove, we have looked around and Ihl)ughl 10 P.1S5 a quiel 
night, thcodious word "yamm('fschooner" hM 5hrillysoundcdfmm some 
gloomy nook., and Ihcn the little signal-smoke has curled up to spread the 
news far and wide:. On luving some place we h.:tve s:aid to nch other, 
'Thank Heaven, we have at tau fairly Ie:ft Ihe�w�fche�!' whcn one more 
faint halloo frOin an all-powerful voice:, he:lrd .n a prodigious distanu, 
would reach our ears.. and clearly could we di.�'ingUlsh-"yammerschoo
ncr." (227) 

Yammcsehoonn-ing, he said, meant "Give rne!"-but it is obvious 

from the record that "gi\lC me" was a complex composite that did 

not fall neatly imo British political economy, formal or informal. A 

composite of trade and gift, sometimes to be reciprocated, al olher 
limes not, it was all interwoven with a terrible insiSt'ence that ,he sailors 

came to define as outright theft-as notably suffered by poor Mathews 

the missionary no less than by the plump and London-tailored Fuegian 
Jemmy Bunon as soon as he was rerurned to his people, who strippe:d 

him clean as a whistle, and aha a sbon while leaving him as thin as 
one. Caplain Fill. Roy relates in his JQumoJ mat he saw one Fuegian 

talking to Jemmy Button while another picked his pocket of a knife. 

Yet from the woman, Fuegia Basket, nothing was taken. ( 1 1 1) 
Again and again this refrain of Fuegian noise, Fuegian demanding, 

fuegian stealing-and perfect Fuegian equality. The beleaguered mis

sionary loSt' almost everything that he hadn't hidden underground, 

noted Darwin in the Journal, and every anide (aken by the Fuegians, 

ht:: continued: 

. . .  seemed to have: been torn up and divided by the n:uivt::s. Mal'he",'S 
described the Walch he was obliged always to keep ;as mOSt h3(r:lsing; 
night and day he W:lS surrounded by the nau"es, who tried to lire him 
our by making an inces.!lant noise: dose to his head. (225) 

"They would point to almost every object of the sailors, one after 
the other, even the buttons on the coats," Darwin remarks, "saying 
their favorite word in 3S many intonations as possible." It seemed as 
if it was the sound of the air itSt=lf, a savage melody "vacantly repeated." 

SPU�l'J' OF THE MJM£, SPIRIT OF THE GIFT 

Yammerschnoner. The word hangs strangely on Ihe English ear as we 

bear it through Darwin's sounding it out, tht:: same way we might try 
to translate a sound of nature, the sea rolling, the waves crashing, the 

wind shrielc.ing alongside the glaciers and the still water beneath them. 
Yammerschooner! 

But nO[ everything European caught their savage eye, and Darwin 

found wonder in this. The whiteness of the sailor's skins surprised the 

Fuegians, and even more .so the blackness of me negro cook of a sealing 

ship. "Simple circumstances," Darwin said, and the term is revealing, 
"such as the beauty of scarlet doth or blue beads, the absence of 

women, our care in washing ourselves,----acited their admiration far 

more than any grand or complicatcd object, such as our ship."l (228) 

Mutual Aid, Theft, and Booty 

Based on his fieldwork belween 1918-1924, Martin Gusinde spends 

many pagt's wrestling with the difficulties that Fuegian exchange pres

ents European political economy. Meticulous in their observation of 

mine and mine, and in the .severe condemnation of theft, the Fuegians 
were scrupulous in sharing and in the practice of mutual aid no less 

than of a constant give-and-rake of gift-giving among thcmseh·es. In 
addition to the exchange thai occurred locally, Gusinde made the point 

that a visitor from near or far always brought something to give away, 

usually &esh meal or a beautiful skin. Tben the recipient had to supply 
a rerum gift as soon as possible, the gift being given and received 

without a word-he noted-and without meaningful gestures express

ing one's feelings. "It is one of the inescapable obligations," he reiter
ated, "of every Yamana to I.."()me now and then with a gift for someone_" 
Attaching considerable importance to the fact that the Yamana lan

guage has Sl.:arcely any terms for asking for gifts, but many for expecting 

them (Darwin's 'yammerschooncr'?),  Gusindc observes that "great 

generosity and unselfishness are conspicuous basic features of the char
acter of the Yamana." Echoing themes that later acquired mighry 

resonance through Malinowski's description of "'primitive economics" 
in the Trobriands, no less ,itan in Mauss's classic work The Gift and 
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Bataille's The Accursed Share, Gusinde says that some Fuegians took 
particular pleasure in lavishly remembering neighhors with the yields 

from hunting and gathering-that the "natives especially enjoy owner
ship in order to have the right to distribute what they have for the 

pleasure of being generous.
,,4 Much more could be said on these impor

tant topics, but perhaps enough of an idea has been expressed so that 
the depth of the incongruities brought into play by the arrival of the 

Beagle into this "system" of exchange can be appreciated. Of course 

the phraseology here is a little pedestrian. "System of exchange" sounds 
like something out of a car gear-box manual. At stake, however, are 

the greatest human passions, the very nature of being a person, and 

the strange intimacies that giving establishes between things and per
sonhood. 

Not wanting to identify HMS Beagle and its crew with an animal 
of prey, let alone a beached whale, my imagination is nevertheless 
stimulated by the following picture provided by Gusinde with regard 
to booty when customary territorial boundaries of hunting are opened 
to all to share: 

Anyone within the widest radius who learns of the stranding of a whale 
may head towards the spot unmolested and remains until all the suitable 
parts afe consumed or distributed . . .  Alerted by dense flocks of sea birds, 
the Indians come pouring in to the stranded whale, even from some 
distance, and they all enjoy the excellent taste of the blubber. No one 
would dare rebuff a visiting stranger nor hinder him; if one were to do 
so, he would be loudly decried as a selfish human being." 

The Spirit of the Gift, the Spirit of the Mime 

They are excellent mimics; as often as we coughed or yawned, or 
made any odd motion, they immediately imitated us. 

-Charles Darwin, Journal of Researches 

In short these Fuegians, mighty mimics of British sailors and their 
sea-chanties, of their dances, face-pullings, and of their very language, 
"asked for everything they saw, and stole what they could," meticu-
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lously dividing the item so that "no one individual becomes richer than 
another." They were insatiable. "It was as easy to please as it was 
difficult to satisfy these savages," wrote Darwin in the Journal, taken 

by that "odd mixture of surprise and imitation which these savages 
every moment exhibited" face to face with the Beagle's crew. (218� 19) 
With every surprise, an imitation-with every sailor's good that catches 
the eye, a yammerschoonering! Mimicry and yammerschoonering seem 
intimately connected. You can trade fish for a knife, or steal a button, 
but you can't so easily trade a language or steal a squint or a strange 
motion. But what you can do is imitate them if you want to or have 
to-if they're surprising, that is. Put another way, you can imitate a 
sailor pulling faces, but you can't so easily or convincingly imitate his 
buttons or knife of steel. In either event there is a way in which imitating 

and trading, as much as imitating and stealing, amount to the same 

system of gift exchange (so neatly depicted by Darwin and Fitz Roy 
with regard to the veritable competitions of mimicry between British 

sailors and Fuegian men). In contemplating the analogy and the histori
cal fact that here establishes a connection between consumately skillfull 
miming, on the one hand, and the practice of that peculiar noncapitalist 

economics of exchange which Marcel Mauss called "the spirit of the 

gift," on the other, are we not justified in assuming that there is more 
to this than analogy-that there is indeed an intimate bond between 
the spirit of the gift and the spirit of the mime, whose fullest flowering 

requires exactly the sort of "perfect equality among individuals" that 
Darwin bemoaned as the Fuegian obstacle to "improvement?" 

Scarlet Cloth 

Having given them some red doth, which they immediately placed 
around their necks, we became good friends. This was shown by an 
old man patting our breasts & making something like the same noise 
people do when feeding chickens. 

-Charles Darwin, Diary of the Voyage of HMS "Beagle" 

Before saying farewell to the Land of Fire, to Jemmy Button left 
desolate on the cruel shore lighting a signal fire, the smoke curling 
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skyward as the Beagle stood out to sea, there is one more curious 
association to bear in mind concerning the mimetic faculty, a colorful 

association suggestive of profound links between mimetic facility on 
the one hand, and nonmarket forms of exchange and the abS(nce of 
chiefs on the other. This can be illustrated by returning to the fiery , 
scarlet cloth and the tricky business of Europeans exchanging gifts and 
entering into trade with Fuegians, having to figure anew what uSt:d 
to seem prtrry straightforward distinctioru betv.·een gift, trade, and 

stealing. 
For mis scarlet cloth is no less puzzling than valuable. First we note 

its !lUCctSS as a gift, as in the diary-enrry I have just requOTed, reporting 

its speaacular success, sufficient to cause thr old Fuegian man to pat 
the sailors' breasts and chuckle like a chicken. A month later the sailors 
landed among Jemmy Burron's people, few of whom, wrote Darwin, 
could ever have seen a white man. The Fuegians were :1t first not 
inclined to be friendly. They kept their slings at me ready, but "we 
soon, however, ddighted them by trifling presents, such as tying red 
tape around their heads." (218) Yet, as we shall see, things are not so 

simple. Violence or the threat of violence seems displaced into nlther 
than overcome: by the gift and, as I read [he ret:ord of these encounters 
of sailors and Fuegians, I fed a deepening confusion (jusr as I did when 
studying the violent incursions of the late ninetet'nm-cc:mury rublxr 
traders into the Putuma)'Q region of the Upper Amazon) as to where 
gifts stop and rrade begins, it being obvious mat objects here rake on 

the burden 01 negotiating between might and right. Of course: this is 
Mauss' great point in his essay on the gift-that the "gift .. compose'S 
an impossible marriage between self-interest and altruism, between 

calculated giving and spontaneous generosity. Take Darwin's account 
of the following joyous exchanges, with each party delighted :11 the 
other's delight, the other's silliness: 

Both parties laughing, wondering, gaping at each other; we pitying them, 
for giving us good fish and crabs for rags, etc.,; they grasping at the chance 
of finding people so foolish as to exchange such splendid ormlments for 
a good supper. It was most amusing to see the undisguised smile of 
satisfaction with which one young woman with her face painted black, 
tied �everQI bits of scarlet cloth fOund hC'[ ht"ad with rushes. (227) 

SPIRIT OF THE MIME, SI'IRIT Of THE GIFT 

That was 1832, by which time the European bourgeoisie. malt 
versions., unlike the aristocracy and Middle Ages of times past, were 
deeply invested in grey to a degree mat brilliant colors such 3S red 
took on a wild, primitive, not to mention even a revolutionary hue
obviously the perfect gift for Fuegians (whom, we arc later told, had 
the practice: of daubing their naked bodies with black, white, and red). 

But from the beginning of European discovery and conquest, redness 

itself. first from a stxcies of trer in India, called 8rasilium on account 
of its fieriness, and later from Bahia (in what came to be called Brasil), 

and from Central and South America, fetched enormous prices in 
E.u.rope into the eighteenth cc:ntury. Indeed, after gold and silver and 
perhaps slaves, the commodity mat seems to have most interested the 

bucaneers of the Spanish Main, those same sailor-buccaneers with 
whom the Cuna Indians allied themselves in the famous Darien penin
sula in the seventeenth century, was red dyewood.· 

But then how curious, how absurdly convenient, that the Fuegjans 
valued scarlet so strongly! (And the list of peoples similarly implicated 
seems endless, across me great Pacific, island by island, into Australia 

. . .  ) Martin Gusinde assures us from his work in the Land of Fire in 
the early twentieth century that red face- and body-paint was the most 

highly esteemed color there. He notcs an "emotional preference for 
bright scarlet, .. and that the "Indians are almost superstitiously exact 
in their preparation of this red pigment, for they arc: extraordinarily 

appreciative of its glowing brightness which neither dirt nor ashes 
impairs," and he cites late nineteenth-century ethnography affirming 
that "red is the emblem of friendship and joy.'" In her study of the 

Selk'nam, Anne Chapman tells us that red, associated with the selting 
sun, "is considered to be particularly beautiful and pleasing to the . .  ..� Splflts. 

Triggering endless sentient reciprocations, the sailors' welcome gift 
of scarlet doth to the Fuegians thus represents not merely a profound 

irony-making 3 gift of wbat was in a sense a return, reissuing the 
exotic to the exotic from third to lim, tben First to Third world-but 
is in itself symbolic of the elusive pattern of mimesis and alterity 

undescoring colonialism that we have had ample opportunity to wit
ness above. And as gift, initiating problematic distinctions and bewil-
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dering cross connections between gift, thdt, and trade-preeminently 
problems of establishing a frontier, let alone a capitalist frontier-the 

scarlct cloth can reveal to LIS subtle economic and cxchange relations 
embedded in the mimetic faculty, beginning with certain features of 

property and authority. 

For if, in the adamantly colonial drama of First Contact, It IS their 

very primitiveness which makes the Fucgians such great mimiCS, tht'n 

Darwin is also at pains to elaborate that this barely human condition 

is consequent to their having no chiefs and no sense of property in 

anything remotely approaching bourgeois understandings of this term. 

Thus deprived of chid'S and property the Fuegians lire constitutionally 

incapable of what Darwin caned "improvement." It is the "'perfect 

equality among individuals composing the Fuegian tribes" that retards 

tht'ir socit'ty, and "until some chief shall arise,'" he writes :iS conclusion 

to the Fuegian section of his Journal: 

. . .  with po ..... er sufficient to secure any acquired advantage, �uch a. 

domcsric:au:d animals, il SCC:rTlS scareiy possible mat tM: politic:al S(lue of 

the COUnlry nil be improved. At presenr, even a pic:cc of doth given to 

one is torn Into shreds and distributed; and no one individual becomes 

ricner than anomer. On the other hand., ir IS difficult to under:;t:a.nd now 
a chief CJn arise lill there is pro�rty of some �n by which he mip,t 

make manlf�r hiS superiority and increase his po .... ·er. (229-30) 

And not only did the Fuegians steal from the miserable missionary 

Mathews whom Captain Fill Roy left behind to fend for himself, but 
evt'ry article thus stolen was tom up and divided by thc natives. "The 

perfect equality of all tht' inhabitants," Darwin wrote in his Diary, 

"will for many years prevcnt their civilization, even a shirt or other 
article of clothing is immediately torn to pieces."(136) 

Foolhardy as it is to speculate what it might bc aboUl The absel1ce of 
chiefs and property, capital and the State. that would enhanct' the 
mimetic: faculty-the terms are overly generous-l cannot resist specu-

SPIRIT OF nil:: MIME, SI'IRIT OF THE Gu·, 

lating that what enhances the mimetic faculty is a protean self with 
multiple images (read "souls") of itself st't in a natural environment 
whose animals, plants, and elements arc spiritualized to the point that 

nature "speaks bad:" to humans, every material entity paired with an 
occasionally visible spirit-double_a mimetic: double!---of itself. Now 
as against that profoundly mimeticized world (about which much more 
later), think of another, differt'nt, picture dr:lwn by the Romantic 
reaction to Wen-ern capitalism, illustrating what happens with the 
"disenchantment of the world." with the iCUttling of the spirits, as I 
described earlier, into the Ember:!. forC5ts of the Darien as the Barnes 

leap around the idols drenched in gasolint=. Unlike the mimeticiud 

world, this dist'nchantcd onr' is homt= to a self-enclosed and somewhat 

paranoid, �sessivt', individualiU'd f.(:nse of self st'\'ered from and 
dominant over a dead and nonspiritualized nature, a self built antimi
metically on the notion of work as an instrumental rdation to the 

world within a system wht'rdn Ihat sdE Ideally incorporates into itself 
wealth, property. citizenship, and of course "sense-data," a1] necessar

ily quantifiable so as 10 pass muster at the gatC$ of new definitions of 
Truth as Accountability. This lattt'r feature especially might spell trou

ble for the mimetic fal.."ulty-accumulating sensation as private prop
eny and hence, like all commodities. inoomplete without its necessary 

dose of abstraction that ll10ws of general equivllence. 
One way of thinking of Walter Benjamin's notion of sentience taking 

us outside of ourselves is to see it as adamantiyopposed to this incorpo

rative notion of sensing as personal appropriation, investing sense-dara 

in the bank of the Sdf. Eccentrically object-bound. Benjamin sees 
surreptitious forces at work within modern �piulism whereby the 

scarlet of the scarlet cloth is what the perceiver enten> into, rather than 
incorporating it into the self through tht' keyhole of the safe-deposit 
box of the eye. Assuming a nature that talks, 3nd tails back, Benjamin 
is one of those primitive "animists." (albeit r3dically malpositioned) 

of which, in its beginnings with E.B. Tylor, British anthropology made 
so much. His task as modern critic, as a Marxist critic in fact, is to give 
human voice to that talk.' 

It is as if he ingenuously applies the youn!; Marx who, with gusto in 
the chapter "Private Property and Communism" in his Paris manu-
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scripts of 1844 (twelve ycars after Darwin prescnu:d the Fuegians with 
scarlet cloth), saw the senses themselves as historically dependent and 
assertcd that human pera:ption correlated in some significant manner 
with the society't� dominant mode of economic production, contrastil1� 
perception under capitalism with what he wildly imagined would be 
the case under communism. Private property, he argued "has made us 

so stupid and one·sided that an object is only ours when we have it
when it oons for us as capital, or when it is directly possessed, eaten, 

drunk, worn inhabited, etc., 
.. such that the senses are ej!rallged by 

having.1• But all this �se-banking epistemology will be changed with 
the transcc:ndance of pri\'ate property, which will achieve: 

. . .  the romplete �muncipatjotl of all human scmes :md qualllies, bllt ;t 

is this emanCipation precisdy because these scnse.� and alltibutes ha\·e 

become. suhJectively and ohjeaively, human. The eye has become a 

hI/mati eyc. JUSt as its obiect has become a social, mOffOn ohiect-an 

objm made hy man for man. The unse.s have thcrefore become directly 
in their practise theoreticians. n 

Might not the mimetic f::u.:111ty and the sensuous knowledge it embod

ies be precisely mis hard·to---imagine stare wherein "the senses therefore 

become directly in their pract ise theoretic:iam" Ll_and I wish to suggest 
that there is something crucially Fuegian, crucially "primitive" and 
antithetical fa "possessi\'e individualism" ntcessary for this degree of 
scnsuousity and minH'tic ueftness to exist. 

Marx can be taken further still, where in the same passage he goes 
on to asscrt, "The senses relate memsdves to the rhi1lK for the sake of 
the thing, but thc= thing itself (under his ideal of communism] is an 
ohje(.:tivc human relation to itSelf and to man, and vice versa." By way 
of clarification he adds, "In practice I can relate myself to a thing 
humanly only if the thing relates itself humanly to the human being." 
On the face of it, this is no less animistic than Benjamin or hlle nine· 

teenth·century British anthropology's primitives. In an imagined soci· 
ety of perfect communism, where private property (along with the 
State) ceases to exist. property relations ensure human agency to things 
as social, as human. objects! 

This has a significant implication fat 'fetishism' 3S Marx used that 
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tenn in Capital to refer to the cultural attribution of a spiritual, even 
godlike, quality to comnlOdities. objects bought and sold on the market 
standing over their very producers. He could JUSt as well have used the 
reno 'animism.' Under capitalism the animate quality of objects is a 
result of the radical estrangement of the economy from the person; no 
longer is man the aim of production, but production is the aim of man, 
and wealth·getting the aim of production. (No sharing, let alone tearing 

up of shins here, my friend! No falling for that cheap old scarlet 
cloth, either, by Jove!) pOjHapitalist animism means that although the 
socioeconomic exploitative function of fetishism, as Marx used that 
term in Capital, will supposedly disappear with the overcoming of 
capitalism, fetishism as an active social fora inherent in objects will 
remain. Indeed it must not disappear, for it is me animate quality 
of things in posf.Capitalist society without the "hanking" mode of 
perception that ensures what the young Marx envisaged as the human· 
izarion of the world. 

We are left to ponder two fascinating problems. How is the notion 
of a "'rebirth" of the mimetic faculty with the Modernity of advanced 
Capitalism to be understood in terms of the� different forms of fetish. 
ism? Second, insofar as "'the gift economy" entails and perhaps depends 
upon mimeric facility, should we not be investigating this facility as a 
privileged component of posHapitalist utopias organized around the 
playful exchange of difference, weak chiek. sharing, and what we may 
dare designate as a "human," perhaps "yielding" relation to nature? 
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So. what's it like [Q li\'c in the world we have lost, a mimetic world 

whcn things had spirit-copies, and nature could thus look back and 

speak to one through dreams and omens, nature not being something 

to be dominated but somcthing yielded to or magically out-performed, 

and (>taple-like Darwin's Fuegians-weu "born mimics"? To ask 

this rhetorical, even mischievous, question, redolent in its self-assured

ness wlth utopian longing for a throry of iconic meaning soakrd in 

corrrspondences bound to impulses surging through chains of sympa

thy. is to enter anorher body of knowledge, anOlher bodily knowing. 

Lc:( us begin with the soul. 

The Soul As Theater of the World 

h's the soul that plunges us into the hean of the mimetic world. In 

notes made in the rarly 19305 on Cuna norions of prtrba, which he 

hesilantly translated as "soul," Baron Nordenskiold tried to sum it up 

as being a mimetic double-an "invisible replica" he called it, of one's 

body. With his customary diffidence he emphasised his trepidation at 

transladng metaphysically loaded notions such as the soul, and his 

posthumously published, fragmented, and in many W3yS jointly au

thored text always particularized context and alw3ys embodied cul

tural facticity-not so much Wh3t "the Cun3" believe, but what Ruben 

Perez said to him aboul (he matter in hand. Thus: 
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MIMETIC WORLDS, lNVlslBU CUUNTJ:::RJ'A1HS 

In this way one evidenlly cm say, if nne sum� all ideas I have gonen 
from Percz and (rom the iOngs and inc:lIJllations col1«ted by him, chac 
everything, JX'Ople, animals, plants, ston� Ihing.o; madt by man etc., have 
invisible counlerp3rts which we iOmcnmef nn see in dreams and which 
leave the body or at le;lst for Ihl!' most pan leave it when il dies.! 

So strange. this use of "we." It's as iJ through words "we" are being 

picked up, carried, and put down inlo the CUlla world, somewhat like 

their souls. And he goes on to say that even when awake we can 

sometimes feel the manifestations of "this invisible world, as in [he 

warmth of the sun, in the noises of the thunder, in music etc . . . .  " 

(How Vico would have loved this COnh[marion of the poetry of the 

ancienlS!) 
Less diffident than the baron, whom he follows by some fifty yeats 

into the mimeric worlds of the Cunas, (ormer U.S. Peacecorpsman 

Norman Chapin writes; 

The world as it exists coday has ;I dual nature: i[ i) composed of Yinal is 
tamed 'me "'Qrld of spin" (lick plt�/�t) and 'me world of SUbslllOtt' 
(nek sana/d). The world of �piri[ is invisible [0 a person's waking senses, 
yet surround'! that prmm I)fI all sides and resides inside every material 
ooten. Human Min�, plann, :animals, rockl, riven, vii lag('$., and so forth 
;III have invisible pltrfHlkQlUl ('souls') which arc spiruual copies of me 
physical body.' 

The pllrpa or "soul" o( a human being, he points Out, is "in its 

general form and appearance, a representation of the hody in which it 

lives. The purpa of a man with one leg, for example, also has only one 

leg." (75-76) With regard to the word purpa, in itS meaning of 'sow' 

or spiritual counterpart of everything that exists, he writes. "The Cuna 

believe ,hat all plants, rocks, animals, rivers, humans, houses, villages, 

etc., etc., have purpakana [pl.}, which arc spiritual 'doubles' of their 

material forms . .,4 (565-66) 

In considering the implications of this world of copies, it is startling 

and wonderful co come across other mc:anings of this word 'purpa,' 

soul or spirit; il also means menstrual blood (red purpal, semen (whit� 

purpa). shadow, photograph (face purpal, and spt�ch (mouth purpa). 
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It is also the teml used for the Cuna Origin Histories of important 
spirits-short orations in which the spirit is told how it was born and 
acts, thereby alJowiog rhe orator to control it. (566) To further hsci. 
nate matters, note that purpa also means wbat Chapin refers to as "the 

deep meaning" of the symbolism of curing chants. the understanding 
of disease causation, and the workings of the spirit world. The chanu 
in themselves are not purpa, says Chapin. Knowledge of what they 
mean is purpa. (566) Hence, purpa "means": 

soul 
spirit 
men5uual blood 
semen 
shadow 
photograph 
speech 
Origin Historirs 
deep meaning of curing chants 

An intrigumg insight into this synonymity comes from comparing a 
Cuna text on healing with its "clarified" rendering, The original Cuna 
text was provided by the Cuna Indian Mr. Charles Slatt'r (on whom 
more below) in English. The "clarified" version was prepared by Baron 
Nordenskiold and tbe Cuna Indian Ruben Pirez.' It is inuiguing Ih:lt 
every time Mr. Slater used the term "image., " the so·called clarified 
version repl:J.ces it with "soul" or "spirit." When Slater refers to the 
curing 6gurines, the nuchlls. as �images, " then the clarified replacemt!nt 

is simply "figures," as in figurines . .  J.1e writes: 

Anywh�te w� want to go for inwge we can go. If I want 10 go far up in 
the blue sea I can go th�rt" for image and I atn go under fh�re t�1O (emphasis 
added): 

Whereas in the �darified" text: 

Wherever we want to go With the spirits' hrlp we can go. If I want to go 
far out on the blue ocean I can do it with the hrlp of spirits and I can also 
gH down in the sea (empha.�i� added).l 
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Thus "clarification" parallels magical mimesis: from the (me.re) im
age of a thing comes its soul and spirit. And what a comment on fbt! 
implicitly sacred nature of image-making! 

The Whole World 

Reading these depictions of mimetic worlds. I ..:annot but wonder at 
the lack of wonder expressed by ,he anthropologists' depicting. h was 
one ming for Frazer to point to Lhe ritualist making a likeness of this 
or thaI person. of this or that evenl. by means of hgurine, paint, or 
spell; it is something altogether too grand to contemplate that the 
enrue known world could he copied in this way. Thus construed 00 
the principle of self·mimicry. this world becomes power·packed, too. 
"The world of spirit underlies the world of substance, resides inside it, 
and provides it with its vital force," says Chapin, and a� we shall see, 
this is the force. that. in mings of images, bas to be tapped by the 
rea:ders of dreams and the curus of disease:. This strange world of 
Ratity-copy "extends out in all directions." Chapin tells us, through a 
series of eight levels labeled 'level one,' 'level twO,' and so on.'" (77) 
Yet it is also modeled after nature, following the topography of the 

land. (88) And juse as physical bodies. people, anim3ls. and the land 
itself are mimicked in this way-or is it the other way around; which 
comes first, spi.ril Or substance, origmal or copyl-so it follows that 

basic Cuna social relarions themselves are replicated-chiefship, mar

riage rule, matrilocality, house-form� households, and major life--cere

monies. "In short." concludes Chapin, "the spirits, ooth good and evil, 

live more or less as the Cuna live, and the basic model for the spirit 
world comes from the conception Cunas have of their own society." 
(98) Jean Langdon describes a similar mimetic geography of spirit and 
matter in her study of Ihe culture of the Sian a of Buena Vista, living 

downstream from Puerto Asis on the Putumayo River, an affluent of 
the Upper Amazon in the southwest of Colombia. She lived with them 

as an anthropalogisl in tbe early 1 9705, and describes her conception 
of the Siona cosmos as one in which the earthly realm is bur one of 

many making up the Siona universe . ..  Each different realm is a replica 
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of the oth�rs. They are all populated hy people. domcsti.: animals, 
L"Uhivated fields. and other objects found in this world. II In a sense 

thesc other realms form, she says. "an alter reality of this (earthly I 

realm"; it is as if "behind all obje.:ts. animals, and places in the concrete 

world there is a supcrnarural fOR� that is the creative life source of the 

object.'" This indicates thai spirit is superior m and causal of the 

cuncrete/manifestation. From her work aDd from Cuna ethnography, 
as wrll as {rom minr in thi! Putumayo foothills. there ccrt:linly seems 

to he anxiety, c=ven paranoia, about the spirit realms, the realm from 

which sickness and disasrrr can arise; and in this sense too Ihe spirits' 

realms could be said to weigh over the rarthly realm. 

Conversing with Animals 

Ruben Perrz informs IlS that the Crear Seer, or neJe, received visits 
from the wild animals of the forest. Hr would go into a partitioned 

hut, sit down and, bending his thoughts to the origin of the animals, 

would SIOS. Then: wrrt other convc=rS3DOliS with animals as well: 

An old man has told Pertl that 0f1� he assisri.'d "d�' lgunali on Rio Perro 
in making a fire for fumi�1tion with tobacco. Thrn a lagu.n, snarling, 
came along :lnd WC'Jlt righl lhrough the housr infO the SIl,ba Ipartitioned 
area] where the nele was sitting. All Ihose ".,·ho were prtSClJt saw the 
jaguar and understood that it was not a spirit hut :l real jaguar. Alter the 
jnguar came somt ptccariC!i. Thest approached only a$ far ai the outside 
uf the house:. Sume dogs barked, and tht peccaries went 3way ag.1in. The 
old man had told Pcre'l that at first he did nor believe that tItles in this 
way wert able to caU up the laq;er animals. but this lime he had seen it 
himself and knew il was true. In tbe same way there were: m:ies who 

r«dved visiL<; from caymans.7 

And JUSt before he left 10 join the baron at the Anthropology Museulil 

in Sweden, Ruben Perez had heard that someone was going to sing 

about the origin of the peccaries so as to entice herds of thclI! III the 

coasl. 

These anim31-conjurings suggest to me that singing origins is not 
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done so mueh ro gain comrol over the object of the Origin.l-liswry 

song, hut first and foremost to Cfeatr th:H object through its soulful 

evocation-thr jaguar, for instance. or the peccaries-such that "'call. 

ing them up" is 1'0 conjure with their image, hence their soul, and hence 

gi\'e birth to the real. I am suggesting, in other words, that the chanter 

is singing a copy of the spirit·form, and by virtue of what I call the 

magic of mimtsis, is bringing the spirit into the physical world .. 

Miming the Re31 loto Being 

This brings us to t«onsid�r the modus ope,andi of Cuna medical 

chams, those sung over the sick as well as those sung ova medicines, 

the .first remarkable point being that through dttailed description, 

power is gained over the thing described. In the detailed description of 

Joel Sherzer: 

A detailed and exaa descripnon of :m object. includmg tqJrese:nutioo5 of 
its !Opititlanguage In C'OovuutiOlJal fonn and its d3ily round of activities, 
dcmonsrrat('S to 1\ (really to in: spirit) that the �rformtr of the ikar 

(chant] has intimate knowkdgc of It and C3n rornr� It. 

As jf this is nOI enough to StOP you in your u:lcks: 

The suwquenr Mrration of actions and evmts, adrtssed to tht spirit 
world, causes thdr simultaneous occurrence in the mirror imagt physical 
world.' 

Was ever Frazer's mimetic magic bener expressed---<xcepr that the 

simulacrum here is created with words, no(objects! In factlwo mimetic 

movements are involved. One is the duplication in song of the spirits, 

derail by slow-moving detait, in songs that can last up to several hours. 

The other mimetic movement depends upon this invocation of the 

spirits because. since they duplicate the physical world, then to bring 

them forth by means of song is to mimetically gain COntrol over the 

mirror·image o( physical realiry that they represent. 

The spirits 6nd pleasure in being told abour themselves in a delailed 
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and poetic way. As Chapin puts it, speaking (as a common style of 
anthropological rep�ntation dictateS) for all Cuna: 

Two skills arc given particularly high value among Kuna ritual specialists: 
a thorough knowledge of the features of the spirit world, and an ability 
to articulate this knowltdgt in a cohereRt, comprehensiv�, and pl�asing 
mann�r. Th� Kuna belien mat in ord�r to canuol the COUI'X of events in 
the world of spirit-and. consequ�ndy. in the world of subsLlnce
on� muSt be able to tell the spirits about themselves. A speciaii)1: musl 

demonstrate to the spirits that he knows \\"'0 rky are, ho ..... chey came 

into being, what thcir physical and behavioral characteristics a�. where 
,hey live, aJld what their names art. (189·90) 

Note here that the "specialiSt" must demottstrote. Rut stop for a 

moment and ask yourself what it means to "demonnratc" and how 
d0e5 onc do it? We are forcefully reminded, on account of the hope if 

not the reality of magical efficacy, that far from being "mere" revelation 

Or passive copying, demonstration here bas to transform reality. "You 
are being changed, you are becoming medicin�. " The verstS are redo
leOi with this strange sense of continuous becoming as the "descrip
riontt-i.e. the copy-engages with the thing being described so as to 
bring out its spirit. 

What is more, the chanter chams himself into the scene. He existS 
not just as a 5ubjea but also as a mimeticised Other. In this way, as 
bOlh chanter and person chanted about. as demonstrator and demon· 

strau=d, he creates the bridge betv.'een original and copy that brings a 
new fora, the third force of magical power, to intervene in the human 
world, The spirits of plants are generally female and the medicine-man, 

Chapin lells us, will try to make himself attractive to them by first 
bathing in sweet-smelling plants, painting his face, and wearing a 

special necklace. When he gets to the place where the planl or tree is 

growing, he stands for a few moments and chants-and it is instructive 

to compare the summary Chapin gives us with the actual chant because 

such summarizing action demonstrates just how radical is the differ

ence between these two modes of represemation-the concise, ab

stracting, mode of academic and technical discourse, as compared with 

the forever branching, slow-paced cham darting hither and thither in 
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an almost random fashion from detail to dt·tail-a spreading network 

of clots of detail instead of an axial logic of main tnlnk with branches 

and "filler." Compare these two forms. first, the ethnologiSt Chapin's 

description of what the medicine man is doing, chanting before the 

plants: 

. . .  telling the spiritS of the plants how the Great Father placM rhem un 
the earth, how they grow, what mar propttties are, how they will be 
gamered and taken back to the community, and how they arc expcacd 
to function as medicines 10 aid the parient. 

And here ar� some "vetses" from the chant itself: 

Long ago, Gmt Father stood your (runh upright. tnt)' all had good 
appearance, he did lIor leave any nf the valleys empt}'. 
The medicine man begins to cou/UcI your sil\'er bark, YOUf si!,·er bark'$ 
purpa is coming 10 li/e; medicints you arc being changed. you arc breom
iJlg medicines . .  , 
Long ago Great Fath�r counsdlcd your purpo for you, Inng ago Grear 
Fatht:r brought your purpa to life- for you, he stood your trunks in the
bcmoms of the valleys , . . 
The medicine man, on Ihe side (oE the tru) where the day rises (east). is 
gatherrng your silver halk . . .  on the far side of the dar (WCSt) . . . our to 
sea (north) . ' . to the side opposite the sea (50Uth) . . . he �nl to cut 
your silver bark, he it cutting your silver buk, he" is g<lthering your silver 
bark . . .  

In the small basket he is placing your silver balk, 311 in pairs, all i n  
pairs . . . 

In this way it is hoped that your purpa will folio ..... me; with you (the 
medicine man) !Urns around 10 go toward his home, with you to\Vard the" 
house, (hUi) legs 3re opening and dosing, one leg goes before the other, 
toward the house . . . .  (247-48) 

These verses create magical power. The anthropologist's summary 

mode of presentation is silent on this crucial fact. merely noring that 

the plants are cold "wnar their prop�rties arc.� and "how the)· arc 
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expected to behave as medicines. "  The: strange sense of time, derail 

heaped on derail, the inclusion of the chanter in the chant-surely 

all this is of another ordt:r of meaning and realization than being 

laid what properties one is ro have. For the cham is not SO much 

instructing the spirits IlS, through the mimetic faculty, bringing them 

into being: 

The medicine man begins to counsd your wvc:r bark, your silver bark'!> 
purpa is coming 10 life; medicines you are bong changed, you are becom· 
ing medicines. 

Lavishness of Description; The Problem of Excess 

Time and again the ethnography remarks on the abundance of detail 

in the chants. Chapin (or instance refers to their "lavish description" 

and emphasises that such excess of description by far outweighs narra

tive acrion. even in the long narrative chants. (199) Yet like Sherzt:r ht: 

disposes of lh(' abundance within a functionalisl-utilitarian \' ision that 

puts emphasis not on the content but on the purponed aim, the aim 

o( control. "Only by depicting tbe spirits and their actions exhaus

tively," he writes, "do chanters bring the spirit world under control." 

(202) But surely comrol can be gained by l�s baroque, more dirl'Ct, 

less abundant, modalities? \Vbat is curious is the excessiveness itself. 

Understanding lhe singer's task as first and foremost that of having to 

create a copy, might. to my mind, explain jusl this stylistic (eature. The 

(xass hammers home this copiedness, bri.nging OUI the real through 

the detailing. Then thert: is Ratail1e's point-Rataille, our plliloSOllhcr 

of excess-that the image follows the release of the sacred and is rhus 

consequence, nOt cause! And lest one be carried away by exCt:S.!)ivcly 

srim notions of the sacred, let us recall Bataille's fascination with 

laughter and how an unnamed Cuna chanter responded to Chapin 

upon being asked, after chanting six chants about the Great Mother, 
Muu, "what purpose they �rved?" 
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"He replied with an amused chuckle: 'Just play. Ir makes Muu feel 

good to hear about these things.' .. ( 198) 

The Art of Quotation 

Copiedn� is redolent in these mimetic worlds. Sherur draws our 

attention to the way that repetition, retellings.. and quotation fonn an 

outstanding sn of features. nOI only in these chants but in everyday 

Cuna spttch as well. Cuna speakers, he affirms, "tend to presem facts, 
opinion, argument'S, not as their own but as rerellings and refonnul

ations of wbat others or even they themselvc=s ha\'e previously said. 
Discourse of all kind is heavily embedded with speech that has pre

viously occurred, typically in the fonn of first person direct quotation" 

(which is what J myself am doing myself right now). (202) In other 

words, there is a decisive mimetic componen!;!nt built into Cuna speech. 

Sherzer goes on to stare fhat Cuna "grammar does not readily make a 

distinction betwCC'n dir�ct and indirect quotations. The great majority 

of all quotation is direct-speakers are const'ant1y uttering words that 

are nor their own land] it becomes very difficult," he nores in connec

rion witb Cuna roaming, "at each moment of the narration to decode 

exactly who is speaking." (202·203) This difficulty holds for outside 

analy!Ots (such as himself) as we:11 as for nath'e membl.":rs of the commu

nity. He quotes a chant in which the chanter is quoting his teacher who 

is quoting a mythical hero who is quot'jng a Choc6 Indian who is 
Quoring a chief in the spirir world who is quoting God. (And I am 

quoting bim quoting this chanter who . . .  ). W� are constantly made 
aware of the constantly mime:dc sensibility of CUM speech, of Cuna 

Being; that Cuna speech is always one or more Steps, to quote Sherzer, 

"r('moved from the actual speaker and that what one is listening to at 

a given moment is always a retelling, a rehearing, a reviewing, or a 

reinterpretation of something said before. " (210) These words deserve 

retelling themselves, With what nonchalance they eStrange, making the 

new old, the oft-said new, undermining mimesis itself, creating (as 

Benjamin would have it, in his addiction [0 quoting) new forms through 
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doubling mimetic doubling such that, as Shencr points nUl, "retellings 

blend into interpretations." (205) 

A Slow-Moving fihn: Death of the Author 

For all the claims as to layishness and exhaustiveness of description, is 

it nor also Ibe ca� that there is a lot of selecting and jumping around, 
a lot of leaving out? Take the mO\'emcnt as described in the medicine!' 
gathering chant of the medicine man returning home. He is addressing 

a particular planl (spirit), saying it is hoped Ihat its soul .... -ill follow 

him home. All this ill being sung. Then Ihe medicine man: 

. . .  turns around to go toward his homt. with you toward the house, 
(his) legs are opening and clo�ing, one leg goes before the nrher, toward 
the house. 

So. in what sense is this exhtmstil1e description? Its completeness lies 

rather in a signaled movement, 3. scissorslike figure chopping up as 

much as it intimates a whole; in short a mont3ged unit in action
which brings us 10 the cinematic analogy advanced by Claude lc....;· 

Strauss who, in trying to assimilale a Cuna chant TO his Structuralism, 

notcd in an aside that the chant is like a film In slow motion.lI Chapin 

also devised a useful analogy; he compares the chants to scripts in 

whicb the events being depicted take place' simul13ncollsly in the spirit 
world. He compares the chanter to a director of a complex and danger· 

ous drama that unfolds at the level of spirit :11 the same time as the 
chanter intones his chanl. 

Yel for all the make·bdieve suggested by analogies with (slow· 

moving) film and theater (whose authors unfOtfUnatdy leave i t  unspeci· 

lied as to what son of film and what son of theater they might have 

in mind), there is one notable difference: the chants' images art" so real 

that they can, so it i� said. kill those who mouth them into life. This 

puts make-believe in a new light. "Any failure on the part of the chanter 
as he directs his spirit helpers on their quest," writes Chapin, resuhs 

in their deSlfuction. (337-38) He cites the case of a man who tried to 
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learn the ch:mt lor obstructed hinh, the Muu·lgala or "Way of MUll" 

when he was too younS. it being said th3t only a grandfather can learn 
this major chanl. He was overcome b)-' Mull, the great mother, vomited 

blood. and died shonly thereafter. (12.3-24) On the other hand, if one 
is too old, one's spiritual power diminishes. An old chanter runs the 

risk of being attachd by demons he is Itying to cuntrol. Then again, 

if the spirit helpers embodi�d by the wooden figurines are trapped by 

other spirits, the chamer can die because (al least in the major chams) 

his spirit accompani� Ihe spirit·helpers his i1nging has brought OUI 

from the figurines. The very ascension [0 spiritual insight males on 
vulnerable-a sign of what it takes to emer the interzone of mimetic 

space. 

The chanter chanting creates and occupies a strange position, inside 

and outside, part of, yet al� observer of the scenes being sung into 

being. This is not to be confused with liminality bc�ause it is borh 
positions at one and the same time. Embodying the doubling necessary 

for magical mimesis, the chanter runs {he risk 01 self-annihilation. But 

what pleasure he brings the spirits with his lavish description. bringing 

them into Jife! To makt an lmage is to resurtta a soul-invisible 
counterpart of th� (mimetic) world. 
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In th�se mimetic worlds things connect with their invisihle counter
parts by virtue of the womb. Rendering copying synonymous with 
reproduction, this organ ensures that mimesis fuses as a male secret 
with origins and, as we shall later sec, with hiswry as wdl. 

Mr. Charles Slater, a Cuna who had st=rved 3S 3 sailor on English
speaking ships, wrote down the origin of the world in the late 19205 
in English. "God came from under the earth for himself," begins Mr. 
Slater's text, which was published by Baron Norclenskiold.· "ThaI lime 
earth was y ... ithout form and darknes..� ." He needed a woman. The eanh 
was without form or firmament. And God thought to himself to take 
a heart because hean "is memory to the woman and then he rake heart 
of suing that which is gone straight down to bladder, that which will 
make a woman way to come out of womb to fonn a child. .. 2 In thus 
creating woman, God became dual in ways that imply his androgyny, 

and the world was then created by the wumanly body in three ways: 
f(om her womb, from het body pam, and from her seeing souls of 
different colors. As an example we can s« how an imponant plan! is 
thus created in the Origin HisfOry (as the Cuna call them) given by 
Chapin concerning the black dye· plant genipa, a dye used ritually for 
painting the body.J I paraphr3se and occ3sion:llly quote it thus. God 
called his woman ("calling" being a euphemism for sexual intercourse) 
and she became pregnant. When she neared term he said to her that 
he wuuld ma"e a lable. He look the flat forehead of her vulva-i.e. 
says Chapin, her stomach, in its spiritual form-and as il was legless 
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he pulled off his penis and make legs out of thaI. Then he dedared he 
would make a golden cup, and he pulled out the oop sitting in her 
la�i.e. her womh, says Chapin-and he made 2 cup of good yellow 
from that. She climbed Onto the table to face. the rising sun. Cold 
menstrua) blood dripped from her open Jegs and she began to speak; 
"Something is coming (rom inside me, J fee:!' It all feels cold along my 
body road." Then a person came descending to the top of the table. 
"He looked like a person, it is said. If looked li"e a person with 3 bud 
on his rear end, it is said [th� gempa fruit has a SO(t of bud at one end]. 
The father received him and made him a person." (64) After that th( 
different typts of genipa plant-as persons-were born, following 
which the fath�r and the mother made the rivel on which they were ro 
live. The mother's vagina was transformed into a gulden tunnel through 
which the genipa people would travel when called by the medicine 
men, and her breath became a golden wind to speed them in their 
canoes made (rom the lips of her vagina. From her large intt.'Stine the 
golden house of the genipa people was created, and her small intestine 
became the flags that adorned that golden house. The 6re bns that 
Cuna womell use to fan the heanh were made from her clitoris, and 
the differelll colored flowers in the garden came from her menstrual 
blood. (6S) So (with different embellishments) we have the history for 
most everything in this womb-sprung world of disembodied color
seeing woman-a world that comes into being through men chaming 
or whispering iu origin. 

The Magic of Origins 

The genipa plant Origin History introduces us to an important variety 
of magic, one fa put alongside Frazer's double-layered sympathetic 
magic of Similarity and C.ontact. For now we !itt that chanring or 
whispering or simply just thinking a thing's origi1t gives the ritualist 
power over it. But let us not forget that here too it is necessary to make 
a simulacrum, a verbal, toneful, simulacrum, by means of chanting 
over or under one's breach the bi.rth-history of the (hing in question. 
This puts the power of historicism in a new light. lndl."ed the theme 
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of knowing somc::thing's history, in the sense of its conccptinn and 
reprodUl .. "tion. is basic and ubiquitou� to Cuna magic. It is one o( the 
meanings of p"rpa ('"soul" and spirit) given earlier. As Chapin put it : 

The "origin hislury" of any one of a number of 3nimab, m3reri31 objec�, 
meJidne� and curing spirits is Cllled ItS purpa. Thc::st: migm histories are 
�horr outions in which the spirit in question is told how il livn, how it 
beh:\Ves, and what its ritual name.� are. h constiulle. the undul)'ing 
-secret"' uf the spinl, and Mabin �peoaliS(s to dominate and manipulate 

II as rhc-y pkasc. (S66) 

And he refers us to the afortmeorionoo Origin History of the gcnipa 
plane as an examplc_ In the flTSt Western publication of the curing 
,---hant Nia-lgala (to '"cure madness," as it was there translated), tbe 

Swedish pupils of Baron Nordemkiold, Nils Holmer and Henry Was

sen, pub lished alongside the text what they (.-aBed, following their 

informant, the "secret" of balsa-wood-rhe wood of which the (."tIring 

figurines wert made and wbose spirit is essential for the chant to be 
eUective. This "secret" is the Origin History of balsa, born of woman 
in somewbat the same manner as described for the genipa, and Joel 

Sherzer, in his book on Cuna ways of speaking, Informs us that with 

almost every chant is a "soul"-which he describes as a n:l:nively short 

text in everyday though somewbat esoteric Cuna: This "soul,.. he: 

S:1ys, "describes the origin of the object to be contt"<tllcd by the chane. 
Likewise in the very cham (ikar) itself, origin is crucial. :1nd he gives 

the example, "The Way of the Basil Plant" chant. The detailing is 

minute, the text reperirious, as if words heaped on words are delicately 

covering with baroque growth the silhouette and pulsations of what the 

words rder to, thereby recovering the reality dt'scribed with Auctuating 
tissues of sound. Each line could be 3 caption to a picture, nne picture 

strung next to the other: 

Inapiseptili (spirit name of the plant] in the golden bo)l is moving 
In the golden box is moving. 
Inapiseptili in the golden 00)1 is swinging from side to side. 
In the golden b4lx i� swinging from side: to side. 
Inapiscprili in [he golden box is trembling. 
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In the golden box is trcmbling. 
Inapiseptili in chc golden box is palpitating, 
In the golden box is palpitating. 
Inapiscprili in the golden bnJ( is making a noise:. 
Inapiscprili in the goJl.ien box is shunting out. 
In th� gold�n box is shouting OUf.' 

Copies That Are Not Copies 

.Bur just when it looktd so neat and tidy. the ground starts to shift. 
Here was a new world brought to our attention by ethnography, an 
amazing world consisting of m:uerial reality bound to spiritual copy 
extending in all directions as force.' But the mimetic faculty doesn't 

necessarily work that way. Remember in Hubert and Mauss' critique 

of Frazer's sympathetic magic how the)' brought up the way the copy 

that effects the original can be an impc-rfcct copy, an "impe:rfect ideo
gram"? Listen 10 Micbael Lambek wrestling with this copy that is not 

a copy in his book Hllman Spirits, dcswbing the spirits as conce1ved 

by people living on a small island in the Indian Ocean bet\\'een the 
African mainland and M3daga.scar. On one p3ge he says that the spirits 

"lead lives parallel, but usu311y invisible, to humans." On the next page 

he writes that "'spirit society, although it does not minor human 
society, is a transformation oi it . .,1 Think b3(k to the basis of all 
simulacra and hence mimetic realization ill this Cuna world (as it comes 

to us through erhnography)-the basis of the female body· the womb , , 
body pans, and the woman's s�ing. For in bringing together in wom

an's body copying, reproduction, and origin, as so many moments of 

tbe mimetic, what we find is nOi only matching and duplication bur 
also slippage which, once slipped into, skids wildly. 

You see this immediately in the fact that wbile the ethnography with 

enviable self-assuredness describes the Cum world as made up of 

spirit doubles, it later on proceeds to inform us without any sense of 

hesitation that the spirits of plants and animals and so fonh exist in 

human form! This slippage is essential, and I presume its specification 

(or aoy particular plant, animal, object, or person is its "secret," so 
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that we could abbrevi,He by saying that "secretn equals slippage. Origin 

History then becomes the attempt to Irace the connection through 

history and from beginnings of how one ching becomes another thing 

while in some profound sense remaining the (mimetic) same--lhe sOrt 

of action of btcoming different whil e remaining the same that we will 

later encounter as the primary paradox of Cuna tthnohistory-how 
the Cuna stay the same by adapting to the outside world. The equation 

of Origin History with birthingprovides a complex scquenctof magical 
transformations of one thing into anorher rning while, through the 

very act of transforming, conserving me nooon of an underlying same

ness held together as so many analogues by [he woman's fra&menu�d 

body-parts. Look ar the details of this woman-body-paned world. The 

father creates a table OUI of that body. ber vulva, more preciscly-Nthe 

flat forehead of the Mother's vulva"---her stomach. in its spiritual 

form, says Chapin-that does the job bm, being legless. he provides 

his pt:nis which he nails on, presumable multiplied into four. Th.is 

provideil the scent' (or the birth, yet the genipa people need somewhere 

to live and he housed and so fonh. All that comes from tht woman's 

body tOo; her vagina not amy gives birth 10 the gcnipa pt:ople (and 

many, many others as well) but serves as Ihe golden mnnel (or the 

wind to speed them on their way to aid Cuna medicine men (occasion

ally there arc women) doing their job, her clitoris becomes fire fans, 

her large intestine, theLr golden house. and so forth, aU in one massive 

process of "binhing" of body parts into something similar yet different, 

formed yet transformed. 

Post Modem Geography 

One way of demonstrating this deflective fault-line that is disrupting 

bur necessary to the logic of mimesis and alterity is to trace the jumps 

in Chapin's description of Cuna cosmology. First there is the depiction 

of the womb-emergent origin of the world from the Great Mother with 

the ontologie;!l corollary of a world of matter replicated in layered 

spirit worlds. Chapin observes that the world of spirit, underlying that 

of matter, "extends out in all directions through a series of eight levels 
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labeled 'level one,' 'level twO,' and so on." (77) Yel these levels arc 

strangely unrepresentable. His (cosmologically informed) specialist in
formants could not represent ,he",. Al leaSI they couldn't draw them. 

And Chapin expresses irritation with Nordenskiold's text for not only 

presenting just such a drawing. but for having sixteen instead of eight 

levels. There is something OJ. little comical abour this, a cosmic-level 

problem. a problem of the precise narure, anatomy, and geography 

and more specifically, the dtpiction-of the visual representarion-of 

that geography. Chapin writes thai "queries as ro wheth('r the spiritual 

I�vels extend up or down. or whem("r the topside lnods are the same 

as those below, often elicil .s«mingly contradictory responses." (78) 

So if Ihere is a problem (or mimesis and aheriry al the level of levds, 

there is also a problem, bllt quite a different one, in the next siage of 

presentation of the cosmos. We arc also told (78) that "as conceived 

by the Kuna" there are three general areas where the spirits live---
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The eunu' idea of the construelion of the world, according to Perez 
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mountain strongholds, whirlpools, and douds. This seems to me quite 
a different sense of spirilU31 geography than the level!>, yet in its way 

it is even stranger because the si(('s exist bewilderingly as botb fantastic 

and actual. They arc physic-,ll sites. dose at hand, with none of the 
splendid symmetry of axial sculpture of the multiple-Iaym:d cosmos 
like so many flapjacks piled one on the other. While some Oill:·-to
one madding is observed-tht spirit-<l.oubles of marine and riverine 
animals, for instaner, reside in whirlpools-ir is also the cast that 
(spiritual) elephams--elephams!-inhabit these whirlpools, and that 
the mountain SlTongholds of the spirits, for instance, some liule dis

tance inland from the San Bias coast, can appear like the gigantic 
skyscrapers to be found in the Large cities of Panama and the United 
States, magni6cendy created out of gold and siln�r, with flamboyant 

coloring, containing dephants. towers, docks. and Rags as .... "tll. · Here 
is a picture of one such magical fortress or kaJu drawn for some 
Colombian anthropologists in the late 19605 in color by Alfonso Diaz 
Granados,caciqll�segu"do of a Cuna settlement in the nonh a/Colum
bia in  the Gulf of Urnba.' 

In other such spirit-forrresses, such as the Kalu Tigun, the rhomboid 

shapes in the upper pan of the building are tabler-the same sort of 
"t'ables" (vulvas) that appear in  the creation of the world, rc::minding 
us that while Panama skyscrapers as much as female body parts may 
serve as the model� and in ser."lng as such fulfill a deadly serious 
mandate of fidelity, nevenheless such fidelity has its tricks. Euclidean 

space ;s shattered, as is the logic of identity. Chapin repre.se:nts a 
world in which up is down and down is up. He repons that his Cuna 

"specialists who separate the world above from the world below have 

also told me:: with equal conviction that these twO rc::gions are one and 
the same. As one informant put it, 'me two levels curve around the 
surface of the earth like pOlS.' " (83-84) And unlike the levels-version 
of mimesis and alterity, maps can be drawn and do in faeJ exist of 
these spirit-locations and their geography. In a foomote Chapin lells 
us that " Kuna curing specialists memorize the location of spirit strong

holds and whirlpools in their immediate rf'gion so they will know 

precisely where the various disease-causing spirits live. "(80) The iIlus
tr:uion he presents is of interest. It's not the sort of map you buy at the 
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Kalu Pirgun (3fler 1967 dr3wing by Alfonso Dfaz Granados, 
original in e<llor). 

gas stations in New Jersey. h'5 3 �crie� of stick figures moving from 
frame to frame as in a comic-hook. zig-zagging left to right and right 

to left up the page, each little frame depicting an encounter wi[h salient 
features of the world therein. h's similar if not identical in form to the 

healers' chants. as well as to the picture-writing of those chants-a 
philosophic orientation to represeRlation which takes each particular 
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as it comes, portraying it step by step but by no means "to scale," 
sometimes tiptoeing, sometimes in seven-league boots, depi..:ting the 

spirit-hc:lpers as persons walking in the midst of the world as well as 

how that world looks to those pc:rsons.IO 

Jumping Levels, jumping Bodies 

A graphic iIIustr3tion of this non-Euclidean landscape is provided by 

Chapin's caustic critique of Claude Levi-Strauss and of Henry Wassen 

for their 3ssumption about the literalness of the woman's body referred 

to in the birthing song Muu-Igala, sung for a woman in obstructed 

birth and made famous by dint of Levi-Strauss's semiotic analysis of it 

in his essay, "The Effectiveness of Symbols." While Levi-Strauss fol

lows Wassen's commentary that the song depicts the healer and his 

figurine spirit-helpers struggling through the laboring woman's birth 

canal to reach the stronghold of the Great Mother Muu, in Chapin's 
understanding they have committed the crime of misplaced concrete

neSS because it is not an actual woman or an actual birth canal through 

which the healer's spirit helpers fight their way in search of the real 

woman's abducted soul, bur instead a spiritual copy of woman-of 

woman in general, of the Great Mmher who gave birth to all thing.�! 

Remember the Origin of the World, the origin of the genipa plant, for 

instance? 

The point according 10 Chapin is that (0 understand this song you 

have to realize that there are cwo sets of  (what I call) mimesis; the one 

between the 13boring woman's body 3nd the copy of that represented 
by her "soul," and the second, the mimetic conjum.""tion belween this 

soul and what he calls the spiritual cosmos. Of the first mimesis Chapin 
says that to those with supernatural vision, the soul of the woman is: 

. . .  in every detail, identical in appearance and behavior to the body in 
which iT is housed. In other words the 'soul' is a \piritual copy' of the 
physical body. Every organ of a person's body has its spiritual C\Junter· 
part, and the 'soul' of a pregnant woman is also pregnant and will suffer 
from those symproms she may experience at the level of consci\)usness. 
(429-30) 
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And he adds that the twO levels of reality, spiritual and substantial, 

arc seen by the Cuna as distinct yet complemt!ntary, and that the curing 

song, the Muu-Igala, refers to the spiritual "rather than the physical 

level of reality." (430) (Here we encounter once more, incidentally, my 

nmion of "magk.lI mimesis": how working on the copy, in this cast,> 
the "spiritual copy." is meant to effect the "original," in this case the 

substantial body.) 
lhe second mima;is between the woman's soul and the spiritual 

cosmos rests on the notion char the earth is in :In important sense "the 

mother," and that a section of the cosmos is given over to mythic 

women, particularly the spirit Muu, to reproduce all living rhings

from the point of view of mimetic connection the crucial factor being 

that during pregnancy a woman's "soul" or purpa becomes, as Chapin 

puts it, "one with the cosmos itself. The two spiritual realms are 

fused together in the never-ending process of creating offspring and 

replenishing the Earth's stock of living beings." (433) 
On this view, then, the singing of the Muu-Igala for a woman 

suffering from obstructed childbirth is an enactment of the spirit help

ers in the wooden figurines making theiT way at one and the same time 

into both the cosmic domain and Ihe soul of the laboring woman

that is, the soul of the real pregnant woman anempting to give birth. 

As Chapin puts it, "When the chanter's spirit helpers journey along 

Muu's river and then Muu's path through the levels lof the cosmos], 

they are simullaneously travelling along the spiritual vagina of the 

woman." (4.BJ 
If this double.tracking along a spiritu:ll river and along a spiritual 

birth canal is not too hard to hang onto-then take hold of this (to 

quote Chapin again): "When they hhe spirit helpel1l] arrive at Muu's 

house [in the cosmosJ, they come to the (real woman's] spiritual womb. 

At this point in their ;ounley, however, the landscape alters (as often 

happens in the exotic world of spirit) and Muu's house becomes the 

woman's spiritual body [emphasis added] . (433) The walls of Muu's 
house are now her ribs, the door is her vulva, the door frame is her 
thighs, and the door chain is her pubic hair-all this in a song designed 
to change reality (as I understand this process, hy acting on a copy of 
it). Moreover, I might add, this means that in chis particular type of 
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illness, the soul of the sick woman is abducted into her own (,'piritllal) 

womb {a SOrt of reverse hysteria), and it is into Ihi� w()mb thai the 
character's spirit and his spirit-helpeni have to enter so as to free her 

soul and place it back into her (real) body. 
Thus the joker in the mimetic pack is smartly dealt. We 3re lost, yc:t 

perhaps nOI uncomfortably, betwcl:n so-called levels of reality which 
are levels of reference, cross-reference, 3nd "'as ofren happens in the 

exotic world of spirit," of aU-of-a-sudden altering landscapes in which 

the Great Mother's house ;s anomer woman's body, more specifically 

spiril-copies of her womb and genilali3. Yet at the same rime mimetic 

fidelity, His Master's Voice. is somehow maintained. This is exceed
ingly strange, wonderful, and, of COUnie, a liule uncanny in the way it 

so imagerically, so iconically, copies freud's analysis of the uncanny 

(as experienced by men) as that powerful medley of revebtion and 

concealmml exercised by the slippage through the gates of repression 
of the secretly familiar, that origin (lfthe world, th3t home of all homes. 

the (great) mother's genitals. In what has by now become " homely 

quotation, Freud wrote: 

Thus "lIh�imlich [uncanny] place, however, i:. the enrr:mce to the fom�r 
Heim (home! of .:1.11 hwnan beings, 10 the placc whl:re each line uf us liv�d 
once upon a rime and in the begmning. There i:; a joking saying that '1.0\·c 
is home-sicknen'; and whenever :I man dreams of a place or a country 
dnd says to himsdf. while he is still dreaming: "this place is familiar 10 
me, I've been here before," we may interpret the place as being his 

mother's genillis or her body." 

The Unstable Womb 

I want fa emphasize that while access and recourse to alterity-the 

Other world of spiritu31 reality-is both necessary and magically em
powering, and that while that 3lter-world is deemed to be mimetic 

with the world of substance and modeled on it, there is also, as the: 

reference to suddenly altering landscapes and Jumping from signifiers 
to signifieds indicates, 3 curiously unstable aspect intrinsic to this 
mimetic doubling. What intrigues me abollt this instability, this copy 
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whieh not a copy, is tlt3t this particular feature of sudden alteration in 
the plane of reality of the referent Occurs precisely at the moment of 
evocation of the womb. AI that moment the genipa plant spirit is born, 
not as a plant bur as a p�rsOI\ (with a bud at its end). At thai moment 
of entry into the Great Mother's worn" during tbe Mlng for obsrruLTcd 

birth, landscape suddenly alters; the walls of tht Greal Mother's house 

become the lahoring woman's spiritual ribs, the door becomes (he 
spiritual vulv3, and so forth. Surely this suggests that the womb is of 

importance nm merdy for reproduction but also for the transformation 

of the level of reality ,hal the chant both evokes and transforms and 

hence for [he transform:uions required for healing. It is as if Muu's 

abode, meaning the flesh-and-blood earthly woman's spiritual womb 
as well, is the switchboard of the male magil.'13n's reality-connol appa
ratus and that mimetic powcr and rhe mimetic faculty begin with this 

consideration. But what provides the �v.·jtching � that copies heap on 

copies that are not copies in order to conceive and deceive the dou
bleness of reality? 

Taboo and Transgression 

Freud ends the passage JUSt quofed on the uncanny and homesickness 
with a play on the German un.:anny. unheimNch, and familiar, hei

misch, noting that Mrhe prefix un is the token of repression." This token 

of represSIon springs to my mind when I come across a peruli3c and 

&equently menrioned but never developed feature in Cuna ethnogra

phy, namely the powerful taboos existing with respect to the represen

tation of "sex" and birth, especially birth. 12 
For reasons he finds inexplicable, Chapin, for instance, notes that 

the Origin Histories which describe the birth of important spirits (such 

as balsa and genip3) from the womb of tht Great Mother are not 

chanted in specialized wooden-figurine 13nguage but in collogui31 Cuna 

and are therefore intelligihle to nonspecialists.I,' He describes their 
content as "blatantly sexual" and says that on account of this sexual 

nature, these Origin History texts ate closely guarded by the specialists 
who know them. Indeed (hey are not chanted our loud bur spoken 
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softly or merely thought. As a dramatic illustr:ation of th� [Cnsion 
implicated by their stxual ima�ry, he tells of how wh�n he was living 
anlOng the Cuna, teenage boys discovered !.Orne Origin Histories writ
ten in a healer's notebook and were caught reading them with snme 
girls. They were severely punished and the book was locked up. Sexual 
maners, he $<Iys, are never discussed publicly. (191-92) We are left 

with an emphatic set of images of repression repressing itself; the 

locked book made magically powerful by its "'stxual" secrets, inscribed 
in ways accessible to common folk, even though what is in$i.:ribed is 
so flagrandy transgressive. 

"The a�a of conception and childbirth is a particularly sensitive and 
taboo subject, intimately related to curing and magical comrol." states 
Sheezer. As a cons�uence he finds here plenty of euphemisms. IOdirect 
and what he finds to be curious figures of speech such that conception 
becomes "to buy a child," and pregnancy is referred to as Ma worm 
entered," "'the eye got burned." or "the wing is broken. ,,14 Forty years 
earlier, Baron Nordenskiold also presentt.-d examples of such taboos. 
which he saw as an unremiuing effort co k«p children ignorant of 
what he called "ever)-rning that concerns sex." When a woman has 
given birth. the si.b lings are told that the father OUt hunting came across 
a det=r with a child in its horns. Hence the coming of the child is 
expressed not as birth but as "to catch a deer." TIus mystification 
carries over to the animal sphere too: chil dren are kept away when a 
bitch whelps and are told that a worm in the sea in contact with the 
dog is changed into puppies. Perez said he remembered once seeing a 
girl of marriageable age go down to the beach and throw a bitch inlo 
the sea so as to have puppies. Children are told that lizards carry eggs 

to the hen. and when chickens lay they arc shut away so th:u children 
shall not know how eggs (orne into the world. A pregnant animal must 
not be butchered in the presence of children. The point is, concludes 
the baron, that "everything concerning sex is to be trcah:d with the 
utmost secrecy," and this prohibition is very strictly upheld. He goe� 
so far as to say what seems quite unbelievable, Ihal it is "therdore 
usual that the girls and even the young men when they marry are 
enlirely ignorant in these mauers," and, more pertinently, suggests that 
the purpose of the taboos is not so much 10 protect the innocence of 
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children as il is (0 surround (he co� o,)f the society'S cosmology (a 
cosmology of wombing, we could say), with sccn.-cy.1J 

For Freud the uncanny conveyed the sensation of magical, �(liritual, 

and animistic powers, an eerie feeling that invisible powers were at 
work behind the facade of reality. And whil e there is nothing in Cuna 
emnogTaphy which would help us definitively ascenain if this feeling 
of the uncanny exists among healers Or their patients. and indeed so 

far as I can tell there is no ethnographic mention whatsoever of allY 
sort of affect (unfortunately so typical of anthropological writing), we 
do at least know that reality is said to be a facade behind which spiritu:d 

doubles are aaive. This doubknc:;s is so srrilcing that it Cln hardly be 
exaggerated. Even more to the point. Freud was unreminiog in his 
emphasis on the uncanny as that "secretly fami liar" which has under
gone repression and then returned, albeit in distoned foml. What gives 

us, now, afrer reading Cuna ethnography, much food for thought, 
indeed our own uncanny feeling, is that Freud's �secretly familiar" 
turns out ro be :1 Western psychoanalytic version, indc(.'Ci a double, of 
whar me Cuna caU Origin Histories (equivalent 10 a thing's souV 

psyche)----<xcept lor me Clina. it is not mady one's self which came 
from me womb of the Great Mother but everything in the world. 
especially the great medicines and woods from which the curing figu
rines are carved. Given the zealous pruhibition of "sexual" maners, 
more accurately of birth-maners, and the fact that the Origin HislOries 
and othtr oTiginary features of the chants so bbtantly. so assidu()usly, 
detail by loving demil, overturn this prohibition, thus "returning" 
the repressed, then surely we are justified in calling attention to tht 
connection betwl'C:n the.- womb and the magical powers of mimesis of 

which these chanters and herbalists, nearly always males. are masters

patriarchal masters in a matrilineal society of the return of the reo 
pressed, of the sec.:ret, the grcat secret, the Grear Mother'S secret which, 
bodies immobilized, looking straight ahtad, they chant info their Euro
pean and "non-Indian" wooden figurines, gateways to a mimeticizing 
world.l� 

This is where we must differ with the great classical tradition 
yearning for harmony, narrative closure, and structural integrity, that 

recurring Western tr3ditinll which would "explain" the magic of heal-
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ing rite a� bound ro the restoration of bal:lnce and the resolution of 

contradiction. To the contrary, this voicing the secret and breaking of 

taboo responds to an aesthetics of namgression contained by ritual. 

The �magical force- at work here cannot be assimilated into mlrrative 

dosure. Nor can such magical power bt meaningfully assimilated into 

the formula of the "'etum of the repressed- unless we foclL'i on the 

implications and character of tho;," transgressive powcr of thai "fe· 
tum"-in danger and fascination, its insinuation imo normaliry, in 

short its expKlsive power. It is true that the transgression ocrurs and 

can onl)' occur within the bounds and buffers SCI by ritual. It is true 

that JUSt as taboo exists in order 10 be broken, so transgression fonifies 

the taOOo. But these equilibriums do not diminish (he faCt that the ael 

of transgression is in itsdf fraught with the perils 01 indeterminacy, an 
indeterminacy constitutive of Being no less than threatening it with 
dissolution. It is the precariously contained explosion of the trans· 
gressivc moment that allows for and indeed creates the "mimetic slip· 
page" whereby reproductiQn jumps to metamorphosis, whereby the 
duplic:uing power of spirit (image) is also a self-U:lIlsforming power

and hence a power for healing and for evil , transformi.ng Being itsdf. 

Trans/forming 

What is obvious, once stated, is mat for all this fixallon upon and , 
fixing of spirit copying and doubling,.lpiril:S are great transformers4 

They are great mimes, the greatest the world will ever know. U They 
may be modeled on This world, but that does nOi mean that they 
therefore possess the apparent stability of fonns in This world. Emerg· 
ing from the transgression of the taboo, their very mastery of fidelity 

is the sign of their infidelity. 
Take the young Cuna woman of the island of Usnipu who, Chapin 

relates, dreamed she made love with a young man she had never seen 

before. Three months 1:1Ier she gave birth to turtle eggs. She and her 
mother kept this secret. hut neighbors began to hear water gurglins 
beneath the ground, and the story got around thac spirits bem on harm 
were about to innundate the island with a tidal wave. When someone 
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found out about her dream, a �er was ..:onsuhed who discovered that 
the woman's lover had nor been a man, bur a tunJe spiril in disguise! 

(113-14) The medicinal '-"'UI'e for drums llJ.:e this may weU be faral

as we shall discuss later on. 

Such personifications usually spt.-11 dL'q) trouble but can somcrim($ 

have a positil'e side, the spirit being a source of knowledge and informa· 
rion. as was the elephant, in human form, that taughl the n�le, the seer 

for whom Ruben Pe�z worked. The moSI \'irulent type of (\.;1 spirit is 
the nia, usually translated into Spanish as dillbto, demonio, or devil, 
often pictured as a black tie. African·American) man. Such spirits can 

also disguise themselves in different ways, as attractive women at men, 

for instance, by means of which they try to �educe Cuna people, and 
they may also take the fonn of a friend or close relative. (344) 

"Everything in this world, the visible reality, has a spirit counterpart 
in another reality which controls il'." wrolcJcan Langdon summarizing 
what she had learnt of cosmology amongst the Siona lndians of Buena 
Vista alung the Putumayo river in southwest Colombi.a in the early 
19705. I' Here again the ability o( spirits to transform themselves is 
impressive. They may appear in any form. as person or animal, and 

sometimes only as a sound or feeling, such as the feeling one has 

entering a haunted cave, and there is gencrally, she observes, "a tr;;alls
formation of beings as they journey to different reaJms ... 1¥ Thus a pig 
in This realm appears as a young girl in the spiril houst" 01 the animals 

reached through dreams or drug-induced visions. But "at other times. 
what may appear to be a pig in This realm is actually a spirit that has 

taken on a pig form III order 10 bring harm to the hunter."l0 
Thus there would sr'Cm to be in this world of �ming a deeply 

puzzling capacity for copying and henC( deception in which the "origi
nal" and the "copy" fight it OUI for ontological preeminence-for a 

claim to power over the perceptual fidelity. epistcmic certainty, :md 

very life of humans. 
And this is why there have 10 be "seers." This is why there have to 

be healers, persons capable of judging :lppe:lrancc. able to distinguish 
the different forms of doubling. 

Even so, sueh discernment is insufficient. "Seeins" is only part of r .

the story. for the healer's power depends, in its turn, on doubling also! 
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The healer's capacity to diagnose and cure, to restore souls (read 
double, read image) depends on out-doubling doubling. Through his 
wooden figurines activated by his chants bringing forth doubles by 
means of mimetic magic, he brings forth images that battle with images, 
hence spirit with spirit, copy with copy, out doubling the doubleness 
of the world. Until the next time. 

10 

ALTERITY 

Pulling you this way and that, mimesis plays this trick of dancing 
between the very same and the very different. An impossible but neces
sary, indeed an everyday affair, mimesis registers both sameness and 
difference, of being like, and of being Other. Creating stability from 
this instability is no small task, yet all identity formation is engaged in 
this habitually bracing activity in which the issue is not so much staying 
the same, but maint�ining sameness through alterity, The available 
histories of the Cuna shed strange light on the logic of this process, for 
by remaining resolutely "themselves," resolutely alter vis a vis old 
Europe as well as-note dearly-its black slaves, the Cuna have been 
able to "stay the same" in a world of forceful change. 

Time and again this (appearance of) persistent Cuna sameness has 
been pointed out, in sharp contrast to the conventional liberal trope 
of nostalgic despair about the eclipse and extinction of Indian societies 
from Alaska to Tierra del Fuego, due to what is seen as the inevitable 
path of cultural destruction on account of Western religions and moral

ities, land-grabbing, Western diseases, Western language, Western 
clothes, Western junk food, Western alcohol, Western haircuts, and, 
mote often than not, Western mirrored self-deprecation and tortured 
ambivalence regarding Indianness. But the Cuna refreshingly prove 
that this is not inevitable, and this is why they are such favorites in the 
Western [Ceasure-chest of exotica, a jewel in the crown of New World 
ethnography-Indians who made it by being real Indians to the end of 
the twentieth century. Quite a feat, especially when you take into 
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account that altetity is every inch a relationship, nor a thing in itsdf, 
and is in this case an actively mediated colonial relationship meeting 
contradictory and conflicting European expectations of what consti
tUles Indianness. What is more, much mote, this particular colonial 
history is profoundly gendered; it is the CUlla women, nOI the men, 
who bear the mark of tradition--the nose·rings, {he vivid and strikingly 
�autiful appliqued muia blouses :lfId head coverings. In rhe visual 
scheme of things it is not the men bur the indian women who are 
alter, and here evnything piVOlS on releasing the spirit powers of 
appearance.' 

Dream-Worlds of Foreign Ships 

Here dreams provide the royal road nor so much to the unconscious 
but to where the spirit-action n;sts in paranoid dreamscapes of at
traction and repulsion. Take the place of dreams in spirit-attack, bear· 
ing in mind that this is vinually the sale cauo;e of serious misfortune, 
and such an attack always comcs from outs id� the CUM I.."Ommunity. 
The as�rtion bears tbe stamp of finality. fUtmysterious misfortune is 
al�eric\ And if it so happens that a Cuna appears to be the cause of 
another Cuna's magical iIInl'ss, itis bccau� mar first Cuna.cat�gorized 
as a killtllkkalett. has had his or her soul possessed by an crWs�·spitit. 
Thus possessed, such a person appears as spirit in the dreams of fellow 
villagers, plural, and can even cause their deaths-not to mention 
the self-destruction of the seductive distinction between "inside" and 
"outside," a distinction which has more than its fair share, we might 
say, of erotic power, binding dreaming to that always-present, interior
ized alterity shaped by longing for the Other, such as the Other who 
comes in ships. 

This is attested by what Ruben Perez told Baron Nordenskiold of 
his grandfather's dreams. In one dream he saw a large ship entering 
the bay and making fast alongside the quay. A handsome woman 
stt:pped ashore and came to him, intent on making love. He kept 
dreaming this same dream. In fact during the day he used to go down 
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to the beach and even far out into the water to see if the ship was 
coming. Medicine cured him. 

Perez' grandfather seems to have atrached a JOt of imponance ro this 
dream, and advised his grandson to let him know in good time if he 
was every troubled by a similar one, which suggests that such a dream 
is not only a notable and perhaps culturally standardized phenomenon, 
but the cause 01 anxiety as well. What might happen if this Cuna man 
made love with the beautiful lady. the alluring Other? Wby is this 
dream so tlueatening? 

'"In the old days," writes the baron cryptit.:ally, "the CUlla Indians 
used to give: poison to those ..... ho were subjel.."1 to dreams of this descrip· 
rion. Occasionaly they burnt them. "  And he went on to cite that long 
ago there was a woman who repeatedly had the same dream as Perez' 
grandfather, only in her case it was men who visited her, and the 
village she lived in collapsed into the ground and was swallowed up. 
"Therefore," he concludes, "Cuna Indians made a practice of killing 
people who habitually dreamed in this fashion."'l 

If the ethnographic literature is accurate. Cuna women get far more 
drasric cures for such dreaming than Cuna men. Not only is this 
suggested in the twO dreams relat(.-d by the baron, but also in Norman 
Cbapin's rcrclling of the Cuna woman wbo several years :1go, in her 
dreaming, gave binh 10 tunle eggs after sexual intercourse wilh a 
strange man, causing village-wide fears of being enguHed by a tidal 
wave. He adds, in a footnace, thilt this woman was then taken to an 
uninhabited island :1nd given medidnc:s to drive the turtle spirit out of 
her. The medicine was too I'owerful. She fell into a coma and died.1 

Cuna Heaven: Cuna Paradox 

Baron Nordenskiold was impressed by what he saw as a certain Cuna 
�paradox in absorbing the outSide and ,hanging world in order to st� 
�the same. j The Indians wert! deeply conservative, he said, hut very 
susceptible to noveJtL.� The immedi<lte stimulus to this observation 
was what he had been tllid about the journey of a Cuna soul after death, 
how decidedly Western, how dcddedly modern and modernizing was 
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the landscape of the dead that the soul passed through, yet how all this 
conspired to keep the Cuna the same. According tn the baron, who gOt 
it from the Cuna Rubin Perez when he was rdaring things Cuna to 

the anthropologists in the Goteborg Museum in Sweden, the Cuna 
kingdom of the dead is not only stuffed with Western consumer goods 

but is wide open [0 the winds of fashion and progress as well. ;0 h is 
painted as a wonderful dreamland," concluded the baron. "Much of 

it is taken from the white men and it is changed from time to time as 
the Indians have new experiences." Hence what appears as a horse 
drawn wagon in the 1920s will appear as an automobile in the 1930s. 

"In other words," he goes on in an even more thought·provoking 

passage, in this Cuna society of the dead: 

The Indian is rich and the white IruIn poor. Everything whi.:h the white 
men now has.. such as steamboats., aUlomobiles, and train:>. will belong 
in the other wark! tn the Indi.lns. lIoiany of the soulS" of thesr objeCTS 
alrt3dv exist t�re. 1f a Cuna Indian can go ahoord one of the ships which 
pa�s d�rou&h the Panama Canal, then this ship will belong to him In the 
next world. PCftt used w �ay jokingly that in (he kingdom of tht- d�ad 
the Gothr:nburg Museum would belong to him. (291) 

We will have r('ason to return to this change in ownership of the 
Anthropological Museum in the furure time of mt- dead Indian. For 
now, it is important to register this assemblage of Cuna life possessive 
of the souls of Western commodities as a striking picture of what it 
can m�an to stay the same by adapting [0 the white man's world, or 
to a crucial aspr=ct of it, all of which we now start to see as crucially 
dependent on this strange word "adapting"-as when the ethnolinguist 
Joel Shetler, for example, in  his thoughtful study of Cuna speech, 

poion out that despite changes such as the men working in the Canal 
Zone (and prior to that 011 white men's ships), using new technology 
such as tape recorders, learning foreign language�, and so forth, such 
ch:mges are integtolted into Cuna life analogous to the "designs" crc
ated by Cuna women when integrating mousetraps, lunar modules, 
and baseball games imo the traditional schcme of their appliqued shin· 
fronts-the famous moias, international sign of Cuna idemifY. In his 
words, "TIle Cuna ability [{l adapt should not be confu�d with accul-
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turation. It is a constant, traditional. feature of Cuna social and cultural 
life to rrans(orm the new into the old, incorporating ramer than re-. . , ICClmg. 

But this not so much r�olves as restates what the baron's paradox 
problemadzes, namely the very concepts composing it--<onceprs such 
as tradition, transformat'ion, and adaptation (without acculturarion). 
Surely rhe� concepts a� themselves gJos�s on a still more basic issue 
of identitY. �hich has to be sttn not as a thing-in-i�1f but as a 
relationship

·
·woven from mimesis and aherity within colonial 6elds af 

representation. Everything hinges on appearance: ] 

The Soul of the Commodity Is Its Image whicb, 
Released on Burning, Fascinates Dangerous Spirits and 

Keeps Them from Doing Harm to Cunas 

A striking instanCC' of the spirirual and hence imageric power of aherit}' 

is provided by what Noroenskiold rei ares ahout certain cures of snake
bite that were told to him. It mUSt � first appreciated that snakebite 
is bOth a physical .and a metaphysical cal3dysm. Chapin describes it 
as "a crisissituarion" in which {he patient and the entire village lkcome 

vulnerable to funher anack by snake and aUied spirirs such as the 
'pirits of the toad, which cause swelling, the squirrel fish, the morning 
star, rhe fishhook (which cause great pain), and red animal spirits 
which cause hemorrhage.';; Sherur also informs us that snakebite is 3 
"very sensitive area" because the mainland, where the men rend crops 
and the women go for fresh water, abounds in very dangerous snakes, 
and because it is believed, as with all serious problems, mat snakebite 

attracts dangerous spirits to the village of the bitten person. For this 
reason, in the event of snakebite complete quiet must obtain through. 
out the village; indeed it is not unusual, apparently, for a whole island 

to be sonically shut down-no radios, no outboard motors, not even 
the flip-flop of thonged sandals, and no talking except when necessary, 
and then softly: this, in a culture outstanding for its amount of talk

noise.? Chapin says quiet is considered necessary Ixcause [he souls of 
noises· fly through the air and jolt the weakened soul of the patient.- : 
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We should note as wcll thar Sherzer includes the treatment of epidemics 
along with ,h:n of snakebite, and that for dealing with epidemics an 
island-wide rite lasting eight days and involving (he entire population 

is undertaken; it also involves the:: use of many life-sized wooden figu
rines. The image of General Douglas MacArthur described previously, 
with powder-blue jacket, pink breast pocket, and what appeared to be 
a German Iron Cross was one of these apsoket figurines. When it's a 

matter of creating a snakebite victim. the smaller wooden curing figu

rinc� (nuchus) are placed around the patient-just as the life-sized 
figurines are placed around the island to protecr the community as a 
whole. 

Now the fascinating thing is that the baron was told of a medicine 

man who collected "all �orts" of pictures from trade catalogues and 
illustrated periodicals, so that when someone was bitten by a snake, 
or seriously ill, the medicine man would then burn these illustrations 
and suew the ashes around the patient's house. The rationale was that 
this burning released the soul of the pictures, thus forming, in the 
baron's words, "a vast shopping emporium and the evil spirits that' 
were congregaring upon the house got so busy looking at all the 
wonderful things contained in that store that they had no time to spare 
for the sick person." He added that the great seer and political chief 
he called ne1e collected pio,;tures in large variety, althOUgh Ruben Perez 
had no idea how he used them. (366, 398, 533) 

It seems to me that the Western presence is here invoked as much as 
any particular picture. Indeed, if there is one expression more fit to 
invoke that presence than consumer commodities then surely it is the 
image of them. Ir should also be remembered that the image of a 
Western commodity bears a triply-determined spiritual connotation
as when Charles Slater, quoted above, writes "image," the Swedish 
text transfates it as "'spirit"; as when Chapin gives us "phOtograph'" 
as a meaning of purpa, or spirit/soul; and as when the baron, describing 
the Cuna land of the dead as stuffed with white men's commodities, 
says that many of the spirits/souls of these objects are already there. 
But why does the illumation have to be burned? 

Perhaps the use of parrOtS to acquire a foreign language may shed 
light on this question. The baron reponed that parrots that can speak 
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words in a foreign language were bought at fabulous sums and e:nen 

or (more oftcn, so it appears) burned, in which case the ashes are 
daubed on the tongue of the person wanting to learn. It is the soul of 
the parrot, the baron emphasises, that then does the teaching, and this 
occurs in dreams. where the parrot's soul may appear as a foreign 
person. In the catalogue of the G6teborg Museum is an entry by Ruben 
Perez for "medicine for a quick tongue," which was used by his brother 
in the 1920s. This medicine consists of various plants, two special 
birds, pages from the middle of the Bible, and pages from the middle 
oC works of history. The birds and the pagt!S arc burned to ashes. (341, 

349, 351, 365, 517) 
Obviously, then, (he burning is of some significance for releasing the 

soul of the emity burned, activating and bringing it into the world as 
an effective agenr in a process parallel if not idemical to the healt:r 
activating the spirit-power of his wooden figurines by chanting to and 
with them. We could think of the burning of the commodity-images 
as being like a sacrifice-the making of the sacred through willful 
destruction and subsequent exchange with the gods. We could also 
think of the fire as releaSing the fetish power of commodities within 
the commodity-image. But both these efforts (0 understand arc overly 
general and fail to engage with what seems most instructive and most 
magical, namelyfthe ·creation of spiritual power as animated image 
through the death of the materiality of the image. I 

Put another way, appearance seems crucial, pure appearance, ap
pearance as the impossible-an entity without materiality. It's as if 
some perversely nostalgic logic applies wherein the spirit-form can only 
exist as an active agent through the erasure of its material form. 
Creation requires desuuccion-hence the importance of the Cuna land 
of the dead where images float in such abundance; hence the phantas
magoric quality of photographs." 

But then there is the ash! No longer the immateriality of appearance, 

of spirit. Just matter itself! The uttermost matter of matter. The end of 
form. A pile of ash to be daubed on the tongue. in the case of talking 
birds, or around the house of the snakebitten in the silent vi11age so as 
to entertain the malevolent spirits gathering in force. 

Through burning to a�h is thus enacted the scrange Frazerian logic 
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of Sympathy, of Imitation and Contact, of copy and sentience-and I 
cannot but once again be mindful of the configuration of the wooden 
figurines, outer form European (imitation), inner substance Indian 
(contact)-that provides the curer with (images of) active spirit-helpers. 
The point of my emphasis here is the assertion from the ethnography 
that the magically important thing is the spirit of the wood, not its 
carved outer form. Might not the burning of the pages of the Bible, of 
history books, of parrots be equivalent to this carving of wooden 
figurines followed by the conceptual erasure of the material outer form, 
the material simulacrum, of the Europeans? This puts the practice of 
"reading under erasure" in a new light, and we see that just as the 
question of the content of the image gave way to questions: Why make 
images anyway? -why embody?-so now we see that making requires 
unmaking, embodiment its disembodiment. 

A Premonition 

Busily plying the trade with the Indians of the eastern coast of Central 
America in the early nineteenth century, Orlando Roberts has left 
us with a charming scene, forerunner of the storehouse of Western 
commodities in the Cuna land of the dead noted by the baron a century 
later. The ship anchored off the Diablo River in 1816, its arrival 
signaled by firing a gun. The chiefs and priest of the great and little 
Payone tribes arrived: 

By their advice we hired a few Indians, who very expeditiously erected a 
temporary house for us, on the kay, in which we had more room to 
display our commodities to advantage, than we could have had in rhe 
vessel. In two or three days, we landed and arranged the goods we had 
to offer, cleared a spot for the reception of fustic [yellow dye-wood], 
which the Indians had gone to collect at their different settlements, and 
every thing augured favorably for the success of our voyage. The Indians, 
shortly began to arrive from all parts of the coast, with fustie, in canoes 
and dories; some of them brought from five hundred weight, up to three, 
four, or five tons, but none of them exceeding the latter quantity. In 
exchange we gave them ravenduck, osnahurg, checks, blue baftas, and 
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other manufactured guods-mosschettes, (or G.R. cutlass-blades), and a 
variety uf toy� and small articles adapted to this trade, for which articles 
in barter, an enormous price was obtained.'o 

"They Continue the Time-Honored Principle of Playing 
One Outside Power Off Against Another" 

Thus does James Howe along with other commentators of the Cuna 
5cene sum up the continuing Cuna strategy of survival over four centu
ries of Western European and u.s. colonialism in the Caribbean-a 
strategy that in my opinion owes everything to the politics of mimesis 
and alterity. I I  Let us review this tale, bearing in mind that it necessarily 
misleads when I speak of "the Cuna." For not only are there men 
Cuna and women Cuna and all grades of powers between chiefs and 
commoners, but to create discourse around "the Cuna" is in fact to ! 
create and solidify what really needs analysis-namely the nature of 
that very identity. 

The first wave of colonization between 1511  and 1520 appears to 
have devastated the indigenous societies of the Darien Isthmus and of 
the adjoining Gulf of Uraba and the Atrato Basin. But thereafter the 
Indians were able to take advantage of the geographical peculiarities 
that made the isthmus strategic to the Spanish Empire; transshipment 
across it to Spain was the principal route for the silver from the fabulous 
mines of Potosi in Peru, on the Pacific side of the continent. Such a 
narrow strip of land separating the Pacific from the Caribbean could 
not but attract buccaneers; the tale of Lionel Wafer, William Dampier's 
surgeon, shows just how Darien Indians succeeded in taking advantage 
of the rivalries between European nations and of the instabilities of the 
European frontier.l2 In Wafer's case this conflict was one of British 
and French pirates in alliance with Darien Indians against the Spanish 
Crown. As is obvious from Wafer's tale, as well as the account of 
piracy in the isthmian region provided by Elliot Joyce, the Indians were 
eager to support the pirates by suggesting targets and providing local 
knowledge and food-not to mention occasional divination and herbal 
medicine. One reason why the ill-fated Scots colony founded in 1698 
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in the Darien lasted as long as it did was became of support from the 
Indi,lns, the SCOIS being potentially hostile to Spanish (35 well as En

glish) interests. When the more successful french Huguenots settled 

there at the beginning of the eighteenth century, they married Cuna 
women with whom they had children. The French senlers were impor' 

tant, according to Nordcnskiold, in warfare against the Spanish. In 
1712. for example, the viUage of S:lIIta Cruz de una was sacked by 

80 Frenchmen and 300 Cunas under the command of the Frenchman 

Charles Tibou. When the Spanish were unable to subdue the Indians 
by force, they signed a treary which included these french and their 

descendants. but in 1757 the Cuna killed the� Frenchmen-according 

to Nordenskiold (4), reportedly at the urging of British. who supplied 

the Cunas with arms. It is said that French was spoken extensively 

among the lndians at that time.1J 

After 1790 peace seems to bave settled on the isthmus. Foreign 

powers had their hands full elsewhere. Yet contacr with trading vessels, 

particularly from the United States was important throughout the 

nineteenth century, and many CUlla men took jobs as sailors, a circum

stance: that writers on the Cuna see as as having created their fondness 

for AmeriC3ns. A revealing instance of the baron's Cuna paradox of 

conservatism mixed with love of novelry. no less than of Shen.er's 

"adaptation without acculturation," is the factrnat Cuna men acquired 

European names as a resuh of their taking jobs as sailors on such 

ships-as with the English-speaking Cuna India.n Mr. Charles Slater. 
Tht' anthropologist David Stout, on [he basis of fieldwork among 

(he Cuna in the early 1940s, thought that such name-changing owed 
something to what he called Cuna "circumspection in the use of Indian 

naml!S, particularly in speaking one's own. "I. He also pointed OUt that 
on most of the islands, few Cuna women had yet had the opportunity 

or the need to adopt a foreign name. 
Although technically part of the Colombian nation-sure for mOSt of 

the nineteenth century, the Cuna inhabited a political backwater at the 
farthest extreme imaginable from the capital of Colombia, Bogota, 

lying deep to the south in the mountainous interior of the m3inland. 

The Cunn were left to themselves, their foreign ships, and their traders. 
All changed, however, in 1903 with United States President Theodore 
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Roosvelt's orchestration of rhe secession from the Repuhlic of Colom
bia by the province of Panama, followed by U.S. construction, some 

50 miles from the Cuna, of the "greatest engineering feat in the history 
of the world," [he Panama Canal, one year later. II" Now the governing 
circles of the fledgling nation-Sl"3te of Panama, in certain respects an 
"imagined community" of the U.s. and cenainly its de facto colony, 

began to play out their love-hate reiarionshiJl with the colossus of rhe 

nonh on a Cuna theater. enacting on the Indians what had bccn cnacted 

on Panamanians-aping hideous little reconstructions of civilization

versus-savagery dramas on tht frontier and vigorously attempting to 

demolish. in this case of the Cuna., their appearance-meaning the 

most visihle signs of difference. notably the clothes and adornments of 

the women. 
Lying dose to the national border, the Cuna were initially able to 

set the Panamanian government off against the Colombian govern

ment. But with the consolidation of schools and police in Cuna territory 
by the Panamanian government, the Cuna found that the global panern 
of international power politics and racist energies provided the perfect 
occasion for their trump card. Using tbeir very lndianness vis a vis 

"civifu..ation;' they pLayed the United States off against the Panamanian 
State, finding ready allies with Americans nom the Canal Zone and 

from members of the scientific establishment of Washington D.C.

many of whom were eugenicists commitled to racist theories ofsociery 
and history, especially anti-negro theories. 1ft Ie should be remembered 
that for most Americans the Panamanian State was not JUSt a State hut 

a black State, and whether -such " blackness� was negro or mestizo 

(offspring of Indians and whites) was irrelevant. 

Fueled by apparently exaggerated accounts of black Panamanian 
police abuse of Cuna women, this alliance berween Cuna Indians and 

their protectors from the north was activated in the dramatic uprising 
of the Cuna in 1925, an uprising which succeeded thanks to the timely 
appearance of the cruiser USS Cleveland steaming off the San BIas 

coast. This truly amazing rebdlion was "led" (shades of Charles Tibou, 
the eighteenth- century French leader of Cunas!) by R.O. Marsh, white 
U.S. citizen disguised in "Indian costume," who had been for a short 
time First Secretary nf the U.S. Leg:nion in Panama in 1910, and who 
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They Would Like To Get In ("The Islands of San Andres and 
Providence want to join the Panama rrpublic."-News item) 

Cleveland Leader, ca. 1904 

in 1923 became obsessed with the search for white Indians in the 

Darien while searching for rubber plantation lands at [he bequest of 

those colossi of t:arly twentieth-century U.S. industrial capitalism, 

Henry Ford and Harvey Firestone. Quite a tale-and curr3in·raiser to 

a productive U.s.-Cuna partnership lasting till today, the Cuna using 
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the military anxieties and scientific concerns of the United States in this 

sensitive parr of the globe to defend themselves against the pressure of 

me Panamanian State-beginning with the demand by that State JUSt 
prior to 1925 that the Indi:tns btcome "civilizt:d" by dismantling the 

appearance of the women, the altericsine qua non of Cuna lndiannc.ss. 

Banana Republic 

A nice example of the conuadic1'Ory currents at work in this triangular 

relationship hetv.·(,·(,'ll Panama, Ihe Cuna, and the U.s., was recently 

presented by The New York Times in its coverage of the drawn-cU( 
conflict between the U.S. government and the President of Panama, 

General Manucl Antonio oriega. On April 1, 1988, the Times 

published a photograph captioned "Demonstrators burning an effigy 

of Uncle Sam in Panama City." The picture shows a burning, life

sized effigy of a human figure with :1 dour, Lincolnesque facc, long 

black uousers, no feet, and an oversized hat painted with U.S. stripes 

(nor all m:u different from the life-sized figure of General Douglas 

MacArthur used by the Cuna for curing 3n island communi'}'). 

Behind an iron fence stands a woman waving the Panamanian flag. 

The accompanying article makes it plain that this linle ritual indicates 

considc..'rable suppan (or General Noriega on the part of people in 

Panama City. 

Three weeks later the same newspaper published an article of equal 

prominence and length, in which it reported the San Bias Cuna to be 

in revolt against the Panamanian State::. This was shown by their raising 

not their own but the U.S. flag, '"angering soldiers at the local Panama

nian military garrison," according to the j()urnalis[ David E. Pitt, who 

went on to say in his April 21 dispatch from Panama City that the flag

raising was not a random event. "Although the Cuna say they did it 
partly because they knew it would infuriate the troops, many Cuna 

have a special fondness for Americans," he added. What happened 

later on, as they say. is history; yet ::Inuther u.s. invasion of yet another 

disorderly banana republic. 
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Good Savage/Bad Savage 

The strategy of mimesis and alrerity IIlvolved in using a powerful First 

World St3te, notably the United States, against the exactions of the 

local Third World State, is an important and often tragic clelTlent of 

moot"en history. Think: of the nlontagnards as well as other "hill tribes" 

in Southeast Asia used by the U.S. in the Vietnam war. Think of the 

Miskito in Nicaragua, ust"<! by President Reagan and the C.I.A. taking 

advantage of Mukito rcsffitmem at high-handed Sandinisra policy 

toward Indians following decades if not a..-murit"s of such alhancc5 

with Europe:m powers on the pan of these Indians. Think of the 

alliances between Indians in Brazil, Vo-ith wdl-intennoned North Ameri

ons and West Europeans, the Indians k)()king for power f(l hold back 

minen; and ranchers and thereby infuriating the Brazilian Sute by what 

is seen 35 3 challenge to national sovereignity-just as the Panamanian 

State was infuriated by that proto-fourth Worldisl R.O. Marsh "lead

Ing" the Cunas to a (U.S. enforced) aUlonomy in 1925. 

As I see it, susraining the realpolitik of these situations is a powerful 

modern mythology nf good savagc1had savage by which the whites of 

Europe and North American purify themselves through using the good 

savage to purge the bad one, whether communists in Viernam, Sandin i

sta� in Nicaragua, suppos�dly corrupt and ecologiGllly-insc:nsitive 

Third World go\'ccnment in Brazil and Panama or, most c::special1y, rhe 

bad savage within the historic constitution of firSl World whilene�s 

itself. 

ThisJanus-fact"<! sense of the savage corresponds to the sreat mythol

ngit"S of modcrn progress. The good savage is representative of unsul

lied Origin, a sort of Edtn before the Fall when harmony prevailed. 

while the had savage is the sign of the permanent wound infiic;;ted by 

history, the sign of waste, degeneracy, and thwarted narrative. In the 

New World, as we shall spell out in some detail in a later chapter, these 

signs fell on the lndian and the African-American respectively. But 

while the phantom figure of the pure Indian becomes the object of 

desire hy the First World, that same Indian tends to be the cause of 

unease if not the obiect of erasure in the Third Wor1d-a� ;n Guate

mala, Ul cite a well-known instance-no matter how much a certain 
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style of Indianness may be appropriated and promOTed hy the State in 

the designs on the currency, a concern for archaeology, and in the 

promotion of weavings by Indian women for tourism. Indeed, these 

signs indicate not only the degrce to which that national identity in a 

Latin American country is bound 10 First World criteria and First 

World recognition of paJarable and rouSlOg difference, bur that the 

carriers of mat national ldentit)" which is to say the elites as much as 

the populace ar large, are placed in:1 basically untenable ambivalence

neither truly Indian nor truly civilized. and forever at the beck and 

call of the White House or travel·guides such as the South Amerium 

Hatldbook. This infernal American idennry machine thus composes a 

mosaic of alteritics around 3. mY5tl'rious cote of hybridity seething 

with instability, threatening the First World quest for a dect:nr fix of 

straightforward Othccing-were it not for tht" degree: zero provided by 

the bl3ck man, not to mention even more fabulous creations like rhe 

white Indian women of Darien. To them we now tum. 
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In the summary of his research of what he quaintly called, (ollowing 
U.S. anthropological convention, .. the cont3t.."t continuum," :among the 
Cuna in the early 1940s. the:: anthropologist David 51'OUI has left m 
with the intim:nion of an arresting idea: [ha,[ the cultural pulitic .. of 
altent), sbould be seen as composI.:d. nor simply of one-Oil-one, for 
instance Americans and Cunas. but as a hiera.rch)· of alteritits within 

a colonial mosaic ()( attractions and repulsions. in which sum..: :.thlT'" 
(xen positive, and others negative, charges. In his own words: 

In summary, the colltaru of the SAn BIas Cuna with The Sp:1niards h:n>c
Men, until recem years, predominantly ho�i!t; mose with the t:llglish, 
Xtnr::h, Frrnch and Americans predumin:lntl�· friendly; .... ,hile t� NtgrtX's 
and mul:mf)e" have long been objc(;{S of (;OIltempr. Thmlgh Cun:. tthno
centrism ha� b�n remarked upon by cadier ,-,bserve�. il h.l.� nut bt'cn a 
deterrent tv extensive cultural changes_ Ra(hcr it sc-r\'� ::IS Ihe �tarttng 
point of the Cuna scalel)f ntingofotber group ... , for (hey pl::l« rhcmM:lves 
first. Americans and English $et.'tmJ. Spani:uds and Jlanamanianl> tlurd 
and Negroes last,l 

Elsewhere referred to as a "deep prejudice" by Stout, this nOtioll of 
"ethnocentrism" might be more honestly termed racislIl plain and 
simple (although racism is anything but simple). Smut sees it as nased 
in part "all the fact that the Negroes have long been economic competi

tors, have encroached on the Cuna's lands and turtle c:'ltching SpOt� and 

frequently stolen coconuts and bananas from their farms. ,,1 Whatr:vel' 
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weight rhe "based in ran" is meant to carry, Ihis fami liar invocalion 
of rhe comperilion for scart:c resources cannot even remotely expl3.in 
(he sociological and mythic tl'rl1lS of the racial groupin� involved i n  
dte comperition itself.J From the ethnographic record it  would appe:u 
char rhe Cuna "contempt" (as Stout pUIS il) for Negroes and mulattoL'S 
JOCS far beyond economic rationality, and illS this "excess., " drawing 

on the rich imaginative rtSOUfi..� th:1t cO\(lOial history offers border 

pt1ture, rhatsrandsoUl like a beacon. Mnmlvcr, this contempt fits only 

lOO well with European racism as instnuted by almost four centuries of 

the African slave uade and Ihe massive infusion of antiblack sentimenr 
created by thc cOllsrru .. ,ion of the Panama Canal. beginning to sOllie 

extent with [he French attempt in IRSI, and lockl:d into place by the 
milit:lry-engineering apparatus of the U.S. govcmment under Theodore 
Roosevelt starring in 1904. "A flgId caste society," is how olle historian 
of the canal de5crih� the SOCiety thl."n put into place: 

Black Labor on a White CanaJ 

A recent srudy of the anirudes toward blacks finds that the racism 
instituted by rhe canal authnrirics was greater Ihan in the U.S. irself, 
north or sourh, and thar Ihis became more rigid as the twcntiL1:h century 
progressed.. lc:tving the CaMI Zone a SOrt of South African enclave of 
the United States until at least the 1970s. f Racism toward blacks W3S 
surely important in Panamani3n society hcforc Roosevelt c:lpturcd the 
Isthmus for U.S. intereSt!'. in 1903, but the myrhology of color built 
;ntO the cultural apparatus of work and bureaucracy org:lIlized to 

construci the canal surely took it to a higher level. The building of (he 
�al needs to be seen not only as "the greatest engineering fear in 
�jstory of the world," as it W3S presented to the public at large, but 

�Iso as a feat of racial engineering. NOI only was a canal built but also 
cosmos-a culture stitched together hy white-defined dictates of 

discipline and efficiency in which hlacks were the bun, the sign 
all that was incompetent, the: black nature through which the whitt 

had to bore in order to join the oceans for commercial might. 
"",;n" , to rhe:': refrain, and as nalural as Ihe endless complaints about 
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the ghastly climate with its heat, humidity, mold, malaria, ydlow fever, 
and de,nh, was that of how poorly the negroes worked. "Jr was :l 
c(lmmon saying in the Zone," writes frederic J. Haskin in his book 
hearing the endorsement of officialdom, The Panama l"anal (published 
as early in the canal history as 1913), "that if (he negro were paid twice 
as much he would work only half as long ... 

This is the infumous "h�]ackward sloping supply curve of labor," 

curse of colonial enterprise (not to mention the w3ge bhor systems of 
t'3rly capitalism in Europe) and source of the rampant mythologizing 
if not envy regarding the sexual character and carefree attitUdes of the 
�lesser hretds without the law.'" Indeed, Haskin's following remark 
endorses this intimate relationship, its anXIety, its dreamscapes. Most 
of the negroes, he writes, "worked about four days a week and enjoyed 
themselves the other three. It may be that the 'bush dweller' [meaning 
those hlacks who refused to live in the Canal Zone's housing, designed 
for lower grade workers in accordance with sanitary principles] WflS 
nOT fed as scientifically as the man in the quarters, bur he had his 
chickens, his yarn and bean patch, his family and his fiddle, and he 
made up in enjoyment what he lost in scientific care."10 Haskin ililed 
to poim out that despite the much-publicized effnrt. .. in puhlie health 
:lnd medical technology, the death rate of blacks employed on the canal 
construction was something like three times thar of whites. 

Gold and Silver 

The (Olor ol money officially designated race in rhe Canal Zone into 
two castes, gold and silver. Gold meant the United States " gold stan
dard"-based dollar, which is what U.S. whites were paid in. Silver 
meant the Panamanian balboa, which is what the Panamanians, West 
Indians, and (initially) a few whites from other nations, were paid 
in.7 Gold and silver came to divide this new cosmos as effectively as 
Apartheid did in South Africa, decades later, and this division bn;d on 
itself, becoming more complex and resistant as time went by. This was 
more than a maner of offical convenience. "In truth, the color line, of 
which almost nothing was said in print," writes a recent historian of 
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the canal, "'cut through every facet of daily life in the Zone, and it was 
as dearly drawn and a closely observed as anywherl' in the Deep South 
orthe most rigid colonial enclaves in Africa."� As early as 1913 Frederic 
Haskin amId write, with the formal approval of thl.'! c.'lnal's chief 
executive, Colonel Goethals, that "the color line was kindly bill firmly 
drawn throughout rhe work, the negroes being designated as silver 
employees and the Americans as gold employee!>." 

The post office had signs indiealing wh ich entrances were for silver employ

e� and which for gold tlllpl,» ·t'e!i. The commissaries had the same provi
sions, and the railroad compal1Y made the general distinction as much as it 

could by first and second class p;l��;lnger rates. Very few of the negroes 
made any protest against this. Ol1ce in a while an American negro would 
go to the post office and be told th:n he must call at the "silver" window. 
He would protest for a while, but finding II u�eless. would acquieM:e! 

In fact the gold/silver distinction was hit upon by the paymaster as 
a "solution of the troubles growing Out of the intermlllgling of the 
races"w-not that the distinction lacked poetry, gold and silver, a 
fantasy-land under the sway of ancient cosmologies of sun and moon. 
Little wonder that in the hea .... y irony he pral,iced in the writing of his 
memoir as a Zone policeman, it came naturally to Harry Franck ttl 
register this bureaucratic distinction 3s a religious, indeed oosmic, one. 
He expected from rhe media reports and peIX."eptions of the canal in 
the United Statcs to find happy white men digging the canal themselves 

with pick and shovel, "rhat I might someday solemnly raise my hand 
and boast, 'I helped dig IT: BUI (ha.t was in the callow days before 1 
. . . learned the awful gulf that scpar3tCS the sacred white American 
from the rest of the Canal Zone world." 1 1  

Silence-that "awful gulf"-is as  import3nt bere as glittery designa
tions of gold and silver, the virtual erasure, as far as the official represen
tations are concerned, of the hlack work force swarming like ants down 
in the huge cuttings through the mountain ranges, working in the hotels 
serving food and drink, on rhe wharvts unloading the boats, cooking 
and cleaning and looking aber the white children, sorting the mail.paint
ing the houses, carrying the ice, spraying oil on mosquito-infested water, 
and collecting in a glass vial for the Sanitary Department any stray mos-
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quim that was found in a white household.11 They exist. yet they don't 
exist. Invisible Man. Invisible prcst:nce-all the more availAhle to score 
fantastic racial reading� 01 modern history and [he hU!niln conditiun. 

It is difficult to believe that this minutely orchesmued color-line, 

traced remorselessly throughout everyday life as milch as offidal work 

rolls and emanating from the overwhelmingly most important genera
tor of employment, money and power, in Central America and the 

Caribbean, could not have had an effel.'I: on [he reckoning o( blacks 
and whites held by Cuna people, centuries-old adepts al "playing one 

side off against the other." Moreover, everything indicates thai the 

Cuna lndians in the San Bias islands, 50 miles from the canal, occupied 
a totally different place for the North Americans, as they still do-an 
endearing, utopic, pla�, full of sweet 10nging.IJ This mo�aic uf alteri

ties, with its hierarchy of attraction and repulsion, was not only colored 
hy money into gold and silveri it was also sexualized. 

Of Being and Borders: The Sexuality of the 
Color of Alterity 

Nordenskiold points out that while French, and possibly other Euro

pean "blood" has entered into the racial composition of the Cuna, 
"miscegenation with Negroes. on the other hand. has never laken 

place. The blacks have always been held i.n the most prufound contempt 

hy the Cunas. ,, 1 '  And with regard to blood, Chapin tells us that �c3use 

pMpa or soul is thought to be carried in the blood, Cuna are extremely 

wary of blood transfusions. In :l footnote he adds that "the thought of 

rcceving transfusions from negroes fills the Cuna with horror."u 

In the peace agreement the Spaniards were fOH;ed !O sign with the 

Cunas as eady as 1741 (when some 800 French Huguenots were living 

with Cunas and when marriages between HuguenOt men and CUlla 
women occurred), it was expressly stipulated, according to Baron Nor

denskiold, that no negroes, mulattoes or zambos (offspring of Indians 
and Blacks) were to live in or pass through their terrirory. 16 The haron 

thinks the Cuna mOtivation was fear of what he caBs "'miscegenadon" 

but, as he points out, the Cunamen apparently entertained no objectiun 
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to the intercourse between their women and the Frenchmen in the 

eighteenth cenrury.·7 Indeed, the "cle. the greilt seer to whom he fre
quently refer$ and dders, is said to be of French-Cuna descent. We 

should also be awarc thaI the English pirate Lionel Wafer in the late 

seventeenth century, and the ex-U.S. charge d'.afbin..-s in Panama R.O. 

Marsh. in rhe early twentieth cemury, both say that they were offered 
the hand uf young Indian women by their high-ranking Indian farhers. 

Conrrast the alleged offers oC marriage to these white men with the 
repons that after the 1 925 rebellion, some dlildren who were the 
offspring of unions of Cuna indian women and Panamanian negro 
police were killed hy the Cunas. "in order 10 preserve the racial purity," 

says Nordenskiold, who adds that .. the women who were pregnant 

with negro children were forced [0 have abortions ... 11 
Comrary to what Marsh and Nordellskiold say. the Panamanian 

police serving in CUlla territory were not mostly blacks but mestizos, 

according to James Howe, an anth ropologist of the Cuna writing in 

1986, long after the event. I' This rectification of the record suggests 
bow ready people were to apply the "negro" labe1, alening us not only 
to the wrongness of Marsh's account but more important, to rhesrrerch 
and tension of it. .. excessiveness, its hallucinatory imagery of mc black 

maD besmirching Cuna racial purifY, which means, above aU, female 
$O"ual purity-and in [his fearsome imagery there is an unc:lOnycoinci
dence, a veritable mimesis, b�tween what Cunas t-.Ultasized and what 
Marsh famasized as the absolute degree zero of aiteri.y, the black 

penis. Cuna l-1:hnography informs us that the most dangcrous spirit, 
the nia (or devil), which causes madne.'l't and suicide as well as illness. 
can assume any form but is 

. . .  often described as shorr, squat, and black, with a huge penis [and) 
appears t(l people in dreams as a waka, that is, as a non-Indian foreigner, 
of whom the paradigmatic example i� a Spani�h-speaking black."o 

It is crucial to grasp not merely the imaginative effort that has gone 
into this creation of inside nnd oUlsiJe, Cllna and non-Cuna, in a racist 
pattern of global history, but the historical confluence of soulful power 
rippling through an alteric mosaic cteating sexually charged houndary-
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m:Hkers. Interesting :tnd disturbing about the CLlna 1.!3Se are the swmge 

complicities achieved between whites and Indians despite the enormity 

of cultural misunderstanding that existed, complicities in which the 

pl)Sirive and negative poles of sava!;ery, as defined by white culture, 

were meticulously sritched into lndi::m cosmologies of cultural identity· 

formation through mirroring :lnd alteriling. 

Yet it would he wrong to see this as unique to [he Darien. On a more 

sweeping view of identity-formations in thl.' American cominem, the 

marked attraL-hOn and repulsion of s3vagery as a gcnuindy sacred 
power for whiteness has continuously been concretized in terms of 

noble Indians at hume in nature, as against. degener:ue blacks lost 110 
less in history than to hi�tory. That rhis history i) evcry inch a history 

of Jabor discipline, a tropical version of Hegel's Master and Slave in 

!>O many banana republics, I hope to make dear. That this history is, 
in secular limes, a Sacred History roo, in wl,ich racc-f:tnt:tsy takes the 
place (If hcavenly fantasy, I hopc also to make clear because "race," 

as dctlned, acquires the burdcn of carrying the emotive charge of men 
exchanging women across rhe colorless line Ilf trnpil.:3l proletarianiza. 

tion. It is here that the color of the penis acquires iu full ch.argc 
uf demonk power, the powcrs of what EmiJe Durkheim, followiug 

Robertson Smith, called the "impure sacred": 

. . .  el'il and impure powers, productive of disorders, causes of de:tth and 
sickness, instigaton of s.1Crilcge. Tho: IInly sennments which men have for 
them ;'Iro: a fear into which horror generally enters. Such ar!: the forces 
upon whio.:h ;'Iod b)· which thc sorccrer acts, those which ari�1: ffl,m �.('rp�� 
or rhe men�trual hlood, those freed by every proi:tnaTion of sacred thiog�, 
etc. The spirits of the do:aJ and malign genii of every SOrl :He their 

perwnified forms?! 

Of consequence here is the necessary reminder that the primacy of 

Being is secondary to the safeguard of the Horder. The figure of the oia 

or black phallus, as exposed by CUlla ethnography, alerts olle to the 

sexual fear and excitement of the boundary created Ollt of mimesis and 
altcrity under specific colonial histories. Rather th:1n thinking of the 

border as the farthermost extension of an essemial idcmity spreading 
OUt from a core, this makes us think instead of the hordcr itself as th:lt 
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core. In other w()rd�, idenrity :lcquires its !o:ltisfying solidity bc-c:luse of 
the effer\'e�ccn("c of the conrinuously sexualized horder, beC:lll.�C of the 

turbulent forces, scxu:t! and spiritual, that the bordcr not so much 

contains as emits. 

Whi,·e Indi.ans of Darien 

It is here where w e  return 10 the adventure oi R.O. Marsh who, by his 

own .:lemunt (rc.'.minscenr of Lord Jim and Rajah Brook" in the Malay 

archipc1agn :n aboUT the s:unc time), led thl' �ucccs .. ful Cuna rebellion 

of 1925 against the fledgling Panamanian State as the direct result of 

bis wildly improbable search tor .3 losl tribe of "white Indians" in 
interior Darien. A rom:1nril.:: cxplorlT. tied to thc pursl'-strings of great 

industrialists such as Henry Ford and Han'ey Firestone of Oetroit, 

Marsh zigzags across a tropical frontier that is as much within his 
being as within the moch.:m mythul(,gy of Sex, race, and capit:1lism th:1t 

the Darien magnifies. 

He comes down to us with ;I reputation for inordinale clumsiness as 
a diplomat, an innocent of SOrtS, stepping on toc�, bullying, and openly 

espousing visceral dislike of African-Americans. As U.S. charge d'af

faires in Panama in 1910 (four years before the completion of the-canal), 

he tried to manipulate Washington and the Panamanian Congress, 

threa(ening m.ililary occlJpalion and annexation if the mulano Carlos 
Mendm.a was elected president instead of a white man. "Mendoza's 
election," he wrote to Washington, "will strengthen the hold of the Lib

eral parry, which includes the Negro and ignorant elements and is mmt 

apt to be anti-American." !:iut it was lack of discretion, not hIS racism, 

which forced the U.S. governlllent to demand his return to W;:lshington.ll 

His depiction tlf hi� roh.: in the Cuna rl'bellion ill 1925 offers further 
testimony to his lack of discretion. Indeed what makes his text (White 

Indians of Darien, published in 1934) valuahle is precisely that it 

�ives voice to unbridled fantasy couched as matter of factuality in the 
development of two ama7.ing events-the Indian revolt against the 

Panamanian State, a.nd the Smithsonian-backed search for white Indi
ans. The very excess of Ihe text is what allows u�, some sixty years 
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later, to take measure of the play of colonial fantasy in rea)-life evems. 

both then and now, both with Mr. Marsh and in ourselves too. 

His text is also valuable for what it suggests about psychosexual 

rad31 conneC(ions in twentieth century narural science in the United 

Slates. h was through the Smithsoman expeditions of 1924 and L925 
that Marsh iniriat(.-d the search for white Indians in thi; Oaricn. It is an 

evasion to shrug off his [ext as if iT bore no intimate relation hI the spirit 

of posirivistscience, either then or now. This search was rationalized. if 

nm motivated, hy a patentJy eugenecistand weird phYSICal anthropolog

ical cuncem with the mysteries of whiteness al a lime when there was 

consjderable anxiety about immigration and "nidal mixture" in the 

U.S.-a concern S(:rendipitously shared by Cuna Indians (at least by their 

male spokespersons) regarding their own situarinn. As loin-girding men

tal impetus. this racial purity had everything to do with paran()id fanta

sies of certain men zealously guarding the Cuna womb, a larger-than-life 

figure for a cosmic model of mimetic reproduction of n:uure. society, 

tradition, and Indianncss itself. Bur of course it was the border which 

de6ned that tradition and [hat lndianness, Ihus making the womb into 

an organ of aherity as much as mime')is, and this is where the "science" 

of (he men from the United States blended so well with (he "cosmol

ogy" of the men from the land of rhe CUDas_ What is more, while 

certain (ones and shades may have changed. this conlluence (If interests 

seems even Stronger tooay than it  ever was. White Indians uf Darien 
is the slory of an amazing episodc in (he life and dream histories of 

the New World. It is all the more valuable for heing cliched and 

sensationalistic-tropical, colonial. hysteri:l_ 

Mr. Marsh's Trunk 

You feel something awtc1y at the level of the body, the male Indian 

body as celebrated in Marsh's White Indians ()f DariCn. You feel him 

ogling this sturdy musculature, the eye grasping what the hand can't, 
lovingly scrutinised by Marsh's writerly eye, like a sculptor running 

his hands over the ripphng flesh, like the magician deploying the magic 

of Contact, and there is something of the evaluarive eye of the employer 
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of muscle-power in this paen of prnise to the uncorrupted Primitive 
body too-rhe perfect reciprocal, perhaps, of euna dreams of foreign

ers stepping: lustily from foreign ships. 

At the first '"h3SC camp"-the terminology is decidedly militaristic, 
(he entire "expedition" in search of white Indians being an amalgam 

of science and war-Marsh had [(J dcal with the nemesis that had 

dogged him from the wharves of New York [0 the jungles of the 

Dari�n. the 370-pound weight of his "travelling salesman type of rrunk. 

parricularly ')tTf)ng and heavy, in which were many of the articles 

intended as gifts for the Indians-machetes. axes. hunting knives, 

heads, mirrors, erc_ .. H It h3d required four men to carry it onto the 

boat in New York, but in the Darien JUSt one Indian, all on his own, 

earned this trunl: of mirrors and beads off the boat, grinning from 

ear ro ear. "1 have seen remarkable feah of phYSH:al strength and 

endurancc," M:nsh remarked, citing a list of Third World strongmen 

he had beheld in his rubber exploration and other mps in Mongolia, 

China, tbe Phi lippines. and Peru, "but for spring-steel muscles and 

inexhaustible enduran(.'e, pound for puund, I have never set"n the equal 

of thuse Darien Chocoi Lndi3os." 

And yCI they arc: nnt hig men-in fact, in stature mey are nlmt"r small, 
seldum (lvcr fivc fcct, four inches in height, with symmetrtcal well-shapnl 

bodiC's, full dC'Cp chcsts. powerful shoulders and findy muscled Icgs_ lr is 
not the size of the muscles so much as the quality, which givC's them their 
grear physical powers. I later saw them pu1c their dugOUT canoes up 
5wifT mountain sr,eam� frum cJaybrl'3k to midnight with 1lC\-er:l sign of 
wearinl'ss. while our most powerful negroes became so ohausted after 
one hour of the same work thar mey lirerally fell ovcrboard from sheer 
exhaustion. (67-68} 

Emptying The Trunkful of Gifts Displays not only How 
Exchange Makes Colonial Subjects but How Subjects 

Connive in their Subjecthood 

The gift-giving from this massive trunk hauled through the Darien 

rain-forest was somewhat different from Darwin's scarlet cloth given 
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to the Fuegi::ms, more discrimillating by gender, more complicated 
mimetically. Indeed it i� in the gift-giving from Marsh's wonderful 370-

pound trunk that we get the full mea�urc nor so much of the white 

lIliln making colonial subjects, women subjects :tnd men subjects, bUI 

of the forces at wurk ensuring Cuna connivance in that suhjeu-making. 
In reading it one shuuld take nore of the faa that since the 1 9605 or 

1 9705, the internarional signifier or Cuna identity is the woman's 

"tr:tdirional" attire, the famous mala appliqucd dOth, and thai dorb, 
needle, thread. and scis!.Ots all come via traders from the nur�idc.."-the 

mala itself, in the form of appliqued clorh used by women as dothing, 

probably being no older than the mid-nineteenth cemury. 
Chaperoned by the Cuna chief Mata, on who!iC guud will deep in 

the Dar;en he was totally dependenr if he were to ever locate the 
cherished objects of his endeavur, Marsh led Chief Mata's daughter 

Carmelita and her morhc:r back to what he calh:d his "ufnl.:C tcnt, fl 

where be presented them with samples of everything he had: 

. . .  d(lth of gold, red and blue cotton cloth, s�n., mirmrs, �umh�, 

ncWl�. Ihteld, tfC. finally a jar of English candies cspped fhl:" dint"". 
Chid Mala, on seeing me gorgrous presents given his women folk, 
glanced rather ruefully .it his 0,,"," clean, bur somewhar worn clothing. 
The chief was about my size, so I I(xlk him into my sle ... ping lent ;lnd 
pre!'.enled him with a pair of white duck trousers, a pair (If white lennis 
�hoes, while colton socks and gancrs. and a gray fell hal. He maJe :;I 
quick ch.lOge under my supervision and emerged proud)' in his new 
clothes to receive the admiration of bis family :md followers. ( 102) 

It is not simply the fact that men get presents such as guns, knives, 

and pants and hat, while the women get, and are said to gratefully 
receive, cloth for clothing-nor that the women are rhus made, by 
Cuna chiefs as much as white men, into the "real" Indians, the bearers 
of authenticity and alterity in their markedly OtlH:r clmhing, nose.:
rings, and haircuts. Rather, there is such positive agreement on both 
sides that this is how it should be-a positive connivance in Cuna men 
being mimetic with white men, and Cuna woman being Alter. 

In the late seventeenth century, according to the record of the Darien 
by Lionel Wafer, the Indian men he encountered wore Mught but a 
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penis-cover of gold or silver or of a plantain-leaf-a conical vessel 
shaped like the extinguisher of a candle. he said.l4 The women wore 

what he called a doUl or piece of cimh tied around their middle and 
hanging down to {he knee. This ther made OUI of cotton but sometimes, 

he said, "tbey meet with some old Cloaths got by trucking with their 
Neighbour Indians subject to the Spaniards; and these they are very 
proud of."lS Here Gc..·orge I'arker Winship adds a note 10 his edition of 

,he pirate's manusctipt, recording the encounter between Wafer's chiel, 

dle:: esteemed buccaneer Mr. William DaffilJier, and a recalcitrant Dar

ien chid-in respect of whom Mr. Dampier wrote: 

At fint he sC-ClDed "'rry dubious in enlenainillg any disctlUnc- with u�, and 
gavr ,'cry impertillfm answeri 10 Ihe question., thJ.t we .. h:mandcd of him; 
he told us thaI ht knew no wa� 10 Ihl:" Nmth side . . .  We could gCI no 
other answer from hIm. and .111 his di.'it:t>UT'SI: was in such an angry tone 
as plainly doclared hI." w� not IJUT friend. However. we were forced to 
make a virtue of ne�itr, and humour him, for it wai neither nme nUT 
phce to be angry with the Indians: all our lives lying in their hand. 

We were now at greal loss, nor knowing what coune to take, for we 
{i.'mpced him with Beads., Money. Hatchets., Mal.:hcats, or long Knivcs; 
but nothing would work 'll1 hIm, rill unc of nur ffiffi took a Sky-coloured 
petticoat out of his bag and pur it on his wife; who was so much pleased 
with the Present, (hat she immediately hcg.1U to chatter to her Husband, 
and soon brought him into a beni.'r humour. He could thcn tdl us thar 

he knew rbe way 10 dli.' North side randl hi.' would lakc csrc- thai we 
should not wanl for a guide.1• 

Color of Independence 

And if the Chocoi Indians carrying hi� trunk were impressive, how 
much more so rhe Cunas themselves-"how infinitely superior," 
Marsh wrote, "were these independent Indians to the mongrel negroes 
who were pressing in on them from all sides." The more he saw of the 
Cuna: 

. . .  thi.' better I liked them. They were dignified, friendly, hospitable, and 
ch.:ery. They were intelligellT and quick-willed. Thcy were valiant, or thl."Y 
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would not havt' kept their indept'ndt'ol.."t: so long. They werp skill full 

seamen and artistic h:lnd .... 'orkers. Their social organil.arioll ""':IS highly 
dc\'d,)pl"d and stahlt'. I had not bet'n long ar [tht' long abandOIlt'd Scut� 
colony t,n Caledonia before I camt' tl) the wnclu�illn that this linl", "Tult' 

Nadon" with Its ("ulrure kepI un<:hanged sil1e!." time: immemorial wa� [\1(1 
preciou.� a rhing 10 :lbandon to t'xplOltarion by emnmerdal Amt'ric.ln� 
and the ncgmes of Panama. (196) 

Marsh seizes on rhe Indian as a foil, a utopic hope dc�i&ned to 

silhouette the black man as I'rimitivism Corrupted, not the Noble 

African but the best1a! pmd\lct of J. bestial modern c;\,jliunon. first on 

account of its slave rra.de and slave mode of planc:uion production. 

:lIId then because of more re""nt emerpril>l.'S such as the Uninxl Fruit 
(Banana) Comp:my spreading along the Panamanian coast . .. , ha'ie 
never wholeheanedly applauded the onw.ud march of c.::ivtliz..l1ion," 
he wrote: 

In tropiCJI AmeriCJ the net N'Suh is u5u311y Ihe rcpbcel1lt'nt of thc anrac
lI\'e free Indi.1n!i by a dq;encr:ue: population o( negro s(',n.·l>I;l\e�. lndialls 
are roo indo:pcndent and ,'it'lf-rupccriJJg 10 work under such l.'Cmditions. 
They prcfer tn cnugral(' or die. Nf'gJlX$ hate wurk., but they C-.in t.c driven 
tu It. (36) 

What is thereby discernible as the hidden historical force itl Marsh's 
quest for white Indians is thi� dream of pnwer and freedom promised 
yet continuously thw:med by capitalist development. A., in ;l shadow 

pi:!),. {he Indian and the black are the hcing. .. throush which the cease

I($." dilemma of bbor-disdplinc and freedom in capitalist ('merpris!.' is 

ro be figured. The frontier prOVides the setting within whkh Ihis prob

lem of disdpline magnifies the savagery thar has 10 be repre'lo'loed and 
canalized by the civili'Ling process. 

Anarchic Rubble of Racial Time 

While the white Indians fur whom Marsh is searching are at least 

fiXl .. d by their mysterious location at the headwalers of the river ill :10 
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unknown valky illw which no hlack mall will venrure, the black people 

of the coastline and o( rhe riverine vill.1�es 011 the way to that vaUey 

create irruptions and uncxpcctc-d time-warps. TIle blacks of Panama 

(and of the CIl3�t� of Colombia) upset white histories and tne attempts 

of their authors 10 come (0 terms with the overwhelmi.ng turbulence 

of modern rimes. But the Indians are there to fi,... hi\OlUry and reslOre il.'i 

sublime order. They arc Origin-and as such they are also White and 
Woman. 

By no means does Marsh's gift-laden trunk travel, Step by mythic 
step easing backwards through evolutionary time, HI the home nf the 

racially pure, the home (If the Primitive. tor as Marsh fights his war 
upstream in In4 in search of white Indianness. blasting bis way dear 

with sticks of dynamite, wbat he discovers, indeed what he himself is 
pan of, is not the originary hut thl' ruhhle o( hlstory. At first this rubble 
occurs as isolated outcrops of white ruins. He curses Captain Selfridge 

who, engaged in 1871 with his 370 marines in survc:ying the an:.1 for 

a future canal, produced a map fur U.S. Intelligence which proves ro 
be extremely inaccur.1te.�7 Then a United Frun Company man claims 

to have got a fajr way upriver a few years before, but Mar!>h dccidl.'S 
he is bragging. TIle Sinclair Oil Company ha� its m.1laria�skkly explor

ers at work in rhe forest, and they aSsure him they have seen nurncrnm 

white lndi:tns, "whitc as any while man." M:tr!>h :.uspccts they are 
secretly looking for gold, nOt oil, and passes on. Marsh's "base-camp" 

is itself established with its 370-pound trunk where the oilmen were, 

in a pleasant coconut grove said w have heen conceived by a runaway 

First World War German soldier who had been part of a team setting 

up a radio st:uion ncar th� mouth of the Gulf of Uraba for a secret 

submarine ba!ic. The tcam had been nllSsacred by the British Navy, 

except lor (his soldi�,r who hid OUI in the forest and got thl.· hlacks to 
plant coconuts. Alier the Germans, the U.S. Army established a secrer 
radio stalion in much the same place. In fact, when an army planc was 

on its way back from dropping off mail there, it flew against rules 

across the interior of Darien :l1ld, forced to fly low on account of 

clouds, spied a vil1:lgc inhabited by white-skinned people. So you can 

see that {his Dariin, evcn in InS, is a pretty busy pla..:c, isolated and 

traddess, yer al the crossroads uf histories where white and black 
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cre<lte strange effects. You get a sense of this when M:1rsh settles into 

his account of the Cuna revolt against the Panam"ni:tn police. In the 

sp:tce of a few days we hear: 

The- U.S. Navy mine sweeper V,.lwn, which IlImed liP tOO latc m help 
Prof��or B;Jcr of the Smithsonian, and whose- commander wa� I(J�, M:ared 

of Ihe �'apors eman:lting from his Ulrpse (0 lake il on bo:ud. 

The �tore'5hip f.I Norte of the Colon Export and hnpon Compan)' aI 

anchor off Cardl, raiJed by Marsh ;md Cuna men fur ammunition, 
A Grct:L: Irader. togcthcr with his negro assistant, wim a STore at Orange 
Key. 

Three �husky Amcricam- who cbimed (0 be I"nrking for the Canal 
:tdminisu3tion and had a slrulll planurinn by Gatun 1-,ke wherr the�' 
cll1plttyed four Cllnas. (RCTTu'mbcr, Ma..,.h had said hlJians l4'ould nl>t 
work.) 

Fivc "heavily 3tmed and ruugh-looking Amencms :wd C.anadI3ns," em· 
pluye� of an American Banana company. 

Fuur U.S. submarines paying a .. isil. 

f'\umerous 1I.�. army rcoonaissauU" aircraft. 

And finally, the- cruiser USS Ci€wi.md, raking Marsh 10 s3fl'ty and Jed· 

siveiy swinging the balanU': of force in Ih� Luna's fa\'or. 

.. An3chronism'" ahnunds in this jumbled-lip [}:Jricn time-race Sp:1cc. 

The Primitive faces refuse to conform, to grant theOriginary Fix. When 

M3rsh fin<\lIy makes comact with the wild mount3in-Cuna lndi:ms, he 

meet::. the chief, who is lying in a hammock and who greets him in 
perfect English! "How are ynu boys? Glad ttl sl:e you." He had learned 
his English in New York City and had worked on sailing boat� for 

twenty ycars, visiting New York, California, Hamburg, Paris, aud 
Japan. His naml: was "Sahsiman," which is an English nam�', Marsh 
says, a corruption of "Charlie Seaman." 

F<lr from being children of nature, much of the popul:uion of the 
Daritn, one of the most remote parts of the globe, rurns (lut to be :1 
It,mpen'rcfugee mass fled from the city. It's as if rhe farther Marsh 
pushed into the wildness of nature in search of his white Indians, all 
ht found was the wildness of history. 8rac�d for hi� leap into the 
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unknown, it was obvious to him thal lhere was no way his white� had 
the strength or skill to manage the C;tJ1oes and, becallse labor was 

scarce, he had to �earch "furiously" for what he called "competent 
negroes" among the settlcments in the rain forl."l<it. Promising high 
W3ges he recruited ",he toughest bunch of DegrO renegades" he had 
ever seen, similar, he thoughl. 10 Ihe blacks working for the labor

stM\"ed United Fruit Comp:my on the Caribbean coast at Puerto 

Obaldia which had had to usc itS inOucncc with the r:lDamanian 

governmenr (according to Marsh, ..... ho as First Secretary of lh� U.S. 
Legation oughlhave known) to round up "negro criminals, V3g3h(lIlds, 

dope-sellers, eIC." and ship them 10 tht plantations where, wiTh the eye 

of the;: local govemmem co"egidor on (hem as well, the;:y had (so it is 
cxp13incd) nil choice but to work. from this we gain insight into thc 
daily reality guiding the perception of the white employer casting his 

philosophical eye sl. .. yward in search ()f rat;al understandings of thc 

human condition, as with Matsh's axiom: "Indians arc too indepen

dent and .s.elf-n:."slx:cring to work under such conditions. The)' prefer 10 
emigrate or die. Negroe::. hali.' work. hUI thc}" can be driven to it. "(36) 
The black is cast as histOrical jetsam, maHer outof place, the irrational
ity of history, while the Indian roots an order. an order of nature-as 

against history: matter in place. This excrts magnetic force over Mar!oh 

and the whitcnes!> in tht Indianness for \'\.·hich his text stands, for ie is 
by learning how to emplQy the very irrationality or history that the 

secretS of its Origin shall be capTured. 

Every grouping in this tale inevit:lbly h:ls a chief, leader, or headman, 

and the "leader" of Marsh's recruits was an "old negro named �ar· 

bino" who had murdered a gold prospector several years before and 

was under sentence of death in I'anama City. Marsh describes him as 
a "fugitive negro murderer." Only one other person is singled out for 

mention, "a powerful and s(';arrcd ruffian." Marsh "hc:rds them back 
to camp" where he will "fatten them up for the slaughter."(133) LaTer 
on when they threaren rebellion Out of fear of bad Indians and their 
magic, Marsh forces them into line, declaring they arc all eligihle for 

jail in Panama. ( 139) NO! only the 8an:103 Company uses the State 
when the labor market dries up, and obviously the State-in this case 
a State formed by the U.S.-has a different rel:Jtionship to blackn�ss 
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than it does to Indi:mness. Yet hecausc of rheir anarchi!.: temperament 
and crimin31 ways, this very degmer:H:y of rhe rropical lumpeu can 
prove indispens:lble-as ;n the search for white Indians. C:'Iught in the 

undertow Ilf history has made the lumpen wise til thl' ways (If the 
sav:lge mall ::nd the savage land. Despite the negro fugitive's record 

and ':lOempted muriny early on in The expediTion, Marsh begins to 
respect him. MHc was the best bad-water canoemen I h:lve ever 
known," he predict:lbly writl'S, "':md in emergtncits his brain worked 
Itke Iighming. He later developed into my mOM: loyal follower and was 

oue: of the four negroes to get back to rhe Canal Zone with me." (145) 

The Epiphany 

The first Sl!rtlement at whieh Mar5h stopped on his way upriver inro 
the Darien on his first expcditinn was Yavisa, wh(re history had ('rum
bled inro aU anarchic scrap---heap, a purrefying threshold. FlrSI he es
pied-and smelled-the negro seltlemem of "some fifty ramshacklt 
bamboo huts he:.idc the stream-black babic:.s everywhcrc, flits, maugy 

dogs, sarbage, rubbish, and mud." (25) The villat;ers struck him as 
:,upcf'll'tiriomly afraid of the Indians of the interior whom, they said 
would kill any nc�ro whu ventured arovl' the Memhril1u trihutary, 
proof enough to Marsh thar they were all coo rypically stnmge throw
backs, "degentratc blacks, less civili:..:ed than wben the)' (..':llne from 
Africa. � (25) Then came the epiphanic moment. Standing in the midst 
of Ihis degeneracy, looking into a dearing in rhe forest, Marsh blinked 
aud rubhed his eyes: 

Across the narrow dearing were walking three young girls, pemJrS 
fourteen tn SIxteen yrars old. They wore nothing bur small loin-dllths. 
And their alml)sr t.�re bodies were as white .lS any Scal1dallavian·b. l1lcir 
long hair, falling loosely over their shoulders, was bright gold! Quickly 
and gracefully they crossed the open space and disappe;lred into the 
jnngle. 

I turned to the n<:gro headmJn in ama�ement. White IlIdiallS! (26) 

We note the swoon. It is Walter Beniamin's ()h�crvation �lf the 

mimetic faculty, where he says that the perceptiun uf similar;ry-3s 
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for Marsh's, in the Darien-is bounJ to an installtaneou� tla�h. "It 
offers itself to the eye as neftingly and trotl1sitoriiy as a constellation of 
stars." It is the mimc);� of mimesis, wherein rhl" primitivl" and/or the 
child andlor woman is recruited to endllrst· the magic of the mimr.:ric 
faculty. The golden hair. Spt'ed and t;racc. Whitc-thhed nahdne�s 
and pubc.cem women making a mockery of, yet heit;htening, all that 

seems emoricffially al Make where racism, boor discipl ine, and sexual 
desire come together for a fbshing moment 1n :1 clear, I"lusin image. 
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THE SEARCH roR THE WHITE INDIAN 

Marsh's search for the white Indians of Darien blends sublimely 

with his account of the spectacularly successful r(:[)ellion of the CUM, 

as if the very search for that whiteness secreted in the jungle had 

prederermined such an extraordinary political event. Ind«d. it is Ihe 

revelation of dlOrrographed spurts of whiteness that ca!>�de into the 

rebdlioll against the �bl:ack" Panamanian State it�U. What is :1t first 

a poetic and erotic mystery represented in hallucinatory and specifically 

fem.l\e tl"rms. swaying golden-hairt:d nubility infinitdy desirable yet 

impossibly difficult to loc3te and fix, becomes the crucial commodity 

for which the Cuna willingly open the doors to Europe:!n and United 

SUtcs anthropologists to study first their whiteness, and then their 

culture and surrounding eco�ystem as a way of gaining autonomy 

from the Panamanian gm·ernmcnr. What carries this off is a mimetic 

contract, a set of largely unconscious complicities bet ..... een the whites 

from the north and the Indians they are studying and "saving." 

Eroticiz:uion of the whiteness of Indians punctuates Marsh's rcvel:l
tion in several place.�. We have just witnt"SSed the flash of reco!;nition

Marsh granted his first glimpse of white Indians in the form of three: 
golde:n-haired girls in .1923. And there is also the revelation a year 
bter. reported by his Smithsonian ethnologist the rapidly sickening 
Professor BOler, who died a little later on the same beach where the 
legend3fY Balboa had been executed in the sixteenth century. At
tempting to take " complete anthropolgical measurements" of the Paya 

Indians, Baer had seen "---or at least he thought he had seen," notes 
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Marsh-the first white Indians (If that expedition. With the aid of a 

friendly chief. Baer had been t:lken to a small house in the jungle 

beyond the village: 

As ht .. nttred, :I frighttnt.! young girl. the only occupant. nlshcd our of 

the � into the jungle. Sh( wore only a loin dmh. Her entire body and 
long hair had �n dytd 1 very da.rk blue. almoSt b11CK. but hcrcyes wert 
decidel)· btut, and tht skin arullnd her ('yes and on othtr P1ns of rhe 
body whuo:': it had o:':�c.apnl lhe dyeing procH5 W1S distinctly ..... hite. 

The arrival of a nurnbtr of angry l'aya Indians prevmted B1er from 

making any further Karch for the glrl, and he W1S nOI pennintd to rerum 
fO the isolated house. I had no doubt rwriles }"13rsnJ thar ml' girl was a 

young whire Indi.m.' 

Baer's vision was a desperate one. On account of his illness: he had 
had to pb:ad with Marsh to eontlnm: with tht: expedition, staring that 
"this was the gn:atc�1 scientific opportunity of his life. If he was the 
first accredited amhropoiogisl [0 study the whitt Indians, it would be the 
making of his carei!r," and B:ter had alrc::ady sp..:nt rime weighing me 

bodics, brains, and mhcr organs of mon keys they had found. (134) Anew 

species of small white frog had bttn discovered by Brcder, the naturalist 
from the American Museum of Natural History, and Baer's excitement 
had been further aroused byhisown measurememsof around 100 "'Cho

cois'" Indians for theIr �Cephahe rnd<:x," and his discovery that (he hair 
of a great many of the children was decidedly light brown. 

Doubting the endurance of rhis obese man, who was in poor physical 
condition, Marsh had only accepted him to begin with bN:3llSC he 
wantt'"d the Smithsonian represented. togt'"ther with its guarantee of 
scientific authority. But no doubt the Smithsonian needed Marsh. [00, 
with his promise of authentic tropicana nicely packaged in mysterious 

overlay.� of sex and color, mimesis :lnd alterity. The iconographic 

framing of Marsh's book evokes just this intimacy, a transcendent need 
to merge science with (he unknown as woman. The long dedication in 
its opening pages laments the death of Professor BOler, "Anthropologist 
and Ethnologist of the Smitlls()nial1 Institution of Washington, D.C.," 
while opposite the title page is a full-page frontispiece of a young 
woman with a crown of feathers, I.:aptiollcd just as teproduced here . 
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It is as if this woman will resurrect Bacr, if not white science itself, 
whieh died taking her measure. 

11u:re is every reason to conclude that this use of woman to figure the 
white Indians is part of a more encompassing urge by which the aura 

of Indianness per se can be most meaningfully figured by white Indian 

women. Where whiteness is unavailable, the text nevertheless provides 
hallucinatory encounters with "ordinary" Cuna women, albeit "light
skinned," as in the following episode when Marsh awoke in what had 

been an unoccupied house to find a woman looking down at him. 

She was a beautiful young woman, with a spl�ndid figure and th� very 
light olive skin typical of so many of the mountain Cuna,. She had done 
me the honor of treating me as a familiar house guest, not as a stranger. 
That is, in accordance with Tule [euna] woman's custom within th� 
COl1fin�s of her own house, she had taken off her long skirt and appliqucd 
blous� and was dressed like the Chocoi women in merely a short loin 
cloth. 1 had decided to attempt no amorous ad\'�ntures among the Indians 
as I knew the resentment such affairs can caus�. But I could not help 
thinking . . .  ( 1 10) 

Such thoughts can lead to spectacular actions, little performances 

of civilized power ejaculating multicolored magic against the dark 

backdrop of the lungle. That mght hack in the village Marsh decided 
"to give a hig splurge in the chief's honor" and use up all the fireworks 

he had brought. (There are basically two types of Indians in his account, 

light and white-skinned women on the one hand, male chiefs, on the 
other.) Posts were erected for pinwheels. Chutes were prepared for the 

big military signal rockets, and the colored flares were arranged in a 

semicircle. "At the end of the meal we whites showed off our fireworks 
against the dark jungle background to as an appreciative audience as 
at any country fair." ( 1 1 1) 

White Indians At Last 

" I  explained that nothing would arouse more sympathy among the 
powerful Americans," said Marsh, relating his speech to the Cuna 
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gathering of (hids at Sarsadi nn the San Bias C03�t, "t�an the knowl

edge that sume Darien Indian" had white skins like thea own." (194) 

This was one year before [he armed uprising. And he went nn to tell 

them that (he "'Tule [Cunal race was doomed toextincrion. mongrdiz:t

,ion with the negroes, or prac(ical slavery if they did not train [h�m

selves (0 meet the white rnan's civilization on its own grnund." ( 1  �4-
95) . .  

Aftcr il ilight's deliberation thl· chiefs were more (han wil ling t'O send 

delegates with Marsh to seek aid in Washington, p_e. 

"00 you still want to take with you some' Chl.'/'u Tutts-whllc Indl· 

.InS?" Chid Ina PJgina uk'cd him. 
"YC'S .. he' said, unable to bclicvt" his C'a�. 

• "n: people ;!Jong the coast all want to �t" YOll," !>aid the dud. Tiler: 
will be nlany Chepl4 Tutu among�1 rr.cm. Y(M.1 can lake all )'ou wan!. 
( I  �5-96) 

Thus J\.·(arsh turned the corner. '-X'hw:as before, despite massive 

exertion, he had not obtaulI..'d more than a glimpse of white Indian 

slein now the Indians had caught on to the new requin:ments for tne 

rime�honored game, playing "'one side off ag:tin�t the oth(r." Earlier 

the white man had w3nted gold and silver, then fusric, i.e. yel low dye 

wood. Now W113t they wanted was whiteness. white India ness. to he 

CXilC1. Making its triumphant way along the San Bias coast, first leg (�f 

the voyage hack co Washington, M:ush's boat stoped at Portu�andl. 

A great num1xr of c-.. noes brought him his nrst white Indian. TillS was 

nO scintillating eydul of fast-moving girlhood, but a boy of founeen, 

slOlidly there in his sheer whiteness: 

He certainly made a slrange appearance llTlong hiS dar"-:.kinlle� coun· 

trymen. His h:ur wa� light goldcn yellow. Hi� :o.kin Wl� as , ... hlle a.� a 
Swedl;:'�. His eVl;:s were brown, not blu� or gray. H;� feaTllrt's were cleml

eelly differenr 
'
(rum Ihe re�r of the Indians-rather more likl;." a 

.
Nordic 

white man. And his whole body was covered with fine downy white h:m, 

three quarter� of an inch long. 
I looked at him in amazement. Here was my white Indian al last. But 

I didn·t kilOW what to make of him. He W,1.\n't the usual ryPI;." of albinu 

by ;my mcam, for 3lbinncs have pink eyes and white hair. BUI whatever 
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he was, the scientists [b3ek In the U.S. I would have a grand time f'xplainmg 
him. (199) 

TIlen came thai wondrous curtilin-drawing moment when (he Cuna 
cumed (bemsdvC!) into ethnographi..: curios, In st3rk contrast ro previ
ous rimes, "'We were given (ull permission to wander about the vill age, 
raking pictures and examining til(.' houses, ,",oats and Other possessioru. 
of rhe people. It was rather exciting 10 realize Ihat no white man had 
ever had such ptivileges at Portogandi before." (199) 

1farsn impressed upon the chid that whitc Indians "might help 
prove closer relation� between the Indian and the white man." The 
chief said it was good_ "'He would S« that I gOt all the white Indians 
I wanred." (201) But before the Indian is given a chance to Orher 
himself by produL;ng this curious mimetic duuble of the white man. 
Marsh has first to Other the Indian-which inevitably means working 
over the women. 

On hearing that the Panamanian governmc:nt was preventing "the 
Indians" (meaning, of course, the women) "from wearing their gay 
nati .. e costumes" and was trying to get them TO we3r "the hideous 
'mother hubbards' worn by rhe negroes near (he Canal Zone," Marsh 

. . 
swung mro aroon: 

My reaction to this wu 10 buy from rhe captain 311 1he bright cluth and 
trinkets he had on the ynw1. The San Bias costume is extremely picturesque 
and very mod�"t. The women wear :t blou�e gayly decor;ned in many 
colors, a long appliqu�t.I skirt, and plenty of golden e .. t-rings., nose-rings, 
beads, etc. I took the gifb ashore and begall distri1'luting them (0 the 
women. (20l) 

Then the Indians brought him another white Indian-a linle naked 
white boy about eight years old with �olden hair and blue-grt'en and 
brown eyes. The chief m:Jdc a formal present of him. (202) Marsh was 
now on a rollcr-coastcrof mimesis and alterity. He "c;)suaiiy" mentions 
he wants to "buy pottery, arrows, spears. wooden images, baskets 
etc." :  

In no time I was mobbed by hundreds o(  men, women, and children 
bringing me all $Oris of things. I gOT barrds fuH-elaborale, artistic 
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pottery, gaily decorated gras> baskets, weapons, carved cant:�, �Ihgalflrs 
in clay �rld wood. 

The price didn't seem to matter. T paid a few celUS each. In II ft:w 
minutd I had aU my canoe would carry, hut slill the pcople .:ame. I think 
every bmily in the village brought something 1<1 sell inC or give me. I 
retreated 10 tbe yawl, but the ddugc amtmucd. and I had 10 take them 

aU, including song birds, (ruit. and beautiful gay drcslo("s with strlln�e 
hieroglyphic embroidcrie.. 1.0 two hours I coll('CtcJ more San Bias worb 
of an than all the museums in the ",orld possessed. By evening the huld 
IIf ,he yaw' was full of ethnological specimens of every conl"C1vabic kinJ. 
(102-203) 

More white Indi3ns were comingimn [hevill3ge from rhemoumain�, 

tilt: rivers, and other islands. Some were pure white, othns midway 
b�tween "·hice :lnd brnwn. "We rook picture� of them and :lskl:!d lhem 
questions without reserve." (203-204) Thus was [he pact comumed 
with ethnological sl:ience-whitc sciencc, we might call it, engaged in 
the politically powerful transfers, subtle :md crude, comciou� and 
uncons..:iou�, of mimOiis and aherity.! 

Perfect Timing 

Fifty years I:uer a close student of the Cuna could obsc'v� that "the 
first trul)' scientific expedition" moved into S;:Ul Bias in 1927 (il ban' 
fWO years after the revoh) under the I�adership of Ihe Swede Baron 
Erland Nordensk.iold. "The timing of the Swedes was perfect" this 
scholar observed, for the chief (lie/e) was "involved at that time with 
a project to record the traditions, and had been encouraging those 
Indians with writing skills to copy all the sacred knowledge of the trihe 
into notebooks. "J 

In fact it was one of the nele's secretaries, Ruben Perez, who put 
Cuml culture into the world catalogue of ethnographic knowledge 
during his six-month stay in Sweden, working in the Gilteborg Ethno
graphical Museum in 1931. Having been the sectetary of the Cre:n 
Secr on the San Bias coast, he now became the secretary of rhe great 
ethnologist in the Goteborg Museum. He nOI only brought wh:n the 
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"White InJian" hav!n� her \'oicf' recorded by )'.1'. Harrington ;;t the 
Smlthsonmn Institution, W:lshingtun D.C. 

baron considered to be valuable documentary materials in Cuna and 
�n Spanish-medicinal chams taken down from healers, others taken 
In dictation from the nele, High Chief ,lOd Great Seer-but he also 
spent a good deal oj rime cataloguing this material and adding to items 
already in the catalogue, We have to .�ee Perez as part of all audacious 
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Two Cuna men with recording machine, Smithsonian. 

movement led by the Great Seer. He was, moreover, an avid collector 
of Cuna history. Earlier he had been sent across the gulf to the fortified 

Colombian port of Cartagena in search of records relevant to the Cuna 
past, and it seems that he saw his task in Sweden this way too. 

We have here, then, a sort of figure-eight whereby mimesis curves 

over into alterity, then comes back again, enlivened by a little joke. 
The ethnologist moves out from old Europe to the Indians, and the 
Indian moves into Europe-incidentally one of its "whitest" parts, and 

one that features quite remarkably in Marsh's account of the Darien. 

(He recorded his first glimpse of Indian whiteness as Norwegian, later 
as Swedish.) Moreover his Smithsonian linguists told him that the Cuna 

language was like no other Indian language. Instead it showed traces 
of Old Norse! It is easy to laugh, now, at what many of us would like 

to feel arc dead sentiments, relics of prejudice long passed by. And then 
there is Ruben Perez' little joke in Goteborg, fondly recorded by the 

baron in connection with the t.:ataloguing of Cuna beliefs about the 
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land of the dead smffed with the white man's mmmodities. Perez used 
to say jokingly that in the kingdom of the dead the Giiteborg Museum 

would belong to him.4 

It seems clear that being objects of st.:ientific curlOusity has provided 

the Cuna with political currency as wcll as a little joke between friends 
concerning the future of the dead Indian: what first and foremost 
makes and marks the Cuna is the skill with which they have been able 
to market themselves in the great gamut of white Otherings, a task that 

could not he achlCved without a considerahle degree of assistance-a 
two-way street. A noted recent scholar of the Cuna is not just hemg 
polite when he declares in his preface that these otherwise restrictive 
people among whom he carried out his fieldwork 111 1968 and 1970 
"have been superbly hospitable hosts, sensitive to, interested in, and 
supportive of my research." \ 

The Lay of the Land 

The Earth is the body of the 'Great Mother. ' and in the heginning 
she was naked. 

-Chapin, "Curing Amung the San Blas Kuna." 

The lay of the land is crucial to the ernplotment of Indianness as elusive, 

white, and female, against a gathering storm of blackness. For both 
the Cuna and Marsh, albeit with different resonance, this land is 
preternawrally female. ror Marsh, the land is the Great White Cunt 
the "unknown valley" first espied and "shot" by scientific means witl� 
the sextant and later with aerial photography, using military equipment 
and military aircraft from the Canal Zone. For the CUlla, if the healer's 

chants and theories of power are any guide, much of the world is 

conceptualized, imagizcd, and activated as womh-sprung; the land, in 
Il specific and also a cosmic sense, is the Great Mother. Moreover, in 
both figurations of the lay of the land, Marsh's and Cuna's repression 
is at work displacing the sexual through other signs. In Marsh's case 
this is obvious, the displacements no less than his constant reference 
to the hostility of Cuna men toward foreigners eyeing their women, 
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while the censorship and repression of sexual matters amongst the 
Cuna themselves if notorious throughout the ethnographic literature, 
whether in everyday Cuna life or in the double me:mings and word 
play in the formalized healing and other chants. 

Once ag::lin the point (0 marvel at is not simply the poetical ilnd 
ultimately political l:.bor involved in representing the land this way, 
but also the curious mimelic overlappi.ng between Marsh and the 
Indians concerning wh::lt Freud, in his essay on the uncann)'. designated 
as that homey pbce between the mother's thighs. The lahor exercised 
on behalf of this place is a constant in Cuna Studies, as reference ro 
the most famous anthropological commentary and ::lnalysis of the Cuna 
makes dear-namely, that of the curmg chant for obstructed birthing, 

the M\lU-lga!a, fir�t published by the Swedes Nils Holmer and Henry 
Wassen in 1948, and then analysed by Claude Levl-Strauss ill 1952. 
Their interpretations rest on the assumption that the Cuna believe the 
shaman's spirit-helpers journey into and along the laboring woman's 
birth ca0<1I in search of Muu, the Gteat Mother. Coming thiny years 
later into rhe debate with a good knowledge of the l:1.nguage, Chapin 
vigorously contests this assumption by arguing (on the ultimately 
treacherous ground that literality can be separated from the metapho

prical) that the Cuna in bet believe the shaman's helpers travel nor 
along the l::lboring wom::ln's al.1:ual vagina but along a spirit river that 
suddenly "snaps" intu becoming a mimetic spiritual copy of the birth 
canal, a copy crudal to the spiritual architecture of the CUlla world. 
You (an see how curiously complex this all is, what str::lnge paths rhi" 

mimefic faculty leads onc imo--not least of all Mr. Marsh whose first 
cllapter, "The Unknown Valley," begins thus: 

Thj� story properly begins with a sextant "shot" of Mr. Porras on the 
Pacifie eo:m of Darien. If I had not taken that "shotM I would probably 
have made a supt:rficial survey of the region. reported 10 my emplllyers, 
Henry Fnrd and Harvey Firestone, that there was no suitable rubber land 
ill Panama, and passed on to Liberia or the Philippines. (3) 

It is this lucky sextant "shot" that reveals to him, capable man of 
mlvigating scicnr.:e that he is, that the maps of the Isthmus arc incorrect 
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and that an unmapped, unrepresented, and in that sense unknown 
valley runs along its interior, irresistihly drawing him into it.6 But why 
does this valley fascinate him so? He does nor know why. Gradually 
it swirls with images bearing strange powels of attraction. But why are 
they so attractive? What is behind the mysterious process whereby h e  
chucks in commerce-Ford and firestone-bn-ausc 01 an unquench

able passion to explore the valley instead? As he gets closer he can't 

sleep for thinking of the "undiscovered valley JUSt beyond; then of my 
little friends, the Indian girls with the Swedisll complexions." (29) As 
what he calls the "defenses" to the .... alley loom ever 13rger, it becomes 
"fertile," yet "death to any black man"-a secret reserved for white 
men and to be opened exclusively by them-a little intimacy between 
strangers, bound by their lack of melanin. Finally, as a still to be dis
covered entity, it becomes "my" valley and the lure of big Capital is 
hurled aside: 

I had ceased to care if Akron gOt irs rubber ()f nm. I didn't want thi� 
lovely wild valley to be overrun by thousand� of degencrate Jamaica 
negroes like those who worked on the Panama Canal. I didn't want its 
harmle!is and attractive Indians oppr�J and extcrminated. 1t was "my" 
vaney. (35) 

The Blind Spot: The Closer You Get, 
The Greater the Mystery 

How strange a thing it is, Marsh ruminates, that unknown tribes exist 
in the Darien Isthmus within a few miles of one of the world's great 
shipping routes. To him it is "one of the numerous hlind spots of Latin 
America," comparable to the slums under the Brooklyn Btidge that 
exist unbeknown to the strap-hangers who pass above in the trains. 
'I'he curious thing, he states, is that the closer you get, the gteater the 
mystery becomes. ( 11 )  How curions, we might want to add, that this 
f>lind spot is to be characterized, in the Darien, :It least, adjacent to the 
great u.s. Canal, by whiteness, che color of light. and that this light shall 
be obsessively silhouetted by ominous darkness, a phallic blackness 
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spearheading the destructive commercial world. How cunningly this 
blind spot blends sex, race, commodity producrion, and land in an 

altun:lIing current of revelation and concealment: "The closer you 
get, the grearer the mystery bccomes"�a colonial \'l:r5ion of Freud's 

Ull�nny. What bener way for l white world to capture the ahemating 

rhythm of mimesis and alterity than with the uncanny image of the 

white Indian? On the am; hand is the mimeric revt:\atiOTl (If whiteness, 

on the orher, rhe altemy of th� Indian hidden in Darien jungles, rhe 
twO "moments" of mimesis and alterity htre energizing each other. so 
th:tt the more you see the phenomenon as mimetic, a) "like us." thl' 
greater you make the alteriry, and vice versa. 

War Paint 

This alternating current is depicted in innumerable ways, none nlOn' 
srrange than the twO events when Marsh was personally involved in 

armed combat in the Cuna uprising. In each instance, according to 

Marsh, the Indian men opened fire on his orders, executing a plan he 
claimed to have had a large part in planning. The first occasion was 
JUSt after he had drafted, together with Cuna chiefs. the Cuna Dt:clara
tion Of Independence (based on his knowledge of the U.S. Declaration 
of Independence).' The second was an arrack on a garrison in which 
rwrnty-two Panamanian soldiers were killed. and which had a g�:l1 

effect on the outcome of the uprising. 
On these twO occasions Marsh le[ slip that he was costumed in 

Indi.1Il drtss. Before the battle, "All of Wi. including myself in Indian 

dress, had our cheeks painted red, a red snipe put on our noses, :lnd 

each was given !;Orne concoction to drink, prepared by Ihe Indian 
medicine men." (255) In no other circumstance does he mention beins 
dressed like this except for the dance of the "Chocoi" Indians of the 

interior in 1924, a year before, when the women painted his body. 
In the thick of struggle where ml:n blend in common cause, mimesis 

and alterity are brought to a fine intertwinement. The alternating 
current flows smooth and fast, along with the paddles of the fast
moving war canoes. We can just about see bim in there, dark as it is 
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for this night-time attack, concealed among the Indians he is leading. 
There seems, in our imaginations a1 least, to be a flurry of feathers and 
the glistening of war paint-then suddenly we haul back before a 
photograph of Cuna Indians from that time, fur instance aboard thr: 
USS Cleveland. Wh:u is this "Indian dress" he is dressed in? While the 
Indian women, placed nicely in the center with their elaborate mtllas 
and nose-rings, carry the burden of rraditlon. like the U.S. sailors, 

the Indian men are dressed altogether differently. They are wearing 
Westtrn-style long pants, whItt' shin�, ric!>, and fd, hars--rh� standard 
attire then and Jl()W for a well-dressed Cuna man. 'When Marsh first 
reached the San Bias coast and met Chief Ina Pagina, the lauer was 
wearing a white shin and trousers. Others State that Cuna men were 
wearing pants and shin� from "Vicrori:tn timl'S ... • The french naval 
official Armando Redus, who visited some Cunas along the Paya River 

in the late 1 870s. said that almost all the men wor� trousers and a 
cotton shirt of U.S. ma"c. and c1aburated atsClme length that the visitor 
who expected in the midst of these wilds to encounrer Indians in 
leathers, as they were at the time of the European Conquest of the 
Americas, would here §uffl!r terrihle diS(..'(1chantmcnt.' 

Was this get-up in European trousers and shin (perhaps with rie) 

Mr. Marsh's disguise, crouching in his W3r c:tnDC mImicking an Indian 
mimicking a white man? Or was he perhaps dressed in drag, not 

mimicking the m� but the women-the ovtrwhelmingly dominant 

referent of "Indian dr�s"-instt!:1d? We shlll never know. All we 
know is rhat finally, for two glorious moments, mimesis and alrerity 

melted into each other in the attack "'led" by Mr. Marsh on the 
"negroes" of the Panamanian �overnment. For now he was a white 

Indian himself! 
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AMERlCA As WOMAN, 
THt MAGIC OF WESTER GEAR 

To exercise the mimetic fa<:ulty is to practice an everyday art of 
appC:Jrance, an art thar delights and maddens as it cultivates the insolu
ble paradox of the distinction between essence and apprar.1nce. Cuna 
ethnography has much to teach conceming tht! spirit powers th:lt, in 
tht::' form of ;m:lges, emerge from this paradox. Suffice to say it would 
be an excruci.ating error to think of spirits as some SOrt of huundt'd 
populati�In.like caterpillars, for insrance. To thcoomrary, as the '"clari· 
fied" rr:mslarion nf the Cuna Charld Slater's statement brings OUI. 
Mim3gl!" and "spirit� hecome interchangable renns. testimony to the 
dUSlve 3ndf:ompelling POWCfll{ appearance and its myStenous relation 
to essence, a fact nicely illustrated by the \'arious meanings of the: word 
for soul blurring impern:ptibly with spirit, image. and appearant:c(s)
as listed in Chapter Eight. "'Mimetic Worlds. Invisible Counurpam;" .  

What i s  esscnrial lO grasp here IS the strangely naive and ultimately 
perplexing point that appearance is power and th:n this is a function 
of the fact th:u appearance itself can acquire den�ity and substance. 
It i� this property that brings spirit, soul, :lnd image, into the 011C 
constei1ati(ln. That this arouses fear, longing. and wonderment, is 
�urely no surprisc. The fetish power of imagery in �hrines and magic 
is 1T1crdy a heightened :lnd prolonged instance of thi>; tangibility of 
appcar:lTlCC. The current coursing back and forth betwecn Contact and 
lmitatiun, tactility and visual image, is also testimony to this p{)wer of 
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appearance. EpistemologieS of science bound to the notion that truth 
always lies behind (mere) appearance sadly miss this otherwise obvious 
point. Daily life, however. pruceeds otherwise. 

Colonial hi�tory tOO must be understood as spiritual po litics in which 
image-power is an eXQ,'t.-dingly valuable resourct'. Cuna ethnography 
provides valuable lessons in chis regard. the most notable being the 
gendered division of mimetic labor among the Cuna. 

Imbricated in tht' age-old g:tmc of playing off one colonial power 
againsr the other, trus divil>ion meshes with the sex dynamics of colonial 
power. While Cuna mell, particularly in their high statuS and sacred 
roles, adorn thern..selves In Wesrern .1trirc ..... ith felt hat. shin, tie, and 
pants, Cuna womt'n bedN:k th�m�dVl.'S as magnificently Other. It i.!o 
they who provide the �himmering appearanct' of lndianness. In so 
doing they fulfil a role common to many llurd and Fourth World 
women as bearers of the appcaranct: of tradition and as the embodi
ment of the: ation. What is so fascinating is the way this maId 
female division of mimetic labor fust'S with the sexu3.1 dynamism of the 
colonizing imagination. We have alre3dy had opportunity to wimess 
rhis fusion in the steady tcmion in Man,;h's lext to present Clm:l Being 
as quintessentially of Worn.m-desirable but untouchable and 111 a 
profoundly uncanny senS(: "uterin(''' and inlpcriled by black pollution. 

America As Woman 

What then ace we to make of the colonial praL1icc of imagizing America 
as Woman from the sixteenth to the mid-nineteenth cenmry? I h:lve in 
mind here Europe's naked America with feather headress and bow, 
languidly entertaining Discoverers from her hammock or striding bra
Ienly across the New World as castrator with her victim's bloody head 
in her grasp. 

This colonial imag� of America as woman extends into anticolonial 
reckoning as well. Consider the anti-imperialist revolUlionary iconog
raphy of independence in the following portrait of Bolfvar by the 
Bogota painter Pedro Jose Figut:roa, painteJ in 1 !l 1 9 :  far from trans
forming the female image of cnlonilcd America, this wack maintains 
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it all the more securely in the name of the Revolution of Independence, 
firmly escotlced in Bolfvar's embrace. Adorned in (colonialized) aI
reriry, tribute of pearls and gold, together with a how and headdre.'is 
of feathers, America is decisively mimetic of Europe. Her face is that 
of a European woman, perhaps from the Iberian penninsula. Her 

diminurive size in relation to Bolivar, who embraces htr proteclively, 

if not possessively, leaves 00 doubt as 10 lhe rcl:uion of power between 
[his morose-looking Creole leadtr in scarlet unifonn and this doll-like, 

Spanish-featured woman adorned with EUIopean symbols of Indi
anness. 

This is M.1rsh's protective clasp a century later. 

The basic form of this image was also rendered in bronze and 

installed in the mid-nineteenth century not far from the Cunas in (he 

Panamanian pon of Colon. It was a present from the aristocracy of 
Europe to the :lTistocracy of Spanish Amenca, from ex-Empress Euge
nic to Tomas Cipriano Mosquera, three times President (If Colombia. 

It has been described by the French naval offictr Armando Reclus, 

General Agent of the French Canal Company (Compagnie Universellc 
du Cannl) in his memoir of his explorations of the Isthmus uf Panal1la 

between 1876 and 1879. Highlighting the fact that this lirtle port built 
on a marsh consisted of two different areas. one for white. .. and one 
for blacks who lived under appalling conditions, Redus went on to 
describe (he solitary public artwork in (hat port, a magnificent bronlc 

smtue of Columbus and America. EreCi and fiery, (he 3dmiral is pro

tecting America, a naked, beautiful, and tiny woman. To Reclus she 
seemed frightened but at the same rime seduaive, reminding him of an 
en..:haming Parisicnne-a "white Indian" we might say, or at least <l 
French one. I 

In her painstaking 1953 study of the legendary conquisrador Vasco 

Nunez de Balboa, Kathleen Romah extends the women-centered naml
tive of Darir:n colonization. Quoting from the early chroniclers she 

describes how the Cuevan Indian women struck the Spanish men as 
astonishingly beautiful. What's more they "showed a flattering prefer
ence for Spanish lovers .. 1 (a conquest of love, we might say, sen'ing the 
stage for four centuries of "playing one side off against the other"). 
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Simon Bolivar: Lihtrawr :tnd Fathtr of the: Nalion 
Pedro Jose Figuero. Bogoti, 1819 

Then we have Ramali the historian displaying her own indebtedness, 
and not just that of the conquistadors, to women-centered tropes of 
the lay of the land and of the metaphysic of origins that inflamed Marsh 
with his "unknown valley" and which serves also to centet Cuna 
cosmology. Almost tht very firsr words of her carefully drawn text 
inadvertc:ntly establish Darien .and her plOlce in it as much as a legend 
as a place, and this legend is emphalically motherly, reproductive, 
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originary, and mimetological. The Darien, she writes, "was the mother 
of exploration and settlement from MexIco to Tierra del Fuego, and 

its story-at once a gaudy melodrama and an outline of early colonial 
methods-constitutes a small-scale working model, handy and com
plete, of the whole Spanish conquest of the New World."3 

Yet if we were to study history guided by the allegory of Figueroa's 

portrait of Bolivar protectively, possessively, embracing America as 
woman, sexualized and/or mothem;ed, what would we find? Unlike 
most of the world colonized by Europe from the sixteenth century 

onward, sexual intercourse as well as cohabitation between colonizing 
men and native women in Latin America was not uncommon and 

was the obvious source of the (in many places numerically dominant) 
mestizo fraction of the population. Balboa had his beautiful Indian 

mistress on the Isthmus, and it was poor Spanish men who, living with 

Indian women, established the European presence across the length 
and breadth of the Spanish New World. But for the Cuna the story 
seems different-very djfferent. Here the outstanding feature is the 

male-controlled access to the women, sealing them off from the for
eigner-totally in the case of blacks, partially in the case of whites, 
following an on again/off again rhythm-and the consequent invest
ment of these women with an extraordinary colonial aura. Their very 

appearance, therefore, serves as fetish. 

Woman's Image As Fetish: The Art of Applique 

This Fetish-Allure is illustrated hy the British trader Orlando Roberts 
who sailed the coasts of Central America in the early nineteenth cen

tury. First he makes clear that the (San Bias) Cuna are different from 

all other Indians with whom he has dealings; he singles out their short 

statue, their industriousness, their long hair, the high proportion of 

albinoes, and the fact that the men are: 

. . .  extremely jealous of their independence, which they have hitherto 
strenously maintained; and what is not very common among the other 
Indians of South America, they are fond and careful of their women: 

AMERICA As WOMAN: THF. MAGIC OF WF..5TF.RN GEAR 

The men's appearance barely rates a mention. On the other hand: 

Some of these ladies accompanied their chiefs on board the vessel. They 
were clothed in wrappers of blue baftas, or stripped cotton of their own 
manufacture, reaching from the breast to a little lower than the calf of 
the leg. They wore a profusion of small glass beads round their ankles, 
forming a band of from two to three and a half inches deep, and similar 
bands or bracelets were worked around the wrists. Their ears were 
pierced, as well as the cartilage of the nose, in which they wore rings of 
gold or silver; rhe ear-rings principally supplied by the Jamaica traders
the nose-rings seem to be of their own manufacture, being a thick ring of 
gold in the form of an obrusc triangle, about three quarters of an inch in 
circumfrrencr. On their necks, they wore an immense quantity of fine 
seed beads of lively colours, and necklaces of red coral. Some of those 
worn hy chidmens wivrs, would alone weigh several pounds. Their hair, 
which is very long and hlack, was made up not inelegantly, and fastened 
on the top of the head with a sort of bodkin made of tortoise-shell, or 
hard wood. Their complexion is much clearer and brighter than that of 
the men. Over the head was thrown a piece of blue bafta or sahempore, 
completely covering the back, breasrs, and one side of the face. Altogether 
the deportment of these women was extremely modest, diffident, and 
amiable.l 

Perhaps this lavish visualization by the trader is to compensate for 
the inability to extend to the women any of the other senses. As with 
cinema, the eye grasps at what the hand cannot tow.:h: 

Their husbands are exceedingly Jealous of strangers, and that is said to 
be one of their reasons for refusing to aJlow Europeans to settle on the 
mainland. Their trading intercourse is always carried on at one of the 
numerous kays or islands on the coast, selected at the time for that 
purpose: 

These women are only to look at. But that look is worth a good deal 

in the Nation-State politics of engendered difference that today gives 
such high value to woman as image bedecked in her gorgeous blouse. 
"The single most important connection between the San BIas Indians 
and the outside world," write some thoughtful students of the mola, 

"is the woman's mala blouse.,,7 
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As that which defines Cuna for the outside world, this appearance 
of women is also, in the words of two anthropologists who have 
worked amongst the San Bias Cuna since the late l 960s, "a magnificent 
element of social control forthe Cuna." They explain that Cuna women 

are often considered (by Cuna men) to be "weak creatures, fragile, 
easily tempted, and in need of advice and direction." This theme, they 

say, is repeated endlessly in the Cuna g<ltherings or congresses that 
occur village-wide several times a week, usually in the evenings, these 
congresses being the main vehide for advising women on correct behav
ior.� "Go and sew your molas!"  is the most common cry by which 
these meetings are announced the day before.9 

The constant task of making ma/as keeps women out of trouble; more 
particularly it prevents them from wandering about the streets and keeps 
them in place where they make ma/as-in homes or in the congress. Since 
they make rather than buy their own dothing, and since this clothing IS 
a source of prestige, there is incentive to make ma/as. Since the Cuna 
place great emphasi� on maintaining their traditions and having them 
publicly performed, in sw,;h (.:ontexts as the congress, the congress then 
perform� the dual fundion of bringing the members of the village together 
to communally listen to their leaders display their knowledge of tradition 
and at the same tjm� keeping women from misbehaving and keeping them 
making molaslO 

In so mdustriously beautifying and setting apart the Cuna world by 
means of the clothing they arc constantly making and wearing, it would 
seem from this account that Cuna women sew themselves into an iron 
cage. 

The performance of these evening meetings, when the village comes 
together and orders itself by sex and rank, is revealing, Seated or 
reclining in their hammocks in the middle of the large room, the semor 
men discuss among themselves pressing business of the day. Then two 
of them stage a dialogue in ritual speech which will larer, after two 
hours perhaps, be translated and interpreted for the rest of the village. 
To carry out this dialogue the two men stare fixedly into space, arms 
rigid by their sides, displaying no emotion. Around them are thewomen 
and children, and on the periphery surrounding the gathering are the 
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remainder of the men together with tht Cuna police keeping order, 
waking up sleepers, and so forth. The women are in theif finest clothes, 
wearing molas they have made themselves as well as gold jewelry, and 
they carry baskets with their evening's work-molas they are finishing. 
As the men at the center chant, the women (at \cast those who have 

not laid aside their tools to attend to their children) "are industriously 
cutting and sewing molas. Quite a few have brought tiny, one-legged 
tables for their work, each with a smoky, cough-producing, kerosene 
lamp made from a cocoa tin with a hole for a wick in the top.

,
,11  The 

scene impresses itself on the anthropologist, beginning with the smell of 
different smokes-the pipes, the cigarettes, and those kerosene lamps
lending themselves to an aura consummated by 

. . .  the symbolic seating arrangement in which the women are grouped 
together in a colorful array, dominated by the rich red of molas and 
headkerchiefs in the misty darkness, and the overall impression is that of 
a dramatic chiaroscuro, all under the towering roof of the "gathering 
house," which forms an intricate pattern of bamboo and palm.11 

But what makes this chiaroscuro effect dramatic, surely, are not only 
the red molas rich in the misty darkness against the towering thatch, 
but the garb of the men, dressed in their best dothes-"western-style 
slacks, shirt, and hat," while the senior men often wear ties as well.l.l 

The imaging by and of woman becomes all the more notable when 
we stop to consider how different is the intercultural significance and 
image of Cuna men. Not only are they the great mediators with easy, 
adventurous access to the outside world since well over a century, 
working as sailors, migrant laborers. and Canal Zone employees, I� and 
not only do they hold a monopoly over the acquisition and transmission 
of sacred lore and sacred languages, but their visual appearance is one 
that mimics Western design. While the women assume the task of 
wearing and hence signaling radical Alterity, from their nose-rings to 
their molas, the men for at least a century have been decked out in 
Western attire, not least when they dress up for important occasions 
with ties and felt hats, as when curing or carrying out chiefly duties
or when being photographed by influential outsiders. Indeed, photog-
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raphy concentr:ttes ro an exquisite degree the very act (Jf colonial 

mirroring, the lens coordinating the mimetic Impulses radiating frorn 

each side of the colOllial divide. 
This is demonsrrated by a three-quarter page photograpn (in Ann 

Parker and Avon Nears handsomdy illustrated book. Molas: folk 
Art of the CUIJQ Indians) which shows a Cuna "headman" standing 

alongside hi� wife in from of a th:lIched-roofed house.'-
111C�'y stand stiff. hand:. hy rheir sides and legs, not quite at anemion. 

If docs nOi rake much imaginarion m think of them as vcry much "on 
view," prdlguring the eyes that will fasten them to their caption. 

"Headman and wife. Rio Sidra." 

Does Western Photographic Representation of the Cuna 
Complement Cuna Use of Wooden Figurines to 
Represent and Gain Access to the Spirit World? 

I cannot resist the temptation to compare Ihis image with the nt/chl/s

the carved woodw curing figuT11les with which I began my exploration 
of the mimetic. There I quoted Baron Nordl.'n�kiold to the effect char 

the figurines ...... ere of E\lropean types (below, p.3); Chapin, fifty years 
bter, conhrlll� this, saying they arc of "non-Indians." Bur the baron 
also went on to say that nc: ... ertheless it is not the outer form hut the 

inner substance-namely the pnsonified spirjt of the wood itself-that 

is accredited ...... ith the power to act our the hcaler's song. This personi

fied spiril is very much a Cuna figure. nOl a European. 11l(.' question is 

rllU� raised as 10 why there should IJe a Emopeml exterior if the spirit 

of the interior sub�nnce and not the outer form cOllstitute.<\, al.:(;ording 

to Cuna informants, the essential, the "magical" element of the curing? 

Might one suggest that the curing figurines match the male-femOlle 

division of mil11ctil.: labor as registered by this Western phorogr:lph, 

that the outer form of the figurine mimics the outer image of the Cuna 

man. as thOlt image so manifestly presents its brave front to the Western 

world. while the inner spirit of the figurine, which is where the womb· 

sprung origins of Cuna power lies, IS replicated by CliO a WOmall

hood?l� Thi� suggestion is important because, as with Orlando Rob-

"Headman and Wife, Rio Sidra" (from Parker and Neal, 1977). 
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ens' lavish description of the Cuna women in the early nineteenth 

century, it pinpoints the role of the "select appearance" vi.� il vis the 

oUiside eye. In drawing a parallel between the composition caught by 

this outside eye and the magical <.:omposition of the nuchus, we draw 

anemion to this intercultural optical source of magical power-not to 
mention the rolc of the First World photographer <:onspiring in the 

making of a "lIchu by means of the photographic image. This male! 

female composite image is no less curative for the Western \'iewer than 

the nudms arc for the Cuoa. "PhOiographers nttd plenty of small 

change," advises The 1982 SmIth America" Ha/Jdbook. Mas set price 

fnr a Cuna to pose is US 0.25." 

Male Magic of Western Gear: 
The Journey of the Dead Man 

Given the fastidious attention to woman's garb, hence display and 

image. it is interesting tn come acros.!> fragments in whkh the male 
exterior is spiritually valorized. We read of (his with the chant of the 

journey of the soul of a dead man published by Nordenskiold and 

Perez. Here there is a twofold movement of dressing, the hrst when the 
man dies, the second when the bealer, having begun his 5\mg. moves 

to the phase of carving OUI figurines wbich shall become spirits pr()' 
ttcting the soul of the dead man as it undcnakes its journey to the land 
of the dead. The song tells us these things; 

When the man dies, his souls eval.-ua{e the body. The hair souls. The 

souls of rhe fingers. The souls of the heart, the tongue. The soul );tand� 

at the end of the hammock and weeps because it cannot return to ih 
body. The tears drop. The tears trickle. 

AJI this is being sung. 
The family lift the dead man, places him on the shroud, and bathe 

him: 

They put on him a white shirt, they put on him trousers. Th�y put :1 tiC' 
un him. 'ThC'y paint his face, th�y draw on his face. They comh his hair 
and put a hn on him. His perspiration (blood) has run d(lwn onto the 
ground.'7 
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The dead man's wife goes to tht .�jnger, the man who can conduct 

the spirits with his song. She asks him, "Will yOll get the pegs [figurines] 

ready for me?'" All this is being sung. 

Then comes the second movement. It j� a repetition of dressing rhe 

male corpse in Western gear, bUI this time the dressing is of the singer 

himself and is dirc<:rly associated with the singer eliciting spirit power 
in his curing figurines; 

The singer Clils 011 his wife and :lsks her tu get the water ready. She pours 
the water. The singer takes off hi� !lId truu.'>('n>. He b.athes in the water. 
The iingel tlreS'it'S himsdf in a \.I,·hi(c �hirt and black trousers. He puts on 
3. n.-clc.rie and hat . ..  J will w:llk up God's toad, - ht' says. II 

Then he: carves the wooden pegs and places {cathers and beads on 

them. All this is sung. He paints shirts un them and places them under 

the dead man's hammock. He asks for cocoa beans. Thus the singer 
changes these wooden peg� into spirits. There 3re eight mcn spirits and 

three women :.pirits. Their job is to protect the dead man's souls on 

the journey the song, hence the souls, is about to begin. 

What the alteriziog Western eye tends not to Stt, of course. in its 

infatuarion with the Indian women's "colorful'" gear, is that its own, 

Western men's. clothes can have magical signi6cance: mat trousers 

and ties and derhy hats create magic too, preparing the corpse in 
relation to the journeying of its soul, readying the chanter, charging 
wooden figures with spiritual life. 

Male Magic of WeSlern Gear: Beat the Devil 

In this regard it is pertinent to invoke a strange �ction of perh:Ips 

questionable veracity from the Cuna he:Ilcr's song, the Nia-Ikala-The 
Way of the Nia (Devil). It W:IS puhlished in 1958 in Spanish and euna 

by two of Nordenskiold's former students, Nils Holmer :Ind Henry 

Wassen, from the text they received by mail from the Cuna school

teacher, Guillermo Hayans, with whom they corresponded concerning 
the accuracy and meaning of their translation into Spanish.'� I wish to 
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invoke a section of this song that, in its description of the fum:tion of 
the male Western clothing, lIas a profound resemblance to {he song for 

the journey of the souls of the dead man recorded by Nordcnskiold 
and Perez. 

Following detailed descriptions of the domestic world at the male 
healer (some 170 song-lines), the song tells that :l. woman approaches 
saying her husband has been seduced by a female devil and is now 

crazy. The healer agrees to help, :l.nd the song he then sings describes 
the many wooden figurines that will help him capture the kidnapped 
souls of the sick man, how the figuri.nes are heing pl3ced in 11 row, how 
each is being addressed as the spirit of the wood of which it is carved. 

Ont.· by one they are being namcd. Now they llre aU conversing, like 
living hdngs. The fact that the figurincs arc all standing in a row is 
repeated three: times. Then c()mes the surprise: 

All like the virile member, come floating into the hcaler 
All like the virile member, come wavelike into the healer 
Like the virile mem�r. they stand up in the smmach of the healcr 
All like the virile mo:mber, they occupy me lltenu of Ihe healer 
The he.3ler now is SQul1(l 
It is the .�oul that makes the he:ller speak (lines 197-202) 

At this culminating point the healer makes the following request of 
his wife; 

"Bring me the white �hirt. 
It will strengthen me lIgain�t the dangerous spirits." 
The healer is saying: "ETing me the black pant;. 
They will strenglhen me against the spirits: I will gain the courage mx:es

sary (0 face Ihem." 
The healer is saying: "Bring me the black lie. 
It will strengthen nl(: agllin�t the spirits: I will gain the courage nn:es.sary 

to face them." (lilies 203-208) 

He also asks his wife for color to paint his face, and for a mirror. 
The song he is singing then describes him putting on his clothes, 
garment by garment, an action that has also been descrihcd item by 
item much earlier on in the song, where the serene stillness of the 
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domestic scene is described. Surely itis significant here that the itemized 
liSfing of the clothes and putting them on and taking them off is 
repeated-like an actor d(mninganother J>Crsona, like a fable in which, 
naked before the world of possibilities, one can play with identifies, 
yet naked before the White man's felt derby, white shirt, and tie, one's 
play is straitened by endless repetition, taking them off, putting them 
on. If we pause and recall that the figurines themselves are also 
"clothed" as what Nordenskiold called "European types," then what 
extraordinary mimetological theater this major curing ritual turns out 
to be, with all [he players 011 the side of justice, i3rge and small, human 
and wooden, decked out in Western gear covering their inner, Cuna, 
"secret! .. 11 

Not only is the healer copying the look of the West (imitation); he 

is also putting it on (contaJ.:t). In putting it on he is establi�hing physical 
contact with the West, the touch, the feel, like putting on a skin. As 
with the mimetological technique of three-dimensional self-sculpting 
photography conceived by Roger Caillois in his essay on mimesis and 
legendary psychaesthenia. here the healer's very body becomes the 
vehicle omo which mimetic appearance becomes three-dimensioned, 
becomes optics in depth. 

And where does [his putting·on the skin of the West occur? Precisely 
where the healer is bringing out the lndian spirit-personae and spirit
powers of the different types of wood from which the figurines arc 
carved as "European types.'" It is just at the point of assumption of 
Western male dress hy the healer (in these two chant-texts) that this 
ineffable moment transpires where spirit flows from the wooden mat
ter, from "natun.·," to be objectified, personified, and readied for the 
task in hand, namely the pursuit of the lost human soul. Born of 
woman, exercised continuously by men through interCourse with the 

spirit (read image) world, and honed to a fine edge of perfection by 
colonial alterities, [he mimetic faculty bears exactly on this crucial 
matter of hringing out the spiritual power of image that materi:l.l things 
stand in for. 

As with Marsh donning Indian gear in the war canoe, and as with 
the very concept of white Indians, mimesis fuses brilliantly with alterity 
to achieve the connection necessary for magical effect, the connection 
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I have earlier alluded to as a kind of electricity, an adde pattern of 
rapid oscillations of difference. It is the artful combin;nion, the playing 

wieh the combinatorial perplexity, that is necessary; a magnificent 

excessiveness over and ht:yond the fact that mimesis implies alterity as 
its flip·side. The full eH(.'C( occurs when the necessary impussibility is 
:lUained, when mimesis becomes aherity. Then :lnd only then can spi.rit 

and m:luer, hisrory and n:lTUre, flow into e:lch others' otherness. 
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Along with hIS scientists and negro bborers, Marsh took quite a hit 
of equipment on his 1924 expedition in se:.m.:h of white Indians�an 

Elto outboard motor, wireless equipment weighing approximately one: 

ton, including a 60-foot telescoping mast, a military field stove, a 
folding canvas deck chair for every white man, the trunk of gifts 
weighing some 370 pounds, firearms, ammunition sufficient for what 

he called a field military force, dynamite, fireworks, and two portahle 

victrolas with a large and varied assortment of record�. 

Except for the dynamite, liSCO for hl3sting apart logs jamming the 

river> the more obviously military equipment was useles'i: the heavy 

uniforms, the wireless, and the firearms. Even the nutho:lrd 1110tor 
proved of limited v:lluc. What turned out to be effective and c.'Ime to 

be considered as essential were the more obviously pl:tyful "cultural" 
items: the gifts, the fireworks, and the vicnola). lime and again the 
fireworks and the victrolas provided spectacul:trs of civilized primitiv

ism, exchanges of magic and of metamagic satisfying to borh primitive 
and civilized. 

Dynamiting their way upriver through log-jams inw what they con
sidered to be dangerous Indian territory in the inrerior of the Isthmus 

in 1924, the explorers came across tracks of Indians and turkey feathers 

in an odd design, which Barbino, the old negro, said were magic signs. 
(Later on they came across twenty-one such feathers stuck in a row; 
one for each member of the expedition.) There was not an Indian to 

be seen: 
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Whare�er the Indians might be planning to do, they were certainly watch· 
ing u�. So that evening ()n the Chiati we gave them an e"hibition. Renton 
tired a \'olley from hLs Luger automatic, and I tnuched uff an army 
�i(;n;\l rocket-the kind which goes up scveral hundreJ feet and cxplllr.ies, 
leaving jloating green lighTS which last for some time. That wa� f() off1'>Ct 
(he Indians' magic.' 

Other timt:s the exhibitions wert: I�s obviously militlnt, defined by 

Marsh as intended for entenaimncnt. On(' of the more touching {ea· 

cures was their very riming. These were not the feasts or the Indians 

thai went on day afler day, bur after-dinner events, when a northern 

man, sucking reflectively on a pipe, looked for a little peace of mind

and a little enteruinmtnr, only in this case, deep in the Darien, enter

uinmtnt rested on entertaining the Indians, finding amusment in their 

amusment. Aii Marsh enthused after his first night in a "Chocoi" chiefs 

house (the negroes being compelled to spend the night in th, C"-n.)C5, 

not bein!; allowed to approach the hou!;(" or mingle WiTh the Indians): 

With the evening meal o\'cr, and our musquitn han su)·pt'nJed (rum the 
r.I.(It''''' OYt:1 our s1«ping quartcr.;, the curiosity of our hosu demallded 
t'nl(llainnu:nr. D:u\(nen had come suddenly. So we srancd our program 
wilh a military sky.nx::k .... Then me pon3ble \'ictrob was produced. 
Afrer my experience:. in rhe Danen I ..... ou1d never Ihml.; of going into a 
;o.wild" Lndian u:rrilOry without a phonugraph, Time: and .'gain we: were 
to encoumer surly, unfriendly, and even menacing Indi:rns. We ..... ould 
appear 10 ignore lhem entirely. We would bring Out and S(3rt a record 

while proceeding ..... ith our regular task of camp-piTChing or What·flO!. 
Th(' allenti(m of the Indiall.� would SOOI1 be diverted fmm tiS 10 the 
"music-box." Their hostility would et'� and be replaced hy ,urimlly. 
Gradually they would draw closer to the in�trument, discus�ins it :lmong 
themselves and 6nally would cnd up by crowding around it as closely a� 
pos�ibl�, touching and feeling it. From rhell on Thcy would ofTcn keep u� 
playing it until midnight, and were no longer ourenemie!i though perhars 
not yet our friends. That VIctrola, our fireworh, outboard motors and 
dynamite werc four essentials without which we .,;ould mver have tra' 
versed inrerior Darien.1 

The victrola must have brought the explorers a good deal of pleasure, 

1I0t least on account of [he pleasure it brou!;ht the indians. It proved 
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Earfie:�;t and latesl phonographs. ca. 1908. 

to be an easy way for making an interculmral nexus, a new cultural 

zone of white and Indian s.ocial iOlera(tion for discovering strangeness 

and confirming sameness-as ..... hen Marsh was reaching Cuna chief 

Mata's daugbter Carmelita to dance (0 the victrola's music, her lather 

contentedly smoking his pipe toppc<i up with a gift of American Navy 
tobacco. "'It was as happy a family group as I have ever seen," wrote 
Marsh-a remark that brings to mind the soothing blend of family and 
miming machinery sponsored in the ubiquitous advertisements of the 
Columbia Phonograph Company as early as 1895 in U.S. magazines. 
They pictured, according to a scholarly study aptly entitled The Fabu

lous Phonograph: 

. . .  a family in a moment of rapl delight: grandfather sitting relaxed in 
an easy chair, his son and daughter-in-law standing attentively to his 
either side, and his grandson-clad in knee breeches and a Little Lord 
Fauntleroy jacket-hopping up and down between hi� legs. The attention 
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(Jf all four was directtO It) the hmn protruding fmm a sm:&ll phonograph 
on a neat-hy table. They were dearly hcing ctltt:rtained in impos.ing 
fashion hy "the machine that talks-and laughs, sing.�, pbys. and rerro

duces all .�ound.'" 

"You marry Carmeiira,'" said the chief. "and you will he chief of all 

the Tacaruna ttibc.�, and we will be rich and powerful 3S we used to 

be." 

Marsh hesit.ued. 
The chid offered him the "girl on the hillside" too, lhe woman who 

woke him up with hal chocol.3le and bare skin-all this in a society 

and m a (ext woven {aut by men drawing boundaries between women 

and foreigners. 

Marsh fclt he had to decl ine rhe offcr. C3.rnlC!ita rushed away crying. 

M:lrsh put "'Macbm Bunerll.y" on the victrola and smoked his pipe. 

Elsewhe.re in the land of the Cun..1.S this inrimau: scene depicted by 
Marsh was pby.:d (lUI on a grander and more tempestuous stage. 

There, v1ctmla� threatened to break me banters separating Cuna 

women from Panamanian ('"negro") men, symbo1iring the immediate 

causes of the 1925 Cuna revolt. ·Inc Panamanian police enforLrd 

:mendancc at �ocial dubs (originally begun by young Cuna men back 

from the cities) a t  which there was Western-style dancing to phono

grams playing P:mamani:m "'folk'" music as well as U.S.-derived fox 

trut and jan-much to Ihe distaste of Cuna parents and elders,' The 

Cuna High Chief (fie/e) is recorded in Baron Nordenskiold·s compi.l a

tion as declaring: 

And they began to force us to db hard labur and 10 Clrry heavy slOnes 10 
the s.;:hoolhouSc:S. If we had a headache they took no notice: of it but we 

had 10 wurk hard iusl the same and they began to bl:.1t u.s with chain� 
and ropes and thcy bcg:m (0 build dub h()u.<;I:S where Iher could danc� 
with our women and our daughters and if we w()uld nut let our wive� 
dance they put us ill prison. And thl:Y began to $J>Cak to Ollf people and 
say thaI we did not have anyb(hlY who could hdp us. TIley began TO Take 

off our wnmen's nt)S(-rings and ear·rings and the police dragged our 
women to the police hou�es and m()k the rings from their nose and broke 
Ihem illto pieces landl lhus they led our WOll1en to darkness :md 5in.� 
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Thus with its transports of We:,tern delight that magnifiexnt miming 
machine, the victrola, was important in making the scene, providing th,· 

occasion for non-euna men to gain access to Cuna women, mainstay of 

rhe image-politics of Cuna Being. No wonder the chiefs and ciders 

were mad. (And surely not only among the Cuna? The spread of 

U.S. popular cuhure throughout the world. from the beginning of the 

twentieth century, owes an enormous amount (0 the music reproduced 
by the phonograph. Indeed, the great wntribution of the U.S. to world 

history has been precisely the shaping of the world's ears and eyes

nOf to mention "morals"-by popular music and Hollywood.) 

Colonial Photography 

I am not so much concerned with a "sociology" of the phonograph or 
camera or their effect on "the natives." The more important question 

lies with the white man's fascination with their fascination with these 

mimetically capacious machines. Here the camera compared with thl.: 
phonograph provides relevant material. 

While there appears to have been a lot of photography on M3fsh's 

first expedition in search of white Indians, it barely rates a mention in 

comparison with the reproduction of sound by the victrola. Marsh had 

obtained the suppOrt of military photography, undertaken prior to the 
expedition. He needed to reconnoitu' the unknown valley, verify its 

existence and extent, and locate as many Indian villages as he could. 
The commander of the Canal Zone Air Force provided him with tWO 

planes, one of which carried an expert military photographer equipped 

with a large military camera. Whenever Marsh's plane signaled, the 

second was to take a pk"ture. But in all of this there is not hint of magk. 

On [he contrary, it is very much an enthusiastic ride with "technology" 

as something antithetical to "magic." The planes and the big camera 

provide a nonchalant feeling of material and scientific power over the 

landscape and people below, who will soon be subjects for hand-held 

cameras. 

Photographing the Indians was seen as an essential part of scientific 
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investigation. Indeed phmography sccm.� to be emblematic, to verify 
the existence of the scientific arritude as much as the existence of that 

which was photographed. A fr3gmcnt from Baer's diary, published 

posthumously In the American Journal of NJys;cal Anthropology by 

his boss at the Smilhsonian, Ales Hrdlicka, reveals how obsessive and 

necessary (Q "doing science" this was: 

Indians: Camp Townsend: Saturday, reb. 9: I'ut up chans for laking 
span and height measurement-i. 

Sunday Feb 10: Jose Mara :.Ind family gave us a call. Took pictures of 
him and squaw. Jo� made her put on new orIS!; for the occasion and 
naked son would nm appear. 

Tuesday Feh J 2: Group of Chocos arnved. Snapped man and ten year 
old daughter. 
Wednesday, Feb 13:  Awakened by chatter of Chocos in �1arsh'� tent. 
Morning spent photographing and studying group of dozen children. 

Thursday, Feb 14; Measured a nuruntr of Cunas and a few Chocos. 
Photographed Jose and family, also courting Ch()c()s.� 

Other times Marsh speaks of Cuna men in the mountains running 

to him for protection from being photographed, but when thc alliance 

between him and the Cuna chiefs is cemented on the San Bias coast, 

and all the white Indians he wantS are promised to him, then everything 

can be photographed in mini·rituals of scienticity. And even bere, with 
the doors to the Cuna kingdom flung wide open, there is little wonder 

recorded at either the camera or the resulting photos. When we see the 

laner, as in Marsh's own book with the frontispiece photograph of 

"Mimi" the white Indian girl, (hey seem lO evacuate aura and normal

ize-even "over-normalize." You ask yourself, "So what?" But when 

it comes to filming the phonograph in action on the colonial frontier, 
then everything changes. Here every effore is made to represent mimet

icizing technology as magical, and the question must be repeated

because the phonographic m;s en sce,ze is surprisingly common in 

twentieth-century descriptions of "primitive" peoples-as to why 

Westerners are so fascinated by Others' fascination with this apparatus. 
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Colonial Phonography 

Whu can forger, in what ha� hecome one of the classia; oferhnographic 

film, Nanook of rhe North's look of wild disbelief on hearing sound 
emerge from the white mali's phonograph, and then trying to eat the 

record? Mimetic sensuosity incarnate! ExcepT for one faclOr; shouldn't 

we assume that this look and this eating is a I,.'On(nvance not of the 
"primitive" but of rhe primitivist film-maker Robert F1aherty?-a set
lItl ;oh. Mimesis of mimesis; a link in the chain of what Hotkheimer 

30d Adorno called "the organization of mimesis." 
That Flaherty'S intention was above all mimetolngical, that the eye 

was to become more an organ of tactility than vision, is made dear in 
the commentary of his wife and long-time cinematic collaboralOr Fran
ces Hubhard �laherty. Yet despite an apparent convergence here be

tween her views of the new eye created hy cinema and that of some 
early Sovier cinema theory (and Benjamin's extension of that thwry), 
there is also a wide divergence. As against the logic of shock, montage, 

and profmte illllmillation, Flaherty wallows in a discourse of spirilttal 

unity to be achieved through the mimetic and sensuous possibiJitie'i 
now offered the human sensorium by cinema, and she does so by 
recruiting the sensory apparatus of the primitive, Nanook of the North, 

w do so--a wondrous if not somewhat sinister fear. 
She begins with her husband's film image of a pouer's hand (an 

image lovingly used by Benj3min, too, in his essay on the storyteller. 
his point heing that the storyteller's presence and life arc imp,css�'d 

into rhe tale JUSt :'IS the imprints of the POIt':T'S hand are impressed in 
the clay). In the same way that the potter's hand caresses the yidding 
day, for �Iaherty the cinematic image shall caress the yielding eye, the 

body it comains: "Take, for instance, the hands of the potter as ht' 
molds the day," she writes: 

The Inotion-picture camera can follow these movelftents closely, inti· 
matcly, so inrimatcly that as with our eyes we follow, we come to feel 
IhosC' movemenrs as a sensation in ourselves. Momentarily we touch :1nd 
know The very heart and mind of the potter; Wf" partake, as it wer .... nf 
his lifC', we arc one with him. Here through those nuances of movemem 
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we found in [Haherey's 1924 film] Moalfa we come a�ain tn that "partiei
pJtion mystique" we fuund in Nan(J{)k { 1 9221. Hert'" is the �way" of the 
camera, of this Inachine: through ill> M:n.�iti�·ily tu m()vement it can take 
us into a new tiimemion of seeing, through tht'" mysterious rhythmic 
impulses of 1ife anti love take us mW:lrd into the spirit, illlO the unity of 
the spirit.� 

] doubt whether a more emph:uically deaT statement has even been 

0I3de concerning the intim3tc relationship hetween primitivism and 

the nt:w theories of the senses circulating wilh the new means of 
reproduction. And this I rake to be the relevance of Robert flaherty's 
cinematic display of Nan()ok's wonderment at the phonograph and 

suhjecting the record to the visccrality of hi� tongue and teeth. Here 

the alleged primitivism of the great hunter of rhe north, his very teeth, 
no less, dramatobiotical1y engage widl the claims being made by the 

Modernist (Frances Flaherty) for the spiritual unities of life now re

vealed hy film. 
Here the logic of mystical participation between subject and object, 

between Primitive person and the world (as advanced by Lucien Levy

Bruhl, for instance), is reborn thauks to reproductive technology. It ;s 

therefore curious, that this rehirth discussed in Modernist theory with 
overwhdmingpredominance in rerms o( the optical medium of cinem:l, 
is highlighted by the mise en sc.ett(! of the phonograph. 

This eating of sound by the great hunter, or rather of the reproducing 

artifacr of sound, this mimesis of mimesis, is nicely matched by Robert 

Flaherty'S story retold by his wile, printed OppOSilf 3 pbmograph of a 
dark-visaged Nanook in furry pants p(.'Cring skcptically into a phono
graph delicately perched on a pile of furs. A European man, perhaps 
Haherty, is seated on the other side of the phonograph, carefully 
looking not at the machine bur at the great hunter looking at it. The 
caption reads: '"'Nanook: How the white man 'cans' his voice." The 

story is that when Flaherty decided ro explain to the Eskimos what he 
was doing as a film-maker) he developed some footage of Nanook 
spearing a walrus, hung a Hudson Bay blanket on tht wall, and invited 

"them" all ;n, mcn, womcn, and children. What happened then IS not 

simply one of a very long and endlessly fascinating series of dramas, 
as told, of "first contact" of primitive m:m with the machine, but one 
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Nanook of the North: �The extra-�ocial n:lture of the ice pack as a 
soci:!1 experience.� (from Franc�s H. Flaherty, 1984). 
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of the grt:at stagings wherein the mighty mimetic power of the new 

instrumenl of mechanical n:production, mtmdy film. meets up with 

the mighty mimetic prowess-lhe epistemology of "myslical particip3-

tion" ---of the Primitive; 

The proicaor light shone out. Tht:n: was complete sil£'llce in the hut. 
lllt'y �aw N<1nook. BUI Nanook was there in Ihe hut ..... ilh them, and they 
couldn't understand. Thcn they saw the walrus, and then, said Bob 
(Flaht"rty). p3ndemonium broke luOS(. '"Huh.! him'" thr-y screamed. 

"Hold him!" :lnd the)' scramhled over the chairs and each oth ... ! 10 gel iD 
me scrttn and help Nal'look hold that walrus" 

It n�ded the image of the mighty animal, the walrus tbrashing in 

the surf at the end of a line, not Nanook, t'O convert the confUSIOn in 
the spectator's minds into mimetic veracity. Moreover-and now its 

"our" turn to he a littk disoriented by represent:ttional gymnastics

once the Eskimos had seen, or rather, participated in this screening, 

"There was l1() talk of anything," writes Frances Hubbard Flaherty, 

"but more hunting scenes for the 'aggie; as they called the picture." 

Then what of Werner Herzog's delirious cHon in his film fitzcar

raldo, set in rhe early twentieth-century Upper Amazonian rubber 

boom and constructed around the fetish of the phonograph, so tena

ciously, so awkwardly, c1urcbed by fitzcuraldo, the visionary, its great 

ear-horn emerging from under the armpit of his dirty white suit, Caruso 

Hooding the {orem and rivers, the Indians amazed as Old Europe rains 

irs ecstatic art form upon them. Bellowing opt'ra from the ship's prow, 

it is the great ear-trumpet of the phonograph. an orchid of technology 

in the thick forests of the primitive, mat dt:avcs lbe w;uers and holds 

tbe tawny Indians ll[ bay as the patched-up river-SlCarner wends its 

way into this South American heart of darkness. 

This same unfolding orchid of technology, now in delicate, worn 
shades of purple and pink, appears at crucial moments in The Camp 

at Thiaroye, a film made in 1988 by the Senegalese director Ousamane 

Sembene (whose films are censored in Senegal) . This phonograph is 

the proud pos�ession of a Senegalese sergeant serving in the free French 

Army during World War H. He and his fellow Sengalese soldiers now 
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Klaus }Gn�ki as fitzcmaldo. playing C.a!'US() for the' ;'S:lV.lg�." 

await discharge from the French army on Sengalesc soil. Having suf

fen�d the Nazis, they now find they b:l\·c to confront the racism of 

their uwn white officers. One Senegalese soldier has 10M his mind in 
Buchenwald and through frenzied gesticulations insists on wearing a 

Germany Army "coal-scuttle" helmet bedecked with swastikas. Mim
ing the Nazi soldiers, he becomes (he elusive enemy 01 his enemies, 

Ihe enemy of his french colonial masters. His sbockingly disjointing 
presence, his dark-black facc surroundc.-d by this German hdmet, his 
body at auentilm on a French parade ground in Nrica. presages the 
shocking end 01 the 6101, when the emire company of black soldiers is 
wiped out by tank and machinegun firc at the orders of the French 

high command for staging a rebellion over rhe humiliacing terms of 

demobilization. 
But there is this other disjointedness as well

, another elusive and 
complex form of miming Europe, and this is the sergeant's prize posses
sion, the phonograph, spectral in the fctishicity of the looming folds 

of the massive ear-trumpet so ponderously balanced over the tiny 
needle moving up and down on the discs of what in the 6lm are referred 

fO as the great music of the Western classical tradition. It is this thai 
he listens to in the spartan simplicity of his b:urack-room as he writes 
to his white wife and their daughter in Paris. It is this machine and irs 
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reproduced music that tugs at the attention of the stream of filmic 

imagery as much as that of the white officers from France, in ways 

gratifying, in ways unsettling, as with graceful ease this hlack man 

evokes and assimilates the taste of Old Europe in the privacy of his 

room by means of its replaytd music. On the one hand, it is pleasing 

to the officers to see this man becoming like them through a machine 

whose job it is to reproduce likeness. On the other, it is profoundly 

disturbing to them because this man is using this machine to manufac

ture likeness. Thanks in part to this machine, he is not only too comfort

able with European culture, but he shows the way for a "new man" 

who can be both black and white, Senegalese and French. This is why 

tbe image of the phonograph in this film approaches that of an icon 

with the terrible ambivalence of the sacred coursing the circuitry of 

mimesis and alterity binding civilization to its savagery. 

In this iconic power lies what Fitz Roy, Captain of Darwin's good 
ship, HMS Beagle, termed in 1832 the absorbing interest "in observing 
people displaying childish ignorance of matters familiar to civilized 
man." One hundred and fifty years later Bob Connolly and Robin 
Anderson's film First Contact provides just such a display-a display 
of the display, we might say. Using footage of First Contact filmed by 
an Australian gold prospector in the early 19305 in highland New 
Guinea, Connolly and Anderson are able to breathlessly capture this 
mythic moment, the white man drawing open the curtain of world 
history to reveal and revel in Otherness incarnate-and to do so spec
tacularly, thanks to the prospector having filmed his phonograph per
forming its mimetic wonders against the backdrop of the savage visage. 
As the sprightly tune "Looking On The Bright Side of Life" takes our 
acoustic memories Westward, the camera takes us through the optical 

unconscious into the needle rising and falling on the disc and then 
abruptly to the elongated, bearded faces of the highlanders staring 
slock-still in apparent amazement at the sound emerging from the 
machine. ("We thought it was our ancestors singing," they tell Con
nolly and Anderson decades later.) Not content with this, the prospec
tor picks up the phonograph and thrusts it across the waist-high fishline 
that the whites always erect as a barrier to mark out their camp. He 
wants the highland women to dance. His movements are somewhat 
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awkward, even grotesque, as he lunges at people across the clearly 
marked frontier with this precariously balanced music box. It's as if 
he's more obsessed with white man's magic than the natives are, and 
this obsession demands showing showing. hrst he has to show the 
phonograph in action to Them. Then he has to capture the phono
graph-display on film. Then years later, correctly anticipating the late 
twentieth-century Euro-American hunger for such revelation, Con
nolly and Anderson display the display for us-and repeat it more than 
once, notably and lengthily at the vtry end of the film First Contact, 

as the credits roll to the dazzling incongruity-effect of "Looking On 
The Bright Side of Life." ("We thought it was our ancestors singing," 
I thought I heard someone say.) 

Light is perhaps shed on the white man's fascination with Other's 
fascination with white man's magic when we read in the prospector's 
own book about a highland boy, Narn1U, whom he sent as a sort of 
cultural experiment to the town of Lae by aeroplane ion 1932. Extri
cated from the Stone Age to the store age by one swift flight, the boy 
"listened to a phonograph, and saw an electric light, and wore out the 
$witch turning the light on and off again. Gurney [the pilot] said that 
next to the electric light the thing that seemed to interest Narmu most 
was the heap of tin cans and bottles."9 j.irst Contact has a dizzying 
scene of a highlander recounting how as a kid he fearfully stole the lid 
of a tin can thrown away as garbage by the prospector, and worked it 
into a flashy ornament for his head. But unfortunately First Contact is 
too preoccupied to film those heaps of tin cans and bottles, for even 
though garhage is the outstanding sign of Western civilization-as 
Narmu perceived-it is not the side-effect of mechanical production 
that is congenial to the staging of hrst Contact, but rather the after
.maging of its mimetic machination. 

Mimetic Surplus 

'What seems crucial about the fascination with the Other's fasc111ation 
with the talking machine is the magic of mechanical reproduction 
itself. In the West this magic is inarticulable and is understood as the 
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technological substance of civilized identity-formation. Neither the 

prospector filming in the early 1930s in the New Guinea highlands nor 
Fitzcarraldo in the jungles of the Upper Amazon In the early twentieth 
century could make a phonograph, or an electric lightbulb switch for 
that matter. Vis a vis the savage they are the masters of these wonders 

that, after the first shock waves of surprise upon their invention and 
commercialization in the West, pass into the everyday. Yet these shocks 

rightly live on in the mysterious underbelly of the technology-to he 
eviscerated as "magic" in frontier rituals of technological supremacy. 

To take the talking machine to the jungle is to emphasize and embellish 

the genuine mystery and accomplishment of mechanical reproduction 
in an age when technology itself, after the flurry of excitement at a new 
breakthrough, is seen not as mystique or poetry but as routine. Taking 
the talking machine to the jungle is to do more than impress the natives 
and therefore oneself with Western technology's power, the E\to out
board motor compared to the wooden paddle; it is to reinstall the 
mimetic faculty as mystery in the art of mechanical reproduction, 
reinvigorating the primitivism implicit in technology'S wildest dreams, 
therewith creating a surfeit of mimetic power. 

Mary Had A Little Lamb 

Moreover Westerners would do well to be reminded of the magIC of 

sound-reproduction in their recent histories-their fascination \-vith 

the introduction of transistor cassette recorders in their lifetimes, and 

beyond that the effect of the first sound recorders and reproducers in 

1877 in the United States. The article that introduced Edison's "talking 
machine" to the informed pubhc in the Scientific American (December, 
1877) deliberately magicalized the apparatus as it if were animated by 

a little human inside it. This make-believe is a curious form of self

mockery. For on the one hand it expresses clumsy but genuine admin\' 
tion for the mystery of sound reproduction, an admiration that extolls 
the technology and, given the enchantment of its achievement, strives 
to find a language of spirit and magic to express that enchantment. On 
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the other hand such magicalization is an attempt to gain mastery over 
technology'S mastery of the mimetic faculty itself: 

Mr. Thomas A. Edison recently came into this office, placed a little 
machine on our desk, turned a crank, and the machine inquired as to our 
health, and asked how we liked the phonograph, mformed us that it was 
Vl;ry well, and bid liS a cordial good night. '" 

This is not unsimilar to the performance of magic Marsh attempted 

in the jungle with the talking machine dec,\des later. Roland Gelatt 
describes crowds listemng with "astonished incredulity to the phono

graph's raucous croak" (the reproductive fidelity was abysmally bad) 

and emphasizes that it provided the occasion-as with Marsh in the 
Dancn forest-for great spectacles: 

As a show property the phonograph won immediate success. To audiences 
throlighout the country it provided an evening's entertainment always 
fascinating and usually diverting. It would Talk in English, DUTCh, Ger
man, French, Spanish, and Hebrew. It would imitate the barking of dogs 
and the crowing of cocks. It could he made to catch colds and cough and 
sneeze "so believably that phy,icians in the audience would in,tinctiveiy 
begin to wriTe prcscriptions. � ll 

A single exhibition phonograph, so it is said, could 111 1 878 thus 
earn $1800 a week, and again we witness the self-conscious effort at 

make-believe, notably with the physicians' reaction to the reproduced 
sneeze. In Europe the fascination with the "talking machine" was no 
less intense. In l 894 just outside of Paris, the Pathe brothers (later 
famous in the moving picture industry) founded their factory to make 
cheap talking machines modeled closely on "The Eagle Grapha

phone,"and in the same year began making cylinders with sound 
punched into them. By 1899 there were 1500 sound-cylinder titles to 

<:hoose from. They called their graphaphone "Lc Coq," and so popular 

did this "Cock" machine become that the "swaggering bird"-as Ro
land Gelatt defines it-became the Pathe brothers' trademark. It can 
be still seell and heard, he wrote (in 1954), at the beginning of Pathe 

newsrce1s. 11 
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A LA CONQLJ ETE DU MONDE  
f. l\TH f: r'n f: fl [ S  

As with the dog of His Master's Voice, this trademark registers not 
only (Gallic) nationalism, as does the (American) eagle, but the link 
between mimesis, primitivism, and technological development. It is the 
task of the animal to register the rediscovery of the naturalness of 

the mimetic faculty in a technical age-confirming Walter Benjamin's 
insight regarding the rebirth of the mimetic with mechanical reproduc· 
tion. When the great Thomas Edison, credited with the invention of 
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Edison's original phonograph (Scientific American, 1 877). 

"the talking machine"-and here we cannot easily bypass the obvious 
primitivism, the animism, built into the concept in the popular name 
of the apparatus from the start-first heard in 1 877 his voice played 
back to him singing "Mary Had A Little Lamb," he is reported as 
saying, "I was never so taken aback in my lifc.

,,
11 "Taken aback" is a 

significant choice of words for this histone moment, a spontaneously 
fitting way of expressing (what Adorno called) the "shudder of mime
sis" being taken back to childhood, back to primitivism. And let's not 
forget the invocation here of animals as well as of girl children, of the 
little lamb as well as little Mary, reminiscent of the "talking dog" 
adorning Marsh's victrolas and records, and said to be the most suc
cessful logo in the history of advertising. For a deep chord has been 
�truck here by early twentieth-century advertising and popular culture, 
substantiating the primitivism that Darwin connected to miming prow
tss on the beach of the Land of Fire: 

They could repeat with perfect correctness each word in any sentence we 
addressed them, and they remembered such words for some time. 
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Given the Ur-history of the phonograph in the discovery and recov
ery of Primitive peoples the world over, the way it has itself to he 
recorded as hav11lg "been there," recording and playing, and given the 
militant role of the victrola In Marsh's expedition, let alone in the 
causation of the 1925 Cuna upnsing, it is devastatingly appropriate 
that one of the most popular designs made by Cuna women for the 
appliqucd mala blouses they have made and worn since the late nine
teenth century, and which they have sold internationally since the mid
twentieth century, is the logo of RCA Victor, "His Master's Voice.'" 
From the viewpoint of modern Western Clliture-a culture that turns 
out to be richly endowed with the products of commercial imaginlllgs
this IS no ordinary logo. 

It is stated in histories of the phonograph that His Master's Voice 
logo is "generally considered the most valuable trademark in exis
tence. ,,1 It is surely of interest that a little picture considered in its day 
to be rather lacking in artistic merit should be the hottest of commercial 
properties. This can make us appreciate Images central to our time in 
new ways, akin to an older love and beauty magic now destined to 
spirit money from our pockets, artful spells of mimetic sentience.' 
"What, in the end, makes advertisements so superior to criticism? Not 
what the moving red neon sign says-but the fiery pool reflecting it In 
the asphalt."� 

Many people arc fond of this Victor Talking Machine Company's 
"talking dog" logo, not least William Barry Owen, who bought the 
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painting from the artist for The Cramaphone Company in London 111 
1898 but, unlike his American associates, he could not usc it for several 
years, as he already had the angel logo. The talking dog bTlngs pleasure, 
a good deal of pleasure. It can make you smlle inwardly. It attracts 
you: why? 

RCA Victor is said to have thought the power of the logo is due to 
the dog being a figure of fidelity.; But what manner of figure? Surely 
an age-old history of Western allegory can be summoned here concern
ing the \'lays in which a dog and fidelity "go together." But this observa
tion merely records longevity of rhe sign, nOI its powers to summon. 

Fidelity and The Power to Summon 

I think that the power of this world-class logo lies in the way it exploits 
the alleged primitivism of the mll11etic faculty. Everything, of course, 
turns on the double meaning of fidelity (being acCtlrate and being 
loyal), and on what is considered to be a nll111ctically astute belllg-in 
this GISe not Darwin's Fueglans but a dog. Blessed with that famolls 
"sixth sense" this creature, like the Primitive, possesses a formidiable 
mimetic faculty, the baSIS for judging similitude. 

This logo, then, can be thought of as displaying a mimetic super
power in action, the mimetically capaCHlUS dog straining itself pleasur
ably to distinguish copy from original as it comes through the ear
trumpet of the phonograph. But thiS logo is also internally referential, 
an image of the miming of miming, and III this regard it is pertinent to 
invoke a history of pictures used to embellish music· boxes-as pre
�ented in A. Buchner's work on eighteenth-century automata or an
droids, miracles of techmcal ingenuity imitating the movements of 
living creatures. Except for a drummer-boy and a clown, thc living 
creatures thus mimicked, faithfu1!y playing thelT faithfully reproduced 
sound, turn om on inspection of Buchner's display to be everything 
but the white male. There arc negroes 111 top hats and tight breeches, 
the "upside-down world dock" with a monkey playing the drum, "the 
dance of the hottentots," a duck drinking water, quacking, eating grain, 
and defecating, birds in cages, birds on snuff boxes, and womcn-
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�Tlle Mosl ValU<lble Trculemn,-k ;lI FJ;inf'PICf'." RCA Victo,-'s Talking 
Vag, bought In London b� William Harry Owen ill 1 SY� for Th� 

Gr.tmaphom: Company, painttd hy Francis Barr:md several year� earlier. 
The p:unting was nlll iniliall)· used as a rrademark becllll.<;c' The 

(irllmaphune Cumpany already haJ one. "The KecordUl� Angel," a 
ri�1:Ufe o( an angel writing wirh a quil l 011 a grammaphlllle disc. II was 

reviH:d in 1953 as the trademark (or Angd R�cords. 

espedally women. The oldest puppeT that Bllchner l.iL'Scrihcs is from :1 
so-called Renaiss.::mce grotto in Sr.-Germ3in ell Lay, a figure known as 
Cecilia, who played the organ as a mechanism hidden insidl' her hody 
madc her fingcrs press the keys while her feer pumped th� pedals. The 

skilled automaton-making team of ]:h:quet-Oroz, father and son, were 
famous (or their Young Writer and Clavecin Plnyer. Tht,; Writu is a 
young girl seated writing a letter of some fifty wnrds :it a desk. The 

Cbwecin Player as described by Dr. Huchner is a charming young 
woman playing an organlike instrument. Her torso, head, l'yes, chest, 

shoulders, hands, and fingers are worked by a complex Ilf levers, ,om' 
of which produces the effect of breathing, thl.' bosom rising and falling, 

the eyes moving so that she appears to be looking 110W at her hands, 
then a, the audicnct,;. In short intervaL� between [he pieces she comimlcs 
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AI the �me rime Ihal th;lt RCA Victor's Talking Uog was painn:J and 
purch:tsed, the C'lmhridge <lnlhropologisl A.C. Haddon was fidd

working the Torres Straits hbnds belweell Australia a.nd New Cuinea. 
According lO my source, Ihis phtlw�r.tph shows a Torres Straits islander 
being recorded. as he sings a lr.lditlllOal �(lng.� Is not the sacn.-d POSl' {II 

,he n.-cordcr rl'markable? 

breathing :lIld moves her head, dropping her eyes 3S if shy. "The 
illusion of a living cre:uurl"," observes Buchner, "is thus completl.'." 

Jacquet Droz, pere (172 1-1 794)), W:lS invited to Madrid by the King 
of Spain where his autom.:ttons nearly co�t him his life. The. Inqusitioll 
accused him of sorcery, reminding us of Horkheimer and Adorno's 

major thesis that ci vilizatiOll (meaning Western .:i vilization-the civili
zation of Capital) has replaced "mimetic behavior proper by organized 
control of mimesis": 

Uncontrolled mimesis is ourlawecl. The angel with the fiery sword who 
drove man lIut of rar:tdi�e and onro the path of technical progress is the 
very symbol of that progrc5�. For centuries, the senrit)' with which the 
rult"rs prevented the-ir own followers and Ille �uhjugated masses from 
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Mark of the mimetic; The Clavecm p!J)'er (aUfom:ltOn). 
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Mark of the Illimenc: Mane Anwmettl::', girl pblying a dU!Clmer 
(automaton). 
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Mark of th� mimetic: The minstrel (automaton). 
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Mark of the mimetic: Isis (automaton). 

reverting to mimetic mod�s of existtnc�, starting with the religious prohi
bition on images, going on to the social banishment of actors and gypsies, 
and leading finally to the kind of teaching which does not allow children 
to behave as chlldr�n, has heen th� (ondltlon for cIHhzanon. 

On the other hand, controlled mimesis IS an essential component of 
socialization and discipline, and in our era of world history, in which 

colonialism has played a dominant role, mimeSIS IS of a piece with 
primitivism. The last automaton was made III the twentieth century by 
an American, Cecil Nixon. It IS called Isis-a bare-breasted, dark

skinned woman playing a zither while reclining on a couch decorated 
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with kopard skm�, hiereoglyphs, and "other Egyptian motifs." h wok 
twelve yeus to eonSlTuct and has a mechanism of 1 1 87 wheels :lna 

2233 other pan�. II is Slid to have caused a sem:nioll in film srudi()� 

and was .)hown in many AmLTic..'ln to\ .... ns. When Ihe [l·mper.lIure fOs<" 
abo .... e 800 F Isis moved her "eil unlil thl' temperature fd\.M 

The Talking Dog, Fingerprinting, and Sorcery 

Togcrher with her near-mlkedness this unveiling of Isis remind, us oi 

the heat in those torrid wnes wherl' the mimetic flourishes. It :llso 

reminds liS of che heat of the .�enses and thus brings to tht: fore cwo 

interwoven me�lnings of the mimetic-imitation and 5enS\lOU�nl'�S

that, partly through Horkbeimer and Adorno, I have been at pains to 
elucidate throughout this hook. These twO dimensiOns of imitation 
and SetlSlHlUSness match Frazer's classic distinction of " symp:nhettc 

magic" into "imitacive" and "contagious" priJ1C1plcs" Like polin' fin

gerprinting as well as the u.�e of footprlllts in sorcery, His M:lSler\ 
Voice's Talking Dog not only draws upon sympathy and ctlllt:lgioll 

bur fuses them. Through e<lntacl (contagion) the finger makes the rrint 

(a wry). Bm tIl(' prim is not onl)· a copy. It i .. also testimony to the 

bcr that CHntJC( \Va.) nude-and it is the comhination of both fan)!. 

that is essellfial to the usc of fingerprmting by the policl' in deteCTion 

and by the Smte in ccrtif),ing identities. The ""alking Do�also interfuses 

conl:lsion with symp:lthy, the senSllom with imitation, becluse if I S  on 

account of its sensorium, allegedly !tensitive to an uncanny degree, 

that it can accur:udy register-i.e. receive the print-and distinguilloh 

faithful from unfaithful topies. Here Horkhe.imer and Adorno's Marx
ist inflection of Niet'l.sche's view of civilization, turning rhe anim:1l in 
man against itself, receives its due, the dog now being the civili7.cd 

man's servant in the detection, and hence selling, of good cnpy. With 

rhe transformation from the sorcerer's practice combining imitatioil 

and colttact ;n the usc of the footprmt to that of fingerprinting (:lnd 

usc of the camera) by thl' State in the late nineteenth century, this 
"organized control of Inimesi�" has reached an unmatched !evel of 
perfection, truly the modernist rebirth of the mimetic f:lcuhy. 
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Sy,tcms of Ridgc$, and the Creues in the Palm. 

Ridges and rrea�e .. (frOtl1 Calion), 
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Title pilg� of Galton's book, fillger Prints 

It should be noted that fingerprinting as modern State practice owes 
everything to modern colonialism, beginning with the use of the sign
manuals of "finger-marks" by mid-nineteenth century British colonial 
administration in India so as to prevent people from impersonating 
penSlOners after their deaths. In this history we encounter striking 
contradictions and collusions of mimesIs and alterity across the colo
nial divide: a colonial administration dependent on writing and Signa
tures in a largely illiterate colomal society: admimstrators' fear of 
massive fraud by means of false signatures: British administrators 
unable to discern unique faCial and other identifying qualities among 
tbe masses of their Indian subjects ( " they all look the same"): and 
last but far from least, the decisive mgrcdient in the discovery of 
fingerprinting, the use of the hand and thumb as a type of modermzing 
sorcery by the colomal bureaucracy. 

It was this last feature whICh led to the discovery of the "scientific" 
value of fingerprinting. According to Chmles DarWin's cousin the es
teemed Sir Francis Galton, F.R.S., etc., and author in 1H92 of Finger 

Prints, the text that established a system for the use of fingerprinting 
in State surveillance, Sir William Herschel informed him that because 
"it was so hard to obtain credence to the sIgnatures of the natives, that 
he thought he would use the signature of the hand itself, chiefly with 

the intention of frightening the man who made it (rom afterwards 

denying his formal act" (emphasis added).� And no doubt the heady 
mixture of science, raCism, State bureaucratic theatrics, and attribu-
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HIS MASTER'S VOIC.E 

Sections of the n�edle point. 

tions of native supersitition involved was intimately connected to sub
terranean notions, British as well as Asian, concerning the "magic" of 
both copy and contact. 10 

There are still further mimetic features to consider with the logo of 
the Talking Dog/His Master's Voice, features wherein analogy and 
modeling fuse with the quite different principles of mechanical cause 
and effect (indexical signs). The blossoming car-trumpet of the phono
graph, almost as large as the dog, is a mimetic modeling of ear-function 
as well as of voice-throwing, as with a bull-horn (note the appellation). 
Hidden in the technology of the talking machllle afe the hills and dales 
of the grooves of the disc. These physical indentations correspond 
point for mimeticizing point with the sound recorded and then played 
back. Finally there is the curious mimetic gestus of the dog, its body 
as well as its face miming the human notion of quizzicality. This dog 
is testing for fidelity and is also a little mystified. What could be more 
"human" (or at least anthropomorphic) than this "talking dog"? This 
is one of the great faces, like Garbo's, of the twentieth century. 

The Animal in the Machine 

Where politics most directly enters is in the image's attempt to combine 
fidelity of mimetic reproduction with fidelity to His Master's Voice, 
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Cun:l ffillb: RCA Vinor'� '"T:llking nOb" (frum I'ark.��( and Neal, 
1977). 

the hound like a Jutiful servant bcingcreliiled with precisely this :lrtful 
cumbination. But in this logo it is also pussible to discem a cominutlu!l 
and indecisive Slrus;.gle hetween technology and magic� indic.uing cn
d�ndel1ce. fur on the Olle hand the :mimal lS what assurl"S ,he fiddilY 
uf technical repmduction. Bm on ,he other, the dog not onl)' looks 
quil-ziol but is m fact being fooled, for there is nil rcal maS"ter, JUSt [he' 
copy of the m3!>tu's \'oice. The technology of reproduction triumph ... 
ovcr the dog but need!> the dog's validation. 

An oddly undisconcening moment arises with the fal,1" th:H the logo 
is generall y  rl'fcrred 10 nOI as ,hl' li�tening dog bur as "'the tnlkillg dog." 
Quitc apart frolll the faa mat this goes ag3inst the original in(nUion 
of the artist, Francis Rarraud, who was moved in the 1890s (so he IS 
said to have said) to paint his de.:1d brother's dog Nippcr on ,lCC(JUlH 
of the quiaical expres�l()n on the dog's face when listening to a YOl'::C 
on :\n Edison phonograph (the dog's dead master's voice?), this of 
course cannot be- a talking dog. as talk is s()mcthing reserVl'd for 
humans and thc machines of the: Vi ... 'tor Talking Machine Compan}'. 

,,< 

HIS M.'\!oT<::R'.� VOICf, 

To refer to this a:. �the talking dof,;"" is not ani), to reverse the talking 
machine frolll a player imO :l recorder, Or III Sl,'C thl' dog as entering 
into a convcrS:l1iC)n with the player, but also to magic:llI)' enduw
with effortless ease-the hound with the human hcuhies ()f thl, t3lking 
machine. It wouiJ s�m that this tr:lnsfnrmltion of the 3nimll into the 
buman, hnwcl'l'T. can only come from the machine itSdf, the machinery 
of sound-mimesis. The setting up of the contr:t�t hetween (the then new) 
n .. "hnolog), and the animal, between the machine and the primitive, h:lS 
the curious rcsult of moving the primitivt' mto the: machine to wre:.t 
the mimetic faculty from a bun..:h of W(TCS and grooves. And this is 
precisely what thl' Cuna mala shows us, "minions in ancndancc." 
write: two commentators, "busily e:mploYl'd kt.'cping (he phonograph 
funCiioning for the big dog's pleasure."" 

This Cuna dog is ceHaiol), cute, el'en cuter than the original repro· 
duced in a near-infinity of copies. I do not know if rhe dog is pleased, 
bur whar ro me is beyond doubt is the intense pleasure-the c3tching 
of the breath, the delighted laugh, the stirring of wriosity-that thi) 
particula.r mola brin&" ro Western viewers loday, including myself, all 

the more so when held side by !oide with its Western miginal. 
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This Sudden Laugh From Nowhere 

Why this laugh? Surely this is what I call Aristlltlc's plc3sur�, the (not so) 
simple fact that observing mimesis is pleasurabl{'. And just a.� sun:ly there 
is an element of colonialist mastery in this lau&luer; thc Ycry word \:urc' 

is as suggestive as my having bclaborell to show throughout this book 

how difficult it is ro pry mimesis Inuse from pC!rvasive inrimarions of 

primitiveness. But there is also [he possibility that Ihis sudden l<tugh from 

nowhere rC!gisters a tremor in culrural identity, and not only in identity 
but in (he SCI.:urir), of Being itself. This is like Bataille's laugh; a sensuous 

explosion of sm()uth muscle composing Being in the sa me instant as it 
extinguishes it. This is Bl'njamin's flash, as when he writes that there is 
something pcculi:J.c about similarity: "Its perception is in every case 

bound to an insta.nram:olls flash. It slips pa"t, can possibly be regained, 
but really cannot be held fast, unlike other pC!rceptinT1.S. It uffto,,, it.'oClf to 
the l'Yl' as fleeringly and as transitorily as a constellation of stars."!! 

The West On The Chest 

The ethnography rells us that while Cuna mcn carye curing figurine-s 
with Weslern exteriors and monopolize communjc;uion wilh sp,ri�, 

Cuna W(lmcn are meant to be secn hut nOl heard in public space, 

serving as tht, ocular signi.6er supreme of CUlla Kcing, !oohrouded in the 

mysterious magnificence of their molas where tbe Western gaz.e and 
Ihe Cuna presenration interlock. 

While it is pointed out that the art of mola-making proh.lhly Jerivcs 
from the long-established but now defunct an of body-painting, by 

women of men as much as of women, we now need to emphasise thar 

Ihis body-painting is displaced in significant ways; first onlf) women's 
h()die..�, the men now garbed in Western gear; second, the women, the 
visual signifiers of Cuna Being, often wear on their chl'sts no longer only 
abstract designs or flowers and animals, but the West-as indicated by 

their version of the Talking Dog and other consumer comm(ldiries, 
adverrisements, trademarks, and icons of popular wlture (long before 
this became a fashion on First World T-shirtS). S;ne� U.S.·mediatcd 

goods have passed into Cuna purview by means of CUn:! men working 
in the Canal Zone since the 1930s, thanks to their convivi�ll relationship 
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Ldison'� first �ketch of Ihc rhnnugraph. 

with the United Scale!>, the chests (':lnd backs) of the women have 

formed a \>pedes of trade catalog-:lIld hert' we might do well (0 
remember 6aron Nordenskiold's and Ruben Percz' rderences in [he' 

1930s to a Cuna heaven stuffed with We�tern commodities, in which 

case we would also want to attend to healers hurning i!iustrations r.orn 

from trade catalog\> to rdease their spirits as part of rhe cure for 

snakebiu.! and other community-threatening perils, 

Yet if Western goods excite the Indians' imaginacion, how mu.:h 
more does such excitation ext:ite the Western observer! It seems clear 

that one of the things that most turns on Western f)h�trvers ahout" 

.!JII 

HIS MASI l:.R·!> VOIU:: 

molas is tht operation mobs perform 011 the image of the West, in 
particular on the West in its commodity-exprcsloion. Concerning their 
fir!>t CXpOSUTt (0 molas some tillle in the mid-1950s, at an exhibition 

in thc Brooklyn Museum-� Folk Art Shop, Ann Pdrker 3nd Avon Neal 

first single OUt th� abstraCt features of design 3nd L"olor, the skill of tbe 

stitching. and then IIle 

. . . .... musmg. COlllclll-rhc- fresh WII IInJ humor that belied ehe nai,'c 
prcsc-nt2riCJn. MIxed in wllh dazzhng lb"lr:Jct panerns WM"e images [iglu 
off MadiMffi Avenue _ . .  ollly herter. 

Two dc-sib'll!'> fwm Ihal titSI show wc«: �'SpeciilUy mc.-morablr-, a beami
ful "His Mru;ler'� Voice� I(ldemark and a whiskty hutflt, its colorful 
la�l me[jclllolIsl�' duptiGucd nghl down fO Ihe small�st lew:ring in fine 
needlework. Thw: wa� _,I.n a Knols cigarcnc ad, a primitive airplane, a 
romter playing a guitar, �evc:rtll famlliar ..:arlOOIl chara..:tcrs, plu� wond�r
fully Cl)lI..:eived nora find fauna. It wa� a feast for cyc� 100 long battcr�d 
by the cr:ls� visual assJults of l110dern oJvc:rti�ing. '·' 

This importance of advcrti�ing is again signaled when Parker and 

Neal go on cn srnte rhar "molas have been cnllcaed and admir�d for 

many different reasons, but examples based on the advertismg world's 
pictographic symbols are (he ones th3t have ama:t.ed :md delighted 

many of the most snphhticated collectors_ ,.1· 
In vain thc-se authors try to account for such delighted amazement_ 

.. Acculruration mo/us could be considered the grC31 contemporary copy 

an, M they write_ "When thc designs are looked at SIde by side with their 

sources, the magic of Cuna interpret3tion can he apprct:iatcd_" But when 

itcomes to thinking through in what this "magic" -thisCulla magic--ol 

interprc..-t:ation consists, lhe3Ulho(s fall hack on (a moralistic) formalism: 

'"'Unpleasing details are eliminated and something new is always added 
to support or enhance Ihe design, and sh3pes 3re shortened, widened, 

repeated, pattcrned, 3nd embellished in dozens of different ways:, I .' 
rormal consideration.; alone dkt3rt: other observations, such as the 

hallucinating, eye-�cancring effect of the colored vertical rays (and 
sometimes tiny (dangles) thnr fill up all available space on the maias. 
The entire surfac� of the Talking Dog I11nla from which J am working 

is thus covered. This v:lstiy complicates the central image and, as with 
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seventeenth-century Baroque poetics, let 311me ccrtain forms of advertis· 
ing, onc has to work (0 "get it.'" Thil> is cleM when you compare RCA 

Victor's Talking Dog with (he mola example. Thl' paimcr of the RCA 

dog-an acknowledged late-nineteenth century Hriri:.h Re:tli:.t-ha:. 
striven (0 render whDt in his eyes would be considered :1 stark]r straight· 
forward, albeit sentimental photographic image. The sheer blackness of 
the large background not only servd to highlight the centrality of the 
image, but contrasts most emphatically WiTh the mob background, 
which does thec:xact opposite, running into the cennal imagl:, displacing 
itsu:mralit), in such a riot of marginalia that the eye finds it hard to stay 
still, to still the image itsdf.16 RCA Victor's Talking Dog is frozen in a 
petrified gCl>tuS whereas {his Cun:1 wom3n'� clog i!t ready to talk The 

blackness centralizing the petrified image has been irradiated by COUIll
less tayS of bewildering colur amounting to a "profane illumination. " 

This takes us beyond form to consider the spectral quality of the 

advertisements portrayed-their quality as source·objects "belonging" 
as commodity· representations to the cultura l orbit of the United State� 
(even if they are in fact manufactured in Taiwan or Ja.pan or Brazil), 
and their quality as copies sewn by Indian women on 3 humid Carlh· 
bean Island. In 3 pcnclf3ting aside, Parker and Neal say the whole idea 
of such molas "is like a great spoof of Ollr own mass-production 
advertising·uril.:nted society. ,,17 Yet surely what becomes if not ;'rnagi
cal," at least strangely powerful here, i) not s() much tht Ctlan "'magic 
of interpretation'" as invesTed in the mob, copy, but the magic ()f the 
commodity-image ils.tif--tlf the original of which the Cuna mala i� 
copy. Indeed, what underpins the entire dcscripti\·c and assimilatiw 
effort of Western observers like Parker and Neal is their feeling that 
these molas bring out something indefinable, something powerful and 
re£reshing. Bur what is this mdefinable yet r(.'frcshing power brought 
out of the commodity·imagt, and how is this achieved? 

Recently Outdated 

Primitives make mighty mimiCS; thus the roung Darwin in 1832, ot.· 
serving gaits and (Ongues and bces hack and forth across the beach. 
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But in the second half of the twentieth century, objects as commodities 
ha\'e displaced ont: !>ide of the mirror. No Inngc:r is il sailors of the 
Royal Navy dancing a jig and pulling horrid fa ;.,-es. but a still-lile of a 

British dog selling faithful sound rccording..,;. Truly the commodity 
economy has displaced per�ons, if not into thinw; Ihen into copit:s of 

things flaring with life of rhtir own, briefly animated (as Disney has 
taught us) hy anim:l! life stirring in the thickets of an ever-receding lost 
nature. Modernity srimul:ued primitivism along with wiping out the 
primitive. Commodity production was th(' mutur of this destruction, 
and it was in the represenrarion of commodities in popular culture that 

the primitivism of modernity surfaced with unquellchable enerb'Y· Is this 
the undefinable power tharCuna women with tht:iroopiesofoopiesbr;"g 
out for Western eyes? lr is a visceral effect. tn he �urc, l ripplc ofpleasurc 
felt as sheer Sllhstanct:, in which the mimetic machinery of the West is 
now mimed by the handiwork of tropical women restOring auta to tht' 
opening lip of the optical unconscious achieved by those machines. For 

what could better highlight, magnify, and bring (lut the viscerality hid
den in the opdcal unconscious than the aumcic sheen of mimesis and 
alterity provided by these demure women stitching the West on their 
chests with the same ge!>ture as they preserve tradition? If the optical 
unconsciou!> provided by mimetic machines is rhe preserve of waking 
dreams. as Benjamin would have it. then the Cuna TalkingDogawakens 
me dream. The CUlla Talking Dog, indeed. looks back-looks back at 
the viewer and looks back to what Benjamin theorized as the "'recently 
outmoded," the Surrealist power of yesteryear's fashion, 3.\ well. 

The factual reference here is to the well-known attraction of Parisian 

8ea-markc:ts for the Surrealists and the accompanying interest first 

fonnulated as a strategy by the Zurich Dadaists in objects found by 

chafll .. "e , especially those objects whoS<.� time of glory had rectntly 

passed-()bjects nor antiquities but "modern," yet no longer in vogue. 

The tl,eoretical reference here is to Benjamin's speculations and enthu

siasm for what he discerned to be the Surrealisl discovery of the "rtvo
lutionary energies of the 'outmoded,' in the first iron constructions, 
the first factory buildings, the earliest phOTOS, the objects that have 
begun to be extinct, grand pianos, the dresses of nve years ago, fashion
able restaurants when the vogue bas begun to ebb from them."'� 
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Thl· Surr�alists pcreciv�d an "3tm(lsphcr�" �·once31ed in these fl..'(ently 
outmodl..-d. things. ·Illcy based their (would-be revolutionary) an UI} 
bringing this "atmosphere" to the point of explosion. creating a "pm> 
fane illumination," I<t which Renjamin referred .IS a "materialistic. 
anthropological inspiration. "  J' 

h not the commodiry-dispby in the Cuna mnla� pm.:lsely a Thi rd! 

Fourth World flea-market for ,he First World. disphying the "r("ccnd" 
outmoded"? Is nm Ihe effect of amazcm("nt. deliAht, a.nd (casl fur Ih�· 

I..-yes, noted by Parker and Neal, testimony to Ihe- profane illumination 

thaI f1:rshes OUI with the release of "almosphcrc" L-onL'Caled therein? 

But what is this "annosphrfc" and how is it released? Ttl a certain 

exrent it is created by the way the Third World and ils objects arc in a 
global perspective gener311y Sd"n as peflllanenrly "rt"Ccntir outdated," a 
reservoir of hrs[ World hand-me-downs and sk·cpy-q'eJ memorie!'> of 
its earlirr consumer Itcms. Definrd in adnlllce as backward and always 
I:tgging behind. Third Worlds are exempl:l r)' of the recently outdated. 

and Cuna molas constitutc no exception. nlis character of being perma

nently OUI of J:ue, moreover, applics not only to things 31..waliy made in 
the Third World. but \oto'ith greater (mIX to the obiects imported and 

preserved over tlme-the 1930s and 1940� cars, the 1950s telephone 

systems, the prewar Singer sewing machines. Ihe mechanical t�'Pi:wtil

ers. aod a thousand ;lnJ one more such relk!> of modernity preservcd 

in thl' rime-warp of permam:nt underde\"e1OI)ment :md poveny. not to 
mention the dumping of First Wmld W:lste, tOXlns, cigarette ad!'>, and 

technologies found to be harmful, like DOT crop-spraying. 
The RCA Victor J'honograph occupies a privilegcd position in this 

time-warp, (m it is a knock-oUl instan,,: of the recemly outmodcd anJ 

rhe power therwf. a gorgeous billowing fnnh of super�doo promise. 
It i) one of the great signs of the recently outmoded, shrouded in a 

mysterious atmosphere. This 3rmosphne is testimony to rhe Surrealist 
insight regarding the power of the ghosts emhedded in the commodities 
created by yesteryear's technology-the whole point of modernity and 

capitalist competition being that technology find manufacturcd prod

ucts ar� made obsolescent oy progress' forward march. 
Obsolescence is where the fUnire meets th� past in the dying bodr 
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of the commudity. Because history requires a medium for irs re..:koning. 
:1 tcmpuraJ Ia.ndscape of substance and things in whit.:h the meaning 1)( 

events no less Ihlln Iht' passage oi time is record�d. tn modern times it 
is Ihe cOllullotiit}, that embodies just such a ready-reckoning of the 

objectifiC3rion nf the pathos of 1I0veh�·. 

The commodity due:� morc than yield the me.lSure of hinor)' as time. 

It is also the petrified historiol {'VCllt where n:tturt passed imo culture. 
where raw material combined with human lahor and technology to 

satisfy cultured design. St:tnding thus at Ihe crossroad of past and 

future, nature and culm,e, and submerging birth in death. the commud

it)' is hardly a sign or symbol. Only in rdigion and mabic can we find 

equiva knt economies of meaning and pT3cti�es \If expenditure in which 

an object, be it a L·omlllodit)' or a fetish. spills 0\,'·' its refercnt ami 

suffuses its component parts with ineffable radiance. 

The commodity is a theater of operatioll� in which honest labors 
achieve Shinning metaphysical effects. The commodity IS both thr 

performer and the perfurm::mct' of the naturalization o( history, no less 
th:1n the historicizatioll o( nalurl�. 

In other words, the commodity is the sta�ing of ".�ccond n:lture"

its uomaking no lcs) than its m:tking. 

nlis has profound implications fur the mimetic facullY, which I have 

de6ned as the nature that culture uses to create second n:llure:. For if the 

"magic" brought OUt by th�· "n:cently outd:rted" is a magic achieved h'l 
fr31l1ing, hy highlighting the staging of sc.'CImd natun:, Its: unmak.ing no 

less (han Its making. then {his is also likely to be a privileged site fur 

the revelation of mimesiS and thl' tlondingof mimetic excess-nowhere 

mure )o than in th:1I rellection of the West forged by the: handiwork of 

Third and Fourth World WOIllL" on the global suge of primitivism. 

Fortifying the r"etish: Magi<: and Ne<:romancy in the 
Creation of Profane Ulumination 

Fashion is the re:llm in which the obsoles<:cnt ei.aracrcrof thc <:ommod
ity is nouri)hcd and ritua lized. III its tcnsc:J arti culation of fUlure and 
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past, fashion heralds birth and death. This is one n�ason why the 

commodity is cndowed with a spectral quality. In his famous text 011 
t� fetishism of cmnmodities, Karl Marx staled thai all tbe "magic and 

nccromancy� of the commodity is dissipatc=d if ..... e tum OUt gaze to 
noncapitalist societies, where prodll(;tion was not di�1:3tt::d by the fte(: 
market and benet' the commodity forlll. But in societies on the margin 
af capitalist industry or capitalist culture and profoundly influenced 

hy that culture, and wherc:: strong local traditions of magic txist as 
well, then the magic and necromancy of the cnmmudity is not so much 

di!>Sipated as fortified. 

Baron otdenskiold's and Ruben Perez' 1938 Cuna ethnography 
well displays this where the)' spl'ak of the Cuna land of the dead as a 

world stuffed full of the souls of white man's commodities, which the 

Indians shall inherit-when dead (as I have described in Chapter 10). 
Forbidden access to the sacred, the provinc�' of men, Cuna women can 
be understood as inscrihing this heavenly image-land of the dead ontO 

their chests in the form of living molas such as the "talking dog. "  
Hence In their hu�'Y hand� Ih�' sacred illuminatit)n, rC::!oCrvcd for men, 
becomes a profane illumination. 

In trying to convey the Surrealist trick (and Benjamin insists it is a 

trick, not a method) by which thl: KauTlospncre" of rt.'Cc::ntly outmoded 
things is to be released. a trick that "substitutes II political for :l histori

cal view," lknjamin quot�"S a passage attributed to Guillaume Apulli
naire (1880-1918) [hat is worth reading slowly so as to absorb its 

armophl:re: 

Open, gr:I.\·CS, you, the: dr:ad "f tht' ptcturc: galltrlt's, eurpstS �hind 
SCfrt'ns... in palaces, castles, and rDOnastt'flCS, ht're slOmds the." fabult>u�' 

keeper of keys holding a bunch of keys to all Times, who kllOWi where to 
press the mosl :mful locki and invites )011 to Step inTO the midst of tht' 
world of today, to mingle with tnt' hearers uf hurdem, the mel.-t.;'IniC5 

whom money mnobles, to makt' yuurself at homt in cht'ir ilutomohilt:.�, 

which are beautiful as armor from the age of chivalry, to take your places 

in the intemational sleeping cars, and to weld yourself to all the people 

whv today are niH proud of their privileges. But civilization will gin: 
tht'1ll shon �hri(t.ln 

Are not these keys the Surrealists' equiv:llent to the euna heale.r'!> 
practice of burning illustrations- taken from !r:lde catalog!> <;() as to 

release their souls, a practice paralleled not SO much by (una women 

in making their malas, but by the hurning Western gaze upon them? 
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REFLECTION 

There is �(jml'thiPlg absorbing ;,1 ubserlJillg IIUI/llt' displayiPlX childish 
ignuranc/: of matlllr5 (ami/iar to civilized mall. 

-Captain fin: Roy of HMS Beag//' 

These reflections on Cuna women's copi� of the "most valuable 
trademark in existence" point the way to a rcappr:Jisai of the study at 
custom and and 3. new rdationship to the accustomed. This would Ix' 
a nove=! anthropology not ot the Tnird and Other worlds, but of tbe 
West itself as mirrored in the eyes and handiwork of its Others.1 It is 
a field for which inquiry i� overdue. given that the We-Sf has not only 
long bc:en everywhere, in the form of rangibh.: goods and even more SH 
in their images. but that JUSt as the West itself is no longer OJ. �table 
identity against which mimetic alter) can be confidently construed, ..0 
those alters tOO h3vt: a powerful capacity, like Cuna spirits, to dude 

fixing. 
To call these reflections on Western rcfk-aions an "inquiry" suggt'Sts 

that the anthropological project can continue unabated with the same 

old desire for intellectual mastery of the object of study and the �aInC 

old desire for the enigma of the "powerful l"xphl1latl"n." But world 

history has decreed otherwise. Mastery is mocked as First World ;lnd 
Other Worlds now mirror, interlock, and rupture each other's alterit}' 
to such a degree that all that i5 1eft is the excess-the self-consciomness 
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a. .. to the m.'Cd for :In Identity, sexual, radal, ethnic, and national, and 
the rollt:r-coastering violence and enjoyment of this state of affairs. 

Mastery is no longer possible. The Wcst a.\o mirrored in the eyes and 
handiwork of its Others undermines the stability which mastery needs. 
What remains is unsettled and unsettling interpretacion in constant 
movement with itself-what I have elsewhere called a erYous Sys
tem-because the interpreting self is itself grafted into the object of 
study.l TIle self ent"t:f"s into the alter against which the self is defined 
and sustained. 

Let me try to explain this mimetic vertigo through examples, and Ict 
me emphasize my intention to bring out the ways that the mimetic and 
alteric effect of such reflections must problematizc the very act of 
making sense of reflection-which is why it fasdnates and emits social 
power, and why it strips the anthropologist naked, so to speak, shom 

of the meta-languages of analytic defence, clawing for the firm turf of 
cultural familiarity. The problem, then, is how to stop yet another 
defensive appropriation of the unfamiliar by means of :10 "cxplana
tion", instead of creating :lnother quite different mode of reaction to 
disconcertion adequate to late twentieth-century patterning of identi

ties and aherirics. For iust as nature abhors a vacuum, so the vertigmous 

cultural interspace effected by the rdlect.ion makes many of us desper
ate to fill it with meaning, thereby defusing disconctrtion. To resist this 
despetation is no easy task. After all, this is how ..:ultural convention is 
maintained. But let us try. Let us try to uncover the wish within 
such desperation and be a little more malleable, ready to entertain 
unexpected moves of mimesis and ahtrity across quivering terrain, even 
if they lead at the Outermost horizon to an all-<:onsuming nothingness. 

The White Man 

Julia Blackburn's book The White Man: The First Responses of Aborig

inal Peoples to the Wf)jte Man (published in 1979) provides striking 
illustrations of contemporary sacred representations of whites by 
(post)colonial subjects, such as those in an Ibo Mbari shrine-house in 
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northern Iboland photographed by Herbert Cole in Nigeria. On one 
page we see a photo of a mud sculpture of a white man operating a 
telephone in an "'office."  On another page we see a photo of a mud 
sculpture a white man with spectacles and pith helmet bursting out of 

the ground, his right arm confidently raised, his left lying relaxed on 
the earthen shell from which he is emerging.' It is, I think, a terrible 
face, so true to life, yet dead, its glasses highlighting a blind visual fix, 
mouth slightly parted with a protuberant lower lip, arrogant and a 
little anxious but knowing it's going to get its way. Like an image of 
the sun rising, he could also be read as sinking, frozen in im-mobility 

between this world and the underworld. 
He frightens me, this African white man. He unsettles. He makes me 

wonder without end. Was the world historical power of whiteness 

achieved, then, through its being a sacred as well as profane powed-l 

It makes me wonder about the constitution of whiteness as global 
colonial work and also as a minutely psychic one involving powers 

invisible to my senses but all too obvious, as reflected to me, now, by 

this strange artifact. 
I know next to nothing of the "context" of ritual, belief, or of social 

practice in which an older anthropology, eager for the "native's point 

of view," would enmesh this African white man, "explain" him (away), 
"Africanize" him (as opposed to "whitenizc" him). All I have is the 

image and its brieicaption, and I am my own gaping subject of analysis, 
for it is precisely this fractured plane of visibility and invisibility that 

constitutes the impact of the image on an uncomprehending West now 

face to face with its-self, bursting the earth. For the white man, to read 
this face means facing himself as Others read him, and the "natives' 

point of view" can never substitute for the fact that now the native is 
the white man himself, and that suddenly, woefully, it dawns that the 

natives' point of view is endless and myriad. The white man as viewer 

is here virtually forced to interrogate himself, to interrogate the Other 
in and partially constitutive of his many and conflicting selves, and as 
yet we have few ground rules for how such an interrogation should or 

might proceed. Such is the effect of the reflection, an after-image of an 

after-image receding to a limitless horizon where the contemplative 
stance of "their" aura-filled cult-object becomes "our" objet d'art-
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"White man from the ground" (Bekee ime awl. Image from an Igbo 
mbari shrine house. Photograph by Herbert M. Cole, 1967. 
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but not before the ground has been cleared by the erasure of critical 
distance effected by shock. Such face-to-faceness no doubt brings its 
quotient of self-congratulation. "They tbink we are gods." But being 
a god is okay only so long as it isn't excessive. After all, wbo knows

in imaging us as gods, might they not take our power? 

Hauka 

He is similar, not similar to something, but just similar. And he 
invents spaces of which he is the convulsive possession. 

�Roger Caillois, "Mimicry and Legendary Psychaesthenia" 

Consider the Jailing (and all that goes along with jailing) of the members 

of the Hauka movement in Niger by the French in the late 1920s, and 

by the British in Accra in 1935. Those involved in this rapidly growing 

movement, begun among the Songhay people in 1 9 25, would dance 
and become possessed by the spirits of colonial administrators. They 
became possessed by the spirit of the French major who had first 

taken the offensive against them, who imprisoned those who began the 
movement, who slapped them around until they said there was no such 
thing as Hauka. Thus deified as "the wicked major," his spirit got into 

the first floor of the Hauka pantheon as one of its most violent spirits. 
Thus possessed, Songhay would mimic the white men (and sometimes 

their wives, too) and acquire strange powers. Thus the movement 

spread-"an intolerable affront to French authority," one scholar has 

called it.s Thus they took the power of the man who slapped them 

around, and the French (and native chiefs) discovered: 

. . .  the presence uf an open dissidence, a society the members of which 
openly defied the social, political, and religious order. It is here that we 
discover the most original aspect of the Hauka movement: their total 
refusal of the system put into place by the French.6 

They even formed their own, overtly anti-French, villages.7 
Jean Rouch claims that in Ghana the Hauka movement died out 

with the formal disappearance of colonial government in 1957. "There 
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was no more colonial power and there never was a Hauka called 
Kwame N'krumah," he is credited with saying.K One of the last Hauka 
spirits in Ghana was a French general, a commander during the Indo
China war that preceded the U.S. war in Vietnam. Paul Stoller found 
thc Hauka movement to be strong in Niger, however, even after lllde
pendence, and he saw this as a continuing rcaction to what he called 
European "force," less formal than the days of colonial administration, 
but still highly visible-still highly possessable.� Stoller, whose expcn
enee with the Hauka movement dates from 1969, found that the Hauka 

were supposed by African people in Niger to be funny as well as 
horrific, for even though they were considered a terrifying sight, they 
are also mocking the white man. "They were aping the ways of the 

European," he says. "Dressed in pith helmets and carrying thClf swag
ger sticks, I often observed the Hauka take the roles of European 

army generals who speak to their troops in pidgin French or pidgm 
English." 10 

But in addition to the conscious play-acting mImicking of the Euro
pean, conducted with wit and verve, there IS bodily possession-whIch 

is what makes the mimicry possible yet generally works at a less than 
conscious level with special, even disturbing, bodily effecrs: frothing 

at the mouth, bulging of the eyes, contorted limb movements, inability 
to feel pain. Strange "Europeans" indeed. And surely that's the point
they so dearly ate and arc not Europeans. It's the ability to become 

possessed, the ability that signifies to Europeans awesome Otherness 
if not downright savagery, which allows them to assume the identity 

of the European and, at the same time, stand dearly and irrevocably 

eye-bulgingly apart from it. What's being mimicked is mimickry itself
within its colonial shell. You see actors acting, as Brecht would have 
it, but you wonder about this mimetic capacity as much as any specific 
action. 

In 1953, before independence, Jean Rouch filmed the ritual of posses
sion by Hauka spirits in Ghana. This became the celebrated ethno

graphic film Les maitres {(Jus. In a raspy voice-over that IS hard to 
follow in the English-language version of this film, he tells us through 
a blur of movements, irregularly stopping and starting, who is imitating 
what colonial officer as they parade and stomp around the "Governor's 
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Palact"-a six-fool high conical termite's nest painred black and white. 
Then, two-thirds of the way through the film comes this enormously 
darifyingmoment-a moment thar absorbs the miming of the powerful 
Hauka spirits and uses that miming nor only to make Ihe film as a 
whole "take fire," bUI does so by displaying, 50 I want to argue, the 
colonial endowment boosting the mimeric faculty in modern Europe. 

A man possessed by a Hauka spirit SlOOpS and breaks an egg over 
the sculpted figure of the go\'(�mor (a linle starue nOI unlike Ihe Mbar; 
shrine of tbe white man) that presides over the day's eyent of Hauka 
possession. Cracked on the governor's head, the esg cascades in white 
and yellow rivulets. 1111:n the film is abruptly cut. We are transported 
to a big military parade in the colonial city two hout'S away. The 
film hurls uS at the cascading yellow and white plumes of the white 
gonmor's gorgeous hat as he revlc:ws the black trOOps passing. Tho�e 
of us watching the film in a university lecture hall in New York City 
gasp. There is something immensdy powerful rdeased at this momen!., 
begging for interpretation. The film with its ability to explore the:: 
optical unconscious, to come dose and enlarge, to frame and to mon
tage., creates in this sudden juxtaposition a suffusion of mimetic masic. 
Here film borrows from the magical practice of mimesis in ih very 
filming of it. The primitivism within modernism is allowed to Oower. 
In this colonial world where the camera mect� those possessed by gods, 
we can nuly point to the Western rebirth of the mimetic faculty by 
means of modernity's mimetic machinery. 

Small wonder that years later Rouch, on the basis of thirty years 
work in Africa, would talk of his film-making as comparable 10 the 
sorcerer's hunt for spirit·doubles.11 

The British authorities in Ghana banned the film. The reason? Ac· 
cording to Rouch they "equated the picture of the Gove::rnor with an 
insult to the Queen and to her authority."n But what was the insult? 
It turns out to be exactly that moment of montaged dynamite 1 have 
singled out, where the mimetic power of the film piggy-backs on the 
mimetic power of African possession ritual. The insult, explains Rouch, 
"was because the film shows an egg being broken over the head of 
an image representing the Governor-General, in imitation of the re31 
Governor-General's plumes cascading over his ceremonial helmet.,, ! 1  
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The Hauka were jailed in 1935 for mimicking the white man who 
possessed their very bodies, and Rouch's film was banned in the J 950s 
for mimicking that mimicking. 

Moreover Rouch himself banned showing it-at least to people in 
it who bad been filmed in trance, for upon its being projected onto a 
screen they went into trance in 3n uncontrollable and almost dangerous 
way. "Ir is a kind of electroshoc",'" he said, "to show a mao a film of 
himself in trance ... 14 Is nOI this same electroshoc.ked man mimicking 
mimicking? (And we, who are walching who have never been pos
sessed; what of us? How is that we escape this shock of the possessed?) 

Is this bizarre colonial conjunction of the man "rith thr movie camera 
at Ihe midpoint of the rwentieth cencury a beguiling confirmation of 
Benjamin!s "history" of the mimetic faculty-that strangely "dialetic
ai-image" point. in time that colonialism brings into being, wherein the 
mimetically capacious pet'Son, as possessed by the Hauka, Illt-'Ch the 
mimetic cripple blessed with 1he mimetically capacious machine (the 
movie camera), the one receiving an electroshock, the other, a ban? 

Trobriand Cricket 

Some fineen years alter Rouch's film, the very same moment of filmic 
magic mimicking mimicking was repeated by the tilm Trobriand 
Cricket, depicting the mimesis and transformation of the British game 
of cricket by men of the T rebriand islands oll the east coast of New 
Guinea, who were encouraged by missionaries, beginning in 1903, to 
replace precolonial warfare with this game of bat and ball. 

Among the many ways by which the game is copied, and transformed 
(like the Cuna mola), there is one in particular that drives the film to 
its spectacularly successful revelation of the mimetic faculty. This is in 
the dancing by the players intermittently throughout the game, when 
the team is in trouble, when a team member makes a great catch, and 
when the team enters the playing field. The teams are four to five times 
larger than the British standard eleven, and the whole team of half
naked, dark-skinned, muscular men dances in unison, dressed in feath
ers with pandanus leaves and magical herbs around their limbs. The 
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sound-ttack emphasizes the sound-bear of (he dancen.:. Dark bodies 
glisten with coconut oil. Face and body paint shine. The chanting and 

excitement is "infectious." The collective movemelll is hypnotizing. As 
the men dance, the British anthropologist-narrator teUs us something 
of what the different dances mean, and we see how rhe dancers perform 
with their (collective) bodies the great Trobriand an of magic and 

metaphor made famous in the West via the pen of Malinowski and 
his commentators. What the film �izes upon i) that in performing 
metaphor, many of these dances incur the rerurn of the colonially 

repressed. ironically, they mime war-World War II, to be precisc
war bt:ing what Trobriand crickt.·t was designed, by missionaries, to 

displace. Hence the subtitle to the film, Trobriand Cricket: An Inge

nious Response to Colonialism. We see the dancers moving smartly 

along. Then the film switches abruptly to black and white, the absence 

of color that signifies the entry of black-and-white Pacific history. 
Against a tropical background and thatched roofs, we see rows of 
Australian soldiers in World War II marching at a good dip, three 
abreast, wheeling, rifles on their shoulder. The film cuts again, back to 
the color of the glistening dancers. There is a slight bur audible gasp 

{rolll the film's audience wherever I have st.'Cn this film, from the u.s. 

middle west as well as California, Texas, New York City. And the gasp 

is fo1iuwcd by a rippling chuckle, an outward opcning of the soul, a 
satisfying enclosing of possession. We "got it." We gor the idea. And 
something more than an idea. You feel you are on the verge of some
thing amazing. As with the Cuna mol a and the Hauka "governor," 

something ineffable is being "brought out" by this interaction of mim

ing bodies and mimetic machinery. 

Again and again the film makes this sort of move, interspersing 

dancing, half-naked cricketers imitating planes, with bla..::k·and-whjte 

shots of World War II U.S. Air Force bombers on the tarmac of an 

island airfield, then lifting off, JUSt as the dancers in unison, shaking 

their great bunches of leaves, lift off too. "Squawking Hawk" is the 

name of one of the U.S. bombers. Of course the success of this move 

for a Western viewer depends enormously on the recruitment of wild
ness as something antithetical yet defining of civilized adulthood. As 
an "ingenious response" to colonialism, as a parody 01 British cricket 
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and missionary inrention, it is the apparent wiliness, easy-going disre

gard, and "natural" force of these wonderfully fit island men that is 

displayed as ruming the tables on old England's male character-build
ing pastime. "Play Up. Play Up. And Play rhe Game." Boys Own 

Annual. And all thar. What makes the parody suc(;ced, lhen, is extraor· 
dinary mimicry, but mimicry exceeding certain bounds, and the fact 
that that mimicry as figured by the film is solidly anchored in savage 
wildness vis a vis the playing fields of Eton, Lord's cricket ground and 
so forth. Perhaps nowhere i� this point made more succinctly than 

where (promoted by dIe film maker, so it would seem), some Trobriand 

ViPs explain that not only did they massive!)' expand [he team size, 
and that dance and magic, very much including war magic, is an 
ubiquitious feature of the game, hut that they gave up the prescribed 
over-arm bowling of the ball, a defining element of the game in England, 
and replaced it with a spear-throwing action instead. Moreover, they 

had to place the stumps of the wicket closer togerher than is done in 
England because-prompts an edited voice-their spear-throwing style 
of bowling is 50 accurate. Thus the stiff-armed "unnatural" movement 
of the playersscriously playing the "civilizccl" game in the metropolitan 

center is stiffed by the "natural" movement of the "n:lturally'" agile 
spear-throwing men of the island seriously playing the dancinggamt..'

and the northern audience in the postmodern First World city loves it, as 
do I. Civilization and ils body-stiffening regimen sw.:.:umbs to the filmic 

release of wildness repressed-and nowhere is this more strategic than 
with regard to the filmic miming of the mimetic faculty itself. 

Just as the film makes its move into the archives to find the footage 
of source-images from World War II history, so we as an audience 

are moved into colonial history-not necessarily as the filmmakers 

intl'nded, however. For by this black and white sign of "colonial his

tory, '" we are moved into a SOrt of miming machine, not just the mime 
in the dancing itself, but the mime specific to the abrupt, cutting power 
of filmic image to splice white soldiers wheeling in unison, next to, 

before, and after black men mimicking them, pandanus leaves shaking, 
the very earth vibrating. Through the film's piggy-backing on the Tro· 
brianders' great tradition of magic-IX)etics enacted here in dance in 
cricket, and through Ihe film's imitating {hat tradition in its own filmic 
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tcchnique, what suddenly bursts through, like the African white man 
bur�ting through the earth, is the mimesis of mimesis, �e1f-reflcxive 
mime�is, mimesis made aware of itself as through fusion (If the mimeti

cally capacious machine with the mimetically capacious dancing body, 

image partakes of mobile flesh, imitation becomes contactual-taking 

us ever nearer 10 what CailJois, in his essay on mimicry and legendary 
pychaesthel1ia described as being similar, "nOi similar [0 something, 

but just similar."u Benjamin t'xPTl"SS l."li the same strange phenomenon, 
I think, in his essay "Doctrine of the Similar." "The perception of similar

ity is in every case bound to an instantaneous flash," he wrore. "'It slips 

paSt, can possible be regained, hut really cannot be held fasr, unlike other 

perceptions. h offers itself to the eye as fleetingly and transitorily as a 
constellation ofslars."'"Thus "captured" by film, only to slip past, these 

dancing cri ck ClefS become mimetic substance incarna te-wha t spills (lU t 
from the screen, rendering the post-colonial viewer speechless, gasping 

for air-mimetic excess, demanding yet disrupting any possibility of 
mastering the circulation of mimesis in alterity. 

Made in the USA 

Such demanding yet disrupting creates a frenzied srasis of interpreta
tion, a profoundly reflexive late rwentieth-cemury anthropology as the 
mimetic faculty is exposed, as never before, to the drunken see·sawing 

01 the civilizing dialectic that once fused n:Hute with culture in 3 !oCnled 
partern of ahenties nicely secured by the aura of "first comact." To 

become aware of [he West in the eyes and handiwork of its Olhers, to 
wonder at the fascination with their fascination, is to ahandon border 
logistics and enter into the "second contact" era of the borderland 
where "us" and "them" lose their polarity and swim in and our of 
focus. This dissolution rcconstellatcs the play of nature in mythic 

pasts of contacrual truths. Stable idemity formations auto-destruct illto 

silence, gasps of unaccountable pleasure, or carrwheeling confusion 
gathered in a ctescendo of what I call "mimetic excess" spending irself 
in a riot of dialectical imagery. To the instances already alluded ro
the Cuna talking dog, tbe African white man, Rouch's Hauka, and 
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Trobriand Cricket-l feel compelled to add a powerful image, a perfor

mance-tableau depicting rhe West and which, by virtue of sucb depic
tion, would seem to siphon off its magic as Other by what I call 
"reverse" or "second contact." 

It happened in an agribusiness lawn that I know well in western 

Colombia, in a little «alternative" hospital which J visited in 1981, 

because the mother of a friend of mine had gone crazy and wanted to 
go there lor treatment. She'd had enough of the big state hospital in 

the city. In this African-American town that from the abolition of 

slavery in the nineteemh (emury until the 1950s was a region of 

relatively well-off cocoa farmers, but now bears the burden of "devel

opment" in which land monopoly, state and paramilitary terror, and 

modern technology-agricultural 3nd pharamaceutical-have played 

prominent roles, this little hospital had a reputation for mystical curing, 

but nobody was �ure in what it consisted, as it was new to the tOWIl. 

When I visited it with my friend from the town, I found a three-room 

house, and because the curer was unavailable, one of his assistants, a 

black woman from the remote Pacific coast, showed us around. A few 

patients were lying on the floor, and she directed us to the special room 

used, she said, for rreatmf"nt. it was like no spiritual, shamanic, or folk

healing space I had ever seen before in all my wandering through {he 

southwest. For thf"re were no saints nor bonles of herbs nor candles 

burning in this bare, laboratory·like space. Instead the oU[standing, 

the amazing, thing was the pictures on its cracked mud walls. They 

were advenisemenr.s, cut from medical journals. It was the (:ontext 

which brought out their strangeness. After all, I'd seen pictures like 

these in medical journals when I u�ed to work in "real'" hospitals years 

before. There wa� a flesh-toned, very precisely drawn, cross-senional 

view through the body of a woman in an advanced stage of pregnancy, 

showing the fetus cozily curled up in the womb, pressed back against 

the gridwork of ligaments and articulations of the vertebrae. It was an 

advertisement for iron medicine to be taken during pregnancy. Next to 
it was another cut-out illustration of two pink kidneys being squeezed 

by lime-green surgical gloves, golden drops of urine emerging like tears 

from the snipped ureters-an advertisement for a diuretic. Made in the 
USA. Clear plastic I-V rubes and bottles were looped and whorled like 
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modernist sculplurcalongoneofthewalls, and a blue lighthulhcentcred 

on a board surrounded by dear bulbs completed Ihe room'scquipmem. 
"Don'. look too hard," advised the assist-.lnt drily as I g;l7.ed at the bluc 

light as at some sort of altar, "'it could cause cancer." 
Nevcrthdess I am still looking at the blue: halo of its afterglow yearlo 

later, wondering how the magical laws of !lympathy have moved from 

Darn'in's wonder through Frazer and back into the peasant appropria

tion of modern advertising'S appropriation of magk by means of awak
ening the optically unconscious. If I find myself virtually speechless, it 
is because J have looked too long at that light and loimply don't knuw 

how to channel this strange power cunning through me that is being 

used to sell and to cure. To rely on native exegesis would be to break 

the rules of that exegesis. "Don't look too hard," is what she said. To 

see this remarkable tableau as mimesis taken to the point of parody of 

Western technology (as many of my friends in New York want to when 

I tell them about it) is to enter into a chamber of endlessly reflecting 

mirrors without resolution because while it is truly parodic of the West, 
it is patently unilllended parody from the viewpoint of those who made 

it. lndt.'cd to c�1I it parodic would be to run thc serious risk of creating 

a cruel pa.rody of the undcrst�ndings of the wage-workers' life-world 
as set infO the tableau itself. Yet there i s  no dc=nying irs parodic power, 

even though unimcnded. To further complicate the interweaving of 

acrions and reactions, I think anI." could even say that it's the very 

unintendedness that creates the parody. even though it cannot be 

parodic if nOt intended. This is impossible, but true, and this impossihlt" 
truth represents the significant wcirdnelos that intercultural connected

ness of image-practice can take in our time. Other times, observing me 

staring at tbe afterglow of the blue lighl, my friends in northern dimt."S 
tell me that it serves to bring out the magic repress.ed and therefore all 
the more powerfully deployed by modern industry, by Horkhcimer 

and Adorno's " dialectic of enlightenmenr," �nd that is why I keep 
staring at it as some SOrt of Third World revelation of First World 

occultism hidden in the depths of technology's great promise. But 

this revelation depends for its power on the Third World authors' 
"'misunderstanding:' I protest, of how technology and industry and 

commerce "really" work. But nevertheless thl." rt\'e!auon is there. The 
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very power of the insight depends on the powcrful error (in my opinion) 

that they make. How can this revc!3mry chamber of mirrors exisr 
whose reflections depend upon eao.:h other, while each one is remark
ably "'wrong" yet no less remarkably '"right"? The very wrongness 

makeS" for rightness. Cultural relativism is dearly not an option here 

("'Let them believe what they want to, and we'll believe we want to"), 

because the dilferent reactions are profoundly implicated in each other; 

they are "relative" to each other more (h�n tney arc "rdativc" to what 

we used 10 call their "'own cultural context." Nor can anthropological 
"contexrualizalion" and more empirical investigation of tharson come 
[Q our aid, if only because there is  no "conrext" anymore, other than 

cascading glimpSeS of splintered Othernesses on the world screen of 

mechanically reproduced imagery. In this world the glimpse, like the 

sound-bite and the after-image, is where the lction is, Dada-like impul

sions of Othernesscs hurled at disconcerted beings splayed open to the 

future. The whole point of the power of this tableau of pink kidneys. 

green gloves, and luminscent I-V rubes against mud walls IS that it's 

(promise of) meaning, and hence power, h'eps ricocheting from West 

to Other, from mjmesis 10 aherity, and back again i n  what can only be 

thought of as endless mobility one Stl."p �hcad of interpretive discharge. 

Indeed, (his tableau is preeminently "OUt of context" and thus preemi
nend)· exempl:lry of the bctthat mimesi" and alteriry arc now spinning 

faster than {he eye can take in or the mind absorb. This seems to me 

more than ruming the tables, inverting the Third into the First world. 

for instance. This spinning is giddying. As opposed to "first contacr," 
this type 01 "second contact" disassembles the very possibility ofde6n

ing the border as anything more than � shadowy possibility of the 

once-was. The border has dissolved and expanded to cover the lands 
it once separated such tbat all the land is borderland, wherein the 

image-sphere of alteriries, no less than the physiognomic aspect.'. of 

visual worlds, disrupt the speaking body of tlte norlhern scribe into 

words hanging in grotesque automutilation over a postmodern land

scape where Self and Other paw at the ghostly imaginings of each 

other's powers. It is here, where words fail and flux commands, [hat 

the power of mimetic excess resides as rhe decisive turning point in the 
colonial endowment of the mimetic facuity itself. 

2" 
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1" a ,,,mlner of J�3kmK. it is tht imagt of thl thin.� to bt displ:JCld 
that ru1lS along the sympar/Jetic chain. 

-Hubcn and Mau.s, A Gtnn-al Thmry of Maxic 

Since "first contact" the chain of sympathetic magic rour)c!O through 
all worlds and the: dtsplacement of the image: running along it has 
observt:d a strange history indeed. How today we react 10 tht> antr
imagery of that contact in all its displacements and effusions, and how 
that reaction is determined by histories of preceding reactions, is very 
much (In my mind as I write these final pages. The srrange history I 
have am'Hi�K-d for you to peruse is as much fable as hiscory, yel always 
factual. Its rolbulous nature comes as much from its logic of devd.op
mcnl as from its chosen materials, and that logic is one that h3..S been 
determined by the dictum set forth with considerable anxiety at the 
beginning of this work as to the two-way street opcr:ning between 
nature and history, in this ca� between the mimetic faculty and colo
nial bistories, it being my assumption that in modern times the tWO arc 
inseparable. Gillen the impossibility of any representational act being 
achieved without the intervention of the mimetic h.:ultY-lhe nature 
that culture uses to create second nature-this is no small claim. 

But my intettst began, and still rests, on the power of the copy to 
influence whal it is a copy of. This was a primitivist view of magic. 
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Frazer's charming charms seduced me 100. Mine is an old-fashioned 
interest in magic, but applied to fashion itself. 

Nor the depths but the surface has attr.cted ml.:-the sheen of the 
image, its inconquerably opaque stams between concept and thing. I 
ha�'e found the passions may bi." dttep. but the action has been continu
ously on the surface, on the felish-powrr of appearan� as demonstrated 
by the power released by releasing the spirit, wh)ch i� to sa)" the image 
of thin�, in magical spurts of rcproductkm. And I thank the Cuna eth
nography for the power Ilf this demonstratkm so useful for understand
ing what has been termed the postmodern condition, the vinually undis
puted reign of the im3.ge-chalO in 13tt e.:apitali�m where the commod
ification of nature no le�5 than me('hanical and uterine reproduction link 
in a variery of power-assuming. power-conwming, ways. 

The nature of the history of the mimetic bculty I have presenred is 
in the form of what Benjamin called a "dialectical image." Nothing 
less could satisfy the demands of tht' two-way street, historicizing 
natur!': and natur3.liz.ing history, and nothing less could satisfy the 
claIms of the mimetic faculty to be the nature that culture USeS to n'eate 
�cond nature. The hislory I have presented thus forms 3. triptych that 
somCf'S3.u1ts backwards then forward� through lime, awakening mythi
cal pasts for modem projects. '"In order for the past to he.: toucht-d by the 
present," wrote Benjamin, "the.:re mmt bcno conrinUlfy between them." 
From the mid-nineteenth �mury onwards, mimeriaU)' capacious ma
crunes reinvigoratt'd the mimetic faculty such that the mythic founda
tional moment of colonial "first contact" (as with Darwin 00 the beach 
in Tierra del Fuego) passed into the mechaoiCllly reproduced image as a 
new sort of sympathetic magic of imit3tion and contact. Later on, from 
the mid-poim of the twentieth cenrury with the final dissolution of for
mal colonial comrols there emerged a .�ort of reversal of contact, a "sec
ond contact," with the birrh of a radically different border between the 
West and the rest, between civiliz.ation and its Others. 

Not only has this border been punctured porous by the global market 
and multinational corporations, together with desperale emigration 
from the south, but the border a� cultural artifact has been diffused to 
cosmic proportion. Its phantasmic reality looms daily larger than ever 
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was the case with "first contact. " Now fitz Roy's sailor is really 
dancing his little JIg. The Berlin wall crumbles. The fence along the 
Rio Grande is erected higher and higher. Yet the border becomes 
increasingly unreal, micromental, and elusive. 

Intriguing testimony to the powers unleashed by "second contact" 
and the destabilization of the border is the fact that the self is no longer 
as clearly separable from its Alter. For now the self is inscribed in the 
Alter that the self needs to define itself against. This accounts for the 
combination of fear and pleasure that mimetically capacious machines 

can create when interacted with mimetic reflections of the West as 
portrayed in the bodies, eyes, and handiwork of its Alters. 

Such interaction creates mimetic excess-mimetic self-awareness, 
mimesis turned on itself, on its colonial endowment, such that now, in 
our time, mimesis as a natural faculty and mimesis as a historical 
product turn in on each other as never before. 

If, as I have suggested, it is useful to think of mimesis as the nature 

culture uses to create second nature, the situation now is thatthis famous 
second nature is foundering and highly unstable. Veering between nature 
and culture, essentialism and constructionism�as evidenced today ev
erywhere, from the ethnic surge in politics to the delight in artifactualiza
tion, as one after the other new identities are spun into being-the mi
metic faculty finds itself on the verge of dramatically new possibilities. 

Yet the particular history of the senses I have presented to you is 
fabulous in still another way than its leap-frogging through time and 
its reassemblage of spirited materials. This is because of a curious inner 
tension, the northern scribe sailing bravely forth to southern climes 
and puzzled as to how to react-how to be, might be a better way of 

putting it-vis a vis images of 

"himself" that were intimately 
organized into spiritual healing 

of and by people patently differ
ent to "himself." These were 

Cuna figurines. One could, I sup
pose, do the usual thing and "an
alyze them" as anthropologists 
do, as things to be layered with 
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context, then stripped, but that would seem to be an evasion and miss 
the whole point-that something crucial about what made oneself was 
implicated and imperiHed in the object of study, in its power to change 
reality, no less. (I fear this pomt is so important, yet so obvious, that 
it will continue to be completely overlooked. There must be massive 
cultural repression at work here.) 

Yet what would it mean and what would it take for the "European 
type" carved into the figurines to be so nosy about its�self thus carved, 
sung to, and somehow, mysteriously, involved in realizing the spirit 

power of the inner substance, the "secret" of reproductive origin of 

spirit-appearance within that outcr appearance? And behind these 
brave figurines gathenng dust in island houses or standing tall under 
the hammock of the sick by the curer, behind them emerged others

West Africans possessed by Hauka on Jean Rouch's flickering screen, 
no less than Rouch himsclf possessed by their possession, Trobriand 

cricketers dancing war magic where soaring gulls and Australian sol

diers in black-and-white create, through the film-maker's magic of 
montage, the flash of the dialectical image and the delightful squan
dering of mimetic excess, dripping off the screen of possibilities, dis

placed/replaced "talking dogs" diffusing, sympathizing, inverting His 

Master's Voice . . .  
Thus in my roundabout way I have in the preceding pages tried [0 

work out my reaction to being thus presenced in their mimetics, feeling 

through the ethnographies and through the films and photographs that 
indeed a question has been asked of me that is constitutive of my 
cultured Being. Perhaps "working our" is misleading here. It suggests 

a degree of control dependent on a magical capacity to step outside 
the field of referents. Reaction is probably a better choice of words, 

the authorial self being the "outer form" by means of which the mimetic 
shudder (as Adorno used that term) tears at identity and proliferates 
associations of a self bound magically to an Other, too close to that 
Other to be but dimly recognizable, [00 much the self to allow for 
satisfying alterity. Selves dissolve into senses and the senses show signs 
of becoming their own theoreticians as world histories regroup. This 
is not a question of being out of balance, or of not being able to find 
the golden mean-would that it were that simple. Instead it's a matter 
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of what used to look like impossibility, of being in different places at 

one and the same time� �place" here assuming the bountiful burden 

of presence, its plurality assuring the permanent CVJcuation of such. 

The search for identity through the many circuilS (.1 mimesis and 

alterity ends at this point in our hisTory with the conclusion that, 

finally, although there is no sucb thing as identity in any grand sense
juSt chimeras of possible longings lounging in the inlcr.;tices of quaint 

necessities-nevenheless the masks of appearance do morc Ihan suffice. 
They are an absolute necessity. 

Mimetic Excess 

With the trapped ap<' aping civilized humanity's aping. Kafka drew 

attention to the dosed circle of mimesis and alterity in the modern age. 

But the colonial wildness imputed to the primitive and ro mimesis 

could funCiion in ways other than domestication. The circle could be 

broken by that very same wildness. Hence he also wrote of, 

Tb� Wish to Be a Ri'd Indian 

I{ one were only an Induln, instantly alert, and on a racing horse 
leaning agaimt the wind, kept on quivering ierltily over the quivering 
ground. ulltil oni' shed one's spillS. {or ,here needed no spurs, threw 
away the reins, {or lhere needed no reins. and hllrdly saw that the 
land be{ori' one was smootlJly shorn heath when horse's neck and 
head would bi' already gone. 

Where not repressed, the mimetic faculty may serve as a tool of 

repression in the "civilizing" project of Enlightenment. Horkheimer 

and Adorno emphasized this with their notion of the "organization of 

mimesis." But throughout his considerable body of work Adorno gave 

greater emphasis to the notion that the mimetic faculty. with its capac

ity 10 combine sensuousness with copy, provided the immersion in the 

conctete necessary to break definitively from the fetishes and myths of 

commodified practices of freedom. 
What I have termed "'mimetic excess" is just such 3 possibiliry

an excess creating retlexive awareness as to the mimetic faculty, an 
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awareness that can reconstellate Kafka's despair oscillating between 

the ape's melancholy awareness of its aping, and the wild abandon of 

sympathetic absorption inm wildness itself, as with the identification 

with the Indian. History would seem to now allow for an appreciation 

of mimesis as an end in itself that rakes one into the magical power of 
the sigoifier ro act as if it were indeed Ihe real. to Jive in a differeor way 

wilh the understanding that anifice is natural, no less than thai namre 

is historicized. Mimetic exl..'tSS as a form of buman capacity potentialed 

by posr-colonialilY providcs a welcome opponuniry 10 live subjunc

tively 3S neither subject nor object of history but as both, at one and 

the same time. �{jmecic rxcess provides access to unders(anding thl' 

unbearable truths of makl'-bclie\'c as foundation of an all-lao-seriously 

serious reality, manipulated but also manipulatable. Mimetic excess is 

a somersaulting back to sacred actions implicated in (he puzzle that 

empowered mimesi� any time, any place-namely the power to both 

douhle yet double endlessly, to become any Other and engage the 

image with the reality thus imagi1.cd. This excessiveness was once in 

the hands of secTS and m3giciaos who worked images to effect other 

images, who worked spirits to affet.1: other spirits which in turn actoo. 
on the real lhey wc:rt the appearance of. How we aU in our differeD( 
ways and different walks of life are used tod3Y by this mimetic excess 

is perbaps, now, to some signihc30t degree going to be a maner of 

choiet' and nOt the monopoly of mediums and the media. Elhnic, 

gender, and sexual srruggle would sc:em to indicate Ibis. I would cer

tainly hope so and this book is, if anything, directed towards that end 

by making the nature of that excess more dear than it might be 

otherwise, drawing aneorion to the exuberance with which it permits 

the freedom to live reality as reatly made-up. 

2SS 
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Knnw of only one other publishffi rendition of the Nid-llt.llla, that pub
Ii�hed by Carlo $cveri, "Los Pue:blos del camino de la Ineura," Amerindia 
8 (1983), pp. 129-80. It Sl:ems to me: that it h:udly he$rs comparison, l..:t 
alone provides replicable criteria for faithful transcription :lnd tr:mslation 
because it is so obviously a different song in many ways, alhciT one with 
,hI! same gen�r:ll ;lim of dealing with a Nia-induced illn�5S. 

Among the many diff .. rences between SeVo'ri's and the Swedes' chant, 
Severi'� version contains no section or passage in which the ch:mtcr 
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